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Laboratory Simulation of Wheel
and Rail Contact Related Parameters

By Sudhir Kumar* and B. R. Rajkumar**

Abstract

This paper presents techniques and limitations of simulation of wheel and rail in labora-

tory conditions. Adhesion, creep, contact stress, plastic flow, wear and surface roughness can

be simulated in the laboratory. Constant adhesion machines are recommended for good

simulation. Size effects are shown to be important for machine design. A contact track angle

is defined as an important parameter for determining the degree of validation of a laboratory

test. Two types of laboratory simulations, called Hertzian simulation and Geometrical simu-

lation are comparatively discussed along with the IIT—GMEMD Wheel Rail Simulation

Facility. Contact stresses and dimensions have been calculated for various U.S. freight cars

and locomotives. Simulations of these parameters has been achieved for both Hertzian and

Geometrical simulations. Results of calculations for field and laboratory parameters are

tabulated and also given in nomographic form. It is shown that good simulation of wheel and

rail in laboratory is quite feasible within certain test limitations.

Introduction

The traction, braking, curving and dynamic behavior of a locomotive or a railroad car are

significantly affected by the mechanical behavior of a wheel on a rail. Unfortunately, it is not

readily possible to determine the real characteristics of a wheel when it is part of a vehicle in

a train since the wheel characteristics are coupled with the individual vehicle and train

dynamics and it is difficult to isolate the characteristics of the wheel from those of the rest of

the system. It is, therefore, necessary to study a single wheel or wheel set on rails separately

in laboratory controlled conditions. Establishment of conditions of simulation of a wheel and

rail, is, therefore, quite desirable for meaningful interpretation of controlled laboratory exper-

iments.

The behavior of a wheel on a rail is most significantly affected by the forces and stresses

developed between the two, through their contact surface. It is necessary that for similar

behavior, two wheels on rails should have the same stress distribution in the contact zone, and

develop a similar shape of the contact area. Several other conditions that need to be satisfied

for a good overall laboratory simulation of the field case require: 1. Same friction coefficient

2. Same metallurgical structure 3. Same scaled down surface roughness and 4. Same environ-

mental factors like surface contamination, humidity and temperature.

The above conditions of simulation can be satisfied in laboratory using different sizes and

shapes of model wheels and rails. These shapes can be quite different from the real wheel and

rail profiles. The simulation thus achieved would provide the same stress and strain distribu-

tions. In the case of tractive wheels, the simulation is also good for the relative slip between

the wheel and the rail (generally referred to as creep). This is because the strain and friction

force distributions between the two surfaces are similar.

'Professor and Direclor, Railroad Engineering Laboratory, Illinois Institute of Technology. Chicago. Illinois

••Research Assistant. Railroad Engineering Laboratory. Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago. Illinois
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A Simple Discussion of Contact Stress Simulation

The most practical approach to wheel rail simulation in the laboratory is by rolling a small

wheel pressed against another of larger diameter such that the contact stress distribution and

the shape of the area of contact between the two are similar to those developed between wheel

and rail in field conditions. The rim of a new standard wheel and head of a standard rail in

the U.S. are a cone and a cylinder respectively. The shape of the area of contact between the

wheel and the rail as shown in Fig. 1 is an ellipse with major axis "a" in the rolling direction

and minor axis "b" perpendicular to it. The ratio a/b depends on the radii of curvature of the

wheel and rail surfaces. The area of the contact ellipse depends on the radii of curvature as

well as the load per wheel. For elastic materials, same shape area of contact can develop

between two wheels of given radii rolling against each other, if suitable radii of curvature of

the two surfaces are provided on the two wheels. Thus, an infinite number of possibilities of

simulation exist. It is convenient to select one of the two wheel surfaces as cylindrical. Two
such possibilities of laboratory simulation are shown in Fig. 2. This is based on a mathematical

solution of Hertz' and called here Hertzian simulation . This theory and its application to wheel

and rail are discussed later in this paper. In Fig. 2 (a), the rail is represented by a cylindrical

wheel and the wheel is represented by an appropriately contoured wheel. In Fig. 2 (b), the

roles are reversed. In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the axes of the two wheels are parallel simulating

conditions similar to tangent track. In Fig. 2(c), the axes of the two wheels are at an angle 6.

This simulates the contact conditions for curve negotiation with the wheel having an angle of

attack with the rail. Thus, contact conditions between the head of the rail and the rim of the

wheel for both tangent and curved track can be successfully simulated by this approach.

Wheel-rail parameters that may be readily simulated in laboratory include:

a) Adhesion coefficient—ratio of tractive or braking force between wheel and rail with

the normal load acting on the wheel.

b) Creep—Non dimensional slip between wheel and rail.

c) Contact area and stress.

d) Plastic flow of steel on rail and wheel.

e) Wear and surface roughness.

In addition, surface work hardening, fatigue, thermal and residual stresses may be ap-

proximately simulated for larger size model simulations with very controlled experimental

conditions.

Amongst the various approaches to wheel rail simulations, two commonly used are (1)

constant creep machines and (2) constant adhesion coefficient machines. These have certain

disadvantages, advantages and limitations of their applicability which are briefly discussed

below.

Constant Creep Versus Constant Adhesion Coefficient Machines

For simplicity of design and construction, the largest number of wheel and rail simulation

machines built to date are constant creep machines. A single electric motor can drive two

model wheels in contact at peripheral speeds differing from each other by a prescribed

amount. This produces a constant creep between the wheels for given diameter wheels. The

adhesion coefficient will change during a test depending on surface condition, wear and plastic

flow. For experiments, where parametric influence of creep on other parameters under

controlled surface conditions is investigated, this approach can be useful. It does not. how-

ever, simulate wheel and rail conditions in real operations of either a locomotive or a railroad
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car wheel. In actual train operation, a locomotive wheel experiences a given traction or

braking torque. The creep varies extensively depending on surface conditions. Similarly, a car

wheel experiences a very small, nearly constant adhesion coefficient. Therefore, good simula-

tion of either locomotive wheel or car wheel requires a constant adhesion machine. The

disadvantage of constant adhesion machines is that it is mechanically more complicated and

requires either two separate motors or a motor and a smooth brake with appropriate control

system.

The first constant adhesion machine simulating wheel and rail on a reasonable scale

(1/4.5) was built by Itami^, Marta and Mels^'*. Experiments of both constant adhesion as well

as constant creep are possible on this machine. It was acquired by I.I.T. and considerably

modified and improved. Extensive adhesion, creep work on this was conducted by Kumar,

Sciammarella and their students^-*-^. Johnson** has been conducting constant adhesion tests on

small simulation facilities since 1960.

Size Effect

The laboratory simulation can be done with wheels of different diameters as long as

appropriate profiles are machined on the two wheels. However, the size selected for the

wheels will determine the degree and duration of the test for which the simulation is good.

Many workers have been performing tests on small wheels for prolonged periods and number

of cycles without regard to the limits of validity of their simulation. As a general statement,

it is desirable to represent the wheel with as large a scale of model wheel as possible within

economic constraints. The diameter of the wheel simulating the rail should be larger than the

other wheel and preferably several times as much, conditions permitting. Implementing these

two factors increases the duration of simulation of contact stresses for a larger number of

cycles even after plastic flow and wear have changed the profiles of the contact surfaces. This

is illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 3 which shows the changes in the radii of curvature of the

wheel and rail profiles for field conditions as compared to two laboratory simulations of

different sizes. The rail crown radius increases from 10" (for 132RE rail) to larger values as

plasticity and wear flatten the crown of the rail head. The wheel tread on the other hand having

a conical surface has an infinite size radius of curvature. It hollows in slowly with wear and

plasticity. The two radii of curvature curves will eventually cross each other after several

hundred thousand or million cycles of rolling contact. The same thing happens for laboratory

simulation wheels in a considerably smaller number of cycles. In Fig. 3, the larger model

simulation marked as (1) has this crossing develop after a much larger number of cycles as

compared to the smaller model marked as (2). Thus, the simulation of the larger model is valid

for a much longer duration of testing as compared to the smaller model. Another way of

looking at it is that elastic stresses can be simulated on various scales accurately since elasticity

is based on linear stress-strain characteristics. However, when the loads and cycles are large

enough to produce material flow and wear the size effect becomes quite important since both

of these phenomena have non-linear characteristics. In the presence of such nonlinearities, the

closer the model is to full size the better it is.

A simple method of assessment of the duration of validity of a simulation test on a given

size machine can be developed based on the concept of contact-track <)) angle as shown in Fig.

4. The radiusof curvature of the rail crown of the most commonly used rails on mainline tracks

is 10 inches. The width of the contact track between wheel and rail varies between 0.2" to 0.75"

for good track and wheel conditions'". The angle <t> thus ranges from 0.02 to 0.075 radians. For

extremely worn conditions of wheel and rail the contact track width reaches 1.5 in. Thus, the

largest value of ^ in laboratory should not exceed 0.075 radians for good wheel rail simulation

and 0.15 radians for the extreme conditions while simulating U.S. freight trains. Once these

(j) values are exceeded, the simulation is not valid from the point of view of stresses, wear.
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plasticity and creep. For a large facility such as one developed at I.I.T., this may mean 50,000

to 200,000 or more loading cycles. For a small rig this may mean only a few thousand cycles

depending on the size of wheels used. The importance of size effect has been recognized by

GM-EMD, I.I.T. and several of the research groups of the Railway Technical Research

Institute of Japan. A number of wheel rail simulation facilities have been built in Japan since

1963. Most of these are 1/5 scale or above. Nakamura, Owaku and Enomoto" investigated rail

shelly cracks on a "large rolling machine". Ohyama'^ has studied fundamental adhesion at

higher speeds using a simulated wheel rail testing machine. The two wheels used seem to be

nearly full scale from the small photograph of the machine. Surface speeds up to 350 km/hr

have been reached. Miyairi, Tomizawa and Miura'^ have used a 1/5 scale model simulating

wheel and rail for determining adhesion coefficients. Yokose"'*has also used a 1/5 scale model

simulation facility for measuring creep forces between wheel and rail.

Elastic Contact Stresses for New Wheel and Rail—Hertz Theory

As discussed earlier, simulation of wheel and rail contact conditions in the laboratory

requires maintaining same contact stress level and distribution and a proportional contact

area. This is generally done by analytically calculating elastic contact stresses by Hertz contact

theory.

Hertz, in 1881, gave the well known classical solution of contact stresses between two

elastic bodies having smooth surfaces which can be represented by a quadrilateral function.

This solution is generally used for calculating the elastic contact stresses between wheel and

rail. Briefly, the solution is given below. The notations used are:

N — normal force between wheel and rail

E, V — modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio of wheel and rail steels (assumed same

for wheel and rail)

ri , r'l
— radii of curvature of rail surface

T2, T2 — radii of curvature of wheel surface

^ — angle between planes of principal curvatures of the wheel and rail

The semi major and minor axes of the contact ellipse are given respectively by:

I

N-m
I

N-m
a = a 3 , b = p 3 (1)

where a and p are determined from a table prepared by Whittemore'-. The angle 6 is

calculated from the equation:

B
cos = , where A = 2/m

A

B = 1/2

+ 2

L\r, r,/ \r2 T2
/
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Hertzian and Geometrical Simulations of Wheel and Rail In the Laboratory

The magnitudes of contact stresses and contact area ellipticity, given in Table 1, should

be reproduced in the laboratory for a good simulation. This simulation can be done in the

laboratory using either of the two arrangements shown in Fig. 5. Both of these are based on
Hertzian simulation of wheel and rail. These simulate the contact stresses between the wheel

and the crown of the rail. However, because of the changed geometry, they obviously cannot

simulate the wheel flange and rail gage contact conditions. These conditions which include the

flange contact forces and wear etc., can be produced by a geometrical simulation in which both

wheel and rail head cross sections are geometrically scaled down by the same factor. The
geometrical scaling produces a contact ellipse between the wheel and the rail crown with a/b

ratio slightly different from that in the field. However, simulation is still considered good if

the stress load in the laboratory is the same as in the field. The simulation is better for larger

laboratory models. Thus, the Hertzian simulation provides a stress distribution in the contact

region of wheel and rail crown which is mathematically accurate. The geometrical simulation

provides a description of all the important forces, but the stress distribution under laboratory

conditions is not an accurate duplication of field stresses.

Hertzian Simulation of Various Railroad Cars and Locomotives in the Laboratory

As discussed above for a good laboratory simulation it is necessary to have the same

contact stresses and the same approximate ellipticity as in the field. To represent the field

condition a 40 in. diameter conical wheel (AAR standard profile) and a 10 in. crown radius

rail (132 RE) were selected. The ratio of the axes of the elliptical contact area for this case

is approximately 1 .57. Using this ratio, the radius of curvature T2 of 8 in. diameter model wheel

profile is calculated and found to be 1.665 in. This radius was used for profiling all Hertz

simulation wheels. The rail was simulated by a cylindrical wheel surface of a large wheel so

that the contact area ellipticity was maintained at approximately 1.57.

Simulation of wheel and rail conditions of any car or locomotive is thus possible by

changing the normal load on the wheel. The ratio of axes a/b of the contact ellipse would not

be exactly simulated for all cars, but it is close enough to the various field values so that it can

be considered a good simulation.

The laboratory parameters thus are:

Fi = 18" for the large wheel in the laboratory representing the rail

r'j = 00

T2 = 1.665"; (2 = 4"

N = load on the wheel to be determined so that

(aave) field = (aave) lab.

Table 2 gives the Hertzian simulation contact stresses, the corresponding laboratory loads

and the contact ellipse parameters for the 8 in. diameter laboratory wheels with profile radius

of 1.665 in. for various cars and locomotives listed in Table 1.

Geometrical Simulation of Various Railroad Cars and Locomotives in the Laboratory

For geometrical simulation, model wheels of 8" diameter at the taping line, and AAR
standard wheel profile were used. Rail of 132 RE profile scaled down by a factor of 1/4.5

provided a rail crown radius of 2.222 inches. Laboratory loads and contact ellipse dimensions

corresponding to various cars and locomotives listed in Table 1 were calculated using the

following laboratory parameters:
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(a) Hertzian Simulation

Figure 5 . Laboratory Wheel and Rail Profiles

(b) Geometrical Simulation

Figure 5. Laboratory Wheel and Rail Profiles
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Fi = 18" for the large wheel in the laboratory representing rail

r'l
= 2.222" crown radius of geometrically scaled down rail

r2 = 00 for conical wheels

V2 = 4"

N = load calculated for Hertz theory so that

(aave) field = (crave) lab.

These are given in Table 3. It can be seen both in Tables 2 and 3 that the stresses are

exactly simulated for the various cars. However, there are some differences in the contact

ellipse dimensions. For experimentation purposes these differences are not considered sig-

nificant. Figure 5 shows wheel and rail profiles for Hertzian and Geometrical simulations.

Brief Description of i.l.T.-GMEMD Wheel Rail Simulation Facility

The I.l.T.-GMEMD Test Facility (Fig. 6) simulates the railroad wheel to a scale of 1/4.5.

The rail is simulated by a large 36 in. diameter untreated class C wheel which has the same

metallurgical composition as a U.S. standard rail. The small wheel of 8 in. diameter simulates

the railroad wheel. The test facility permits both Hertzian and geometrical simulations dis-

cussed earlier. In the geometrical simulation both the vertical forces as well as the lateral

flange contact forces produced during curving are also reproduced in the laboratory.

The power delivered to each of the wheels can be controlled accurately so that traction

or braking forces of any realistic magnitude can be produced between the small and large

wheels under continuous operation. Application of constant normal force between small and

large wheels is achieved by a gravity loaded lever mechanism. A three dimensional load cell

provided with strain gage bridge circuits for measuring axial, longitudinal and lateral loads is

located between the loading mechanism and the small wheel. Unidyne optical shaft encoders

are provided for both small and large wheels to measure speeds of rotation with an accuracy

of 1/1000 of a revolution. Accurate control of angle of attack between small and large wheels

can be achieved by swiveling large motor base about a pivot pin. Details of the motor drives,

controls and instrumentation are shown in Schematic Fig. 7.

Nomographic Representation of Contact Stresses and Simulation Loads for Various

U.S. Railroad Cars and Concluding Remarks

A nomographic representation of the axle loads, contact stresses and laboratory loads for

both Hertzian and geometrical simulations is shown in Fig. 8. It shows on the left ordinate,

the load/wheel for various U.S. cars and locomotives. The abscissa is the average contact

stress. The maximum contact stress can be obtained as 1.5 times the average contact stress.

The two vertical axes to the right show the laboratory simulation loads for geometrical and

Hertzian simulations using the sizes and curvatures of IIT-GMEMD wheel rail simulation

facility. The data points shown on the plot correspond to the wheel loads and average contact

stresses for U.S. freight cars and locomotives for new wheel rail conditions. The wheel

diameters used in industry practice for different tonnage cars are indicated adjacent to the data

points. These diameters have been used for calculation of stresses. The points on the plot

represent discreet values of average contact stresses. They have been connected by a solid

curve and two dotted lines. The solid curve clearly shows that variation of stresses in the

current industry design practice has a definite trend, for all standard 55T, 70T, 95T and 125T

cars. If the lading in a particular car is reduced below or increased above the design load, the

solid trend line will give the corresponding value of average contact stress. This plot also shows

that two vehicles namely Autorack car and SD 40-2 Locomotive are considerably removed
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from the solid trend line. The Autorack car has a higher contact stress than the trend of the

other cars would indicate. The locomotive on the other hand has a smaller contact stress than

the solid trend line would indicate. It is for this reason that the dotted line connections have

been made for the two data points corresponding to these vehicles. The two vertical axes to

the right provide on a nonlinear scale the loads that are necessary in the laboratory simulations

for the 125, 95, 70 and 55 T cars. Two numbers have also been marked corresponding to the

locomotive laboratory simulation loads. These are 1212 and 886 lbs. These numbers are not

on the same scale as the other numbers on these two axes because the locomotive stress is not

on the solid trend line.

For comparison purposes let us study two cases as given in the table below for a 125T car

and a four axle locomotive. It can be seen that o-ave is the same for the field and the two

laboratory simulations and a/b is nearly the same for field and Hertzian simulation, but it is

smaller for geometrical simulation. The laboratory contact areas and loads are considerably

smaller for laboratory as compared to the field. The values of load and contact areas for

geometrical simulation are somewhat larger than those for Hertzian simulation.

Table 4. Comparison of Contact Parameters for a Car and a

Locomotive with Laboratory Simulation

Vehicle
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Wheel rail simulation in the laboratory can, thus, be achieved quite satisfactorily, but one

must be careful regarding the various constraints including size effects and the duration of

validity of the tests.
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Analysis of a Box Frame With a

Unit Live Load l\/loving Across
The Span on Its Top and The
Corresponding Soil Pressure

Acting at Its Bottom

by Y. C. Tien*

Y. C. Tien was born in 1901, and graduated in 1927 from Tangshan University.

From 1928 to 1949 he was involved in the construction of four railway lines and three

highways at different Places from Northeast to Southwest China.

Since 1949 he has been bridge engineer of the Taiyuan Railway, in North China.

Introduction

The box frame is usually built under and across the railroad for the facility of highway

transportation, or for pedestrian passages.

The box frame is designed mainly to support the dead load on its top together with its own
weight, to carry the vertical live load of the locomotive with the freight cars trailing behind,

to resist the concentrated braking force assumed to be applied at the axis of the top slab of

the frame, to retain the earth pressure on both its sides and also the lateral force of the live

load spreading downward from the base of the track to be transmitted to the side of the wall

which is facing the approaching train and to withstand the deformation of the frame due to

the temperatture change or the plastic flow of the concrete.

When an accurate result is reasonably demanded, the influence diagram of the vertical

live load must be taken into consideration; meanwhile careful calculation must be carried on

throughout together with the other forces as stated above. In order to draw the influence lines,

it is necessary to assume that a unit live load is moving across the span on the top with the

corresponding soil pressure acting at the bottom of the frame. On account of this assumption,

it is evident that the condition of the load acting is varying at the same time both on the top

and at the bottom of the frame respectively; hence it seems impossible to have a set of general

equations which can be applied to any case of the varying conditions of the load action just

mentioned. But it is possible to get these general equations.

The span length of the frame is divided into even number of equal divisions; the number
10 is preferable. When the unit live load moves from right to left across the right half of the

span, there will be produced at the bottom of the frame the corresponding soil pressure, the

density of which at the left and is Pi acting downward or upward and that at the right end is

P2 acting always upward; at the same time the fixed-end moments will be produced at both

ends of both the top and bottom slabs of the frame respectively. As the unit live load changes

in position on the top of the frame, the fixed-end moments will change in magnitude accord-

ingly, but the signs of them will remain unchanged. Referring to Figure 1, the fixed-end

moment MpaOr Mpcis negative, always turning counter-clockwise, and Mfr^or Mpjis positive,

always turning clockwise. This characteristic fact that the signs of the fixed-end moments will

'Bridge Engineer, Taiyuan Railway, North China
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not take any change no matter at which position on the top of the frame a unit hve load is

acting points out a short way, through which the solution of a set of the general equations for

the box frame with a unit live load moving across the span on its top and the corresponding

soil pressure acting at its bottom can be satisfactorily accomplished.

It is advisable to analyse the box frame by the method of slope deflection. By means of

this method, we can write down moment equations and shear equation for the frame. If the

Fixed-end moments—-Mpa, +MFb, -Mpcand +MFdare considered as unknown terms in the

moment equations just mentioned, by solving them together with the shear equation simulta-

neously it enables us to obtain successfully a set of general equations which is simple in form

and ready to solve the problem of dealing with any vertically concentrated load acting at any

position on the top of the frame in a rather easy way. This set of general equations is found

very convenient for practical application in the design work of the box frame.

Analysis

The box frame is analysed by the method of slope deflection. The procedure of the

analysis is self-explanatory and is briefly described as follows.

Referring to Figure 1, the stiffness is

K,
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Joint b:

Mba = 2K,(29h + ej + Mf^

Mbc = 2K2(2eh + e, - 3R)

SMb =

4(K, + K2)eb + 2K,83 + 2X26^ - 6K2R = - Mpb (2)

Joint c;

Mcb = 2K2(2e, + 9b - 3R)

M,d = 2K3(2ec + 9d) - Mpc

SM, = 0,

Joint d:

4(K3 + K2)9c + 2K28b + 2K39d - 6K2R = Mpc (3)

Mdc = 2K3(29d + 9,) + Mpd

Mda = 2K2(29d + 9d - 3R)

IMd = 0,

4(K3 + K2)9d = 2K293 + 2K39c - 6K2R = - Mpd (4)

Shear equation

M,d + Mda + Mbc + Mcb =

6X2(83 + 9b + 9c + Bd) - 24K2R = (5)

By solving the above five equations simultaneously, it gives

1

9a = X
(6K,K3 + K,K2 + K2K3) (K,K3 + 2K,K2 + 2K2K3 + 3Kr)

[(24K,K32 + 52K,K2K3 + I5K2K32 + SK.K,' + IbK.^Ky + 3K2-')Mf3

+ (12K,K32 + 26K,K2K3 - 9X2X3^ - HKj^Kj + 4K,K2- - 3K2^)MFb

+ K2(9K,K3 + 5K2K3 + SK.Kz + 3K2^)Mfc

+ K2(17K,K3 + K2K3 + K.Kz + 3K22)Mf^
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eK =
(6K,K3 + K,K2 + K2K3) (K,K3 + 2K,K2 + 2K2K3 + 3K2^)

[(12K,K32 + 26K,K2K3 - 9K2K32 - MKz^K, + 4K,K2^ " 3K2')Mf,

+ (24K,K32 + 52K,K2K3 + I5K2K32 + 8K,K2^ + 26K2^K3 + 3K2^)MFb

+ K2(17K,K3 + K2K3 + K,K2 - 3K2^)Mp^

+ K2(19K,K3 + 5K2K3 + 5K,K2 + 3K2^)MFd]

1

e. =
(6K1K3 + K,K2 + K2K3) (K,K3 + 2K,K2 + 2K2K3 + 3K2^)

[K2(19K,K3 + 5K2K3 + 5K,K2 + 3K2^)MFa

+ K2(17K,K3 + K2K3 + K,K2 - 3K2^)MFb

+ (24Ki2K3 + 52K,K2K3 + 15K,2K2 + 8K2^K3 + 26K,K2^ + 3K2^)MFe

+ (12K,% + 26K1K2K3 - 9K,2K2 - 14K,K2^ + 4K2%3K2^)M, J

1

eH =
(6K1K3 + K,K2 + K2K3) (K,K3 + 2K,K2 + 2K2K3 + 3K2^)

[K2(17K,K3 + K,K2 + K2K3 - 3K22)MFa

+ K2(19K,K3 + 5K,K2 + 5K2K3 + 3K2')MFb

+ (12K,% + 26K,K2K3 - 9K,^K2 - 14K,K2^ + 4K2% - 3K2^)Mfc

+ (24K,% + 52K,K2K3 + 15K,2K2 + 8K2^K3 + 26K,K2' + 3K2')MFd]

1

R = X
(6K,K3 + K,K2 + K2K3) (K,K3 + 2K,K2 + 2K2K3 + 3K2^)

[(3K,K3^ + 7K,K2K3 + 6K2K32 + 2K,K2^ + 11K2^K3 + 3K2^)(MFa - MFb)

+ (3K,2K3 + 7K,K2K3 + 6K,% + 2K2^K3 + llK.Kz^ + 3K2^)(Mfc - Mfc)]

K, K,
Substituting the values of 0s and R, and also K = — and K' = — in the moment equa-

1x2 1V3

tion of each joint written down as above and meantime letting

a = K(K + 2) + K'(2K + 3),

p = 6K + K' + 1
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A = K(13K + A) + K'(22K + 3K' + 6),

A' = K' [k(13K + 22) + K'(4K + 6) + 3],

B = IIK^ + 18KK' + 3K' ^

B' = K'(K'(11K2+ 18K + 3),

C = K(7K + 3) + 3K'(K +1),

C' = K'[k(7K + 3) + 3K(K + 1)],

D = K(5K - 1) - K'(K + 3),

D' = K'[k(5K - 1) - K'(K + 3)],

we get a set of general equations desired:

1 r—
I AMpa + BMpb - C'Mp, - D'MFd"!

aB "- J2aP

Mbc = - [BMFa + AMpb - D'Mpe - CMfJ]
2aP •- -^

M,d = [cMpa + DMpb - A'Mp, - B'MFd]
2aP •-

-•

Mda = [oMpa + CMpb - B'Mp, - A'Mpd]
2aP

Data for Reference

The span length of the box frame is divided into 10 equal divisions and the distance from

the point of application of a unit live load to the right end of the span is kL. According to the

different distance of kL, the corresponding soil pressure together with the corresponding

fixed-end moments are shown in Table A.

<
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Manual Recommendations

Committee 8—Concrete Structures and Foundations

Part 2

Reinforced Concrete Design

. Article 2.1.2(c)—Page 8-2-1

REVISE SUBPARAGRAPH (c) TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
(c) The strength and serviceability requirements of LOAD FACTOR DESIGN may be

assumed to be satisfied for design by SERVICE LOAD DESIGN if the service load

stresses are limited to the values given in Article 2.26.

REASON: Wording revised (italicized) to exempt the requirements for load factor

design when members are proportioned by service load design. The permissible service

load stresses of Article 2.26 are purposely set low enough so that both strength and

serviceability are satisfied. The original intent of this provision was to make the two

design methods independent of each other. A similar provision is contained in the

AASHTO Specification, Article 1.5.24(C).

Article 2.2.3(a)—Page 8-2-7

REVISE PARAGRAPH AFTER LOAD DEFINITIONS TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
Each member of the structure shall be designed for that combination of such loads and

forces that can occur simultaneously to produce the most critical design condition as

specified in Article 2.2.4.

REASON: Reference to "stress" deleted because stresses are not computed when pro-

portioning members by load factor design. The revised wording "most critical design

condition" will apply equally to both load factor and service load design. This revision

is primarily editorial.

Article 2.2.3(c)—Page 8-2-7

REVISE SIXTH PARAGRAPH IN PART TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
In calculating the maximum live loads on a structural member due to simultaneous

loading on two or more tracks, the following proportions of the specified live load shall

be used:

For two tracks—full live load

For three tracks—full live load on two tracks and one-half on the other track

For four tracks—full live load on two tracks, one-half on one track, and one-fourth

on the remaining track.

The tracks selected for full live load in accordance with the listed limitations shall be

those tracks which will produce the most critical design condition on the member under

consideration.

REASON: Reference to "stresses" deleted because stresses are not computed when

proportioning members by load factor design. The revised wording (italicized) will apply

equally to both load factor and service load design. This revision is primarily editorial.

31
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4. Article 2.2.4(a)—Page 8-2-10

REVISE PARAGRAPH (a) TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
(a) General

The following groups represent various combinations of loads and forces to which a

structure may be subjected. Eachcomponent of the structure, or the foundation on which

it rests, shall be proportioned for the group of loads that produce the most critical design

condition.

REASON: Wording revised to better define that various group loads may need to be

considered to determine the maximum design required. The meaning of the existing

wording "to withstand safely" is ambiguous.

5. Article 2.7—Page 8-2-14

REVISE ARTICLE 2.7 IN TOTAL TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
2.7_MINIMUM REINFORCEMENT OF FLEXURAL MEMBERS
(a) At any section of a flexural member where tension reinforcement is required by

analysis, the reinforcement provided shall be adequate to develop a design moment

strength M^ at least 1 .2 times the cracking moment calculated on the basis of the modulus

of rupture for normal weight concrete specified in Article 2.26.1(a).

(b) The requirements of paragraph (a) above may be waived if the area of reinforcement

provided at the section under consideration is at least one-third greater than that required

by analysis based on the load factors specified in Article 2.2.4(c).

DELETE NOTATION p„,in IN ARTICLE 2.2.1

REASON: The existing requirements for minimum flexural reinforcement, including

Eq. (2-1), have caused considerable debate among highway bridge engineers

(AASHTO, Article 1.5.7) on two fronts: (1) required minimum by Eq. (2-1), or alter-

nately, by equating the moment strengths as permitted in paragraph (b) can differ

considerably for different material strengths and member dimensions; and (2) the mini-

mum reinforcement required by paragraph (c) for walls is considerably more than is

commonly used in abutment wing walls and back walls of bridge structures where sections

are usually larger than required by strength considerations.

To eliminate the disparity between Eq. (2-1) and paragraph (b), it is proposed to simply

delete Eq. (2-1) and require minimum reinforcement for all cases, including walls and

slabs, to be computed by equating the moment strengths (new paragraph (a)). To allow

a lesser minimum for walls and other members which are larger in section than required

by strength considerations, a new paragraph (b) is added. These new provisions for

minimum flexural reinforcement were adopted by AASHTO in the 1980 Interim Speci-

fications.

6. Article 2.8—Page 8-2-14

REVISE ARTICLE 2.8 IN TOTAL TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
2.8—DISTRIBUTION OF REINFORCEMENT IN FLEXURAL MEMBERS
(a) Flexural tension reinforcement shall be well distributed in the zones of maximum

tension.

(1) For T-girder and box-girder flanges, tension reinforcement shall be distributed

over an effective tension flange width equal to '/,othe girder span length, or a width

as defined in Article 2.23.10(b), whichever is smaller. If the actual slab width, center-

to-center of girder webs, exceeds the effective tension flange width, and for excess

portions of deck slab overhang, additional longitudinal reinforcement having a total
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area at least equal to 0.4 percent of excess slab area shall be provided in the outer

portions of the slab.

(2) For integral bent caps of T-girder and box girder construction, tension reinforce-

ment shall not be placed outside the bent cap web farther than an overhanging slab

width on each side of the bent cap web equal to '/4 the average spacing of intersecting

girder webs or a width as defined in Article 2.23.10(b) for integral bent caps, which-

ever is smaller.

(b) If the depth of the side face of a member exceeds 2 ft, longitudinal reinforcement

having a total area at least equal to 10 percent of the area of the required flexural tension

reinforcement shall be placed near the side faces of the member and distributed in the

zone of flexural tension. The spacing of such reinforcement shall not exceed 12 in. or the

width of the web, whichever is less. Such reinforcement may be included in computing

the flexural strength only if a stress and strain compatibility analysis is made to determine

stresses in the individual bars.

(c) For LOAD FACTOR DESIGN, the distribution of flexural reinforcement require-

ments of Article 2.39 shall also apply.

REASON: A new paragraph (a)(2) is added to Article 2.8 to include distribution of

reinforcement requirements for integral bent caps of T-girder and box girder construc-

tion. Also, in paragraph (a) (1), the additional longitudinal reinforcement required in the

outer portions of a slab is set at 0.4 percent. The 0.4 percent value is based on California

bridge practice.

7. Article 2.9—Page 8-2-15

REVISE ARTICLE 2.9 TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
2.9—LATERAL REINFORCEMENT OF FLEXURAL MEMBERS
(a) Compression reinforcement used to increase the strength offlexural members shall be

enclosed by ties or stirrups, at least #3 in size for longitudinal bars #10 or smaller, and

at least #4 in size for #11, #14, #18 and bundled longitudinal bars, or by welded wire

fabric of equivalent area. Spacing of the ties shall not exceed 16 longitudinal bar dia-

meters. Such stirrups or ties shall be provided throughout the distance where the com-

pression reinforcement is required.

(b) Torsion reinforcement, where required, shall consist of closed stirrups, closed ties, or

spirals, combined with longitudinal bars. See Article 2.29.1(c) or 2.35.1(c).

(c) Closed stirrups or ties may be formed in one piece by overlapping standard stirrup

or tie end hooks around a longitudinal bar, or formed in one or two pieces lap spliced

with a Class C splice (lap of l.T/j).

(d) In seismic areas, where an earthquake of such magnitude as to cause major damage

to construction has a high probability of occurrence, lateral reinforcement shall be de-

signed and detailed to provide adequate strength and ductility to resist anticipated seismic

movements.

REASON: Paragraph (a) is revised to clarify that reinforcement located in a compression

zone which has not been considered as compression reinforcement in the design of the

member need not be enclosed by ties. Only when compression reinforcement is provided

to increase the flexural strength of a member, then such reinforcement must be enclosed

by ties or stirrups. Such enclosure is illustrated by the U-stirrup detail in Fig. 2.9(b); the

continuous bottom portion of the U-stirrup satisfies the enclosure intent of paragraph (a)

for the two compression bars shown. A completely closed stirrup, as provided by para-
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graph (c) is ordinarily not necessary, except in areas of high moment reversal, where

reversal conditions require that both top and bottom longitudinal reinforcement be

designed as compression reinforcement.

Paragraph (b) is added to alert the designer that lateral reinforcement required for

torsion must consist of closed stirrups or ties, as provided by Paragraph (c). See Fig.

2.9(a). New Paragraph (d) is to alert the designer that special design and reinforcing

details are required for bridge structures located in a seismic zone where major damage

to construction has a high probability of occurrence, e.g., seismic zone 3.

8. Article 2.11. 1—Page 8-2-16

REVISE PARAGRAPH (b) TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
(b) For a compression member with a larger cross section than required by considerations

of loading, a reduced effective area not less than one-half the total area Ag may be used

to determine minimum longitudinal reinforcement and design strength.

REASON: Paragraph (b) revised to clarify that if a reduced effective area is used to

determine minimum reinforcement, the reduced concrete area must also be used to

determine design strength. In other words, for each sq. in. of concrete area required for

strength, one percent of reinforcement must be provided.

9

.

Article 2 .23 . 10(b)—Page 8-2-27

ADD A NEW SUBPARAGRAPH (4) TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
(4) For integral bent caps, the effective overhanging slab width on each side of a bent

cap web shall not exceed six times the the least slab thickness, nor V,othe span length

of the bent cap. For cantilevered bent caps, the span length shall be taken as two times

the length of cantilever span.

REASON: Effective slab width for integral bent caps of T-girder construction is added.

10. Article 2.23.11(b)—Page 8-2-27

REVISE PARAGRAPH (B) TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
(b) Compression flange width

(1) For box-girder flanges, the entire slab width shall be assumed effective for com-

pression.

(2) For integral bent caps, the effective overhanging slab width on each side of a bent

cap web shall not exceed six times the least slab thickness, nor '/,o the span length of

the bent cap. For cantilevered bent caps, the span length shall be taken as two times

the length of cantilever span.

REASON: Based on California bridge design practice, the compression flange width for

box-girder construction, paragraph (1), is revised to "the entire slab width". New para-

graph (2) is added to define effective slab width for integral bent caps of box-girder

construction.

NOTE: Proposed revisions 6, 9 and 10 were adopted by AASHTO with the 1979 Interim

Specifications.

11. Article 2 .30—Page 8-2-34

REVISE ARTICLE 2.30 IN TOTAL TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
2.30—STRENGTH REQUIREMENTS

2.30.1—Required Strength

Structures and structural members shall be designed to have design strengths at all
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sections at least equal to the required strengths calculated for the factored loads and

forces in such combinations as stipulated in Article 2.2.4 (c), which represent various

combinations of loads and forces to which a structure may be subjected. Each part of

such structure shall be proportioned for the group loads that are applicable, and the

maximum design required shall be used.

2.30.2—Design Strength

(a) For reinforced concrete members designed with reference to load factors and

strengths, the design strength provided by a member, its connections to other mem-

bers, and its cross sections, in terms of flexure, axial load, and shear, shall be taken

as the nominal strength calculated in accordance with the requirements and assump-

tions of LOAD FACTOR DESIGN, multiplied by a strength reduction factor <t>.

(b) Strength reduction factor <}) shall be taken as follows:

For flexure <t)
= 0.90

For shear 4> = 0.85

For spirally reinforced compression members,

with or without flexure <J)
= 0.75

For tied reinforced compression members with or

without flexure 4) =0.70

The value of 4> may be increased linearly from the value for compression members to

the value for flexure as the axial load strength ?„ decreased from Pb to zero.

For bearing on concrete = 0.70

Development and splices of reinforcement specified in Articles 2. 13 through 2.22 do not

require a cj) factor.

REASON: Article 2.30 is editorially revised to better define the basic strength equality

concept for proportioning members by the load factor design method: "required strength" vs

"design strength". The reformat is basically the same as the 1973 AASHTO Article 1.5.30 and

the ACI Code, Sections 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3. Paragraph (a) of Article 2.30.2 is reworded to alert

the designer to the importance of connection design. In paragraph (b), the increase in for

compression members with low axial load is simplified by allowing the increase to begin at Pb;

the 0.10 f'cAg value is deleted. The ACI Code Committee is currently considering the same

simplification.

12. Article 2.32. 1 (a)—Page 8-2-35

ADD THE FOLLOWING SENTENCE TO PARAGRAPH (a):

For flexural members with compression reinforcement, the portion of Pb balanced by

compression reinforcement need not be reduced by the 0.75 factor.

REASON: A new second sentence is added to more correctly define control on ductile

behavior of members with compression reinforcement. For ductile behavior of beams

with compression reinforcement, only that portion of the total tension steel balanced by

compression in the concrete need be limited; the portion of the total tension steel where

force is balanced by compression reinforcement need not be limited by the 0.75 factor.

Referring to Eq. (2-24) of Article 2.32.4(c), the maximum tension reinforcement limit

for rectangular sections with compression reinforcement is given by:

= 0.75
r 0.85p,f', / 87,000 V

|

/r^\

[_
fy \87,000 + fy/j

^
\fy/
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In accordance with the revision, the second term p'(fV^) need not be reduced by the

0.75 factor

13. Article 2.38—Page 8-2-45

DELETE 2.38.1 AND EDITORIALLY REVISE ARTICLE 2.38 TO READ AS FOL-
LOWS:
2.38—FATIGUE STRESS LIMIT FOR REINFORCEMENT
The range between a maximum tension stress and minimum stress in straight reinforce-

ment caused by live load plus impact at service load shall not exceed:

f, = 23.4 - 0.33f„

where:

ff = stress range, ksi

ffnin = algebraic minimum stress level, tension positive, compression

negative, ksi

Bends in primary reinforcement shall be avoided in regions of high stress range.

REASON: Fatigue stress limit for concrete is deleted. Since initial adoption of the load

factor design method, bridge engineers have questioned the need for such a provision in

the bridge specifications, as calculations have shown that the provision never seems to

govern in design. At the 1979 AASHTO Regional Bridge Committee meetings the

question of need was raised; subsequently the bridge engineers voted to ballot its dele-

tion.
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Committee 8—Concrete Structures and Foundations

Parte

Crib Walls

^Crlb Walls

1980

6.1 SPECIFICATIONS FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE CRIB WALLS

6.1.1 Design

Crib walls shall be assumed to act as a unit and shall be designed to resist the

overturning and sliding forces specified in Specifications for Design of Retaining Walls

and Abutments, Part 5, this Chapter.

The wall section resisting overturning shall be taken as a rectangle having a height

equal to the total height of the crib and a depth, normal to the front surface, equal to the

distance between the outside faces of the front and rear stretchers.

The unit weight of the crib wall section within these limits, including the weight of

the crib members, may be assumed to be equal to that of the compacted filling material.

In general, walls shall be battered on the face 2 in per ft, except that low walls (6

ft high and under) may be made with a plumb face. For walls over 12 ft. high supple-

mental cribs may be added to provide stability in order to meet design requirements. Crib

walls shall generally not exceed 24 ft. in height. Higher walls shall receive special

engineering considerations.

The wall shall be so located that no track tie shall bear directly on any crib member.

Crib wall foundations shall be designed not to exceed safe soil pressures specified in

Specifications for Design of Spread Footing Foundations, Part 3. Section 3.4. this

Chapter. The possibility of mass stability failure of the embankment shall be considered

as depicted on page 8-20-5.

The crib units, both stretchers and headers, shall be so designed that they will resist

the bending and shearing stresses imposed on them and shall provide adequate bearing.

They shall be rectangular in cross section with all exposed edges beveled. Stretchers at

the rear of the wall shall have the same bearing area as those at the front in the same

courses.

The crib units shall be reinforced with a minimum of four No. 3 deformed bars

conforming to ASTM Specifications as listed in Part 1. or equivalent welded wire fabric.

The area of reinforcement for each unit shall be not less than 0.9 percent of its gross

cross-sectional area.

'References, Vol. 49. 1948, p. 244; Vol. .SO, 1949. pp. 290. 7.S7; Vol 62. 1961. pp 4.1S. S6l; Vol 70. 1969. p. 22.1; Vol. 71.

1970. p. 231.
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Members shall be provided with effective locking devices. They shall be of a type

which will permit a slight movement in the wall without damage to the crib units.

The headers and stretchers shall be so designed that when assembled in a wall they

will bear at two points only, and will form a cellular structure flexible enough to withstand

a reasonable amount of settlement.

The vertical spacing between stretchers shall be small enough to retain the fill as

specified under 6.1.3.3.

Crib walls shall be designed in sections usually not to exceed 1(K) ft. If the soil

conditions vary considerably along the crib it may be necessary to build the crib in

sections that are shorter than 100 ft.

Provision shall be made for drainage if necessary behind or within cells by means of

French drains or other approved methods and/or potential hydrostatic pressure taken

into consideration in the wall design.

6.1.2 Manufacture

6.1.2.1 General—The materials, proportioning and workmanship shall conform to

AREA Specifications for concrete and Reinforced Concrete Railroad Bridges and

Other Structures, Part 1, this Chapter, with the following modifications:

(a) Aggregates—The maximum size of coarse aggregate shall not be more than 1

inch.

(b) Class of Concrete—Air-entrained concrete as specified in Sec. J of Specifica-

tions for Concrete and Reinforced Concrete Railroad Bridges and Other Struc-

tures, Part 1, this Chapter, shall be used, having a minimum compressive

strength of 4250 psi at 28 days.

(c) Workability and Placement—The mixture shall be of a workable consistency

dependent on the method of placement to insure complete embedment of rein-

forcement and prevent honeycombing. Vibrating equipment shall be used in the

manufacturing process.

(d) Curing—Curing shall be started as soon as possible after completion of place-

ment of the concrete and shall comply with the paragraphs on curing in the

Specifications for Concrete and Reinforced Concrete Railroad Bridges and

Other Structures, Part 1, this Chapter.

6.1.2.2 Defects—All members shall be true to size, and free of depressions and of

spalled, patched or plastered surfaces or other defects that may impair strength or

durability.

6.1.2.3 Handling—Members shall be handled carefully. Dropping or severe jarring

shall be avoided. Any cracked or otherwise defective members will be rejected.

6.1.3 Installation

6.1.3.1 Preparing Base—The foundation or bed for the crib shall be firm and as

uniform as possible, and shall be approved by the engineer before any cribbing is

placed. If the stretchers are located directly above rock, a cushion of sand or gravel

not less than 6 inch thick shall be provided.
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The foundation shall be sloped at a right angle to the batter on the face of the

finished crib.

6.1.3.2 Placing—Stretchers shall be used to provide adequate support of the lower

cribbing course, front and back.

Crib members shall be carefully handled and erected in such a manner as to avoid

any injury due to shock or impact. Any member which becomes cracked or otherwise

injured during erection shall be removed and replaced.

6.1.3.3 Filling—The filling of the interior of the crib shall follow closely the erection

of the successive tiers of units, and at no time shall the wall be laid up higher than 3

ft. above the backfilled portion.

Approved fill material shall be pervious, preferably crushed stone, gravel, or

other coarse granular material, well graded from a maximum size of 4 inch down, and

shall be placed and compacted in the cells and for 2 ft. immediately in the rear in such

a manner as to provide a minimum of voids. All vegetable matter shall be excluded

from the filling materials. Clay or material having a large percentage of clay shall not

be used as fill. The fill and backfill material shall not contain any element detrimental

to concrete.

6.1.3.4 Drainage—See Art. 1. Design, above, for any special conditions.

6.2 SPECIFICATIONS FOR METAL CRIB WALLS

6.2.1 Design

Crib walls shall be assumed to act as a unit and shall be designed to resist the

overturning and sliding forces specified in Specifications for Design of Retaining Walls

and Abutments, Part 5, this Chapter.

The wall section resisting overturning shall be taken as a rectangle having a height

equal to the total height of the crib and a depth, normal to the front surface, equal to the

distance between the outside faces of the front and rear stretchers. The unit weight of the

crib section within these limits, including the weight of the crib members, may be

assumed to be equal to that of the compacted filling material.

In general, walls shall be battered on the face 2 in per ft, except that low wails (6

ft. high and under) may be made with a plumb face. For walls over 12 ft. high supple-

mental cribs may be added to provide stability in order to meet design requirements. Crib

walls shall generally not exceed 24 ft. in height. Higher walls shall receive special

engineering consideration.

The wall shall be so located that no track tie shall bear directly on any crib member.

Crib wall foundations shall be designed not to exceed safe soil pressures specified in

Specifications for Design of Spread Footing Foundations, Part 3, Section 3.4, this Chap-

ter. The possibility of mass stability failure of the embankment shall be considered as

depicted on page 8-20-5.

The crib units, both stretchers and headers, shall be so designed that they will resist

the bending and shearing stresses imposed on them and shall provide adequate bearing.

Stretchers at the rear of the wall shall have the same bearing area as those at the front

in the same courses.
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The headers and stretchers shall be so designed that when assembled in a wall they

will form a cellular structure that will be flexible enough to withstand a reasonable

amount of settlement.

Crib walls shall be designed in sections usually not to exceed 100 ft. If the soil

conditions vary considerably along the crib, it may be necessary to build the crib in

sections that are shorter than 100 ft.

Provision shall be made for drainage if necessary behind or within cells be means of

French drains or other approved method and/or potential hydrostatic pressure taken into

consideration in the wall design.

6.2.2 Manufacture

The sheets from which all members are manufactured shall be made of a base metal

meeting the requirements for chemical composition and zinc coating as specified by the

engineer in conformity with AREA Specifications for Corrugated Metal Culverts, Part

4, Chapter 1. If specified by the engineer the crib members shall be specially coated.

All members shall be prefabricated in the manufacturer's plant prior to shipment to

the site.

Headers and stretchers upon assembly shall interlock or be jointed together by

means of flexible bolt connections. Bolts shall be of the proper length and made of

galvanized steel.

The various members shall be constructed of a base metal of the gage shown on the

plans and not less than 16 gage for walls up to 10 ft. in height and of heavier gage for

higher walls.

All members shall be so fabricated that units of the same nominal depth and length

shall be fully interchangeable. All members shall be straight and true before assembly,

and the galvanizing or other coating shall not be damaged. Any bent or otherwise

defective members will be rejected.

6.2.3 Installation

6.2.3.1 Preparing Base—The foundation or bed for the crib shall be firm and as

uniform as possible, and shall be approved by the engineer before any cribbing is

placed. If the columns at the panel points are located directly above rock, a cushion

of sand or gravel not less than 6 inch thick shall be provided.

The foundation shall be sloped at a right angle to the batter on the face of the

finished crib.

6.2.3.2 Placing—Crib members shall be carefully handled and erected in such a

manner as to avoid injury. Any member which becomes bent or otherwise injured

during erection shall be removed and replaced.

6.2.3.3 Filling—The filling of the interior of the crib shall follow closely the erection

of the successive tiers of units, and at no time shall the wall be laid up higher than 3

ft. above the backfilled portion.

Approved fill material shall be pervious, preferably crushed stone, gravel, or

other course granular material, well graded from a maximum size of 4 inch down, and

shall be placed and compacted in the cells and for 2 ft. immediately in the rear in such
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a manner as to provide a minimum of voids. All vegetable matter shall be excluded

from the filling materials. Clay or material having a large percentage of clay shall not

be used as fill. The fill and backfill material shall not contain any element detrimental

to metal.

6.2.3.4 Drainage—See Art. 1. Design, above, for any special conditions.

6.3 SPECIFICATIONS FOR TIMBER CRIB WALLS

6.3.1 Design

Crib walls shall be assumed to act as a unit and shall be designed to resist the

overturning and sliding forces specified in Specifications for Design of Retaining Walls

and Abutments, Part 5, this Chapter.

The wall section resisting overturning shall be taken as a rectangle having a height

equal to the total height of the crib and a depth, normal to the front surface, equal to the

distance between the outside faces of the front and rear stretchers.

The unit weight of the crib section within these limits, including the weight of the

crib members, may be assumed to be equal to that of the compacted filling material.

Low walls (6 ft. high and under) may be made with a plumb face. In general, walls

shall be battered on the face 2 in per ft. For walls over 12 ft. high, supplemental cribs may

be added to provide stability in order to meet the design requirements. Crib walls shall

generally not exceed 24 ft. in height.

The wall shall be so located that no track tie shall be borne directly by any crib

member.

Crib wall foundations shall be designed not to exceed safe soil pressures specified in

Specifications for Design of Spread Footing Foundations, Part 3, Section 4, this chapter.

Also the possibility of mass stability failure of the embankment shall be considered as

depicted on page 8-20-5.

The crib units, both headers and stretchers, shall be so desighed that they will resist

the bending and shearing stresses imposed on them and shall provide adequate bearing.

They shall be rectangular in cross section.

The vertical spacing between members shall be small enough to retain the fill as

specified under Art. 3. Installation, following.

Provision shall be made for drainage if necessary behind or within cells by means of

French drains or other approved method and/or potential hydrostatic pressure taken into

consideration in the wall design.

6.3.2 Materials

Timber used for cribbing shall be sawn or hewn, and new timber shall conform to

the requirements of AREA specifications for Lumber and Piles, Part 1, Chapter 7, for

the grade and species specified. Timber shall be treated or untreated as specified by the

engineer. When treated timber is required, it shall be treated in accordance with the

pertinent specifications of Chapter 3.

If timbers are to be treated, all framing indicated on the plans shall be completed

before treatment. All framing shall be done in a workmanlike manner, true to line and

angle. When any field framing, boring, and cutting of treated material is required, all
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such framing and cuts shall receive a thorough coating of approved preservative before

assembly.

6.3.3 Installation

6.3.3.1 Preparing Base—TTie foundation or bed for the crib shall be firm and as

uniform as possible, and shall be approved by the engineer before any cribbing is

placed.

The foundation shall be sloped at right angles to the batter on the face of the

finished crib (see Fig. 1).

6.3.3.2 Mud Sills—When mud sills are used, they shall be set at right angles to the face

of the crib and bear firmly and evenly on the foundation material (see Fig. 1). Mud
sills shall be leveled to fit the base tier of face timbers resting directly on them.

6.3.3.3 Timbers—The timbers in the base tier and in alternate tiers above the base

shall be as long as practicable. Preferably they shall have a minimum length of 8 ft.

Joints in each tier shall stagger with joints in adjacent tiers. Crib faces shall be laid

closed or open as indicated on the plans.

Care shall be exercised in the erection of cribs to produce a true and even face

built to the line and grade shown on the plans. All face timber shall be set horizontally

(see Figs. 2 and 3).

Headers shall be spaced not more than 8 ft. center to center in any horizontal tier

if staggered with the headers in tiers above and below. If headers are not staggered,

they shall be spaced not more than 6 ft. center to center. The vertical spacing between

headers in the same vertical plane shall not exceed 3 ft.

6.3.3.4 Fastenings—Each successive tier of closed-face cribbing shall be drift bolted

to the one upon which it rests by drift bolts not less than % inch in size and of sufficient

length to extend through two tiers and not less than 4 inch into the third tier. Drift

bolts shall be staggered and not more than 8 ft. center to center in each tier.

All end joints and splices shall be lapped and drift bolted at the center; headers

shall be drift bolted to face timbers in like manner (see Fig. 3).

Each tier of open-face cribbing shall be drift bolted to the tiers beneath at each

header using % inch drift bolts at each intersection where no splice occurs or at lap

joints, and two % inch drift bolts at butt joints. Drift bolts shall be long enough to

extend through one tier and at least three-quarters of the distance into the next tier.

Drift bolts shall be staggered from tier to tier (see Fig. 2).

In treated timber cribbing, the hardware shall be galvanized.

(a) Filling-The filling of the interior of the crib shall follow closely the erection

of the successive tiers of units, and at no time shall the wall be laid up higher than 3

ft. above the backfilled portion.

Approved fill material of crushed stone, gravel or other coarse granular material,

well graded from a maximum size of 4 in. down, shall be placed in the cells in such

a manner as to provide a minimum of voids. Larger stones may be included if carefully

embedded. All vegetable matter shall be excluded from the filling material. Clay or

material having a large percentage of clay shall not be used as fill.

(b) Drainage-See Art. 1. Design, above, for any special conditions.
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Committee 33—Electrical Energy Utilization

PARTS

Signal Compatability with Aiternating

Current Railway Electrification

1979

(Adopted 1979)

5.1 Scope

The alternating current electric traction system on a railroad interacts directly with the

track circuits used by the signal system since they both utilize the rails as part of their circuits.

Care must be taken in the design of any electric traction system to insure that the signal system

can continue to function safely as intended to control operation of the trains. The great

majority of non-electrified railroads utilize a direct current track circuit to control the signal

system. These direct current circuits must be replaced with some form of aiternating current

circuits. This section outlines the major concerns in selecting the new track circuits for use with

high voltage alternating current electrification and recommends a particular type which was

proven itself in operation on major electrified railroads.

5.2 Requirements of the Signal and Electrification Systems

5.2.1 Signals

The signal system operates by dividing the track into many electrical blocks which

are separated from each other by insulated joints. The presence of a train in a block is

detected when the wheels and axle electrically connect the two rails. Wayside relay logic

then sets the signals to the appropriate indication. The rails must be insulated from each

other and means must be provided to electrically isolate adjacent blocks.

The signal system must be able to detect broken rails.

Other devices connected to the signal system must remain operational. These may

include: hot box detectors, dragging equipment detectors, high/wide load detectors,

loose wheel detectors, etc.

The electrical balance of the track circuit must not be destroyed.

Cab signals, if used or planned, must be taken into full consideration in order to

insure their proper operation.

5.2.2 Electric Traction

The total loop impedance from the substation to the train must be kept as low as

feasible.

The running rails must be used as part of the return path for the electric traction

current.

44
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The rails and all metallic structures must be adequately grounded at points

compatible with the signal system.

5.3 Electrical Effects

Operation of high powered electric locomotives subjects the signal system to a completely

different environment than is present under diesel operation. Some of the more important

items are listed below.

Traction return current in the rails can be in the order of 500 times the current used

for the signal circuits.

The return current has a number of harmonics of the fundamental frequency in it,

some at relatively high current levels.

There are large electromagnetic fields set up by the current flowing in the catenary

and the rails which can induce current in parallel conductors.

Most solid state equipped locomotives produced a distorted sine wave for the cur-

rent flowing in both the catenary and the rails.

5.4 Discussion

It is obvious from the characteristics noted above that the design of an electric traction

system must be fully coordinated with the design of the signal system. The first conflict

between signals and the electrification system occurs when the signal circuits must be broken

into relatively short blocks while the traction return current flowing in the rails wants to flow

unimpeded back to the substation. The insulated joints required to separate signal blocks from

each other also blocks the flow of return current through the rails. This conflict is resolved by

using a frequency for the signal circuits which is different from that being used from the electric

traction power and introducing an impedance bond across the insulated joints in the track. The

impedance bond offers a very high impedance to the signal circuit while permitting the traction

return current to pass on its way back to the substantion. The impedance bond is noramlly

designed so that it can be grounded and/or connected to the return conductor frequently

present in the electrification system.

Caution must be exercised in multiple track territory when grounding or cross bonding

impedance bonds on adjacent tracks to insure that there is no way the signal current can leak

into the wrong track if one of the leads connecting to the rails becomes broken or if a rail itself

breaks. The impedance bond must be sized to carry the expected return current in each rail

without overheating. The impedance bond is usually recessed between the ties at the insulated

joints and between the running rails. The impedance bond should be provided with protection

from equipment dragging from a train and be securely anchored to prevent theft.

The designer of the electrification system should advise the signal designer of the ex-

pected current in the catenary and the rails as well as the level of harmonic frequencies

expected to be generated by the locomotives. This information will be used to determine the

shielding required in any lineside cable and to insure that the signal relays are immune to a

false response caused by the primary current or its harmonics.

In choosing the frequency of the basic signal track circuit one must intentionally avoid the

primary electric traction frequency and any of its harmonics. Thus, if 60 Hz propulsion is used,

the signal frequency must not be 60, 120, 180, 240, 3(K), . . . Studies of harmonic levels versus

the susceptibility of track signal systems to interference dictates a relatively low signal frequen-

cy in order to avoid the large attenuations associated with the higher frequencies.
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Security of the signal track circuits is enhanced if the circuit is coded, or pulsed at a given

rate per minute. The coding of the track circuit means that, even if a stray frequency identical

to the signal frequency were generated it would not affect the safety of the signal system unless

it was also pulsing at the same rate as the signal circuit, an extremely remote possibility. The

pulsing of the signal track current is also used to carry the information needed for cab signals.

The most commonly used code rates are 75,120 and 180 pulses per minute, which, when

combined with a zero code or energy, yield a four aspect cab signal system. Additional aspects

are obtained by using a second basic track frequency or by adding code rates.

The use of a special frequency for the required alternating current track circuits requires

the installation of relatively small generators spaced along the railroad; these are usually

installed at the electric traction substations. A single phase transmission line then distributes

this special power along the right of way to each of the signal sites. This transmission line is

frequently attached to the catenary supports.

5.5 Recommendations

It is recommended that the signal track circuits used on electrified railroads be of the

phase selective type utilizing lOOHz power, coded at 120 pulses per minute where conventional

wayside signals are used and existing signal logic is to be retained. This type of signal track

circuit with additional codes and/or frequencies is also recommended where cab signals are to

be used or where the track code is used as a communications medium. Special circumstances

sometimes found in large complex interlockings may necessitate the use of other types of track

circuits, such as a 200 Hz phase selective or 100 Hz single rail circuit.
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Committee 33—Electrical Energy Utilization

Parte

Power Supply Requirements Railroad Electric

Traction Systems

(Adopted 1979)

6.1 General

A major problem in providing a single-phase railroad supply in relatively large fluctuating

amounts from a three-phase commercial grid is the question of the constraints placed on the

power supply and the remedial measures that must be taken by the power utility. There is a

problem of unbalances, negative sequence currents, harmonics, power factor correction and

metering criteria in addition to the possible time element.

In most cases a minimum of three years in advance is required to supply the load. In

occasional instances, when transmission lines are near or at the substation site or sites and no

problems with respect to regional local system capacity are present, service might be available

on less than three years notice.

The purpose of this section is to review the technologies and practices which apply to the

power supply requirements of single-phase power for modern high voltage, electric traction

systems.

6.2 Requirements In Summary

6.2.1 Electric Power Load Study—For

a. Utilities

b. Substations Spacing

c. Catenary Wire Size

d. Substation Capacity

e. Primary and Secondary Voltages

f. Contingency Periods

6.2.2 Single Line Diagram—For

a. Substation

b. Catenary Configuration

6.2.3 Primary Transformer and Switchgear Specifications—For

a. Utility Approval

b. Supplier Bidding

6.2.4 Power Factor and Harmonic Correction Decisions—For

a. Utility Requirement

b. Line Losses

47
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6.2.5 Site Selection of Substations—For

a. Real Estate Negotiations

b. Utility Power Availability

6.2.6 Metering (KWH) and Rate Structure

6.2.7 Control of Substation

a. Supervisory System

b. Telemetering

6.3 Description of Requirements

6.3.1 Electric Power Load Study—For

a. Utilities—Electric power supplier must be advised a minimum of one year (some

may request 3) in advance of the energy consumption and peak demand that will

be added to their system in order to set rate structure. This information to execute

contract for service. Utility will have to locate availability of added electric load,

and to determine lead time to provide engineering and obtain equipment.

Utility companies will wish to review the effects of voltage fluctuations, har-

monics, single phase unbalance and negative sequence currents. Utilities will also

need to check the traction power impact on their transmission system.

b. Substation spacing will be determined by designed permissible voltage drops for

normal full capacity, and under abnormal emergency conditions. (See AREA
recommendation).

c. Catenary wire size and composition for strength, wear and wire heating to provide

impedance for above item (6.2. 1 .b) voltage regulation. Fault currents can be deter-

mined for both ends of secondary catenary circuit.

d. Substation capacity to design electrical power size or transformers and current for

switchgear. These values should specify short and long term overloads.

e. Primary voltage choice will usually not be a railroad directive, but must be decided

on basis of utility company availability. Secondary voltage is a railroad choice and

will be based on electrical clearance due to existing tunnels, bridges, buildings, etc.

See AREA-IEEE Recommendations. Utility will supply fault current levels.

f. Contingency periods, when substation is required to provide electric power to

succeeding catenary section (due to adjacent substantion being out-of-ser\'ice),

peak demands will be increased substantially and utility should be prepared for this

short period overload.

6.3.2 Single Line Diagram

a. Substations—Should include the following:

Primary, Secondary and Auxiliary Power Circuits

Transformers-Power, Potential, Current and Service

Switchgear-Circuit Breaker, Motor and Manual Switching and Fuse Disconnects

Lightning Arrestor

Details of grounding coordination with utility ground

Circuits from P.T. and C.T. to Relay Protection

Auxiliary Service
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Metering-Utility and Local

Layout Must be Established for Space Requirement

b. Catenary

Complete circuit from Substation, including lead tracks, crossovers, with isolation

and feeders (See Addendum 1 & lA)

6.3.3 Primary Transformer and Switchgear Specifications

a. Utility company must approve all electrical devices connected to their service.

Therefore, it will be imperative to submit specifications of primary transformers

and switchgear, along with a single line diagram illustrating electrical circuit and

protection provided.

When utility company approval is received, all future modifications must also

be approved before utility will supply energy.

b. Suppliers—Specifications for Bidding Transformers (See Addendum H).

c. Supplier—Specifications for Bidding Switchgear (See Addendum III).

6.3.4 Power Factor and Harmonic Correction

a. Provisions may be required for power factor correction and harmonic absorption.

Power factor correction through automatic capacitor switching for improved volt-

age regulation and to avoid utility company rate penalty. Harmonic absorption to

minimize problems on other utility company clients.

b. Power factor should be determined in order to provide corrective equipment which

will minimize voltage drop at distant end of electrical catenary circuit.

6.3.5 Site Seiection of Substations

As indicated in 6.3.1 Substation spacing calculations are determined by permissible

catenary voltage drops for normal full capacity and under abnormal emergency condi-

tions, therefore it becomes necessary to check if land is available along the railroad

right-of-way. Company policy should be established for distance from closest track. (85

feet for one car length).

a. If real estate is not available on railroad r-o-w, following action can be taken:

(1) Purchase land (within economic boundaries)

(2) Move substation site (within permissible electric power calculations)

(3) Modify company policy.

b. Utility power availability. Substation location established, the problem of power

source availability must be solved. This should also be part of site location selection.

(1) If power lines exist on r-o-w, utility permission to tap source must be obtained.

(2) If power lines cross r-o-w, utility permitting will be another choice location.

(3) If neither (1) nor (2) are available, then ideal (electrical) choice will require utility

transmission lines. Use railroad r-o-w for path of transmission line from utility

point of origin.

6.3.6 Metering (KWH) and Rate Structure

Metering from most utilities will be on high tension side, however, this should be

negotiated, since some utilities will request metering on secondary. In most cases, the
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utilities will supply instrument transformers, meters and meter cabinets with railroad

company will install as per utility specifications.

Access to substation for meter readers must be provided, however, this can be in a

cabinet, with separate fence enclosure and gate.

Rate structure should be determined during initial electrification study, in order to

provide economic input to operating costs. Utility companies in U.S.A. will have to

recognize railroad traction loads as bulk power 30-60 MVA at single phase. This rate

structure will be based on projected short and long time loads for both energy consump-

tion and demand changes. It is unlikely that with a large peak demand and small average

load, the demand charges can exceed the energy charge.

It should be recognized that most U.S. utilities are regulated by a state public service

commission which must approve their rates and conditions of service. Most railroad

service contracts or rates will be subject to commission review and approval, therefore,

it should be anticipated that the commission staff will require substantial information

with respect to peak demand duration, load factor and other railroad load characteristics

which may affect overall utility system costs.

Conjunctive billing can be negotiated where one utility supplies several substances.

Acceptable power factor charges vary between utilities (.80 to .95) and economics will

determine who (RR or utility) installs power factor correction. Some utilities will have

a varying power factor acceptance, determined by time of day or load on their system.

Other factors that may (or may not) affect rate structure are three phase unbalance and

harmonic content.

6.3.7 Control of Substation

a. Supervisory System—Provides a means of remote operation of circuit breakers and

sectionalizing disconnects to perform isolation of troubled areas and restorations

from a control center. Monitors automatic circuit breaker fault detection, and

restoration. Permits remote control of lighting system, flood pumps, switch heat-

ers, etc.

b. Telemetering—Provides constant detection of voltage, load on fault currents, pow-

er consumption and demands. (Commonly called SCADA, supervisory control and

data acquisition).

ABBREVIATIONS

KWH Kilo-Watt-Hour—1000 Watt-Hour

BIL Basic Impulse Insulation Level

C.T. Current Transformer

P.T. Potential Transformer

MVA Million Volt—Ampere
R-O-W Right-of-way
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Addendum II

TRANSFORMER SPECIFICATIONS

1. Continuous and Overlaod MVA Rating

2. No Load Voltage Ratio at Normal Tap
3. Rated Frequency

4. Winding Connections

5. Percent Impedance and Tolerance

6. Short Circuit Capacity

7. Voltage Control-Tap Changer

Manual or Automatic

Primary or secondary

Size of Step's

8. Efficiency and Losses

9. Noise (Sound Level DB)
10. Short Circuit Duty

IL Electrical Connections

12. Oil Preservation System

13. Physical Dimensions

14. Weight

15. Hot Spot Measurements

16. Pressure Protection

17. Conductor Material

18. C.T.'s

19. P.T.'s

20. Bushings

21. Bil Withstand

22. Tests to be performed including ability to withstand frequent short circiuts since traction

system has far more flashover type interruptions than the power system.

23. Climatic Conditions

24. Lightning Frequency

25. Maintenance manuals and drawings to be furnished.

26. Specify ability to tolerate some specified level harmonic content in continuous and

overload MVA rating currents.
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Addendum III

SWiTCHGEAR SPECIFICATIONS

1. Number of Poles (Single or Three Phase)

2. Voltage Rating (Phase to Ground or Phase to Phase)

3. Type Enclosure (NEMA Ill-Outdoor)

4. Interrupting Current (Symmetrical)

5. Instantaneous Current (Asymetrical) (1.5x Symmetrical)

6. Interrupting Time (3 Hertz)

7. BIL
8. Trip Free Mechanism

9. Control Voltage Operating Range (90-140 Volts)

10. Bushing Type

11. Current Transformer Calibrated Ratio (One on Each Bushing)

12. Close and Trip Coil Impedance

13. Operation Counter

14. Position Indicator (Open-greenk closed-red)

15. Interlock Control (Auxiliary Contacts)

16. Air, Oil or Vacuum
17. Manual Trip

18. Ground Terminals

19. Lifting Hooks

20. Space Heater

21. Specialized Tools

22. Auxiliary Contacts (10 open-closed, adjustable)

23. All applicable Standards, ANSI, NEMA, OSHA, IEEE, and NEC
24. Drawings, Mechanical and Electrical

25. Maintenance Manuals

ABBREVIATIONS

ANSI American National Standards Institute

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers

NEMA National Electrical Manufacturers Association

OSHA Occupational Safety & Health Administration

NEC National Electric Code



MANUAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Committee 34—Scales

Report on Assignment B

O. T. Almarode (Chairman, Subcommittee), all members of Committee 34.

Your committee submits as manual material a complete revision of Section 2.27, Chapter

34 covering hopper type scales.

2.27 HOPPER TYPE SCALES

2.27.1 GENERAL

Hopper type scales shall include hopper scales, bulk weighers, and tank scales.

(a) Hopper scales may be mechanical, electronic, or a combination of each. They

shall register a zero condition before and after use and shall register the net

weight of the contents of the weigh hopper.

(b) Bulk weigher scales may be mechanical, electronic, or a combination of each.

They shall register the weight of the empty weigh hopper and the gross weight of

the weigh hopper and its contents at each draft.

(c) Tank scales, for all practical purposes, shall be considered the same as bulk

weighers, except that they shall weigh liquids or very fine dry material such as

flour.

2.27.2 RULES FOR THE LOCATION, MANUFACTURE, AND INSTALLATION OF
HOPPER SCALES

2.27.2.1 LOCATION—Hopper type scales should be located so that the discharge is

by gravity; or if such scales are so situated where material must be conveyed or

pumped from the discharge, such an operation should be so constructed to insure that

it will not interfere with the weighing operation or permit loss of material.

2.27.2.2 FOUNDATION

(a) The supporting structure for a hopper type scale shall extend up from the main

foundation of the building and shall, insofar as practicable, be rigid, integral,

and free from all secondary vibration under normal condition of operation. The

immediate support for the scale shall be the scale floor, a minimum of openings

through which air currents may flow to disturb the balance condition of scale.

(b) Where hopper type scales are located in other than concrete structures, either

within a multiple purpose building or in a separate structure, the scale system

shall be supported by an adequate steel structure resting on a suitable founda-

tion or footings. The structure shall be free of secondary vibrations and inter-

ference from all other operations. Where located as a separate structure, the

entire system shall be enclosed to prevent adverse effects on the scale's balance

by air currents.

(c) A hopper type scale shall not be installed in a bin, over an open bin or open

pit, or on bin cribbing.

55
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2.27.2.3 WEIGH HOPPERS AND GARNERS

(a) Must be of substantial construction, preferably of steel, and shall be braced as

necessary to prevent distortion under load. In concrete elevators, garners may

be constructed of reinforced concrete.

(b) They shall be self-cleaning of any type material handled through them.

(c) The bottoms shall be so formed or the valleys so filled, that sharp v-valleys will

be avoided. The slope of valley angles shall not be less than 36 degrees in the

weigh hopper and 40 degrees in the garner.

(d) Gates shall be tight and shall operate freely. When manually operated, devices

for opening and closing the gates should be located on the control side of the

hopper.

2.27.2.4 WEIGHBRIDGES

(a) Weighbridges shall be of steel and be so designed and constructed that the tops

of the main load bearing assemblies may be bolted to it in proper alignment.

Insofar as practicable, the hopper supports shall transmit the load to the

weighbridge vertically over the main load knife-edges or load cells of the scale.

The design and assembly of the hopper and weighbridge on the scale system

shall produce, as nearly as may be, equal distribution of the load to the main

bearings or load cells of the scale, without measurable tendency to alter the

horizontal alignment as a result of normal filling or emptying of the hopper or

application or removal of test weights.

(b) When weighbridges are not used but the weigh hopper is resting on load cells,

the load bearing supports and related structure shall comply in principle with

the provisions contained in (1) above.

(c) When weigh hoppers are hung from pipe or torsion levers, the principles

expressed in (1) above shall be followed.

(d) When a load cell is affixed to the lever system to provide an electronic readout,

adequate support shall be provided.

(e) Adequate provision for anchoring lever fulcrum stands and shelf pillars shall be

provided. The design shall permit reasonably convenient removal of the scale

parts for reconditioning and servicing.

2.27.2.5 WEIGHT INDICATING ELEMENT LOCATION

(a) Beams shall be located adjacent to the weigh hopper so that not more than one

extension lever is required between the shelf lever and the load receiving

levers. "Right hand" beams are preferred.

(b) Mechanical dial indicating elements should be located as near as practicable to

the weigh hopper with no more than one extension lever being utilized between

the lever system and the dial.

(c) Dial hands, printers, and all equipment cabinets must be purged with clean dry

air of 2 to 3 lb pressure (or as the manufacturer recommends); or such equip-

ment may be placed in a dust free air purged room.

(d) All electronic scale components, except load cells and cabling, must be placed
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in a dust free air purged temperature controlled room as the manufacturer or

serving rail carrier recommends.

2.27.2.6 CLEARANCES—A clearance of at least 6 inches shall be provided around

all weigh hoppers and sufficient clearance shall be provided to allow easy access to all

parts.

2.27.2.7 AIR DISPLACEMENT—A method must be employed to remove air dis-

placed when material enters or leaves the weigh hopper, garner, or surge bin. They

may be accomplished with the use of vent stacks (vented to atmosphere), socking or

inner connected ductwork between the garner, weigh hopper, and surge bin, provided

the uppermost portion of the ductwork is vented to a vent stack to the atmosphere.

Movement of air must not affect the scale's weighability.

NOTE: In instances where high speed elevating legs are used to convey material to

garners or weigh hoppers, a tremendous amount of air pressure is generated

for which normal venting is not adequate. In these cases the top of the

elevating leg must be vented to relieve the pressure.

2.27.2.8 CANVAS DUST GUARDS—When canvas or similar material is used to

enclose the opening between the garner and weigh hopper or the weigh hopper and

the lower surge bin, it shall be attached only at the top and weighted at the bottom;

or it may be secured at both top and bottom if it does not cause a binding condition

or entrap material.

2.27.2.9 DUST CONTROL SYSTEMS—When Federal, State and insurance regula-

tions prevent venting to the atmosphere or the use of socking, a dust control system

may be attached to the venting only if a pant leg connection *is placed in the duct work

or stack. Dust eradication equipment must not be directly connected to the garner,

weigh hopper, surge bin, or elevating leg.

(*) NOTE: A pant leg connection is a section of duct inserted for a short distance

into a bell like section of another duct, the diameter of which is such that

a free space is created around the smaller of the two, equal to three times

its diameter. This allows free movement of air into the dust system and

creates neither positive nor negative pressures within the scale system.

2.27.2.10 CAPACITY AND SIZE

(a) Scale for weighing other than grain, grain products, agricultural products,

feed and feed ingredients shall be of at least 5,000 lb capacity.

(b) Scales for weighing grain, grain products, agricultural products, feed and feed

ingredients shall be of the following capacity:

—Hopper scales shall be of at least 50,000 lb capacity.

—Bulk weigher scales shall be of at least 5,000 lb capacity.

NOTE: Capacity should be based on cubical capacity of wheat per bushel.

(c) Scales included in paragraph (2) shall print in increments no larger than 5 lb

for mechanical scales and 10 lb for electronic printers. Beam scales shall

utilize full draft beams.

(d) Garners should be of at least the same capacity as that of the weigh hoppers,

unless a high speed system is used to convey material with sufficient speed and

quantity to warrant a smaller garner.
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2.27.3 RULES FOR MAINTENANCE, OPERATION AND TESTING

2.27.3.1 MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION—Scales must be maintained and op-

erated in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions, and any special provisions

of the serving rail carrier or its agent.

2.27.3.2 EQUIPMENT FOR TESTING— It shall be the responsibility of the scale

owner to provide suitable and approved test weights as well as the means of placing

such weights on the weigh hopper.

NOTE: In some instances, it is more practical to suspend test weights from chains,

cables or rods. In such cases it shall also be the scale owners responsibility

to provide the means of suspension and to attach the test weights thereto.

2.27.3.3 MAINTENANCE AND TRANSPORTATION OF TEST WEIGHTS—all test

weights must be correctly sealed and approved.

(a) When moving test weights into or out of a scale area, care must be exercised

not to damage them in any way. Damaged test weights must not be used.

(b) Where approved test weights remain in one location, are only moved vertical-

ly during the test, and are protected from abuse or damaged in any way,

resealing of the weights may be waived, subject to decision by the applicable

official.

(c) In every case, provision must be made to remove all testing equipment from

the scale area when necessary.

2.27.3.4 TESTING—Hopper type scales should be tested at least twice a year, utilizing

approved test weights, by the substitution or step test method to capacity.

(a) Hopper type scales used for weighing other than grain, grain products, agri-

cultural products, feed and feed ingredients, shall be tested with the following

tolerances to apply:

New and overhauled shall be 0. 1 percent or 1 lb per 1 ,000 lb applied test load.

Maintenance shall be 0.2 percent or 2 lb per 1,000 lb applied test load.

(b) Scales used for weighing grain, grain products, agricultural products, feed and

feed ingredients shall be tested with the following tolerances to apply: 0.05

percent or '/j lb per 1,000 lb applied test load.

(c) The printed weight indication shall be considered the primary weight indica-

ting element and all test results will be based on such indications.

2.27.3.5 RECORDS

(a) Bulk weigher scale records shall consist of printed tapes indicating the tare

weight of the empty weigh hopper and the gross weight of the filled weigh

hopper at each draft. A printout indicating cumulative net weight shall be

provided at the end of each weighing transaction.

(b) Scale tickets and/or scale tapes shall be maintained on file in a clear and

systematic manner so that they may be easily located. Scale tickets and/or

tapes constitute the original weight records and must be carefully preserved

for the length of time prescribed by applicable laws or rules.
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Committee 34—Scales

Report on Assignment B

Rules for the Location, Maintenance, Operation

and Testing of Vehicle Scales.

O. T. Almarode (Chairman, Subcommittee) all members of Committee 34.

Your Committee submits as manual material a new part Section 2.29, Chapter covering

vehicle scales.

2.29 VEHICLE SCALES

2.29.1 GENERAL

(a) The purpose of these rules is to establish recognized requirements for vehicle

scales.

(b) All scales represented as complying with this recommendation shall meet all of

the requirements.

(c) Type—Vehicle scales may be mechanical, electronic, or a combination of each.

2.29.2 FOUNDATION REQUIREMENTS

A scale foundation must provide the following properties:

(a) Adequate strength to resist pressures from earth and traffic.

(b) Adequate bearing area to provide a minimum soil bearing capacity of 4,000

psf.

(c) Adequate drainage.

(d) Adequate access to scale mechanism for proper servicing.

(e) The following types of foundations may be acceptable:

(1) Reinforced*—no floor slab.

(2) Reinforced*—full floor slab.

*One which has sufficient rods to prevent cracking from unequal tempe-

ratures.

2.29.2.1 PIT REQUIREMENTS IF PROVIDED

(a) The minimum pit depth, measured from the bottom of the weighbridge main

girders to the floor of the pit, should be:

(1.) 24 inches for load cell or two section lever type vehicle and axle load

scales.

(2.) 32 inches for 3 or more section, lever type scales.

(b) Entrance to Pit

(1.) A minimum of one opening shall be provided in the scale platform, pit
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neck covering, or pit wall to provide access to the pit; except that two

openings shall be provided in the platform for scales with platforms longer

than 40 feet.

(2.) Openings in the scale platform or pit neck cover may be either a circle of

not less than 24 inches in diameter or a square with at least 22 inch sides.

A suitable cover shall be provided.

(3.) An entrance through a pit wall should be a minimum of 3 feet wide. The

top of the opening shall not be lower than the bottom of the main girders

and the bottom of the opening shall be approximately even with the floor.

TTie center line of any lever extending through a pit wall opening should

be at least 27 inches from one side of the opening.

(c) Walls and Piers

(1.) Main load bearings shall be of reinforced concrete poured to a depth of

not less than the local frost line. Steel perimeter coping angles shall be

installed around the inside edge of the top of the pit walls.

2.29.2.2 APPROACHES

(a) On the approach end or ends of a scale there shall be a straight approach as

follows:

(1.) At least the width of the platform and at least one-half the length of the

platform but not required to be more than 40 feet.

(2.) Not less than 10 feet of any approach adjacent to the platform shall be

constructed of durable material to insure that this portion remains smooth

and level and in the same plane as the platform.

2.29.2.3 GROUT

(a) Lever stands or load cell base plates shall be equipped with leveling bolts, shall

be properly grouted to provide even distribution of the load over the full

surface of the stands or plates.

2.29.2.4 PIERS

(a) Piers must support the combined loads applied by the weights of the scale, the

weighbridge, plus the maximum anticipated load on the scale, and must dis-

tribute these loads evenly over the underlying ground so that any settlement

shall be uniform throughout the structure.

2.29.2.5 ANCHOR BOLTS

(a) Anchor bolts not less than 8 inches long and not less than % inches in diameter

shall be embedded in piers.

2.29.2.6 SAFETY PIERS

(a) Safety piers or other devices shall be placed at the points under the weighbridge

which will restrict its vertical movement to two inches or less in case of failure

of a scale member.

2.29.7 FOUNDATION COPING (PIT COPING) AND MISCELLANEOUS

(a) Forming of pit walls should provide for a structural steel angle iron frame to

form the pit opening. The angle should be at least 2 in x 2 in x '/4 in and shall
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have welded projections to provide anchoring in the concrete at 4 ft intervals

(maximum).

(b) It is highly recommended that this frame be welded at the joints to prevent

minor cracking of the pit walls that will otherwise occur.

(c) The foundation and supports of any scale installed in a fixed location shall be

such as to provide strength, rigidity, and permanence of all components, and

clearance shall be provided around all live parts to the extent that no contacts

may result when the load-receiving element is empty and throughout the weigh-

ing range of the scale.

2.29.3 CAPACITY AND SIZE

(a) Vehicle scale dimensions and capacities as indicated in Table I are recom-

mended.

TABLE 1

SIZES AND CAPACITIES OF VEHICLE
AND AXLE LOAD SCALES
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2.29.3.1 WEIGHBRIDGES

(a) Main girders for weighbridges shall not deflect more than '/,2f,f,of the span at d
mid-point when loading to rated sectional capacity.

*

2.29.4 TOLERANCES

(a) S. R. (Sensitivity Requirement)

(1.) For scales not equipped with balance indicators the S.R. shall be twice the

minimum graduated division on the weigh beam.

(2.) For scales equipped with balance indicators the S.R. shall be the value of

the minimum division on the weigh beam.

(b) The minimum tolerance shall be one-half the minimum division on the scale.

(c) The basic tolerance shall be two pounds per 1,000 pounds of test load (0.2

percent). The new and overhauled tolerance shall be one-half the basic toler-

ance (0.1 percent).



MANUAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Committee 34—Scales

Report on Assignment B
Rules for Location, Maintenance, Operation

and Testing of Other Scales.

O. T. Almarode (Chairman, Subcommittee)
all members of Committee 34.

Your committee submits as manual material a new part Section 2.30, Chapter 34 other

scales.

2.30 OTHER SCALES

2.30.1 General

(a) Scales included in this classification may be any type of weighing system or

device other than those specifically described in this Chapter, provided said

scales comply with railroad rules.

2.30.2 Definition

(a) Other scales are those weighing systems or devices other than railway track,

vehicle, hopper type or belt conveyer scales, used to ascertain weights for

assessment of railway freight charges.

2.30.3 Capacity and Size

Scales should be of a type suitable for their intended purpose and be of sufficient

capacity without danger of being overloaded.

2.30.4 Testing and Tolerances

(a) Scales must be tested at least twice each year by a qualified scale technician

utilizing methods and tolerances prescribed by railroad rules.

2.30.5 Test Weights

(a) Test weights used for testing scales must be correctly sealed and approved.

2.30.6 Records

(a) Scale tickets, tapes and test reports shall be maintained on file in a clear and

systematic manner so that they can be easily located. Scale tickets or tapes

constitute the original weight records and must be carefully preserved for the

length of time prescribed by applicable laws or rules.
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Advertisement 64-1

"^luiVulciBond

Patent No 3.201.046

Lower Your Initial Cost-
Lower Your Replacement Costs

.without

prmiiuni cost

This is the insulated rail joint that has proven itself in providing

years of service without costly maintenance or excessive track

downtime.

Its "Blue" insulating material is a specially formulated compound

highly resistant to deterioration from ultra-violet, ozone, weath-

ering, abrasion and the shock and flexing stresses of heavy rail

traffic. It is bonded securely to the rail joint including the bolt

holes, eliminating the need for insulating bushings. The result is a unitized structure virtually

immune to cold flow. Its electrical resistance is rated at 10,000 megohms to infinity. You'll find

"Blue" Vulca Bond Joints require less time to install. When replacing damaged welded rail or

adhesive type joints your track can be back in service much sooner with a Johnson "Blue" Vulca

Bond Insulated Rail Joint . . the proven dependable insulated joint

WRITE FOR BROCHURES ON INSULATED
RAIL JOINTS AND TIE PLATES
Johnson's Insulated Tie Plates are a tough,

resilient rubber/fiber furnished with holes

as required for rail weights from 85# through

14G#.

RAILROAD DIVISION

The Johnson Rubber Company
16025 JOHNSON ST -MIDOLEFIELD OHIO 44062 /AREA CODE 216/632-1611



64-2
Advertisement

Turn Your
Rail and Track
Material Pr^
Over... tlT

To A&K
• You'll talk to a specialist. He'll

understand your questions, you'll

understand his answers.

• You'll deal with the largest supplier

of relaying rail and track material

in the United States. From the

commonplace to the obscure,

we have the supplies you need...

on hand.

• You'll get action. With their

24-hour-a-day communications

network and 38 storage yards

coast to coast, our national

operations team will get your

order moving. Fast.

ASK FOR OUR FREE CATALOG, TOD

A & K Railroad Materials, Inc.

P.O. Box 30076
Salt Lake City, GT 84130

Call Toll-Free (800) 453-88J2
TLX 389-406 ASK SLC
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Don't wait any longer
Here it is!

Thie ballast regulator

youVe been waiting for!

The PLASSER PBR-201
Consider these features:

Fixed-angle, double-curved
split front plow, with

adjustable height and
deflector plate that can be

moved beyond the center

for complete ballast

transfer

Hydraulically controlled side

plows, with independent wing

adjustment front and rear

Width and tilt adjustable

hydraulically for maximum
ballast recovery Holes in

wings for mounting ripper

finger for scarifying under

tie ends

Yes' Thanks to

Plasser

engineering and
technology the

Plasser PBR-201
IS just what you
have been waiting

for in ballast

regulators

Plasser American corporation

2001 MYERS ROAD, CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA 23324, (804) 543-3526



64-4 Advertisement

The Ever-Dependable Wood Crosstie
(Good news down the line)

n 1115 *orid ot shrinking natural

esources. ils comtonmg to know
there's at least one resource that is

literally growing The proven,

dependable wood crossiie Were
growing them taster than we re

jSing them

It's a good thing On down the line,

we'll need 30 million new crossties a

year to keep America rolling That s

a pretty tall order But Man and
Natu'P- working together— began

filling It years ago

In the century and a half since

crosstie technology emerged from

the stone age. modern improvements
m drying and treating wood have
extended the average life of the

crosstie five fold from about six

years to 30 years and up

Today, the modern wood crosstie

lasts longer than it takes to grow a

tree big enough to make one or

more new crossties

Nature IS doing her part, too

Hardwood growth now exceeds
annual cutting by more than 75"»io

And that inventory—especially in

crosstie-size trees— is increasing

American Commerce has a lot

riding on the strength and growth o'

the Nation s Railroads And our
Railroads can bank on the ever-

dependable wood crosstie to carry

Its share o( the load Right down
the line.

Koppers Company. Inc.

Pittsburgh. PA 15219

KOPPERS
Architectural and
Construction Materials



Advertisement 64-5

FAIRBANKS
SELF-
CONTAINED
TRACK
SCALES
New Ease in

Installation
Now you can .nstali a lieid-proven Fairbanks

Track Scale m a week Our new self-contained

electronic scale modules make t1 possible

Slash installation costs by eliminating costly pit

construction. The scale modules are installed on

a tamped aggregate base to speed installation

Also minimizes line down-time and re-routing

You can relocate the scale m the future if your

traffic flow changes Fairbanks Self-Contained

Track Scales make modern digital weighing
practical and versatile than ever before

eliminate p'l

'

Coll IntfuttriM

^^
^ <rale sections are easily

rsronrd^ospe.dlns.a^a..o^^

Qu.ck.nsta,.ai.ongcts^y-

®
Fairbanks
Weighing Division



64-6 Advertisement

The Allegheny Insulated Rail Joint-

Designed to withstand the heaviest traffic

in welded rail

This modern joint cements rail ends in position and thereafter

resists all forces imposed by temperature and simultaneous forces

of live loads to move them.

This joint makes yielded rail truly continuous. It promises you years

of service without maintenance costs. It reduces rail and wheel batter

to a previously unknown minimum. It employs the safety of steel splice

bars. It can be assembled in the shop or field. It has been tested in

service and AAR laboratories. It saves you lots of money.

Allegheny Drop Forge Company
Subsidiary of Tasa Corporation

2707 Preble Avenue • Pittsburgh, Pa. 15233



Advertisement 64-7

The Clear track

to efficient maintenance-of-way.
Cut time and labor with these 3 new
Evans/RTW machines. Keep watching
Evans/RTW for the clear signal to savings,

in time and labor. You II find the equipment
that makes it quick and easy for gangs to

correct track gauge and gnnd rail to proper

specifications.

New E-50 regauge adzer saves time and
eliminates hand labor by quick, accurate

wood removal necessary to restore proper

gauge where a plate cut tie situation exists.

The E-50 uses a staggered tooth, side mill

cutter with 22 inserted blade milling cutters

of high-speed steel.

New E-51 track gauger for accurately setting

the track gauge The unit can be used in a

tie or regauging gang. Hydraulic cylinders

move the unspiked rail to the correct gauge.

which can be controlled by reading the built-

in indicator Complete with roll off wheel and

lifting bale, the E-51 can be handled by a

single operator

New E-49 multi-purpose grinder for frog,

switch-point and surface applications. A
built-in RTW designed straight-wheel hand

piece angled to various positions is standard

to the E-49, and it also serves as a power

plant for other grinding attachments for rail

joint slotting, remote grinding of base, web.

and under rail head. Even unskilled opera-

tors can produce specified finished surfaces.

Write for detailed specifications on the

new products shown here, or any of the

high- performance maintenance -of - way
equipment from Evans/RTW. Ed Stuhl,RTW,

2381 Philmont Ave.. Bethayres. PA 19006

(^^ RTW

^dH^/.^fl^SZrTRRCH-UJORHCOmPRHY
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A COMPLEX
CROSSING

This119lb. R.E. rail

complex crossing, a crossing

within a crossing, is an example of the

highly technical engineering and
craftsmanship developed by Nelson Iron

Works to meet industrial railroad track

requirements.

We specialize in the manufacturing of

railroad track material, such as frogs, switches

and crossings.

Complete Trackwork Catalog available on

request— no obligation.

/NELSON,
ino»r WORKS, xiirc

Mailing address: P.O. Box 80816, Seattle, Wa. 98108
3423 Thirteenth Ave. S.W., Seattle, Wa. 98134
Telephone: (206) 623-3800
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TIE-SAVR . . .

EFFECTIVE SOLUTION TO
AN AGE-OLD PROBLEM

Easy reclamation process adds five to eigtit years
to spike-killed ties.

'Jul nt w spiko fioie line T. pruving to rr a ipal Anncii N')* rcijiiy dvdnat.u- ,t 5

lapidl/ icplacing wooden dowols as me slandaro inelhod cl lepairpnq spi>pkiiied
iracKaiie

A ary granular compound. Tie-Savr tesuits (rom a toimuia thai includes a wood
preseivaiive a pelroloum byproduct and vanous cAUei chemicals Two to ihiec

ounces lill ine average oversize spilt e- killed hole

Heat generated 6y re-spikmg causes the Tie-Savr lo D'asliciie and lirmiv mieru.o
with the wood tibers mside the spike hoie*Adherence to the spike metal iiseil .5

assured by cnofnical reaction as the cooling process lakes place Theseloro. 80
percent ol the original spiketo-lie bond is achieved and sustained trom five lo
eigh! years (One railroad customer expects eighl to ten years per tie.)

TieSavi virtually msuies imponanl maintenance of way savings
I'cs tie gang latior costs, and lost oppiationai time

. in ipplacement

A-riio RACIMt-: HAILROAD PRODUCTS iNC
'i003 Hacine Wl 53404 Pnone 414 637 963

1

^.^..^y. .-...,

JIE-SAVR

racine

--AT PEN DIN :•

50LBS.NET V,T

MATERIAL TO BE USED ASS^ ^
1524 FREDfRICK SI REET

RACINE. VVI 5340^
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Largest Bearing Area—Optimum Holding Power
I'orlpt rail anchors protect more
ties than all other anchors

(omhined. Made from an
exi lusive rolled T-se( tinii bar,

I'()rle< anchors provide more
hearing area than anv other

an(hor— won't ride up on or <lieu

inlii lie.

• i;x< lusive T-se( linn design

provides maximum bearing

surfac :e. protects ties and
spikes

• Strong jaw and large, flat rail

base seating surface give several

times the holding power of tie in

ballast, wont let anchor tilt and
nick rail

Special forged, heal treated

steel maintains its strength

and holding power

.Strong bearing surface against

lie plate dampens \ihrations.

eliminates throat-cut spikes

and spike-killed ties

Single striking surf ice and
snap-on design assure fast.

accurate installation without

special tools

The next time you're walking

track, take a look. You'll see whv
Poriec rail anchors are the first

( hoice of the industry. They're

designed with the track

environment in mind— for

maximum performance and
maximum protection of ties.

POWTEC...
Railway Products Division
«Xmmd»nr nn>r I ). I Brook lllinoi* 60SJ1
rrkphonp ,1|; 9;(VJfi<m T«, <)llv«S|.a212
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TheWeir Kilby
Package Deal.

From design
through delivery
withouta hHch
or missing part.

No other design and track-

work fabrication operation today
offers you rnore capabilities.

attention to detail and up-front

service than Weir Kilby

Work begins with an experi-

enced team of design engineers
who concentrate on your prob-
lems and come up with ideas to

fit the trackage system you need.
After your package is de-

signed, skilled Weir Kilby per-

sonnel build switches, frogs and
special trackwork to your spec-
ifications—whether you re or-

dering one piece or 500 W2irKilbvv/
A Division of L B Fostef Company II

Finally, when we ship your
order, we use a special system
called the TrakPak' which as-

sures you that all parts arrive —
together — ready for installation.

At Weir Kilby our approach
IS simple we help you select the
best possible design for your
needs, then furnish it m the most
economical way.

For more information on
Weir Kilby contact John Pit.

Manager— Marketing and Mate-
rials. Weir Kilby Division L B
Foster Company. 5038 Beech
Street. Cincinnati OH 45212



Advertisement

SSyears ofexperience

lOOmillion rail fastenings

inSOcountries

;V!^MV:

^'

Specialists of

Railway Track, STEDEF
has a complete range

of resilient fastenings.

Whatever the layout problems of the line,

utilization of the track,

the choice of ties, rail or ballast,

STEDEF can give you a solution.

STEDEF's international experience and

professional creativity, can bring you

reliability, safety and economy
in track installation and maintenance.

STEDEF Inc. PRORAIL
7657 Lecsburg Pike

Tysons Office Park -

1

4 paoaAlL.
FALLS CHURCH Va. 22043

Tel. : (703) 790-8777 Tx. : 90 11 24
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What's the most sensible thing
to say when your customer
says, "Siding!"?

Foster.

Since you run a railroad and we supply rail, you
shouldn't worry when one of your customers needs
siding repair, replacement or expansion.

Point your customer to the only one-stop source
for rail and track material: us.

We offer prompt delivery from the most com-
plete rail warehousing facilities in the country.

We stock all standard sections of tee and
crane rail — new and relay — from 12 to 175
lbs. We also supply FasTrak, the preassem-
bled, steel-tied panel that saves time and
money. Plus all the accessories your cus-
tomer will need.
So the next time your customer says,

"Siding! " say, "Foster." Because that's

what makes sense. For your customer.
And you. And us.

L.B. Foster Company,
Foster Building, 415 Holiday
Drive, Pittsburgh PA
15220.
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PROVEN PROTECTION!
moow

3/4"

WRITE - WIRE - PHONE

111

PO Box 6122 • Akron, Ohio 44312 • Area Code 216 733-8367

Four Fluted Steel Dowels

ANTI-SPLITTING AND LAMINATING
DEVICE FOR TIES AND OTHER

WOOD PRODUCTS

LENGTH AS SPECIFIED 1 1/8"

DOWELS CONFORM TO
ALL AGENCY SPECIFICATIONS

PRECISION MADE TWISTED STEEL
GIVE ADDED LIFE

IN EACH APPLICATION

SUBOX® /cart)oline^

dTv^^u /company

One coat of Subox provides
the protection usually afforded
only by two or three coats of

other paints and it does it at

reduced costs.

Long service life reduces
maintenance

' Excellent repaint surface
minimizes future surface
preparation

Lead suboxide eliminates
cracking and peeling

High solids content gives
high film build up

Put Subox to work for you.
Write H. S. Bennet. Sales
Manager or call 201-343-6533.

40 Burlews Court. Hackensack. New Jersey 07601
PROTECTIVE PAINTS AND COATINGS FOR INDUSTRY



3idim —
he proven roadbed stabilizer

dim" engineering fabric. Proven in

adbed applications across the coun-

/. And proven at a test site near

jidwell. Texas.

ie sophisticated testing program

inducted in cooperation with Southern

icific compared the effectiveness of

rious methods of stabilizing track

d on an unstable clay subgrade. In

2 Caldwell test, Bidim performed more

ectively than other fabrics evaluated.

all, four fabrics were evaluated—
o grades of Bidim and two other

igineering fabrics. Cement stabilized

bgrade and a control section built to

jndard mainline specifications were

50 monitored.

'St evaluations determined the

perior performance of Bidim—
parating ballast and subgrade, re-

ducing ballast contamination, mini-

mizing vertical track displacement,

preventing moisture buildup in the sub-

grade and maintaining track geometry.

The most dramatic result of the Caldwell

test; To maintain track geometry,

Bidim exhibited most of the same
properties provided by cement
stabihzation— at less than 20% of

the cost.

For more information on why Bidim

tops the competition in geolextiles,

write for our free brochure. "A Close

Look at the Differences in Engineering

Fabrics." Find out exactly why Bidim

is the proven roadbed stabilizer.

Write today:

Monsanto Textiles Company
Department C5WG AR-11

800 N. Lindbergh Blvd.

St. Louis, MO 63166

Or call toll-free, 800-325-1480.

The proven
roadbed stabilizer.

^m\VW

ENGINEERING FABRIC BY
Monsantc

ioufhern Pocific s 6767
oils by rhe Coldwe
.ire before resr rrockoge

s dressed and ready
or rroffic
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i
The Schramm diesel-

powered HT300A
Pneumatractor is a
unique self-propelled

air compressor/tractor
that's very effective and
versatile for maintaining

the right of vi^ay.

It has a 300 cfm
compressor that can
power spike drivers,

tampers, breakers, hammers, paint sprayers, sand
blasters or any other air tool. Use it to push or pull

other equipment on or off track. With an optional

remote control feature, the Pneumatractor can be
moved forward or backward on the track without
an operator on the vehicle.

The Pneumatractor offers good vandal protection.
Hood enclosure and side-door panels are lockable
as are the caps for radiator, fuel tank, hydraulic tank
and battery box.

Get the workpower of Pneumatractor working for

you. Contact Schramm, Inc., 670 N. Garfield Ave.,

West Chester, PA 19380.

BETTER
BY (SCHRAMM]

DESIGN

a

Workpowerwhereyou need
on or off track.



Advertisement

From

'world's Largest Rubber

Railroa e Crossr

1''''^^* of safe, smooth highway; crossing

7200 square feet oj sajtr, ^
„„;i,„f

ftflzing installation crosses

Wfhcks on Washington btreet,

^eof the busiest thoroughfares m

Jadison, Wisconsin, just a /eu;

blocks horn the capitol.

PARKCO's sealed, 'Vain-roo/ con-

sVuction eliminates lag bolts and

dr ue spikes and protecjs the sub-

amde and ties against detenor-

Tonc-sed by moisture seepage,

contamination and "sp.kense.

Our patented, "suspension-^on-

the qround" design u;illu;ithstand

hi r'auageso/ winter temperatures

ondde^'^^^^'-^"^^'^^'"^"''

and torrential
dotunpours^Posit-oe

'ail stability
preuentsrcl chatter

adding to long-li/eseru.ce. Fully

qualified for gooerr^n^erM

fur)dir)g too.

Write or can today for ir^forrr^atior^

ar^d detailed brochure.

Transportation Diuision

Park Rubber
Company
80 Genesee Street

Lake Zurich, IL 60047

(312) 438-8222
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Because our toilets and treatment sys-

tems surpass tough environmental stan-

dards, we're tops with the railroad in-

dustry Units feature stainless steel or

vitreous china two-quart flush toilets The

toilets are also ideal for use in ground

support facilities They reduce toilet flush

water by 90%

Contact Microphor for the solution

to your difficult railroad problems.

For

Today's

Railroads

Mkm
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SURAC IS ENGINEERED
FOR RAILROAD
PERKNIMANCE.
A new word for soil stabilization, separation and drainage.

Soli Separation

Supac nonwoven fabric forms a tough, durable

barrier that effectively Keeps soil particles from

mixing with the aggregate

Filtration

Supac possesses high permeability and excellent

filtration properties due to its proprietary method

of construction Water passes through readily,

but the fabric does not become clogged or

blinded by particles of soil Laboratory and field

experience both demonstrate good balance

between flow rate and particle retention

Tensile reinforcement

Supac nonwoven fabric is strong It allows con-

centrated loads to be spread over a wide area

increasing the load a poor-bearing soil can

support

Water flow

Supac has the ability to transport water by capil-

lary action assisting subsoil drainage and

compaction In underlayment use, this wickmg
or siphoning action moves water through the

plane of the fabric The water is transported from

the troublesome area to the edge of the fabric

and removed

SUPAC - For soil stabilization, separation

and drainage. Contact your

nearest Canron Railgroup

fepresentatlve for more details.

ANRON 1al^^
SUPAC

G B O U P

?40' EDMUND 00*0 A COluMB'* SC «'69
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DUPONT
has the people and products

to serve you
There's a DuPont Railroad Vegetation Management
Specialist in your area. Let him bring his technical

knowledge and experience to help you solve your weed
and brush control problems. DuPont is represented by

the most qualified railroad applicators available.

Midwest East West Southwest Canada Canada

A. V Glaser
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> TEX-MA^TIC

ProtectoBord
Code 501 -E

Helps prevent ballast damage
to bridge structure waterproofing,
ProtectoBord is an easily installed, reliable asphalt material that provides

a flexible cushion between the roadbed ballast and the waterproofing

membrane on railroad structures such as bridges and overpasses.
ProtectoBord "breathes" without rupturing or cracking to accommodate
structural movement and absorbs the vibration and shock of heavy traffic

moving on the roadbed. Standard ProtectoBord material is V2" or %" x 36"

X 10' and is 2.7 and 3.5 Ibs./sq. ft. respectively. Write for brochure.

J&P Petroleum Products, Inc.
DALLAS, TEXAS/CEDAR HILL, TEXAS/LEWISVILLE, ARKANSAS

General Sales Office: 271 5 S. Westmoreland, P.O. Box 4206, Station A
Dallas, Texas 75208, Telephone (214) 331 -5401
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i

The energy express.
As America's energy needs turn to

coal, our railroads will become even
more important. The Diesel locomo-
tives used by railroads today are the

most efficient way to move coal.

In fact, Electro-Motive Diesel loco-

motives haul the major share of all

freight shipped. They're designed to

meet the needs of tomorrow with in-

creased horsepower, major new ad-
vances in per-ton-mile maintenance
and availability.

42,353 Diesel locomotives' worth of

experience is helping us, with innova-

tions in motive power that will make
our railroads even more efficient in the

future.

ELECTRO-MOTIVE
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We're builders, designers,

planners, engineers, installers,

consultants and.,.

Very good at everything we do!

Your satisfaction is assured by our more than 80 years of contracting experience.

From feasibility studies through design layouts, estimates and final construc-

tion, you can depend on MILORD
We specialize in freight and passenger rar manufacturing plants, car repair

shops, engine houses, yard work and pollution control systems

For preliminary on site consultation service at absolutely no obligation call

DAVID MILLER at 312/598-7900.

R. T. MILORD COMPANY
CONTRACTORS & ENGINEERS

"Contractors to America s Carbuilding & Repair Industry

COAST TO COAST SERVICE
9801 SOUTH INDUSTRIAL DRIVE BRIDGEVIEW ILL 60455312 598-7900 TWX 910 651-3775
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PETTIBONE
A complete line of frogs, switches

and trackwork specialties.

Equipment for track maintenance and materials handling

Multikranes

7)2 to 35 tons

Truck-Kranes 15 to 80 tons

A complete line of Pettibone

Mercury lift trucks and tow

tractors.

Hydro Mower brush cutters.
Speed Swing

models 441-B & 442 B

PETTIBONE CORPORATION
233 S. VVacker Dr. Siiilc 3700

Chicaso. III. 60606

;12 n'6-0618

PETflBONE OHIO CORP.

6917 Bessemer Ave.
Cleveland. Ohio 44127
216/641-4000
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I WHY FUEL & WATER
SYSTEM EXPERTS
SPECIFY SNYDER

Diesel locomotive mechanical and
engineering experts know that
DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE is

the "bottom line.'That's why every
Snyder innovation is subjected to

rugged field-testing, before it s

offered to the Railroad Industry
Snyder equipment is backed by a

40-year reputation for superior
performance and a comprehen-
sive field-service network that rail-

roaders have come to depend on.

Diesel Locomotive Automatic Fueling Systems
Complete Pumping Systems — FUEL & LUBE OILS

Turn Key Installations Our Specialty

Fuel & Water Cranes
Unloading Cranes

Hose & Hose Reels

Hose Reel Cabinets

Hose Reel Columns
Iron Hand Tool

Fuel & Lube Oil Pumps
Hand & Air Barrel Pumps
Hi-Pressure Wash Pumps
Sanitary Water Hydrants

Meters — Valves — Fittings

Diesel Water Couplings

Snyder Engineered Equipment & Service Since /9.?9

yt rile or (all for Complete Catalog

SNYDER EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
655 West Pratt Street. Baltimore. Md. 21201 |301] 244-0170 [eastern office)

930 North Clay Street. Springfield. .Missouri 65802 |417| 869-72.33 jwestern office)
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peep Injection

ok&t, STABILIZATION
OF HIGH FILLS

Deep seated subgrade problems

can be treated with Woodbine's

new deep injection system. Lime
Slurry or other pozzolanic grouts

can be injected to depths of

40' or more. Injections are
continuous
without requir-

ing connec-
tions, therefore

in-place deep
stabilization

can be done on

WOODBINE

MPiiftliON

a cost effec-

tive basis.

At Woodbine we have the depth

to call on when special problems

demand a different approach.

Give us a call and utilize our

considerable
experience — a

combined total

of more than
100 years i n

lime stabiliza-

tion.

2510 DECATUR AVE.

FORT WORTH.
TEXAS 76106

PHONE (817) 624-1189

i



This new fastener will

revolutionize the way
you maintain track.

expenses, American railways need the new and practical

concept in track fastening systems . . . designed by the world's

leading industrial fastener engineers.

It^ time for TRAK-LOK

Allows tracks to

be replaced or

transposed in a

fraction of the

time.

CALL (609) 235-0572

TRAK-LOK
OMAliK INDUSTRIESO

Omark Trak-Lok " Railway Fastening System
301 New Albany Road, Moorestown. NJ 08057

I would like to see samples and literature of the new
Omark Trak-Lok" Railway Fastening System variations.

NAME.

TITLE .

COMPANY .

ADDRESS _ .ZIP.
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Continuous Welded Rail

We will furnish everything for Cropping and Welding

All we need is a level site and a pile of rail

LEWIS RAIL SERVICE COMPANY
1949 Green Rood Cleveland, Ohio 44121

(216) 486-7583

the complete & dependable remote control system

Featuring . . .

selective range limiting.

stepped or full stepless control

72-76MHZ.

or 450MHz carrier frequencies

(MADE IN U S A)

Also Manufacturers of - Unitized Crane Magnetic Systems - Foil Sofe
Anti Collision Devices - and Short Range Remote Control
Command Systems.

CONTROL CHIEF CORPORATION
P.O. Box 141 Bradford, Pa. 16701 Tel. (814) 368-4131
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The Unit Rail Anchor is

produced from high

carbon, high manganese
heat treated steel.

The Unit Anchor's unique

spring type design offers

automatic adjustment

when applied to either

worn or oversized rail, and
may be reapplied with

little or no deterioration

in holding power.

The Unit MH Lubrication

System, proven in tests

and in operation around
the world, prolongs life of

rail and wheel flanges by

as much as 3 to 10 times,

through automatic

application of grease to

the inner face of the

railhead.

Unit's new plant at

Atchison, Kansas has

been expanded to 55,000

sq. ft. The plant's dual

fuel capacity will enable it

to operate effectively in

spite of energy shortages.

UNIT

A name worth

remembering

for quality

IVI of W products

for 52 years.

Literature Is available on all products.

Unit Rail Anchor Company
Suite 2336, Two North Riverside Plaza

Chicago, IL 60606 (31 2) 454-1 81

3
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Manufacturers
Since 1938

The Original

HI-BALL

OIL BURNING SWITCH HEATER
BURNS 4 DAYS

MISSISSIPPI SUPPLY COMPANY
20-A Railway Exchange BIdg.,

611 Olive St.

St. Louis, Missouri 63101

Phone: Area Code 314 - 231-0930

i

SEALTITE HOOK BOLT

Fastens timbers and ties to steel beams. Easy

to install, long-life. Fins prevent turning.

Spring lock holds tension.

SEALTITE SPRING LOCK

Maintains tension as timber

changes by weather or wear.

SEALTITE DOME HEAD DRIVE SPIKE

Fastens timbers and plank decking on grade crossings,

bridges and docks. Wide, smooth head seals opening,

ears wel

LEWIS WASHER HEAD TIMBER DRIVE SPIKE

Fastens highway crossing planks, bridge guard rails and
general timber construction. One-piece head. Easy to

install and remove.

e T iT^^\A7"IS BOLT & NUT COIVIPANY

504 MALCOLM AVE. S.E., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55414
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>
ALL TYPES OF SERVICE
ONE MAKE OF CLIP
• Equally effective with wood, concrete

steel ties or non-ballasted track.

• Designed for mixed traffic conditions...

high speed passenger, freight and transit

applications.

The 'Pandrol' brand rail clip—can be machine applied or easily installed with regular

track tools, has a minimum number of components, and requires virtually no

maintenance!

For more information, call (609)467-3227.

^ THE CLIP

Pandrol Incorporated
Box 44, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014

Pandrol Canada Limited
8180 Cote de Liesse Road, Montreal, P,Q.

KERITE
CABLE

Kerite has stood the test of time, not only in the

laboratory but where it counts. ..in use. Kcritc.

the cable that lasts. ..and lasts. ..and lasts...

THE KERITE COMPANY
PRINCIPAL OFFICES: AllanlH; Boston: Chi-
cago; Houston: Los Angeles: San Fran-
cisco; and Seymour, Connecticut • Sales
Representation throughout the United
States. A subsidiary of Harvey Hubbcll
Incorporated.

'i the KERITE insulation that moires fht difftrtnct
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TELEWiLD
INC.

Serving the railroad industry

with technology you can depend on.

Call on Teleweld for field-proven

rail maintenance systems: service

and equipment.

SERVICE Rebuilding of Frogs, Crossings,
Switches • Rail End Reclamation • CWR
Joint Repair • Thermite Welding

EQUIPMENT Rail Heaters • Rail Grinders •
Power Cars • TELEFLEX Equipment Cars
•CWR Heating Cars • CWR Cooling Cars •
SONIRAIL Flaw Detectors • Power Plants
• TELEBRINELLER Hardness Testers

Call or Write for new corporate booklet, showing
capabilities and product line. Details and
specifications of any service or equipment listed

also available.

TELEWELD, INC.
Dept. 11, 416 No. Park St., Streator, IL 61364
Phone: 81 5/672-4561 TWX: 510-359-0897

NOW OPEN— TELEWELD FIELD SERVICE
CENTER and WELDING SCHOOL
1555 Hawthorne Lane, West Chicago, IL 60185
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railroad builders, inc.

Railroad Engineering, Construction

Rehabilitation, and Take-up

''By the foot or by the mile"

1601 W. Nassau Ave.

Englewood, Colo. 80110

(303 761-1994

BURRO
LOCOMOTIVE CRANES

and
MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY
ACCESSORIES
Panel Track Lifters

Multi-rail Lifters

Rail Threaders—CWR or Jointed

Rail Tongs
Ditching and Brush Cutting

Equipment
Modernization and OSHA
Equipment Kits

BURRO
BURRO CRANE INC.
1300 S. Kilbourn Ave. Chicago, III. 60623
312/521-9200

CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT

• Hi-Rail Telescoping

Boom-Type Excavators

• Hydraulic Excavator

—

Tractor-Type Crawler

• Hydraulic 40 & 55 Ton

Self-propelled Cranes

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT CO.
DIVISION OF BURRO BADGER CORP

1300 S. Kilbourn Ave. Chicago, III. 60623

312/521-9200
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Treated Wood Products
CROSS TIES / SWITCH TIES / LUMBER

POLES / PILING / TIMBERS / CROSSARMS

Southern WcxxJ Piedmont Company
HP3ilquart>Ts Nf-* Soi/lh Paik • PO Bo. b447 • Spananburg Soulh Carolina ?9304 • 803 5'6 7660

mnHRAYONIER
WOOD PRODUCTS

Copyright c 1979 Southern Wood Piedmont Co
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WM. A. SMITH
CONSTRUCTION CO. INC

Since 1923

Track Construction

Track Maintenance

Track Materials

Equipment Leasing

P.O. 60x15217

6060 Armour Drive

Houston, Texas 77020

713/672-0568
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our specialty. .

.

effective sighs for the Railroad and
Transportation Industry . . . crossbucks

caution, depot & station, track, targets,

caboose markers, trade mark decals,

any standards, plus caution styles

that you may be considering . . .

we can make them ALL . . . and at

sensible, economical prices!

"Service so good . . . it's Better

than having your own sign shop!"

5^POWER PARTS ^-^i£un COMPANY
1860 North Wilmot Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60647 ^ (312) 772-4600 • TWX 910 221-5507
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HEAVY-DUTY

Rail Lubricators

p<i ^ 'A^

Easy Installation-no grinding or

drilling required

No valves to stick or wear out

Gear pump and ratchet arnn sub-

nnerged in grease

Effective distribution far beyond
trackside location

Available in both single and
double rail units, 2-port or 4-port

design

Extends rail life; reduces M/W
costs

Switch Point
Protectors

Low initial cost, low replacement
cost

Replaceable blade made of drop-

forged alloy steel, heat-treated

Long service life

Quick installation

Fits right or left-hand switches

Available for prompt delivery

A quality product matched with

quality service

Call or write for our brochures

Moore & Steele Corporation
Owego, Tioga County, N.Y. 13827 U.S.A.

(607) 687-2751

MOORE^STBLE
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LORAM'S ALL AMERICAN

TRACK TEAM

Modern
Maintenance
of Way
Equipment

...designed

to do the job

better, easier

and at less cost

— with your

men
or ours —

in record time!

"^^^^^^^^^^ MULTI-PURPOSE MACHINE

AUTOTRACK WITH PLOW AND SLED

THE WINNING TEAM FOR TRACK REHABILITATION PROGRAMS
LORAM RAILWAY MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT FOR:
• Shoulder Ballast Cleaning • Raising Track • Resurfacing •

Reballasting • Replacing Ties • Undercutting • Ballast Cleaning
• Crib Skeletonizing • Rail Grinding Single or Multiple track •

Mainline or Yard tracks

CONTRACT, SALE or LEASE

FOR FULL DETAILS
OR SHOWING OF

OPERATING FILMS,

WRITE OR CALL TODAY

MAINTENANCE OF WAY, INC.
3900 Arrowhead Drive
PHONE (6121478-6014

Hamel. MN 56340 USA
TELEX 29-0391. Cable. LORAM
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3aifunmit
RAILWAY MOTOR CARS

AND WORK EQUIPMENT
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ESCO
• Rail Saws - Drills - Abrasive Saws

• Anchor Applicators - Trak-Skans

• Boutet - Field Welds

• Grinding Wheels - Cut-Off Wheels

• Yard Cleaners - Switch Undercutters

Tie Destroyer - Welded Rail Trains

Track Patrols - Portable Ramps
Tie Unloaders - Tower Cars

• Hydraulic Testers - System Fuel Trucks

• Rail Welding - Hydr. Rail Stressors

CHICAGO, IL - 312 939-0840

PHILADELPHIA, PA - 215 752-0133

ST. LOUIS, MO - 314 421-6499
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CON-FORCE COSTAIN
OF NORTH AMERICA

COSTAIN CONCRETE
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

READYMIX COSTAIN
OF AUSTRALIA

Have Participated In The Supply Of Prestressed Concrete Ties To

Canadian Pacific Ltd.

Chessie System
FRA FAST Traci<

Norfoiic & Western Ry. Co.

Atchison, Topel(a & Santa Fe Ry. Co.

Toronto Transit Commission
New South Wales Railways, Australia

Iranian State Railways

Spanish National Railways
Hong Kong Government
London Transport, U.K.

Calgary LRT
And have supplied more than

1 Million Ties to Canadian National Railways
1 Million Ties to Australian National Railways

14 Million Ties to British Rail

For information call or write

CON-FORCE COSTAIN
1000 Alberta Place

1520—4 Street, S.W.

Calgary, Alberta

Phone (403) 264-1590

Costain Concrete Co. Ltd. Readymix Costain J.V.

Dolphin Square G.P.O. box 1798

London SW1V 3PR U.K. Adelaide 5001 Aust.
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IHIhalHGrealWay toHoM
H RailroadTDgether

Standard and insulated track joints

Motive power and rolling stock

Bridges and other RR structures

Send for our newest FREE CATALOG
on how to hold it all together:

HUCK MANUFACTURING COMPANV
8001 Imperial Driven Waco, Texas 76710

HUCK

PENTA CONSTRUCTION
CORPORATION
Railroad Track Construction

Retiabilitation, and Related

Right-of-way Construction

136 Woodbury Road
Woodbury, N.Y. 11797

516 367-3828
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Service Proven Benefits
OF TRAFFIC MASTER® II COMPUTER-BASED, COLOR VIDEO cTc

CONVENIENCE — Controls are input via a compact
keyboard and instantaneously processed for transmission.

Indications are automatically returned and displayed on

vivid color video display units. Up-to-the minute

operations reports - OS, signal, train, and block (others

optionally available) - are provided via video display and

line printer, on schedule and upon request.

ECONOMY — Multiple control centers are consolidated,

and the entire territory is controlled from one location.

Track changes require software revisions only - control

office hardware modifications are not normally required.

VERSATI LITY - Traffic Master 1 1 can be tailored to meet
the requirements of any rail, rapid transit, or open pit

mine railway system. It interfaces to any coding system -

from relay, to solid state, to computer controlled.

G
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Famous throughout the construction industry, the Warner & Swasey

Gradall' is fast establishing a reputation for railroad construction,

repair and maintenance work

This unique telescoping boom excavator has a rugged earner to get to

the tough lObs or can ride on a hydraulically operated heavy duty rail-

wheel system that lets the Gradall work right from the rails without the

need for outriggers

Gradall can handle a variety of roadbed and right of way maintenance:

grading, construction and maintenance of grade crossings, trenching and

clean up any jobs requiring brute strength, maneuverability, and

precise control

For more information and name of your nearest Warner & Swasey

distributor, write Gradall Division. 406 Mill Avenue. S W
New Philadelphia. Ohio 44663

WARNER & SWASEY
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Quality and Progress

for 56 years

in Chemicals and
Application . .

.

RAILROAD VEGETATION CONTROL

1924 (BOGLE) 1980

The R.H. Bogle Company
P.O. Box 588

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22313

Memphis, Tenn. Alva, Okla.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Successful In-Tk^ack Thermite Welding
around the World for over 75 Years.

New track construction

Improving old trackage

Welding compromise joints

Why bolt? When you can have smooth
welded joints that are stronger than the

original rail? Our proven Calorite

process has been used around the world

since 1903 to reduce maintenance cost

on rails and rolling stock. Let us
show you how it works.

CALORITE, INC
506 W. Winthrop St • Addison, III 60101 (312) 543-8699
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Committee 4—Rail

Report on Assignment 6

Specifications for Bonded Insuiated Rail Joints

H. L. Rose (Chairman, Subcommittee), R.F. Busli, R.E. Catlett, Jr., D. H. Stone, R. K.
Cruckshank, E. T. Franzen, L. F. Greimann, K. L. Hay, W.S. Lovelace, B.F. Overbey, I. A.

Reiner, B.D. Sorrels, C.L. Stanford, S.T. Wiecek

Your committee submits the following tentative specifications as information for guid-

ance of railway users when ordering bonded insulated rail joints.

1 . Scope

These specifications cover the design, materials, fabrication, and testing of bonded

insulated rail joints.

2. Engineering Drawings

The manufacturer shall submit to the purchaser, for approval, drawings showing the

material description, dimensions, fabrication tolerances and assembly methods where

required.

3. Inspections

The purchaser's authorized representatives shall have free entry, at all times, to the

manufacturer's mill to inspect the processing and testing of all bonded insulated joints

and/or their components. The manufacturer shall provide test specimens to satisfy the

purchaser that the bonded insulated joints and/or their components are being furnished

in accordance with this specification. All required qualification tests and production

inspections shallbe made prior to shipment unless otherwise stated by the purchaser.

4. Materials and Workmansiiip

4.1 General.

All bonded insulated joints and/or components shall be new and conform to the

requirements specified herein unless otherwise specified by the purchaser. All materials

shall conform to the dimensional requirements for the rail section specified by the

purchaser.

4.2 Joint Bars.

Joint bars for bonded insulated joints shall conform to the configuration of the rail

section specified by the purchaser with allowances being made for the insulating material

to be used and shall be fabricated from material which meets or exceeds the chemical

composition, mechanical properties and workmanship requirements of the current

A. R.E. A. Section 4.2 "Specifications for Quenched Carbon-Steel Joint Bars" except as

noted below. The fishing height of the joint bar with insulation shall be controlled within

+ inch to -1/32 inch of the rail section specified. The contact surface of the joint bars
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adjacent to the rail shall be smooth and straight within a tolerance of ± '/,2 inch using a

36 inch straight edge. No stamping or branding shall be permitted on the contact surfaces.

All drillings shall conform to the size, tolerances, and locations as specified by the

purchaser. Alternate metallic or non-metallic joint bars may be used if approved by the

purchaser.

4.3 Rail.

When prefabricated bonded insulated joints are ordered, and rail is furnished by the

manufacturer, the rail used in fabricating the bonded insulated joints shall conform to the

chemcial composition, mechanical properties, and worksmanship requirements of the

current A.R.E.A. Section 4.2 "Specifications for Steel Rails". "A" rails or No. 2 rails

are not to be used in the production of bonded insulated joints unless authorized by the

purchaser. The rail shall be saw cut with a variation in end squareness of not more than

V^zinch. The lengths and drilling of each rail shall be as specified by purchaser. All burrs

from sawing and drilling shall be removed. The adjacent sawed ends of the rail shall be

jointed by the bonded insulated joint bars. All raised letters within the joint area shall

be removed, by grinding, to conform to the existing rail section prior to joint assembly.

End hardening if desired shall be accordance with the current A.R.E.A. Specification for

Steel Rails, Part 2—Supplementary Requirement Section SI—End Hardening; or, an

alternate method if approved by purchaser.

4.4 Insulating Materials.

All insulation materials shall have characteristics equal to or greater than fiber

insulation meeting the current requirements of the AAR Manual, Part 116. Signal

Specification 216-46, Paragraph 8, and the Electrical Resistance Test specified in Para-

graph 6.3 herein. End post size shall be as specified by the purchaser with a thickness

tolerance of ±'/32inch.

4.5 Fasteners.

The bonded insulated joint shall be designed to be joined together with an adhesive

and bolted together with six high strength bolts of a diameter to be specified by the

purchaser. Every other bolt shall be reversed with the nut or fastener on the opposite side

of the rail. The bolts shall conform to the chemical and mechanical requirements of

ASTM Desgination A490, "Quenched and Tempered Alloy Steel Bolts for Structural

Steel Joints", and have Class 2A and 2B thread fit. A compatible nut with a hardened

flat washer with a minimum Brinell Hardness of 185 shall be used. An alternate equiva-

lent fastening system may be used if approved by the purchaser.

4.6 Adhesive

The structural adhesive used as the bonding agent shall produce a minimum lap

shear strength of 3500 psi at 75°F as per test prescribed in ASTM D-1002 (metal to

metal). Adhesive shall be capable of meeting the above requirements for a period of one

year from date of manufacture when stored as specified by the manufacturer.

5. Preparation for Assembly

All metal parts which will be in contact with insulation shall have all sharp edges, burrs,

loose scale, rust, or other foreign matter removed before assembly.
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6. Qualification Testing

6.1 General.

Three bonded insulated joints shall be tested by the material components manu-

facturer as follows: Two bonded insulated joints shall be tested as specified in Section

6.2, Longitudinal Compression Test and the remaining bonded insulated joint shall be

tested first in accordance with Section 6.3, Electrical Resistance Test, then subjected

to a test as specified in Section 6.4, Rolling Load Test. After completion of the rolling

load test, the joint shall be resubjected to the electrical resistance test.

QuaUfication testing shall not commence until the engineering drawings are

approved by the purchaser. For each design and/or material change, the material

components manufacturer shall be required to perform these qualification tests only

on a one-time basis unless otherwise agreed upon by both the manufacturer and the

purchaser. If the bonded insulated joint being purchased has been previously quali-

fied, the manufacturer shall provide access to the test results to subsequent pur-

chasers. If the manufacturer makes any changes in the materials or the design, the

manufacturer shall requalify the new joint through the testing prescribed herein

before production is resumed.

6.2 Longitudinal Compression Test.

Two bonded insulated joints shall be completely assembled per manufacturer's

recommendations. Two pieces of rail of the prescribed rail section, each two feet long,

shall be utilized for each joint. Each joint assembly shall then be sawed in half where

the rails are butted together. The sawing shall be done in a manner which will prevent

overheating and damage to the bonding agent, and the cut shall be perpendicular to

the center line of the top of the rail with a tolerance of plus or minus one degree. A
testing device shall be fabricated so that the reaction occurs only perpendicular to the

sawed end of the joint bars when a load is applied parallel to the running surface of

the rail, at the centroid of the rail, at the opposite end.

6.2.1 Loads shall be applied parallel to the running surface of the rail in increments

of 25,000 pounds. Each load increment shall be maintained constant until the

longitudinal deflection of the rail ceases before increasing the load to the next

increment. The load shall be increased in these increments until a total load as

shown in Table A is attained, or failure occurs. At each increment of loading, the

load and differential movement of the rail and the joint bars, measured to 0.001

inch, shall be recorded. If an alternate method of performing this test is used, it

shall be submitted to the purchaser for prior approval.

6.2.2 The acceptance criteria for the longitudinal compression test shall be as follows:

At no time shall any of the bonded insulated joints show any indication of slippage

TABLE A

TOTAL LOADS REQUIRED FOR LONGITUDINAL COMPRESSION
TESTS ON VARIOUS RAIL SECTIONS

Rail Sections (inclusive) Total Loading Required

132# and over 650.(KH) lbs.

115#tol31# 600.0(K)lbs.

100#toll2# 550,0(K)lbs.

90# and under 500,000 lbs.
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during or before the total prescribed load is applied to the joint. At the completion

of the test, after the load in the rail has been released, the relative position of rail

and joint bar shall be within 0.010 inch of its original value.

6.3 Electrical Resistance Test

6.3.1 A rail joint shall be fully assembled in accordance with manfuacturer's recom-

mendations on two lengths of rail section specified, one 24-inchs in length, the

other 42-inches in length, for an electrical resistance test. The rail shall be sup-

ported on non-electrical conducting material.

6.3.2 With 500 volts d.c. applied to the rail on either side of the bonded insulated joint

for a duration of three minutes, the actual current flow through the joint shall be

measured to the nearest 0.1 microampere and recorded.

6.3.3 The acceptance criteria for the 500 volts d.c. tests shall be as follows: The

minimum resistance for 500 volts d.c. shall be 10 megohms.

6.4 Rolling Load Test

6.4.1 The bonded joint shall be mounted on a 33 inch stroke rolling load test machine

and supported on 36 inch centers with the joint centered between supports.

6.4.2 The supports shall be one inch diameter steel pins. A wheel load of 44,000

pounds shall be applied to the rail. The stroke shall have a range of 33 inches,

centered as shown on Figure 1. The load on the rail shall be applied for 2,000,000

cycles and the deflection of the rail at the center line of rail shall be measured and

recorded when the wheel load is over both points A and B for every 500,000 cycles

and recorded to the nearest 0.001 inch.

6.4.3 Alternative method of testing the joint dynamically may be submitted to the

purchaser for approval.

6.4.4 Acceptance Criteria: At all times the deflection of the bonded insulated joint

shall not exceed by 10 percent the deflection of a rail of the same section when

tested as prescribed above.

7. Acceptance

To be accepted all prefabricated bonded insulated joints and bonded insulated

joint materials must fulflU all of the requirements of this specification.

8. Packaging and Handling

8.1 The proposed method of packaging, handling and loading for all items shall be

submitted to the purchaser for approval before production is begun.

8.2 Prefabricated bonded insulated joints shall be handled and loaded in a manner

which will not damage the insulated joint or the rail.

9. Marking

Date of manufacturer and name of manufacturer shall be marked on joint such

that it will remain during the Ufe of the joint.
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Committee 22—Economics of Railway Construction

and l\^aintenance

Subcommittee 4, Economics of Tie Renewals by

Cutting vs One Piece Renewal

M. J. Marlow, Chairman, S. A. Cooper, W. H. Clark, B. J. Worley, C. D. Barton, J. R. Clark,

G. H. Winter, R. O. Johnson, G. E. Warfel

The purpose of this report is to compare the economics of mechanized cross tie renewals

by cutting vs one piece renewal.

A questionnaire was sent to 70 railroads in the U.S. and Canada requesting information

on their tie renewal policies. Replies were received from 42 of the railroads. Two of the

responding railroads indicated 0% mechanized operation and were, therefore, not considered

in evaluating the replies.

The average annual cross tie replacement ranged from a low of 10,000 to a high of

3,000,000 or an average of 442,006 for the 40 responding roads. Percent of ties installed by

mechanized operations ranged from 50% to 99.59f for an average of 82%. Mainline daily

production of cross ties installed was from 250 to 1,500 with an average of 551. The average

on track time was 6.05 hours and the average production standard in manhours per tie was 0.43

for main lines.

Twenty-three of the 40 reporting roads are now cutting their ties, 17 are removing in one

piece and one is using both methods. Of the roads now cutting their ties, when asked how their

production rate would be affected if they changed over to one piece renewal, 11 said no

change, 7 indicated a decrease, 1 felt there would be an increase and 4 did not reply. When
the roads now removing ties in one piece were asked how their production would be affected

if they switched to cutting, 8 answered no change, 3 said increase, 1 felt a decrease and 5 did

not reply.

The principal reason given for having gone to the cutting method of tie renewal is minimal

disturbance to the track thus eliminating the need for immediate surfacing. However, this

method is now creating a disposal problem. Environmental laws prohibit burning except in

remote areas. Therefore, the butts must be buried, hauled away or otherwise disposed of.

Research has been done using old ties for producing reconstituted ties and as an industrial

boiler fuel and could solve the disposal problem.

Easier tie disposal is the main reason given for one piece renewal. All of the roads that

now remove ties whole are having very little if any problem with disposal. Most are able to

sell the scrap ties and many are able to show some profit. In many cases, ties removed are left

on the right of way and sold to a contractor as is, where is. It is then the responsibility of the

contractor to remove all of the ties regardless of condition. Eight roads indicated that they

have switched back to one piece renewal for this reason and two others are considering a

change. Price per pie being paid to the railroads runs from 50c up to $3.50, depending on

condition and type of arrangement for delivery and clean up.

When asked which method they considered to be more economical, 23 indicated whole,

16 cutting and 1 considered the methods equal.

After analyzing all of the data compiled, it is felt that at the present time the economics

of both renewal methods appear to be about equal. If the major concern is tie disposal, then
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one piece removal would be preferred. Where the major concern is minimum disturbance to

the track, then cutting should be considered.

Each road must analyze their individual situation to determine the best operation for

them. Consideration must be given to what equipment is now owned and the age. If it is time

for replacement, then how would the cost for renewal in kind compare to the cost for change

over to the other method. New equipment has been developed which can remove the tie whole

with less disturbance to the track than older equipment. Would a change in methods have a

significant change in production rates. What environmental regulations must be contended

with. Do you want to surface at the same time as tie renewals. What kind of market is there

for sale of scrap ties and is there a problem with disposal of tie butts. As stated earlier, research

is going on using old wood for production of reconsituted cross ties and as an industrial boiler

fuel.

We cannot state that one method is superior to the other but can only point out the

advantages and disadvantages of each.

List of Railroads that questionnaire was sent to.

Asterisk indicates railroads that responded.

* Alaska R.R.
* Algoma Central Ry.

Ann Arbor R.R.
* Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. Ry.

* Atlanta & Saint Andrews Bay Ry.

Bangor & Aroostook R.R.

Belt Ry. Co. of Chicago
* Bessemer & Lake Erie R.R.

Birmingham Southern R.R.
* Boston & Maine
* Burlington Northern
* Canadian National Rys.

Canadian Pacific Ltd.

Central Vermont Ry.

* Chessie System
* Chicago & Illinois Midland Ry.

* Chicago & North Western Transp.

* Chicago & Western Indiana R.R.

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R.R.
* Chicago, South Shore & South Bend
* Chicago Union Station

* Clinchfield R.R.

Colorado & Southern Ry.

Colorado & Wyoming Ry.

Columbia, Newberry & Laurens R.R.

Columbus & Greenville Ry.

Conemaugh & Black Lick R.R.

Consolidated Rail Corp.

* Delaware & Hudson Ry.
* Denver & Rio Grande Western R.R.
* Detroit & Mackinac Ry.
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* Detroit & Toledo Shore Line R.R.

Detroit, Toledo & Ironton R.R.

* Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range Ry.

* Elgin, Joliet & Eastern Ry.

Florida East Cost Ry.

* Fort Worth & Denver R.R.

* Georgia R.R.
* Grand Trunk Western R.R.

* Green Bay & Western R.R.

* Houston Belt & Terminal Ry.

Illinois Central Gulf R.R.

* Illinois Terminal R.R.

Indiana Harbor Belt R.R.

Kansas City Southern Ry.

* Kentucky & Indiana Terminal R.R.

Lake Superior & Ishpeming R.R.

* Long Island R.R.

Louisville & Nashville R.R.

* Maine Central R.R.

Missouri-Kansas-Texas R.R.

* Missouri Pacific R.R.
* National R.R. Passenger Corp.

* Norfolk & Western Ry.

* Ontario Northland Ry.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie R.R.

Providence & Worcester

* Quebec North Shore & Labrador Ry.

* Richmond, Fredricksburg & Potomac

* Seaboard Coast Line R.R.

Soo Line R.R.
* Southern Pacific Transp.

Southern Ry.

* St. Louis-San Francisco Ry.

Terminal R.R. Assn. of St. Louis

Toledo, Peoria & Western R.R.

* Union Pacific R.R.
* Union R.R.
* Western Pacific R.R.
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Committee 4—Rail

Report of Subcommittee 4.8 on Assignment 2

Recommended Practice for Thermite Welding-Raii Joints

G. H. G«iger (chairman, subcommittee), R. M. Brown, E. Esitengren, T. T. Ferguson, B. R.

Forcier, W. J. Gilbert, K. Kanowsid, H. F. Longhelt, A. B. Merritte, Jr., R. C. Posteis, C.

N. Scott, A. E. Sliaw, Jr., C. L. Stanford, R. K. Steele, M. S. Walieiy, M. J. Wisnowski.

Your committee submits the following Recommended Practice for Thermite Welding-

Rail Joints, with the recommendation that it be adopted and published in the Manual in place

of the current pages 4-2-6.7 through 4-2-6.9.

THERMITE WELDING—RAIL JOINTS
1980

GENERAL

Thermite is defined as a mixture of finely divided aluminum and iron oxide. When the

aluminum and iron oxide react, the reaction is called a thermite reaction. Thermite welding

is accomplished with the heat produced by the thermite reaction. Filler metal is obtained from

the iron reaction product and pre-alloyed steel shot in the mixture.

When ignited, the reaction within the thermite mixture develops a temperature approach-

ing 5000°F and produces a filler metal at about 3500°F which, when introduced into a gap

between the rails, welds or fuses the ends together. The reaction metal is generally iron which

has been enriched with alloys to produce a filler metal assimilating the characteristics of the

rail steel being welded.

In all aluminothermic or thermite welding processes, the reaction takes place in a separate

crucible or in a reaction chamber integral with the mold. When complete, the resultant metal

is tapped, either manually or self-tapping, into disposable prefabricated molds properly placed

over the opening between the rail ends previously prepared for the butt welding.

Preheating of the rail ends, an important part of thermite welding, is applied differently

by the various rail welding processes available today. Separate preheating equipment, oper-

ated independent of the reaction crucible, along with accessory clamps, etc., is common to

some systems, while in other cases the preheat is supplied by an initial portion of the filler

metal washing the rail end faces as it passes through the joint gap to a sump provided in the

mold beneath the base of the rails to be welded.

Small hand tools, luting material, and cutting and grinding equipment are required with

all processes.

WELDING

The basic requirements for thermite welds are:

1. Remove moisture and all foreign substances such as dirt, grease, loose oxide, slag,

etc., from the weld area.

2. Align rail ends properly. Proper joint gap and lateral and vertical positioning of the

ends is imperative.
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3. Apply mold in exact location over rail gap and seal properly.

4. Follow detailed manufacturers instructions for the specific thermite process being

used without deviation.

5. It is assumed that flotation of impurities in the crucible and the mold, and proper

gating and feeding, are provided for in the equipment and instructions supplied

with the thermite package.

Following are minimum requirements for quality welds, good track alignment through the

weld, and satisfactory riding characteristics over the welded joint:

1. The rail end faces should be square to the running surface of the rail. In order to

obtain this condition, the rail should be properly aligned first if the gap is to be cut

in track, or pre-cut square rail ends should be properly aligned and spaced.

2. The gap between the rail end faces should be between % inch and 1 inch, depending

on the welding process and rail section involved.

3. The joint gap may be either flame, saw, or abrasive-disc cut with the saw or

abrasive disc strongly preferred. If flame cut, the following must be observed:

flame cuts should be reasonably smooth. The rail should be preheated prior to

flame cutting. A precaution should be observed in the case of flame cutting in that

the weld should be made as soon as possible, preferably within an hour, in order

to prevent deep thermal cracks from forming on the flame-cut rail end faces. If

flame cut, the rail ends should be thoroughly cleaned of the residual oxide resulting

from the flame cutting operation.

4. All burrs should be removed from the cut rail ends at the joint gap, all fins and heat

metal flow in relayer rail ground away, and loose oxides and foreign material

removed from the weld area surfaces for at least 5 inches back from the ends of the

rails. This permits close fitting of the molds and reduces contamination of the weld.

Copper material from head bonds should be totally removed from within 2 inches

of the rail ends. It is desirable that holes should not be allowed within 6 inches of

the weld gap, and holes within 2 inches of the weld shall be prohibited.

5. Sufficient preheat to promote good fusion is required. Some thermite mixtures

require external preheating and some do not. If manufacturers specify preheating,

strict adherence to the prescribed times is imperative. Preheating may be accom-

plished with oxy/acetylene, air/fuel gas, air/gasoline, oxy/propane, or a generated

gas flame. If preheating is not specified by the manufacturer, the initial filler metal

passing over the rail end faces acts as the preheat source.

6. The prefabricated molds used in any of the processes should be centered exactly

with the center of the rail gap.

7. The luting or sealing of the molds to the rail should be performed with care so that

the luting material is not introduced into the weld chamber. It has been found

practical to use sand mixed with bentonite in proper proportions with a minimum

of moisture in the mixture as a luting material.

8. Molds and charges stored for excessive lengths of time may absorb detrimental

moisture. Manufacturers should be consulted for maximum recommended shelf life

and charges stored beyond that time shall not be used. Molds should be stored in

such a manner and environment as to prevent moisture contamination and freez-

ing. Care should be taken when transporting from storage to the work site to

protect charges and molds from the elements.
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9. The crucible or reaction chamber must be made and kept dry and clean at all times.

10. Partial welding portions should never be used because of the possibility of material

segregation and the need for proper metal supply to the weld. Two weld charges

should never be mixed.

11. It is recommended that welding not be performed during precipitation of any kind

unless adequate precautions are taken to completely protect the crucible, mold,

and adjacent rail from moisture.

12. If temperature conditions are such that rapid contraction or expansion of rail is

taking place, welding should be avoided unless a rail puller/expander is used to

maintain the gap spacing and hold the rails in position until the weld metal is below

700T.

13. If compromise welds are being made, only molds and charges designed for the

specific transition in rail size be used.

14. In the case of the processes in which the filler material is tapped manually, the

metal shall not be tapped until the reaction is completed and the slag has separated

from the filler metal.

15. The period of time immediately following the pouring of the metal is critical to

production of a good weld. During the first 3 minutes the rail should not be

disturbed in any manner. After that, at a time recommended by the manufacturer

of the charge used, the slag basin and mold may be removed, and the excess metal

removed. If chisel cutting is performed, the rail must be adequately supported;

however, it is recommended that excess metal be removed by shearing. Finish

grinding to contour should be performed only after weld metal has cooled below

600°F.

16. In order to minimize mechanical strains and stresses on the weld metal it is recom-

mended that a rail puller/expander be used to hold the rails on either side of the

weld. They should be left in place until the weld metal has cooled to below 700°F.

17. The use of ultrasonic equipment to evaluate the soundness of the completed weld

is recommended.

18. If strap bars are used on the joint after welding, only bars designed with proper

clearance of cast-on fins should be used.



MANUAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Committee 15—Steel Structures

Report on Assignment B—Revision of Manuai.

D. L. Nord (Chairman, Subconunittee), J. G. Clark, L. F. Currier, R. E. Davis, G. F. Fox,

V. K. Garg, W. H. Munse, W. W. Sanders, Jr., F. D. Sears, J. E. Stallmeyer, C. R. Walilen,

R. H. Wengenroth, G. E. Morris, Jr., D. V. Messman

Your Committee submits for adoption the following revisions to the SPECIFICATIONS

FOR STEEL RAILWAY BRIDGES, Chapter 15 of the Manual:

Revise Art. 9.7.3.4.2 on page 15-9-22 by adding the following paragraph #8:

Suitable analytical and/or experimental studies may show that a lower stress concentra-

tion exists if pin-fit and the component geometry are favorable. If the stress concentration

is less than 4, design category D can be used to assess fatigue resistance.

Revise Art. 1.11.4(c) on page 15-1-31 by replacing the last two sentences with the

following:

Connections to the girder or beam webs for such diaphragms shall be designed to carry

shear at least equal to one-half of the shear capacity of the diaphragm.

In the third footnote of Table 1.2.1 on page 15-1-4 and Table 2.2.2 on page 15-2-3, delete

the words "as used by A709."

On page 15-3-8, add an asterisk at the end of the title of Art. 3.2.5 and add a footnote

at the bottom of page 15-3-8 to read, '"Refer to Art. 9.3.2.5."

On page 15-9-19, add an asterisk at the end of the title of Art. 9.3.2.5 and add a footnote

at the bottom of page 15-9-19 to read, "*Refer to Table 9.1.4."

Revise the first paragraph of Art. 9.3.2.5 to read, "The requirements of Art. 3.2.5 are

based on the use of standard holes. At locations approved by the engineer, oversize holes,

short slotted or long slotted holes may be used with high strength bolts \ inch in diameter or

larger in accordance with the following requirements."

On page 15-9-19, add the following sentences at the end of paragraph 1: "Hardened

washers shall be installed over oversized holes in an outer ply. When A490 bolts over one inch

in diameter are used in oversized holes in external plies, a single hardened washer conforming

to ASTM F436, except with a ^^inch minimum thickness, shall be used in lieu of the standard

washer."

On page 15-9-19, add the following sentence at the end of Paragraph 2 of Art. 9.3.2.5:

"When A490 bolts over one inch in diameter are used in short slotted holes in external plies,

a single hardened washer conforming to ASTM F436, except with a */,6 inch minimum thick-

ness, shall be used in lieu of the standard washer."

Insert the following paragraph following the second paragraph of 9.1.2.1 and 9.2.2.1

Materials:

For guidance in determining the Lowest Anticipated Service Temperature for a

particular location in the United States or Canada, Figures 9.1.2.1 A and 9.1.2.1 B may

be used. Both figures show temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit. Figure A (US & Alaska)

shows isolines for which there is a 99% chance that the daily minimum temperature will
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be no lower than shown. Figure B (Canada) shows isolines for which the temperature

during January will be no lower than shown for 99% of the time.

Insert the two following figures 9.1.2.1 A & 9.1.2.1 B in the same articles.

Revise Fig. 1.3.13 to include the following figure, Example 20, and Table 1.3.13C by

adding "20" in Illustrative Example No. column opposite both situations of General Condition

"Mechanically fastened connections."

In part 9, include the following "Guide to Metrication" following the Welding Index.
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Committee 15—Steel Structures

GUIDE FOR SI METRICATION

1. Metric Measurement Units

Recognizing the increasing interest of bridge engineers in the new International System

of Measurement Units (SI) and for the convenience of users of the AREA Manual for Railway

Engineering, AREA Committee 15 presents the following SI information.*

Data and reference tables for this Manual may be converted to SI units by means of the

conversion factors given.

2. Introduction to Si Units

SI is constructed from seven base units for independent physical qualities, plus two

supplementary units for plane angle and solid angle. All other SI units are derived coherently

by multiplication and/or division on a direct one-to-one basis from the base units. Examples

of each type of unit are given in Table A. Some of the derived units have special names as

shown. Also listed are some widely used other units which, although not a part of SI, are

generally accepted for use with SI; see Table B.

SI is an absolute system rather than a gravimetric system. Thus, the principal F=ma is

used directly and force is expressed in terms of the newton (N). Energy is expressed in terms

of the joule (J), whether mechanical, thermal or electrical; and all power in terms of the watt

(W).

3. Prefixes for Si Unit Multiples

A wide range of SI unit sizes is available through the use of prefixes to form unit multiples

and sub-multiples. Prefixes generally applicable to engineering are:

Factor Name Symbol Factor Name Symbol

10'
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4. SI Writing Style

Many of the principal aspects of the recommended style for use of SI units are illustrated

in the tabulations above, namely:

a) SI uses symbols, not abbreviations nor acronyms;

b) Precise use of upper- and lower-case letters is essential;

c) Multiplication of units is indicated by a heavy centered dot: N-

d) Division may be indicated by a slash or by a negative exponent: n/m^, or Nm"^;

e) To avoid any ambiguity, a product in the denominator is enclosed in parenthesis:

m/(m-°C).

5. Numerals

A single space is left between a numeral and the unit name or symbol to which it refers,

rhe decimal marker in the U.S. continues to be a dot on the line.

Digits are separated into groups of three as is customary, but the comma is omitted; a

space equal to or slightly smaller than the space normally used for the comma is used to

separate the groups of numerals, except where there are only four digits: 36 224 m, 3622 m,

0.362 235 m.

6. Conversion

For making numerical conversions from inch-pound units to equivalent SI units, the

development and use of a tabulation of factors arranged by categories, as in Table C, is

recommended.

7. Significant Digits

Reference to "equivalent" measurements requires strict observance of the rules of signif-

icant digits.

Conversion tables are designed to serve a wide range of usage, but the user must decide

on the significant digits warranted in each conversion. In general, the result of any conversion

will not contain any more than one additional significant digit than is given in any one

component of the computation. The usual rules of "rounding" should be observed, but should

be applied only after the conversion calculation has been made.

Example: 1.000 ft = 12.00 in = 304.8 mm (exact conversion)

1.00 ft = 12.0 in = 305 mm (rounded)

1.0 ft = 12 in = 300 mm (rationalized, modular value)

Note: When decisions about nominal values are involved, preference should be given to

"rationalization", i.e., choice of a modular value (as in linear dimensions for con-

struction), or to the choice of a Renard-series value where a geometric progression is

involved.

8. References

Further information on the preferred usage of SI will be found in the Federal Register

Notice of October 26, 1977 (available as NBS Publ. LC 1078). in ANSI Z 210.1 American

National Standard Metric Practice Guide (also identified as ASTM E 380 and IEEE Std 268),

and in AISI Metric Practice Guide—Units and Conversion Factors for the Steel Industry. 3rd

Edition, 1978.
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9. Quantity Symbols vs. Unit Symbols

By international accord, as demonstrated in Table A, "unit" symbols are always printed

in upright (roman) type. Conversely, symbols for physical quantities are always in italics. Note

the following contrasting examples:

Units: metre, m; metric ton, t; farad, F; litre, L; etc.

Quantities: mass, m; temperature, /; force, F; length, L; etc.

In manuscripts, quantity symbols may be underlined to denote italics.

For further information on symbolization see:

ANSI/IEEE Std 260—Letter Symbols for Units, and

ANSI Z 10.8—Letter Symbols for Structural Analysis.

TABLE A—UNITS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM—SI

Quantity

BASE UNITS

length

mass

time

electric current

thermodynamic temperature

amount of substance

luminous intensity

SUPPLEMENTARY UNITS

plane angle

solid angle

DERIVED UNITS (illustrative)

area

volume

velocity, speed

acceleration

mass density

force

pressure, stress, elastic modulus

work, energy, quantity of heat

power, heat rate, radiant flux

electric charge

electromotive force

frequency

dynamic viscosity

moment of force

surface tension

power density, heat flux

density, irradiance

heat capacity, entropy

specific heat capacity

thermal conductivity

Unit
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TABLE B—OTHER UNITS IN USE WITH SI

Quantity

temperature (Celsius, T-273) *

time

angle (as in cartography)

volume

mass (large)

area (land)

'Temperatures are related by:

Unit
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TABLE C—KEY CONVERSION—INCH-POUND TO SI UNITS' (illustrative)

LENGTH^
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Turn Your
Rail and Track
Material Problem
Over...

To A&K
• You'll talk to a specialist. He'll

understand your questions, you'll

understand his answers.

• You'll deal with the largest supplier

of relaying rail and track material

in the United States. From the

commonplace to the obscure,

we have the supplies you need . .

.

on hand.

• You'll get action. With their

24-hour-a-day communications

network and 38 storage yards

coast to coast, our national

operations team will get your

order moving. Fast.

ASK FOR OUR FREE CATALOG, TODAY

A & K Railroad Materials, Inc

P.O. Box 30076
Salt Lake City, aT8413C

Call Toil-Free (800) 453-88^

TLX 389-406 A&KSLC

<



This new fastener will

revolutionize the way
Vou maintain track. ^
expenses, American railways need the new and practical

concept in track fastening systems . . . designed by the world's
leading industrial fastener engineers.

It^ time forTRAK-LOK

The highest

clamping force

available— or

any other force

desired.

Spring clip snaps

on in just

seconds.

Allows rail to

be replaced or

transposed in a

fraction of the

time.

Welds onto tie

plate in just one
second. No nuts

or bolts to come
loose.

No need to

remove spikes or

anchors—
prolongs tie life.

TRAK-LOK
OMARK INDUSTRIBSQ

OMARK TRAK-LOK " RAILWAY FASTENERS
2091 Springdale Rd . Cherry HiH. N J 08003

would like to see samples and literature of the new
Omark Trak-Lok " Railway Fastening System variations.

NAME.

TITLE .

COMPANY

.

ADDRESS-
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Treated Wood Products
CROSS TIES / SWITCH TIES / LUMBER

POLES / PILING TIMBERS CROSSARMS

Southern Wood Piedmont Company
Heatlaoa'ters Ne* Suulh Pan. • PO Be 5-14 7 • Soatlanburg South Carolina 2930a • 803 576-7660

PP RAYON IER
FOREST PRODUCTS

Copyright * 1981 Southern Wood Piedmont Co
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Follow the Leader.
You've seen Electro-Motive Diesels

in front of most trains since Diesel

power started replacing steam
forty-five years ago If you follow

the leader, you know the technol-

ogy and performance testing that

go into our engines are important

reasons why we're out front.

Over SIX million miles of road

testing under actual hauling

conditions preceded the intro-

duction of our new "50" Series

locomotives Horsepower, adhe-

sion and hauling capability were
well documented before the first

"50
" Series was offered

ELECTRO-MOTIVE

1^ nn
Division of General Motors Corporaiion

LaGrange. Illinois 6052b

Keep your eye on these new
locomotives You'll see more and
more of them out in front of the

freight being hauled by America's

railroads Our continuing efforts to

provide the most effective motive

power possible will keep us

leading the way
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Quality and Progress

1980 for 56 years

in Chemicals and
Application . .

.

RAILROAD VEGETATION CONTROL

The R.H. Bogle Company
P.O. Box 588

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22313

Memphis, Tenn. Alva, Okla.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Successful In-TVack Thermite Welding
around the World for over 75 Years.

New track construction

Improving old trackage

Welding compromise joints

Why bolt? When you can have smooth
welded joints that are stronger than the

original rail? Our proven Calorite

process has been used around the world

since 1903 to reduce maintenance cost

on rails and rolling stock. Let us
show you how it works.

CALORITE,INC
506 W Winthrop St • Addison, III. 60101 (312) 543-8699
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SUPAC IS ENGINEERED
FOR RAILROAD
PERFORMANCE.
A new word for soil stabilization, separation and drainage.

Soil Separation

Supac nonwoven fabric forms a tough, durable

barrier that effectively keeps soil particles from

mixing with the aggregate

Filtration

Supac possesses high permeability and excellent

filtration properties due to its proprietary method

of construction Water passes through readily,

but the fabric does not become clogged or

blinded by particles of soil Laboratory and field

experience both demonstrate good balance

between flow rate and particle retention

Tensile reinforcement

Supac nonwoven fabric is strong It allows con-

centrated loads to be spread over a wide area

increasing the load a poor-bearing soil can

support

Water flow

Supac has the ability to transport water by capil-

lary action assisting subsoil drainage and

compaction In underlayment use. this wicking

or siphoning action moves water through the

plane of the fabric The water is transported from

the troublesome area to the edge of the fabric

and removed

SUPAC - For soil stabilization, separation

and drainage. Contact your

nearest Canron Railgroup

representative for more details.

©ANRON 7S^
^^#R A I L Q R O U P

?«0' COMUNO 00*D W COLUMe'* SC ?9'ft9

SUPAC
^ m—

PHILLIPS FIBERS CORPORATION
A SUaSIOlARV O' PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY

'TrMC'AB'k Pn>i»«pi Peirol^um Co«no«nv
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CON-FORCE COSTAIN (

OF NORTH AMERICA

COSTAIN CONCRETE
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

READYMIX COSTAIN
OF AUSTRALIA

Have Participated In The Supply Of Prestressed Concrete Ties To

Canadian Pacific Ltd.

Chessie System
FRA FAST Track
Norfolk & Western Ry. Co.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. Co.

Toronto Transit Commission
New South Wales Railways, Australia

Iranian State Railways

Spanish National Railways

Hong Kong Government
London Transport, U.K.

Calgary LRT
And have supplied more than

1 Million Ties to Canadian National Railways
1 Million Ties to Australian National Railways

14 Million Ties to British Rail

For information call or write

CON-FORCE COSTAIN
1000 Alberta Place

1520—4 Street, S.W.

Calgary, Alberta

Phone (403) 264-1590

Costain Concrete Co. Ltd. Readymix Costain J.V.

Dolphin Square G.P.O. box 1798

London SW1V 3PR U.K. Adelaide 5001 Aust.
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Don't wait any longer
Here it is!

Ttie ballast regulator
youVe been waiting for!

The PLASSER PBR-201
Consider these features:

Fixed-angle, double-curved
split front plow, with

adjustable height and
deflector plate that can be
moved beyond the center

for complete ballast

transfer

Hydraulically controlled side

plows, with independent wing

adjustment front and rear

Width and tilt adjustable

hydraulically for maximum
ballast recovery Holes m
wings for mounting ripper

finger for scarifying under

tie ends

Yes' Thanks to

Plasser

engineering and
technology the

Plasser PBR-201
IS just what you
have been waiting

for in ballast

regulators

Plasser American corporation

2001 MYERS ROAD, CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA 23324. (804) 543-3526
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FAIRBANKS
SELF-
CONTAINED
TRACK
SCALES
New Ease In

Installation
Now you can mstaii a lield-proven Fairbanks

Track Scale m a week Our new seM-contained
electfonic scale modules make tt possible

Slash installation costs by eliminating costly pit

construction The scale modules are installed on
a tamped aggregate base to speed installation

Also minimizes line down-ttme and re-routmg
You can relocate the scale m the future it your
traffic flow changes Fairbanks Self-Contained

Track Scales make modem digital weighing more
practical and versatile than ever before

Fairbanks Seif-Contamed Track Scales join the

perlormanee-proven line of Fairbanks Railroad

Track Scales to accommodate a wide range of

weighing needs Mechanical or electronic, full pit

or shallow. Fairbanks Track Scales provide accu-
rate weighing, for tariffs and commodity
transactions

I
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The Clear track

to efficient maintenance-of-way.
Cut time and labor with these 3 new
Evans/RTW machines. Keep watching
Evans/RTW for the clear signal to savings,

in time and labor. You'll find the equipment
that makes it quick and easy for gangs to

correct track gauge and grind rail to proper

specifications

New E-50 regauge adzer saves time and
eliminates hand labor by quick, accurate

wood removal necessary to restore proper

gauge where a plate cut tie situation exists.

The E-50 uses a staggered tooth, side mill

cutter with 22 inserted blade milling cutters

of high-speed steel

New E-51 track gauger for accurately setting

the track gauge The unit can be used in a

tie or regauging gang. Hydraulic cylinders

move the unspiked rail to the correct gauge.

which can be controlled by reading the built-

in indicator. Complete with roll off wheel and

lifting bale, the E-51 can be handled by a

single operator.

New E-49 multi-purpose grinder for frog,

switch-pomt and surface applications. A
built-in RTW designed straight-wheel hand

piece angled to various positions is standard

to the E-49, and it also serves as a power

plant for other gnnding attachments for rail

joint slotting, remote grinding of base, web,

and under rail head Even unskilled opera-

tors can produce specified finished surfaces.

Write for detailed specifications on the

new products shown here, or any of the

high- performance maintenance -of- way
equipment from Evans, RTW. Ed Stuhl,RTW,

2381 Philmont Ave.. Bethayres. PA 19006.

EVRnSlRRILUJRY TRRCHUJORHCOmPRnV
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Largest Bearing Area—Optimum Holding Power
l'<)rlc( rail ,in(h(irs prnle( I more
lirs 111. in all cither nn( hors

( (iniliini-d Madr from .in

fxi liisivc rollcH T-sc(li(in h.ir.

i'orlei iiiu.hors provide mori-

l>r,iring area than any other

.ini hor—wont ride up on or (hew
into tie.

• Kxc liisive T-sei tioii design

provides m.ixiniiini he.iriiig

siirf.K e. protec ts ties and
spikes

• Strong |,n\ .md large, fl.it rail

base seating surface give several

times the holding power of tie in

hallast. won I let anchor tilt and

ni< k r.iil

Spec ial forged, heat treated

steel maintains its strength

and holding power

Strong bearing siirlac e against

tie plate dampens vibrations,

eliminates Ihroat-riit spikes

anc) spike-killed ties

Single striking surf ice and
snap-on design assure fast,

accurate inslailation wilhout

spec ial tools

The next time you're walking

track, take a look. You'll see why
Portec rail anchors are the first

choice of the industry. They're

designed with the track

environment in mind— for

maximum performance and
maximum protection of lies.

PORTEC inc .

Railway Products Division
ICXI Windior Dnxr Oal Brook lllinoii 60521
rrlrphofir |]|2| 920-1600 Tot 9IO«S1-02IZ
Suhsii1it\rips in Au*.tr.il).i Rr.tfit ( ^nA^^.^

.ind Ihf t'nilMl KiniMnm
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TEX-MA^TIC

ProtectoBord
Code 501 -E

«SK^

Helps prevent ballast damage
to bridge structure waterproofing,
ProtectoBord is an easily installed, reliable asphalt material that provides

a flexible cushion between the roadbed ballast and the waterproofing

membrane on railroad structures such as bridges and overpasses.

ProtectoBord "breathes" without rupturing or cracking to accommodate
structural movement and absorbs the vibration and shock of heavy traffic

moving on the roadbed. Standard ProtectoBord material is V2" or %" x 36"

X 10' and is 2.7 and 3.5 Ibs./sq. ft. respectively. Write for brochure.

J&P Petroleum Products, Inc.
DALLAS, TEXAS/CEDAR HILL, TEXAS LEWISVILLE, ARKANSAS

General Sales Office: 2715 S. Westmoreland, P.O. Box 4206, Station A
Dallas, Texas 75208, Telephone (214) 331-5401
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TheWeir Kilby
Package Deal

Rom design
through delivery
withouta hitch
or missing part.

No other design and track-

work fabrication operation today
offers you more capabilities,

attention to detail and up-front

service ttian Weir Kilby

Work begins with an experi-

enced team of design engineers
who concentrate on your prob-
lems and come up with ideas to

fit the trackage system you need.
After your package is de-

signed, skilled Weir Kilby per-

sonnel build switches, frogs and
special trackwork to your spec-
ifications—whether you re or-

dering one piece or 500. WzirKiliDf

Finally, when we ship your
order, we use a special system
called the TrakPak' which as-

sures you that all parts arrive-
together— ready for installation.

At Weir Kilby our approach
IS simple we help you select the
best possible design for your
needs, then furnish it in the most
economical way

For more information on
Weir Kilby. contact John Pit.

Manager— (Vlarketing and Mate-
rials. Weir Kilby Division L B
Foster Company. 5038 Beech
Street. Cincinnati OH 45212
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What's the most sensible thing
to say when your customer
says, "Siding!"?

Foster.

Since you run a railroad and we supply rail, you
shouldn't worry when one of your customers needs
siding repair, replacement or expansion.

Point your customer to the only one-stop source
for rail and track material: us.

We offer prompt delivery from the most com-
plete rail warehousing facilities in the country.

We stock all standard sections of tee and
crane rail — new and relay — from 12 to 175
lbs. We also supply FasTrak, the preassem-
bled, steel-tied panel that saves time and
money. Plus all the accessories your cus-
tomer will need.
So the next time your customer says,

"Siding! " say, "Foster." Because that's

what makes sense. For your customer.
And you. And us.

L.D. Foster Company,
Foster Building, 415 Holiday
Drive, Pittsburgh PA
15220.
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The Schramm diesel-

powered HT300A
Pneumatractor is a

unique self-propelled

air compressor/tractor

that's very effective and
versatile for maintaining

the right of way.

It has a 300 cfm
compressor that can
power spike drivers,

tampers, breakers, hammers, paint sprayers, sand

blasters or any other air tool. Use it to push or pull

other equipment on or off track. With an optional

remote control feature, the Pneumatractor can be

moved forward or backward on the track without

an operator on the vehicle.

The Pneumatractor offers good vandal protection.

Hood enclosure and side-door panels are lockable

as are the caps for radiator, fuel tank, hydraulic tank

and battery box.

Get the workpower of Pneumatractor working for

you. Contact Schramm, Inc., 670 N. Garfield Ave..

West Chester, PA 19380.

BETTER
BY (Schramm:

DESIGN

Bir SmHp I

'^*S7iS^".9ifi' ' *f»

/r-'^i!ff<

neumatracflo
Workpowerwhereyou need

on or off track.
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W Wt of safe, smooth highway crossing

"amazing installation crosses

nine tracks on Washington St^-e^

one o/ the busiest thorough/ares -n

Mad?on. Wisconsin, just a /eu,

hlocfcs from the capital

.

PARKCO's sealed, -Vain-roo/ con-

s^fucUon eliminates lag bolts and

Toe spikes and protects he -b-

nrade and ties against deter.or

Ton caused by moisture seepage,

contamination and "spike rise,

Onr patented, "suspension-on-

Se ground'- design .ill withstand

he rauageso/u^inter
temperatures

and devastation /rom
summer heat

,nd torrential dou^npours^Pof

-

rail stability presents rail chatter.

adding to iong-li/e service. Fully

qualified jor government

funding too.

Write or call today /or in/ormation^

and detailed brochure.

Transportation Division

Park Rubber
Companx;
80 Genesee Street

Lai^e Zurich, IL 60047

(312) 438-8222
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We're builders, designers,

planners, engineers, installers,

consultants and...

Very good at everything we do!

Your satisfaction is assured by our more than 80 years of contracting experience.

From feasibility studies through design layouts, estimates and final construe-

tinn vnu ran deoend on MILORD,

We specialize in freight and passenger car manufacturing plants, car repair

shops engine houses, yard work and pollution control systems.

For preliminary on site consultation service at absolutely no obligation call

DAVID MILLER at 312/598-7900.
T«nhC»rF»CtMy

R. T. MILORD COMPANY
CONTRACTORS & ENGINEERS

Contractors to America s Carbuildmg & Repair Industry

COAST TO COAST SERVICE

9801 SOUTH INDUSTRIAL DRIVE BRIDGEVIEW ILL 60455 312 598-7900 TWX 910 651-3775
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WHY FUEL & WATER
SYSTEM EXPERTS
SPECIFY SNYDER

Diesel locomotive mechanical and
engineering experts know that
DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE is

the "bottom line "That's why every
Snyder innovation is subjected to

rugged field-testing, before its

offered to the Railroad Industry
Snyder equipment is backed by a

40-year reputation for superior
performance and a comprehen-
sive field-service network that rail-

roaders have come to depend on.

Diesel Locomotive Automatic Fueling Systems
Complete Pumping Systems — FUEL & LUBE OILS

Turn Key Installations Our Specialty

Fuel & Water Cranes
Unloading Cranes

Hose & Hose Reels

Hose Reel Cabinets

Hose Reel Columns
Iron Hand Tool

Fuel & Lube Oil Pumps
Hand & Air Barrel Pumps
Hi-Pressure Wash Pumps
Sanitary Water Hydrants

Meters — Valves — Fittings

Diesel Water Couplings

t

Snyder Engineered Equipment & Service Since 1939

\^rile or (all for ( omplete ( atalog

SNYDER EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
655 West Pratt Street. Baltimore. Md. 21201 | JO 1

|
244-0170 [eastern offite)

930 North Clay Street. Springfield. Missouri 65802 |417| 869-723) [western offite)
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Manufacturers
Since 1938

The Original

HI-BALL

OIL BURNING SWITCH HEATER
BURNS 4 DAYS

IVIISSISSIPPI SUPPLY COIVIPANY
20-A Railway Exchange BIdg.,

611 Olive St.

St. Louis, Missouri 63101

Phone: Area Code 314 - 231-0930

lliiliji!!!!!!!

SEALTITE HOOK BOLT

Fastens timbers and ties to steel beams. Easy

to install, long-life. Fins prevent turning.

Spring lock holds tension.

SEALTITE SPRING LOCK

Maintains tension as timber

changes by weather or wear.

SEALTITE DOME HEAD DRIVE SPIKE

Fastens timbers and plonk decking on grade crossings,

bridges and docks. Wide, smooth head seals opening,

wears wel

LEWIS WASHER HEAD TIMBER DRIVE SPIKE

Fastens highway crossing planks, bridge guard rails and
general timber construction. One-piece head. Easy to

install and remove.

e LES^WIS BOLT & NUT COIVIPANY

504 MALCOLM AVE. S.E., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55414

i
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ALL TYPES OF SERVICE
ONE MAKE OF CLIP
• Equally effective with wood, concrete

steel ties or non-ballasted track.

• Designed for mixed traffic conditions...

high speed passenger, freight and transit

applications.

The 'Pandrol' brand rail clip—can be machine applied or easily installed with regular

track tools, has a minimum number of components, and requires virtually no
maintenance!

For more information, call (609)467-3227.

fB^^I^" " ^^ ^^" " " Thecup
Pandrol Incorporated
Box 44, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014

Pandrol Canada Limited
8180 Cote de Liesse Road, Montreal, P Q.

I

KERITE
CABLE

Kerite has stood the test of time, not only in the

laboratory but where it counts. ..in use. Kcrilc.

the cable that lasts. ..and lasts. ..and lasts...

THE KERITE COMPANY
PRINCIPAL OFFICES: Allanlir. Bo<ilon: Chi-
cago; Houston; Los Angeles: Snn Fran-
cisco: and Seymour. Connecticut • Salcb
Representation throughout the United
States. A subsidiary of Harvey Hubbcll
Incorporated.

H't iht KERITE insulation thaf makes the difference
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railroad builders, inc.

Railroad Engineering, Construction

Rehabilitation, and Take-up

"By the foot or by the mile"

1 601 W. Nassau Ave.

Englewood, Colo. 80110

(303 761-1994

BURRO
LOCOMOTIVE CRANES

and
MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY
ACCESSORIES

Panel Track Lifters

Multi-rail Lifters

Rail Threaders—CWR or Jointed

Rail Tongs
Ditching and Brush Cutting

Equipment
Modernization and OSHA
Equipment Kits

BURRO

BADGER
CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT

Hi-Rail Telescoping

Boom-Type Excavators

Hydraulic Excavator

—

Tractor-Type Crawler

Hydraulic 40 & 55 Ton

Self-propelled Cranes

i^^
trn IM

BURRO CRANE INC.
1300 S. Kilbourn Ave. Chicago. III. 60623

312/521-9200

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT CO.
DIVISION OF BURRO BADGER CORP

1300 S. Kilbourn Ave. Chicago, III. 60623

312/521-9200



Bidim —
the proven roadbed stabilizer.

Bidim" engineering fabric. Proven in

roadbed applications across the coun-

try. And proven at a test site near

Caldwell. Texas.

The sophisticated testing program

conducted in cooperation with Southern

Pacific compared the effectiveness of

various methods of stabilizing track

laid on an unstable clay subgrade. In

the Caldvyell test. Bidim performed more

effectively than other fabrics evaluated.

In all. four fabrics were evaluated—
two grades of Bidim and tu-o other

engineering fabrics. Cement stabilized

subgrade and a control section built to

standard mainline specifications were

also monitored.

Test evaluations determined the

superior performance of Bidim—
separating ballast and subgrade. re-

ducing ballast contamination, mini-

mizing vertical track displacement,

preventing moisture buildup in the sub-

grade and maintaining track geometry.

The most dramatic result of the CaldvA.'ell

test: To maintain track geometry,

Bidim exhibited most of the same
properties provided by cement
stabilization— at less than 20% of

the cost.

For more information on why Bidim

tops the competition in geolextiles.

write for our free brochure. "A Close

Look at the Differences in Engineering

Fabrics." Find out exactly why Bidim

IS the proven roadbed stabilizer.

Write today:

Monsanto Textiles Company
Department G5WG AR-11

800 N. Lindbergh Blvd.

St. Louis, MO 63166

Or call toll-free, 800-325-1480.

The proven
roadbed stabilizer.

^^S^
ENGINEERING FABRIC BY

Monsanto

Southern Pocific s 8767
rolls by the Caldwell

sire before rest rrockQQr

IS dressed ond reody
for rroffic
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WM. A. SMITH
CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.

Since 1923

Track Construction

Track Maintenance

Track Materials

Equipment Leasing

P.O. Box 15217

6060 Armour Drive

Houston, Texas 77020

713/672-0568 i
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LORAM'S ALL AMERICAN

TRACK TEAM

Modern
Maintenance
of Way
Equipment

...designed

to do the job

better, easier

and at less cost

— with your

men
or ours —

in record time!

AUTOTRACK WITH PLOW AND SLED

THE WINNING TEAM FOR TRACK REHABILITATION PROGRAMS
LORAM RAILWAY MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT FOR:

• Shoulder Ballast Cleaning • Raising Track • Resurfacing •

Reballasting • Replacing Ties • Undercutting • Ballast Cleaning

• Crib Skeletonizing • Rail Grinding Single or Multiple track •

Mainline or Yard tracks

CONTRACT. SALE or LEASE

FOP FULL DETAILS
OR SHOWING OF

OPERATING FTLMS,

WRITE OR CALL TODAY

LORAM 1 MAINTENANCE OF WAY, INC.
3900 Arrowhcaa Drive Hamel. MN 55340 USA
PHONE 1612)478-6014 • TELEX 29-0391. CaOte. LORAM
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ESCO
• Rail Saws - Drills - Abrasive Saws

• Anchor Applicators - Trak-Skans

• Boutet - Field Welds

• Grinding Wheels - Cut-Off Wheels

• Yard Cleaners - Switch Undercutters

Tie Destroyer - Welded Rail Trains

Track Patrols - Portable Ramps
Tie Unloaders - Tower Cars

• Hydraulic Testers - System Fuel Trucks

• Rail Welding - Hydr. Rail Stressors

CHICAGO, IL - 312 939-0840

PHILADELPHIA, PA - 215 752-0133

ST. LOUIS, MO - 314 421-6499
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Service Proven Benefits
OF TRAFFIC MASTER® II COMPUTER-BASED, COLOR VIDEO cTc

CONVENIENCE — Controls are input via a compact
keyboard and instantaneously processed for transmission.

Indications are automatically returned and displayed on
vivid color video display units. Up-to-the minute
operations reports - OS, signal, train, and block (others

optionally available) - are provided via video display and
line printer, on schedule and upon request.

ECONOMY — Multiple control centers are consolidated,

and the entire territory is controlled from one location.

Track changes require software revisions only - control

office hardware modifications are not normally required.

VERSATILITY -Traffic Master II can be tailored to meet
the requirements of any rail, rapid transit, or open pit

mine railway system. It interfaces to any coding system -

from relay, to solid state, to computer controlled.

e
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The Ever-Dependable Wood Crosstie
(Good news down the line)

n IhiS ivond of shrinking nalural

•esources, its comforting to know
ihere s at least one resource that is

literally growirig The proven,

dependabfe wood cossiie Were
growing them taster than we re

jsing them

M's a good thing On down the line

well need 30 million new crossties a

year to keep America rolling That s

a pretty tall order But Man and
Natu'P— working together— began

filling It years ago

In the century and a half since

crosstie technology emerged from

the stone age. modern improvements
in drying and treating wood have

extended the average lite ol me
crosstie five fold from about six

years to 30 years and up

Today the modern wood crosstie

lasts longer than it lakes to grow a

tree big enough to make one or

more new crossties

Nature IS doing her part, too

Hardwood growth now exceeds
annual cutting by more than 75S
And that inventory—especially in

crosstie-size trees— is increasing

American Commerce has a lot

riding on the strength and growth o'

the Nation s Railroads And our

Railroads can bank on the ever-

dependable wood crosstie to carry

Its share of the load Right down
the line

Koppers Company. Inc

Pittsburgh PA 1521?

KOPPERS
Archilectural and
Construction Materials
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A COMPLEX
CROSSING

m<:%'
This119lb. R.E. rail

complex crossing, a crossing

within a crossing, is an example of the

highly technical engineering and
craftsmanship developed by Nelson Iron

Works to meet industrial railroad track

requirements.

We specialize in the manufacturing of

railroad track material, such as frogs, switches

and crossings.

Complete Trackwork Catalog available on
request— no obligation.

INEISON,
iROPr wirojtKS. ikc

Mailing address: P.O. Box 80816, Seattle, Wa. 98108
3423 Thirteenth Ave. S.W., Seattle, Wa. 98134
Telephone: (206) 623-3800
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SSyearis ofexperience

lOOmillion rail fastenings

inSOcountries
Specialists of

Railway Track, STEDEF
has a complete range .

of resilient fastenings. '

Whatever the layout problems of the line,

utilization of the track,

the choice of ties, rail or ballast,

STEDEF can give you a solution.

STEDEF's international experience and

professional creativity, can bring you

reliability, safety and economy
in track installation and maintenance.

STEDEF Inc. PRORAIL
7657 Leesburg Pike

Tysons Office Park -

1

4 paoOAlL.
FALLS CHURCH Va. 22043
Tel. : (703) 790-8777 Tx. : 90 11 24

^ i
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P.O. BOX 3575 / ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55165

PHONE: (612)429 6561

New York
(212) 926-5962

Chicago

(312) 726-2445

xi^..

Los Angeles

(213) 628-6711

Square Eight Uni-Panels {Patented}

Hevi - Duty and X - Hevi - Duty

Non-Slip Epoxy Coated Steel Grade Crossings

H^^l Associate Member

TFMPlQnonol
QHIOQQ COfMfflMfvOfl
ondHoinMfMnM
JuSOdOflOfl* HICa

Continuous Welded Rail

We will furnish everything for Cropping and Welding

All we need is a level site and a pile of rail

LEWIS RAIL SERVICE COMPANY
1949 Green Road Cleveland, Ohio 44121

(216) 486-7583
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Whal II GreatWay to Hold
H HailroailTtosether

Standard and insulated track joints

Motive power and rolling stock

Bridges and other RR structures

Send for our newest FREE CATALOG
on how to hold it all together:

HUCK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
8001 Imperial Driven Waco, Texas 76710

i

HUCK

PENTA CONSTRUCTION
CORPORATION
Railroad Track Construction

Reliabilitation, and Related

Right-of-way Construction

6800 Jericho Turnpike

Suite 110 West

Syosset, New York 1 1 791

(516)921-4200

i
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^ HEAVY-DUTY

Rail Lubricators

• Easy Installation-no grinding or

drilling required

• No valves to stick or wear out

• Gear pump and ratchet arm sub-

merged in grease

• Effective distribution far beyond
trackside location

• Available in both single and
double rail units, 2-port or 4-port

design
• Extends rail life; reduces M/W
costs

Switch Point
Protectors

• Low initial cost, low replacement

cost

• Replaceable blade made of drop-

forged alloy steel, heat-treated

• Long service life

• Quick installation

• Fits right or left-hand switches

• Available for prompt delivery

• A quality product matched with

quality service

I

Call or write for our brochures

Moore & Steele Corporation

Owego, Tioga County, N.Y. 13827 U.S.A.

(607) 687-2751

M <>/.

MOORE^ST^aJE
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A DOZEN (and one) WAYS to

IMPROVE your M/w PROGRAM

PLUS A FULL SELECTION OF HYDRAULIC TOOLS. m f w s f «

racinB
RAILROAD PRODUCTS, INC.

tSJJ FREDERICK STREET RACiNE WISCONSIN 5JJ0J

A
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DEPENDABLE, PROVEN PRODUCTS
FROM RAILS COMPANY

SWITCH HEATERS^^SS
to protect switch points from freezing

HAB SWITCH HEATERS
Proven in use at sub-zero temperatures.

High pressure blower distributes liot air

steadily, evenly ttirough a duct and nozzle.

Manual or automatic. Oil fired, natural gas
or propane. Easily installed and serviced.

RAIL-TEL SWITCH HEATERS
Advanced design assures correct

combustion under all conditions. Improved
unit burner increases efficiency. Dispatcher

controlled or automatic operation with

Rails Company Snow Detector. Long-

lasting, easy to install. Proven in thousands
of installations.

TYPE LP SWITCH HEATERS
Improved air inspiration design assures the

best combustion regardless of weather or

humidity. Uses low pressure natural gas.

Provides uniform heat...dependable, long

life operation. ..easy installation. ..minimum
maintenance. ..automatic ignition.

TUBULAR ELECTRIC SWITCH HEATERS
All voltages and wattages available. Supplied with adjustable hardware.

Control panels with ground fault detection for all requirements.

RAIL FASTENINGS
for high speed transit

FLEXICLIP'
RAIL FASTENERS
lor concrete ties

Resists rail

movement with

positive nolding

power in all

directions. Fast

installation with regular equipment.

For jointed or welded rail. Insulated

fastenings available.

COMPRESSION
RAIL ANCHORS _- -.

for wood ties IS*
Anctiors in both
directions, providing

maximum rail

protection with

lower installed cost.

Fits all rail sections-

welded, turnouts.

bridges, crossings.

RAIL ROD
the one-man track cart that

can be carried by one man

Totally insulated, will not activate

switches. Safety clutch and brake

system. 2wheel dnve. Rugged
construction. Folds up lor shipping

and storage. Proven on major class

one railroads.

SNOW DETECTOR
starts heaters or removal

equipment

Provides local

contfoi a( remote
or near points.

Automatically

turns on ramp

fl
heaters, grids, etc.

to keep drives,

building entrances,

sidewalks clear of ice or snow.

Activates highway warning signs.

Compact, easily installed,

mamtenancefree. Foolproof ...operates

only in snow, freezing ram. hail or ice,

not during normal rainfall. Complete
with sensing head, control box.

mount, temperature control.

Other RAILS COMPANY products to protect and maintain your track include:

Track Lubrication Systems, Automatic Switch Point Locks. Wheel Stops.

Maplewood, N.J. 07040

Chicago, HI. 60604 • Oakland, Calif. 94607

CO. In Canada: lEC-Holden. Ltd.
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One complete service.

Lowest cost per mile.

* A complete, objective test

of each rail from end to end.

ir Simultaneous ultrasonic and
induction detection methods.

*Sperry far surpasses every other
rail testing service in efficiency,

thoroughness and research.

^One mileage charge pays
for everything.

*The lowest real cost per mile
and per defect found.

Details and technical assistance on request.

>l
V.

AUTOMATION INDUSTRIES, INC.

SPERRY RAIL SERVICE DIVISION
SHELTER ROCK ROAD
DANBURY, CONNECTICUT 06810
(203) 748-3581
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our specialty. .

.

effective sighs for the Railroad and
Transportation Industry . . . crossbucks

caution, depot & station, track, targets,

caboose markers, trade mark decals,

any standards, plus caution styles

that you may be considering . . .

we can make them ALL . . . and at

sensible, economical prices!

"Service so good . . . it's Better
than having your own sign shop!"

5^
,.c: cnCiiT ^ l^^^'>\ 7

POWER PARTS ^(/Mf< COMPANY
I860 North Wilmol Avenue • Chicago. Illinois 60647 ^(312) 772-4600 • TWX 910 221-5507
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TEiEWiLD
INC.

Serving the railroad industry

with technology you can depend on.

Call on Teleweld for field-proven

rail maintenance systems: service

and equipment.

SERVICE Rebuilding of Frogs, Crossings,
Switches • Rail End Reclamation • CWR
Joint Repair • Thermite Welding

EQUIPMENT Rail Heaters • Rail Grinders •
Power Cars • TELEFLEX Equipment Cars
•CWR Heating Cars • CWR Cooling Cars •
SONIRAIL Flaw Detectors • Power Plants
• TELEBRINELLER Hardness Testers

Call or Write for new corporate booklet, showing
capabilities and product line. Details and
specifications of any service or equipment listed

also available.

TELEWELD, INC.
Dept. 11, 416 No. Park St., Streator, IL 61364
Phone: 81 5/672-4561 TWX: 510-359-0897

NOW OPEN— TELEWELD FIELD SERVICE
CENTER and WELDING SCHOOL
1555 Hawthorne Lane, West Chicago, IL 60185
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The Unit Rail Anchor is

produced from high

carbon, high manganese
heat treated steel.

The Unit Anchor's unique

spring type design offers

automatic adjustment

when applied to either

worn or oversized rail, and
may be reapplied with

little or no deterioration

in holding power.

The Unit MH Lubrication

System, proven in tests

and in operation around
the world, prolongs life of

rail and wheel flanges by

as much as 3 to 10 times,

through automatic

application of grease to

the inner face of the

railhead.

Unit's new plant at

Atchison, Kansas has
been expanded to 55,000

sq. ft. The plant's dual

fuel capacity will enable it

to operate effectively in

spite of energy shortages.

A name worth

remembering

for quality

IVI of W products

for 52 years.

4

UNIT
Literature is available on all products.

Unit Rail Anchor Company
Suite 2336, Two North Riverside Plaza

Chicago, IL 60606 (312)454-1813
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TIE-SAVR
EFFECTIVE SOLUTION TO
AN AGE-OLD PROBLEM

Easy reclamation process adds five to eight years
to spike-killed ties.

":' f!( w spiko hoio iii'CT '!". proving to Do a (oal wtnnei' Now. reaOilY available it s

iiiiiy K'piai'.iny wooden dowftis as the slandarO method ol repainng spii'Ckiited

ckage

Ty gtanulat compound, T.e-Savr tesulls from a foftnuia thai includes a wood
aseivalive a petroleum bypioduct and vaiious othei chemicals Twolo \tucc

inces lili the average ove'Sl^e spikekiiled hole.

Hi.dt gpnerated by le-spiking causes thi-? Tie-Savr to plasticize and d'mty inte«iocl<

vilh ihe wood 'lOos inside the spikf hole •Adherence to the spikp metal riscil .5

assurf^ by chemical leaclion as the cooling pnx-ess takes place Thwetore. 60
pt'icenl (il the onymal sp?ki>-Io-lie bond is achieved and sustained Irom tivo to

eight yeais. (One railroad customer enpecls eight tc ten years per lie j

Savi virtually insures important maintenance ol way savmgs .

. tie gang lab>it costs, and lost apeiationai time

in reptacenioni

A.ant to know mote' Call 01 write RAClNf nAUrtOAD PRCTtirTf iNC
••Kt tmOoncK Street PO Box 4003. flacme v>j: • 4681

TIE-SAVft

ncine

^M. PENDIN,

SOv^BS.NETv.-
MATgRIAt^TO BE USED kii !

«AaNf RAJIROAD PROOtOiK
1524 FR£DEKICK STREET
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peep Injection

ok&t, STABILIZATION^ OF HIGH FILLS
Deep seated subgrade problems

can be treated with Woodbine's

new deep injection system. Lime

Slurry or other pozzolanic grouts

can be injected to depths of

40' or more. Injections are
continuous
without requir-

ing connec-
tions, therefore

in-place deep
stabi lization

can be done on

WOODBINE

MmM

a cost effec-

tive basis.

At Woodbine we have the depth

to call on when special problems

demand a different approach.

Give us a call and utilize our
considerable
experience — a

combined total

of more than

1 00 years i n

lime stabiliza-

tion.

2510 DECATUR AVE.

FORT WORTH,
TEXAS 76106

PHONE (817) 624-1189
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PETTIBONE
A complete line of frogs, switches

and trackwork specialties.

Equipment for track maintenance and materials handling.

Multikranes
7'2 to 35 tons

Truck-Kranes 1 5 to 80 tons

A complete line of Pettibone

Mercury lift trucks and tow

tractors.

Hydro Mower brush cutters.

PETTIBONE

Speed Swing

models 441-B & 442 B

PETTIBONE CORPORATION

Chicaso. "I WKjOO

;l2'n76-0618

PEHIBONE OHIO CORP.

6917 Bessemer Ave.

Cleveland. Ohio 44127
216/641-4000
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DUPONT
has the people and products

to serve you
There's a Du Pont Railroad Vegetation Management

Specialist in your area. Let him bring his technical

knowledge and experience to help you solve your weed

and brush control problems. Du Pont is represented by

the most qualified railroad applicators available.

I

Midwest East West Southwest Canada Canada

A. V. Glaser
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I
Because our toilets and treatment sys-

tems surpass tougti environmental stan-

dards, we're tops with ttie railroad in-

dustry Units feature stainless steel or

vitreous ctiina two-quart f lusti toilets The

toilets are also ideal tor use in ground

support facilities They reduce toilet flush

water by 90%

Contact Microptior for ttie solution

to your difficult railroad problems.

When the temperature drops to freezing, you'll need a

reliable valve to dump all on-board water to prevent

damage to pipes, valves, tanks, etc ,

Look to Microphor for reliable dump valves that

work

WATER TANKS
Microphor can supply plastic water tanks in many
standard sizes and capacities, as well as tanks to

meet special customer requirements where size and

space are a problem

Our toilet systems are known tt)rougl)out tlie world

as environmental on-board disposal systems you

can rely on to meet anti-pollution standards

recommended by the Association of American
Railroads. Microphor is currently meeting the

sewage treatment needs ot over 78 railroads.

PC BOI490-ARE

Willlts. CA 95490

(707)459-5563

Cable - Microphor-Willits Telex - 340672 Remco Hydraulics — Wlllits
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PROVEN PROTECTION!

ill-

3/4"

WRITE - WIRE - PHONE

11*

PO Box 6122 • Akron, Ohio 44312 • Area Code 216 733-8367

Four Fluted Steel Dowels

ANTI-SPLITTING AND LAMINATING
DEVICE FOR TIES AND OTHER

WOOD PRODUCTS

LENGTH AS SPECIFIED 1 1/8'

DOWELS CONFORM TO
ALL AGENCY SPECIFICATIONS

PRECISION MADE TWISTED STEEL
GIVE ADDED LIFE

IN EACH APPLICATION

f

Mm
SUBOX^

DIVISION

'cartxjline^

company'

One coat of Subox provides
the protection usually afforded
only by two or three coats of

other paints and it does it at

reduced costs.

• Long service life reduces
maintenance

' Excellent repaint surface
minimizes future surface
preparation

Lead suboxide eliminates

cracking and peeling

High solids content gives
high film build up

Put Subox to work for you.

Write H. S. Bennet. Sales
Manager or call 201-343-6533.

40 Burlews Court. Hackensack. New Jersey 07601
PROTECTIVE PAINTS AND COATINGS FOR INDUSTRY
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COMMITTEE 6—BUILDINGS

REPORT ON ASSIGNMENT 2

INSPECTION OF RAILWAY BUILDINGS

1980

J. N. Michel (Chairman, Subcommittee)

A. introduction

Railway buildings represent a significant capital investment. A structurally sound and

functional building must be maintained to preserve this investment. The establishment of a

comprehensive building maintenance program, however, requires the initiation of an inspec-

tion program that identifies problems early before they become costly repairs. Buildings

should also be inspected to identify safety hazards that are an imminent peril to life or

continued railroad operations, to identify conditions that create inefficient operations, and to

provide a factual basis for developing future budgets and work schedules.

B. Organization and inspection Preparation

The inspection of the building should be performed in an orderly manner starting with the

foundation and/or basement. The inspection should proceed completely through each floor or

level, room by room, finally culminating on the roof. Included in each level are unoccupied

areas such as crawl spaces and attics. If original construction drawings are available, each room

should be numbered on the door or door frame to coincide with the plans. If plans are not

available, then a new numbering scheme should be established by the inspector. Areas of

15000 square feet or more should be subdivided. Room titles should be used only as a cross

reference since these often change with occupants.

The inspector should have his forms ready prior to reaching the inspection site. A
checklist of Building Inspection items can be founded in Section E. He should have in his

possession a copy of the last inspection report, copies of any outstanding work orders, and

copies of AFE's authorized since the last inspection. Whenever possible, the supervisory

employee responsible for building maintenance should accompany the inspector as he makes

his rounds. At the beginning of the inspection, the principal tenants of the building should be

interviewed for conditions which may not be readily visible. All legally mandated inspections

such as elevators, cranes, fire protection equipment, etc., should be complete prior to the

inspector's arrival.

Each inspector should have access to a kit containing all the necessary tools to expedi-

tiously conduct his inspection. To efficiently conduct an inspection, the inspector cannot spend

several hours looking for a ladder, hammer, or pry bar. Suggested equipment is listed in Fig-

ure 1.

C. Inspectors

The qualifications of the individual who is called upon to make a building inspection will

vary as widely as the size and location of buildings. An ideal situation would require a qualified

B&B supervisor, or Building Engineer from the corporate office to make every inspection.

91
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Few railroad companies could afford the luxury of such a program. The small or intermediate

sized building can be adequately inspected by a craft foreman or a division engineering official

with a limited amount of training. Major structures should be inspected by a representative

of the Chief Engineer's office or Regional Engineer's office in conjunction with local respon-

sible maintenance personnel.

Inspectors are rated as a Class 1, full-time Buildings Engineer; Class 2, trained Division

Engineer or full-time B&B Supervisor; Class 3, trained craft foreman or other qualified

management employee.

Major buildings over 100,000 sq. ft. should be periodically inspected by a team of 3 or 4

qualified inspectors representing architectural, structural, mechanical and electrical disci-

plines. The team should be able to complete its first thorough inspection 2 to 4 days and

subsequent inspections should take 1 to 2 days. Many people will claim that such a commit-

ment of manhours is uneconomical; however, upon further analysis, many more manhours are

spent solving crisis problems without ever fully analyzing their causes. A thorough inspection

will often point out areas where operating savings cart accrue. Much of the information

obtained during the initial inspection is information that should have been gathered when the

building was completed or renovated, to document the "as-built" condition.

D. Frequency of Inspections

Many factors affect the frequency of building inspection and maintenance. These would

include geographical location, climate, building importance, building size, building construc-

tion type and building age. To develop guidelines for scheduling inspections, the two rating

factors are used.

1. Geographic/Meterological Factor (GMF) = (FP + RF)K = Frost Penetration (inches)

+ annual average rainfall (inches) multiplied by the predominant K factors for sheath-

ing, roof and mechanical systems. The following K factors apply:

Metal Sheathing .75

Wood Frame and Sheathing 1.50

Masonry .75

Flat Roof 1.10

Roof pitch over 1:4 .90

Over 30% area air-conditioned 1.30

2. Construction Complexity Factor (CCF) = E +H+0 = Number of employees assigned

+ height in feet from ground to roof peak + number of wall openings for windows and

doors.

Using the larger of the two factors, refer to Figure 2 to determine the frequency and

qualifications of the inspector. Annual inspections should be scheduled for the same month

each year. They should anticipate critical periods such as the heating season or the rainy

season. If a structure is known to have a potential water problem, the best time to inspect is

during or immediately after a heavy rain. If the building is new, the first annual inspection and

establishment of building records should be performed during the eighth or ninth month after

beneficial occupancy to detect any latent defects that may be covered by contractor's war-

ranty.

E. Conducting the Inspection

The most important factor in the inspection is the ability to recognize the symptoms of

water infiltration, whether it be from a faulty roof, poor foundations or defective plumbing.

If the temperature is elevated above 70° F., the moisture provides a natural home for insects.
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fungi, and rot. If the temperature drops below freezing, then the moisture will go through

freeze thaw cycles doing structural or mechanical damage. Once deterioration starts from

water damage, a building that has stood for decades can be beyond economical repair within

18 to 24 months.

Indications of water damage include:

— Water stains on ceilings, walls, floors.

— Attics, basements, and crawl spaces are most vulnerable.

— Musty or moldy odor in closed spaces.

— Corrosion of ferrous metals in interior spaces.

— Standing water in basement and crawl spaces.

— Exterior puddles, eroded water courses, broken or missing masonry mortar, mildew

or mold in shaded areas.

— Sudden increases in water consumption as indicated by meter readings.

The exterior of a building should be carefully checked for any deterioration that will lead

to water infiltration, i.e., broken gutters and downspouts, mortar failure on masonry, roof

and/or flashing failures, obstructed surface drainage, broken or deteriorated window sash.

When inspecting the exterior of the building, attention should also be given to checking

adequacy of door hardware; exterior lighting and electric service; condition of water service,

hose bibbs, and hydrants; location and adequacy of signage; condition of steps, platforms and

railings.

On the interior inspection each room or area should be checked systematically using the

Building Inspection Form. Every inspector will evolve his own system, but one recommended

procedure would be:

— Check ceiling for surface condition and determine if lighting diffusers are clean and

lamps are satisfactory.

— Check each wall for breaks in surface, condition of paint or finishes.

— Check each window for adequacy of glazing, condition of sash including glazing

compound, condition of window sills inside and outside, adequacy of window and

door hardware and locksets.

— Check floor for soft spots, adequate finishes, tripping hazards, evidence of vermin or

insects.

— Check electric power outlets for proper grounding and location. Remove any im-

proper extension cords and red tag any unsafe equipment connected to the outlets.

— Check heating and cooling terminal equipment in room for cleanliness, leaks, proper

operation of controls.

— Check adequacy of fire protection equipment and identify any fire hazards that may
exist from poor housekeeping or unauthorized alterations.

A trained inspector, once he gets his system implanted in this mind, can run through the

entire room in less than five minutes. The inspector can speed up the process by carrying a

small dictating tape recorder to record his exceptions. If such a device is not available, a

second person should accompany the inspector to take notes so the inspector can focus his full

attention on the inspection.

The mechanical and electrical systems require some additional effort after the room by

room inspection. Most mechanical and electrical equipment is hidden in a utility room or other

semi-accessible area and taken for granted by the occupants until it fails. In modern buildings,

as much as 50% of the cost can be attributed to mechanical and electrical systems.

Mechanical Systems: Since the average inspector will not be well versed in plumbing,

pipefitting or sheetmetal trades, basic training in these areas must be furnished. The inspector
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must be able to recognize a potential problem so more qualified expertise, either Mechanical

Engineer or a skilled supervisor can be called. On some railroads, the mechanical and elec-

trical systems are maintained by the Mechanical Department in lieu of the Engineering

Department. This situation creates a split responsibilitity that usually results in the Building

Systems taking a back seat to rolling stock work demands. In such situations, a full-time

Mechanical Dept. Building Maintenance Foreman or Supervisor is recommended. This indi-

vidual should report directly to the Shop Superintendent. Failure to fix a leaking pipe can do

extensive damage to the interior of a structure. The leak may be small and inconsequential to

the Mechanical Supervisor trying to get railroad cars or locomotives out of the shop but, over

a 24-hour period, considerable damage to the building and contents can result.

Mechanical items that should be inspected include:

— Check of plumbing fixtures for leaking valves, faucets, drains, hardware.

— Check air handling systems for clean filters, proper belt tension on fans, clean fan

wheels, clean coils.

— Check pressure vessels for operating relief valves and hydrostatic test requirements.

— Hot water systems: bleed air vents, treat makeup water, lubrication of pump and

motor bearings, clean strainers.

— Steam Systems: clean strainer baskets, check traps, valves, pressure reducing sta-

tions, condensate pumps, radiator, air vents

— Thermostats should be cleaned and proper operating sequence posted.

— Boilers and hot water generators: summer PM including fire side and water side

inspection, burner inspection, fuel filter replacement, relief valves checked. Inspec-

tors should review copies of any work reports indicating that this activity was per-

formed.

— Air receivers drained and relief valves checked. Air compressor oil checked, etc.

Coolers and after-coolers clean and unobstructed.

Each piece of mechanical equipment should be stenciled or labeled with its unit designa-

tion to permit easy identification upon failure or service. The Building Inspector should review

the equipment maintenance records and spot-check pieces of equipment to determine that

actual routine maintenance is being performed.

The mechanical inspection will often disclose areas of energy conservation which will

result in reduced operating expenses. Many times, changes in operating practice may only be

necessary. Often operating personnel have little knowledge of how a system was intended to

operate. If operation of a system is entrusted to an agreement position subject to bidding, it

becomes very important that copies of operating sequence be posted and understood by both

the inspector and the responsible operating employees and his supervisors. If this knowledge

is not available at the site, the inspector should notify the responsible Mechanical Engineers

and request that additional information and training be provided. Obvious energy conserva-

tion items such as storm windows, caulking, etc., should be noted if they do not exist. One

area of significant energy savings can result where two separate departments are partially

occupying two separate structures or widely separated sections of the same structure. Combin-

ing activities into the smallest heated enclosure can save significant quantities of energy. The

building inspector can indicate on his inspection form areas that are under utilized.

Electrical Systems: Electricity is a mystical silent servant that most people take for

granted. It is one of the most important items for the proper functioning of a building.

Fortunately, once properly installed electrical systems rarely require much work except where

exposed to physical abuse. The inspector should be alert for unauthorized extension cords,

jury-rigged wiring, and obstructed electrical switchboards and panels. Improper tools and

equipment should be discussed and coordinated with the Safety Department. The inspector
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should have the authority to "red tag" any equipment or wiring he feels is potentially hazar-

dous to life. Electricity kills; victims are often people who have become complacent and have

lost much of their fear of electricity's lethal force.

Electrical items which should be inspected are:

— Transformer oil testing program, including PCB labelling and controls mandated by

EPA Regulations.

— Substations clear of debris. Ventilation unobstructed.

— Panel board unobstructed and directories up-to-date.

— Rotating equipment cleaned and lubricated.

— Proper size fuses and breakers on circuits. Test operate motor operated circuit

breakers.

— Ground fault interupters tested.

— Outlets properly grounded.

— Emergency lighting batteries properly charged and test operated.

— Photo-electric and timeclock controls operate properly.

— Proper lamps in lighting fixtures. Fixture lenses regularly cleaned.

F. Completion of Inspection Reports

Once the inspection is complete, the information developed must be assembled into a

format that facilitates corrective action.

The inspection of buildings will develop a number of diverse items. Realistically, not all

items spotlighted on the inspection can be accomplished due to financial constraints, there-

fore, a system of rating inspection items must be developed. Recommended are six basic

categories:

1

.

ITEMS CREATING A HAZARD TO PERSONNEL AND SAFETY, AND ARE
REQUIRED BY LAW.

2. ITEMS COMPROMISING THE STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF THE BUILD-
ING.

3. ITEMS OF MAINTENANCE THAT WILL COST SUBSTANTIALLY MORE
WITH EACH SUBSEQUENT YEAR AND THAT WILL PROLONG BUILD-
ING LIFE.

4. ITEMS WHICH REDUCE BUILDING OPERATING COSTS.

5. ITEMS OF IMAGE, APPEARANCE OR PERSONAL COMFORT.

6. ITEMS OF ROUTINE MAINTENANCE THAT HAVE BEEN NEGLECTED
OR PERFORMED IMPROPERLY.

The inspector should forward copies of the completed reports to the Division Engineer,

the supervisory employee responsible for the building maintenance and Corporate Buildings

Engineer within 30 days of the inspection. The inspector should prepare at the job site a

summary inspection of all Type 1 and Type 6 items requiring corrective action within 30 days.

The Inspector should also notify the Safety Department of any red tags or hazardous inspec-

tion items.

At the completion of the inspection, the inspector(s) should brief or critique the inspec-

tion with the building tenants and the local personnel. The inspector should always remain

objective, offer suggestions and accept additional information from the local people on spe-

cific items. Items which can be resolved on the spot should be so resolved. An inspector must
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not convey a vindictive or arrogant attitude and the occupants must realize that the inspector

is their communications channel to getting needed work programmed and accomplished. The

inspection must not become the impetus to establish a long series of hostile letters between

parties. Enforcement of company directives and policies regarding buildings should be han-

dled by the Regional or Chief Engineer's office to protect the Inspector's ability to freely

interact with the local people. Sample Inspection Forms are reproduced at the end of this

reoort.

G. Developing a Work Program

As indicated in the introduction, the primary purpose of inspecting buildings is to ascer-

tain what work needs to be performed on the structure and to efficiently program funds and

manpower to accomplish this required work. A total Work Program consists of four major

parts:

1

.

Request and Development—The Scope or Work is determined through inspection and

a work request made.

2. Preparation—The implementation of the ;work which includes estimating cost, es-

tabUshing priority, budgeting funds, obtaining AFE for capital improvements, and

scheduHng manpower and equipment.

3. Execution—The accomplishment of the requested work including preparing plans and

specifications, procuring materials, soliciting bids, issuing work orders for company

forces, and awarding outside contracts.

4. Follow Up—Each project must be checked to insure that plans and specifications have

been followed, actual costs audited against the estimate, property records and as

built, drawings updated, maintenance schedule and routine maintenance programs

revised as required.

This report will address only the first two portions of a comprehensive Work Program

recommending systems and procedures that utilize the information gained during the Building

Inspections. An effective Work Program requires significantly more work request than avail-

able financial resources to insure that only the most worthwhile projects are authorized. A
reasonable rule of thumb is 150% to 200% of building construction and maintenance budget

should be carried as pending projects. Generally, any project that remains on the backlog for

more than three years without authorization was poorly justified or not necessary in the first

place and should be dropped. Having a substantial back log does not imply a high level of

deferred maintenance, since most of the work should be preventive maintenance or better-

ments. To implement a Work Program, it is imperative that a simple system of requesting

work be initiated. The Facility Work Request is the heart of a good property management

system as it also provides the follow-up at the conclusion of the work. Each item found on a

building inspection falling into categories 1 through 5 should have a Facility Work Request

prepared. The system should provide a very unstructured flow of information at this point.

Any individual finding something wrong or in need of improvement should be encouraged to

complete a Facility Work Request. Once the FWR is catagorized and its priority established,

the superfluous request can be returned to the requestor with adequate explanation or request

for added data. The Building Inspector should assist the building tenant in completing FWR's
during the critique. The Facility Work Request should be processed at the division, region or

corporate level as determined by the level of financial authority granted to company officials.

Each railroad company has internal rules for approval of expenditures and the approval of

work request should follow the same format.

The Building Inspector should immediately complete a Facility Work Request for all

catagory 1 and 2 items, obtaining enough information during his inspection to estimate cost
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and prepare necessary execution plans and specifications. A sample Facility Work Request

Form is appended.

Using the Facility Work Request to develop an annual building budget can be accom-

plished by either manually sorting the FWR's or by using electronic data processing equip-

ment. The annual budget should be broken down into quarters with heavy expenditures in the

first and second quarters of the fiscal year. Smaller projects and work of low priority should

be left to the end of the fiscal year to allow for contingencies. Using this approach, it is also

possible to start engineering work on the following year's work well in advance because

subsequent projects will be drawn from the already established backlog.

H. Conclusion

An effective and functioning building inspection program can produce substantial finan-

cial returns by avoiding expensive and disruptive repairs, personal accident claims, and by

improving employee awareness of the need to maximize capital investment to its full life.
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S FLAT BLADE SCREWDRIVER CLIPBOARD S
S PHILLIPS HEAD SCREWDRIVER (2) FLASHLIGHTS ^
E ICE PICK OR STEEL PROBE CLAW HAMMER E
S 10 FT. FOLDING RULE 50 FT. TAPE S
S "VISE-GRIP" PLIERS 24" PRY BAR S
S 24" CARPENTER'S LEVEL UTILITY KNIFE E
E ELECTRIC OUTLET TESTER INCLINOMETER E
E OPTIONAL ITEMS: E
E CAMERA WITH EXTRA FILM, FLASH, E
E POCKET DICTATING MACHINE E
E CLAMP-ON AMMETER/VOLTMETER S

FiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJi

FIGURE 1 - SUGGESTED INSPECTOR'S TOOL KIT
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I KEY PLAN OR FLOOR PLAN

SHOW NORTH ARRON

REMARKS: (show line number from sheet one in front of each remark item)

USE separate sheets if required,

sheet two of

COHPLHE IdSPECTIWI REPORT BY SU1MITTIM6 AH '"S""'" '"!J'*?^''T,I2J*''
lUlLDIHG SUPERVISOR. PREPARE FACILITY *0R« REOOESTS FOR AU ITEMS

REOUIIIlltC URGENT OR PR06RA«HED REPAIR (CODES X AHD U) .

FIGURE 4 REVERSE SIDE OF BUILDING INSPECTION FORM
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Building Inspection Report

Summdry Bunding Name:

Location:

Division:

i

Overall Condition:

I I Adequate j^ Needs Routine Maintenance Q Needs Major Repairs
& Minor Repair or Alterations

The following Items are considered hazardous and should be
corrected immediately or removed from service:

The following items should be checked by Maintenance Personnel
within the next 14 days:

The following assistance or technical information is required:

The following persons participated in the Inspection and final
briefl ng:

Inspector:

Phone:

Date:

FIGURE 5 - BUILDING INSPECTION SUMMARY REPORT
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Facility Work Request
FWR No.

79-206

SUMMIT CITY YARD OFFICE SUMMIT CITY MP 81.4

Due* C0«SI«UCTI0« O "OOTIHE »(»1!ITE««HCE D uhcent «ep»i« »ccoumting d«te

n .LTE..T10« ej P.OG«A« «»1HTEH.HCE 2295/227.751 9/1/79

DCScmPTioii or aoiii

1. Replace 4 rotted windowsills on north wall.

2. Replace 250 L.F. of 1 x 8 Fascia; 500 SF of 3/8" plywood soffit.

3. Paint exterior of wood frame building in company standard.
Last paint job was eight years ago.

4. Install aluminum storm windows on 10 double-hung windows 32" x 68'

Haii^<^r^^^r/
DEQUESTEO BT

B&B Supervisor

CNDOSSENENT IT DIVISIOM OB IIEGION:

Work will be programmed for next sximmer. Company forces will

be used. Funds to be obtained from existing Division Maintenance

accounts

.

Forwarded to system engineering as information only.

ESTI««TEO COST

$4000.

^3^
0«TE

12/20/7S

D HOT «PPROVED

FOB CONBLETIOH BT SYSTEM EN6IHEEBIH 1>C0B>..

PaiOBlTI

3 i V!) !>'©
PBOSBtn CODE

D «»P.0«0 „„,„ HOT APPBOVED
CHIEF EKGIIIEEB

OBI PEBFOBNEO BT HSPECTED BT

FIGURE 6 - Completed sample of the FACILITY WORK REQUEST
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AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

W. M. HARRISON (Chairman Subcommittee), R. J. Spence (Vice Chairman SulKommit-

tee), R. C. Brownlee, W. P. Cunningham, J. C. Dietz, R. R. Holmes, H. J. Laga, R. M.
Lindenmuth.

Your committee submits the following report as information:

WASTE MATERIALS AS ENERGY SOURCES
ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

GENERAL

Railroad operation is generally energy intensive, considering that large volumes of No.

2 diesel fuel are needed to perform the primary function of moving freight. Without these

adequate supplies of fuel, all of the supportive functions of administration, traffic solicitation,

maintenance of track, bridges, cars and locomotives have no reason for existence. Many of

these servicing and maintenance functions generate significant volumes of waste materials. A
substantial portion of these wastes are combustible and represent a large potential heat source.

Disposal costs of these wastes via sanitary and/or chemical land fill route are high and

escalating. These costs are doubly high in the light of the possible substitution of these heat

producing wastes for presently purchased fuel oils and natural gas supplies for stationary

boilers. With the escalating costs of fossil fuels and their developing scarcity, the spiraling costs

for disposal, plus the proven utilization, in Europe, of waste materials as a dependable source

of energy for producing heat, the time has arrived for instituting this practice in the United

States. Fossil fuels, and in particular oil, must be assigned a use priority more in line with its

real worth when compared to alternate heat sources, particularly those sources which are

readily available.

The Environmental Protection Agency recently published hazardous waste management

regulations promulgated pursuant to Subtitle C of the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended

by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, as amended (RCRA). These

regulations have placed new emphasis on the proper handling, storage, treatment and disposal

of hazardous wastes and have, by definition, included many railroad wastes. Certain used

lubricating oils, filters, waste greases, and sludges must be carefully reviewed for inclusion

under RCRA and may therefore fall under certain requirements other than the obvious use

as an energy source. This report, however, does not presume that any waste which is further

discussed has, or has not, been classified as a RCRA waste. Instead, all identified wastes which

have recoverable heat value have been presented as possible energy sources.

A. RECOVERED FUEL AND SKIMMINGS AS AN ENERGY SOURCE

A significant volume of fuel oil is recovered from fueling operations and skimming of oily

water waste flows from shop operations. That fuel recovered at the locomotive fuel dock

frequently is good enough in quality, following a simple filtering for return to the locomotive

fuel storage tank. Since there is considerable opposition to this practice because of the

question of locomotive fuel tank and engine contamination, the recovered oil is better utilized

as boiler fuel.

104
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The percentage of fuel spilled to fuel pumped at a given location varies widely. Experi-

ence indicates that some spillage will occur under the best of conditions. Where effective

spilled fuel recovery systems are in use, recovered oil may exceed one per cent of the gallonage

pumped. Using a value of one half of one percent for spillage produces a potential recovery

of five gallons per thousand gallons pumped. For a 1 ,000,000 gallons per month issuing point,

you can logically expect to recover a minimum of 5,000 gallons of potential boiler fuel per

month. Actual recovery figures generally exceed this proportion by several times. Specific

location/month performance has produced a figure of three percent {recovered spillage) of fuel

pumped.

B. ENGINE CRANKCASE DRAININGS AS AN ENERGY SOURCE

Re-refinement of diesel engine crankcase drainings for reuse as engine lubricating oil

would appear to be a much more profitable course to follow than the use as boiler fuel.

Recently introduced procedures are said to give a much higher yield than the old acid process,

as high as 70%-90% without the environmental problems resulting from the acid process.

Engine lube oil changes on diesel-electric locomotives represent at least 500 gallons per

unit per year of a valuable waste material, a portion of which can be utilized as boiler fuel.

A railroad with a locomotive fleet of 1,000 units will produce 500,000 gallons of waste oil.

Experience in using this oil as stationary boiler fuel indicates that a blending with new No. 2

fuel or with oil skimmings to produce a mix which is up to 15% lube oil is satisfactory; this

use in boilers regularly burning No. 2 diesel fuel, without having to modify burners or nozzles.

Thus a stationary boiler plant requiring 1,000,000 gallons of fuel per year can utilize 150,000

gallons of crankcase drainings with 850,000 gallons of new No. 2 diesel fuel or suitable

skimmings. A simple sludge and water removal process is needed to clean up the crankcase

drainings prior to blending.

Sale of the crankcase drainings to outside parties simply as waste oil will generate

revenues one fourth to one third of its worth as a heat source making this the least economic

disposal or use method.

WASTES AS ENERGY SOURCES
Among the more obvious waste materials available to railroads which can be turned into

useful energy are scrap crossties and oil skimmings from pollution control operations. In

addition to these heavy heat sources, worthwhile quantities of heat can be obtained from

combustible wastes from car cleaning of box cars, scrap wood from box car and flat car

stripping, general shop trash including sawdust, wood chips and wood scraps from planing mill

and wood working functions, discarded diesel engine lube oil filters, journal box lube pads,

grease from roller bearing and engine parts cleaning, engine crankcase drainings, scrap rubber

hose and tires, oil bearing sludges from shop floors, pits, cleaning operations and wastewater

treatment plants and office trash. Generally the oils in the above listed heat sources are sold

to reprocessors or industries requiring large amounts of heat and utilizing heavy oil burning

boilers in which the waste oils can be blended with the regular boiler fuel. The solid wastes

are disposed of most often through land filling, which in itself is a considerable and continuing

expense. In some situations, waste heat itself can be utilized directly for space heating, heating

of water and evaporation processes such as sludge dewatering.

A. CROSSTIES AS A SOURCE OF ENERGY

Crossties like other forms of waste materials possess a large reservoir of energy which now

is being wasted, in fact is costing railroads considerable sums for disposal. Many of these

disposal methods, in addition to being expensive, are unsatisfactory. Examples are the crea-

tion of fire hazards by placement of crosstie chips along the right-of-way and the creation of
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future right-of-way construction problems by the burial of crossties along that right-of-way.

23,000,000 scrap crossties, the estimated number of ties removed in the U.S. in 1974, represent

a significant volume of No. 2 diesel fuel when the respective BTU values are compared.

According to the AAR Study on "The Disposal of Discarded Railroad Wood Crossties—

A

Study of Alternatives
—

" a crosstie at 195 pounds and heat value of 6,356 BTU/LB wet would

contain 1,239,420 BTU's, the equivalent of 8.93 gallons of No. 2 diesel fuel at 138,750 BTU's

per gallon. 23,000,000 crossties per year under these given conditions would be equal to

205,390,000 gallons of No. 2 diesel fuel. Considering that a single, good sized railroad would

have 750,000 scrap crossties per year available for use as fuel in stationary boilers or waste heat

recovery incinerators, and that this railroad used No. 2 diesel fuel to fire boilers, a substitution

of the waste material in the form of scrap crossties for No. 2 diesel fuel in stationary boilers,

would release 6,697,500 gallons of No. 2 fuel currently used for boiler fuel, for use as

locomotive fuel. The obvious problem of increasing oil costs would seem to be reason enough

for use of the crossties as stationary boiler fuel. When it is considered that the use of crossties

as boiler fuel also eliminates the disadvantages and expense of certain disposal methods, the

proposition becomes more attractive. A third argument for this case is that with the increasing

scarcity of oil, there will come a program of priorities fgr its use and it is highly probable that

uses such as fuel for stationary boilers will be prohibited where a viable alternative fuel source

exists.

B. SHOP TRASH AS A SOURCE OF ENERGY

While the supply of scrap crossties would serve as the backbone of the oil replacing

stationary boiler fuels, significant amounts of heating capability can be recovered from shop

generated trash. One railroad heavy car repair shop in the Southeast with an output of

1,566,500 pounds per month average can yield 12,006 x 10^ BTU's per month towards a

stationary boiler firing program. This is the equivalent of 90,223 gallons per month of No. 2

diesel fuel when the solid waste, consisting of scrap lumber from car repair programs, card-

board and paper from discarded packaging and scrap engine lube oil filters and oil freight car

journal lubricators, is assigned an average heating potential of 6,586 BTU's/LB. Disposal costs

for this material's removal by an outside contractor from a single collection point in the shop

to the city/county landfill in 1980 is costing the railroad $10,127.00 per month. Thus, what in

1980 is a continuing expense for disposal has the potential to become a definite asset.

C. CAR CLEANING TRACK TRASH AS A SOURCE OF ENERGY

In addition to the general shop trash, there is a constant supply of combustible material:

paper, cardboard and dunnage removed from box cars being cleaned each day. Again, the

large train yard affiliated cleaning track cleaning primarily box cars, will generate an average

of 1,750,000 pounds of good combustible materials each year. At a heafing value of 5,000

BUT's/LB this cleaning track waste is the equivalent of 65,790 gallons of No. 2 diesel fuel.

Current freight car cleaning track practices provide for disposal of these solid wastes in a

sanitary landfill through the services of an outside contractor who periodically cleans up waste

accumulations with mechanical equipment and trucks the material away.

D. OTHER COMBUSTIBLES AS AN ENERGY SOURCE

Other sources of heat are waste greases and oil and grease bearing sludges plus paint and

thinner residues from shop repair and cleaning operations and from the cleanup of shop floors

and inspection pits. While comparative volumes of these heat sources are low, heat content

generally is high. A primary advantage in using them as a heat source is the elimination of a

highly contaminating material which should not be placed in landfills when there is an accept-

able alternative disposal method.
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E. STACK GASES AS AN ENERGY SOURCE

At times exhaust heat, normally wasted up the stacks of stationary boilers, can be utilized

for preheating water, warm air space heating or evaporation processes. Such an operation was

employed for dewatering of sludges by evaporation at one large railroad shop. A 600 hp steam

generator which utilized an induced draft fan was used as the waste heat source. Essentially,

a baffled load bearing heated air duct, with a 5,000 gallon, four (4) compartment steel drying

pan, was interposed between exhaust exists from the furnace and the fan inducing the draft.

The waste heat passing along the underside of the pan readily evaporates 5,000 gallons of

water in a 24 hour period. Liquids and sludges are pumped to the drying vat from a nearby

heavy cleaning function for locomotive engine and truck components. While this application

was a simple and straight-forward one and more easily adapted to an evaporation or sludge

drying process than a steam generator setup using a non-fan induced draft, it does illustrate

a practical use of waste heat heretofore not utilized.

F. WASTE HEAT FROM CLOSED CIRCUIT COOLING OF SHOP MACHINES

This possible energy while of a low magnitude and frequently located inconveniently, can

under certain conditions be used to advantage. Consider the situation of a radiator cooled,

large air compressor, located sufficiently close to a building occupied by personnel, such that

the air warmed in its passage over radiator coils is directed into the building. This principle

is of more effectiveness where the personnel occupied building is well insulated. The system

is being used in newly constructed buildings utilizing heat from lighting and office machines.

A specific application for the railroads, in large shops where locomotives are regularly being

tested on load boxes would be to utilize the warm air from the heated grids in the load box

for space heating directly or through a modified heat sink to heat water that can be pumped
to an area in a building requiring heat.

G. USE OF CONDENSATE RETURN AS A HEAT SAVING PRACTICE

Many railroad shop steam networks are single line systems with no condensate return.

Considerable heat energy can be saved by upgrading the system to incorporate a condensate

return hne and through upgrading of system traps.

H. USE OF WASTE HEAT FOR REFRIGERATION

Available waste heat and a need for refrigeration can be matched up through the use of

an aqua ammonia absorption system. The process has been used with heat supplied from

burning nut hulls. Many installations in the chemical and petroleum industries have utilized

waste steam to provide cooling temperatures from +50°F to -50°F. Other heat sources can

be used as well. Aqua ammonia systems have been designed in sizes ranging from a minimum
of 2,400,000 BTU/HR at -50°F. and 3,500,000 BTU/HR at 20T. up to 30,000,000 BTU/HR
at -50° and 60,000,000 BTU/HR at 20°F. Maintenance on such a system considering the

minimal number of parts is estimated at ten percent of costs for a comparable reciprocating

compressor system. The systems are flexible in operation, being capable of operating auto-

matically from near to 100 percent load with low efficiency loss.

I. CONCLUSION

A number of the briefly described heat energy sources are available today as viable

substitutes for conventional energy sources which are escalating in cost and declining in

availability. Additionally, other uses for such sources as oil and gas which uses rate a higher

priority than use as fuel in heat generation will make the situation more critical. No doubt

there are many other sources of wastes or waste heat which can be utilized to economic
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advantage, besides those mentioned here. Perhaps the solid waste source is the most impor-

tant of all, particularly in consideration of the almost universal companion problem of now

having to dispose of these same wastes in land filling operations at substantial expense for no

foreseeable benefits in the immediate or near future.
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Your subcommittee submits the following report as information:

TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL OF SLUDGES AND RESIDUES FROM
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS AND CAR CLEANING FACILITIES

In January 1977, the nineteen railroads having representation in Committee 13 were

informally surveyed as to present generation, treatment, and disposal of wastewater treatment

plant sludges. Seventeen replies to a questionnaire were received. The survey was updated in

December, 1978, by contacting each of the nineteen railroads and partially updated in August,

1980. In December, 1977, the same railroads were surveyed as to the generation, treatment,

and disposal of various car cleaning wastes. Thirteen replies were received for the car cleaning

questionnaire. This report is a discussion of the treatment plant sludge and car cleaning waste

handling practices within the railroad industry.

WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANTS

This portion of the paper addresses floatable and settleable sludges generated by dis-

solved air flotation (DAF) wastewater treatment systems. Fourteen of the seventeen respond-

ing railroads have at least one DAF wastewater treatment plant, which typically serve a major

locomotive or car repair facility. One railroad has twelve such plants. Most of these plants

utilize alum and a polymer for coagulation-flocculation. Some plants use lime, sodium alu-

minate, or a two-polymer system to flocculate the solids in the wastewater. The two-polymer

system is advantageous if the float contains sufficient energy to be sold as a fuel.

The typical wastewater treatment plant generates 300 gallons of sludge per day. The raw

sludge is a mass of coagulated aluminum hydroxide and wastewater solids. The raw sludge

generally contains 5-15% solids, 3-35% oils and greases, and 60-80% water. The aluminum

hydroxide is highly hygroscopic. The greater the concentration of alum added in the waste-

water treatment, the less effective gravity thickening is in reducing the water content of the

sludge. Generally, railroads use the least concentration of alum required for the desired water

clarity to minimize generation of the difficult to dewater aluminum hydroxide sludges.

Sludge production rates per 1,000 gallons of wastewater treated are highly variable

depending upon influent concentrations, treatment chemicals used, effluent requirements,

and plant performance. Data from several moderately loaded wastewater treatment plants

show that raw sludge production rates typically are 3 gallons per 1 ,000 gallons of wastewater

treated but may be three times greater or one-fourth as much. TTie sludge production rate of

all the railroad treatment plants ranges from 5 to 7000 gallons per day.

Extensive sludge treatment in the railroad industry has been minimal until the past two

or three years. Recent emphasis on sludge disposal in sanitary landfills has focused attention

on sludge volume reduction and sludge stability problems. It is probable that most railroads

operate the dissolved air flotation cell skimmers at the lowest acceptable speed to maximize
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the solids concentration of the sludge. Many railroads use timers to control the skimmer on-off

time to maximize sludge solids content.

Most railroads use gravity thickening to increase the solids concentration of the sludge.

Gravity thickening can reduce raw sludge volumes 50-75% or more. Conical bottom tanks

with agitation and variable water draw-off levels result in the greatest reductions. The addition

of polymers may improve the volume reduction. Some polymers may aid in the release of oil

from the sludge also.

SLUDGE DEWATERING

Drying Beds

One railroad has considerable experience with drying beds. These beds are located in the

southern states where climatic conditions are highly favorable for drying beds. One railroad

has experimented with use of waste heat to increase the evaporation of lye vat sludge above

the rate under ambient conditions. The beds are used for DAF sludge, API bottom sludge,

and filter system backwash water. The beds are best suited for the latter two liquids. These

hquids are more easily dewatered and result in greater volume reduction than alum-polymer

sludges. The drying beds are excellent temporary storage basins for the alum sludge. The beds

are only moderately successful as dewatering devices for alum-polymer sludge. The small

plants have concrete beds containing three compartments each 15 feet square. The beds are

two feet deep operated with a one foot liquid depth. The sludge beds are lifted with front end

loaders and shovels.

The large plants have two one-acre shallow earthen lagoons. The sludge is deposited in

the first lagoon. The second lagoon collects the water which overflows the first lagoon. No data

is available on the degree of dewatering by this treatment technique.

Another railroad utilizes sludge drying filtration beds extensively for dissolved air flota-

tion plant sludges. The beds are constructed in several layers with the finer sand layers on the

surface and the coarser layers toward the bottom. The area of the beds have been sized

generally on the basis of available space. The beds are Ufted every six to nine months with a

small front end loader. The beds are turned when the sludge cracks to a depth of three to five

inches. Normally one month of inactivity dries the sludge sufficiently for lifting.

The drying beds function best on sludge obtained from the use of two polymers without

alum for the wastewater treatment. Dewatering the alum-polymer sludge by drying requires

considerably more time than sludge from the two polymer system without alum. One railroad

constructed some drying-filtration beds in an upper midwestern location. The operation has

been unsatisfactory because of insufficient evaporation and plugging problems. This railroad

has selected other dewatering methods for some of their other treatment plants.

Chemical Fixation

Another railroad uses chemical fixation prior to disposal. The raw sludge production rate

averages 400 gallons per day. Gravity thickening reduces the sludge production rate to 80

gallons per day. The treatment consists of adding Portland cement and sodium silicate to the

sludge. The material is pumped into a box where the gelation occurs. The present box holds

approximately 25 yards which is the equivalent of 8 weeks accumulation. A front end loader

and a dump truck load and haul the material for disposal on company property. The end

product is a grey soil-like material possessing considerable structural stability. The treatment

requires one pound of Portland cement and 0.3 lbs. of sodium silicate for each gallon of

thickened sludge. The current cost of the sludge treatment chemicals is $.07 per gallon of

thickened sludge. The process is an automated batch system treating 250 gallons of sludge per

batch.
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Chemical fixation may have some advantages over other dewatering processes because of

the alleged ability of the developed chemical structure to encapsulate heavy metals within the

structure. Thus, if a sludge, dewatered by other means, were classified as a hazardous waste

because of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Extraction Procedure Toxicity criteria,

chemical fixation may result in a sludge which would not be hazardous according to the same

criteria.

Vacuum Filtration

One railroad currently operates several wastewater treatment plants which include diato-

maceous earth precoat—rotary drum vacuum filters for sludge dewatering. Another railroad

will install two such units in 1980. Typically the drum is stainless steel screen with polypro-

pylene filter cloth. The cloth is taped or banded to the drum. The diatomaceous earth precoat

is a filtration aid and prevents blinding of the filter cloth. The diatomaceous earth of suitable

size distribution is added to water to form a slurry which coats the drum. Sludge is added to

the pan section where the applied vacuum pulls the sludge onto the surface of the precoat

material. As the drum turns the attached sludge emerges from the liquid and the vacuum pulls

the water away from the sludge particles. A doctor blade continuously slices off the outer

surface of the precoat material containing the dewatered sludge. This provides a fresh surface

of precoat for continued filtration of the sludge.

On three separate runs, the influent raw sludge contained 4% oil and grease, 5% solids

and 91% water. The runs required a total of one hundred pounds of diatomaceous earth for

precoat. The dewatered sludge can be characterized as possessing 10% oil and grease, 23%
solids and 67% moisture. The dewatering reduced the sludge volume from 800 gallons to 130

gallons. On one run, 25 gallons of oil separated from the dewatered sludge in the disposal

dumpster allowing further recovery of oil.

The present main operating criterion is the dewatered sludge solids concentration. As a

result the drum speed tends to be slow. A single run ranges from 2.5 to 4 hours duration

depending upon drum speed and knife advance rate. The filtrate quality was rather poor,

containing 1,000 to 4,000 mg/1 suspended solids and 75,000-150,000 mg/1 oils and greases. The

filtrate requires treatment and is cycled back to the plant influent. The current cost of the

dewatering is $.03 per gallon of raw sludge for the diatomaceous earth and electricity costs.

Plate and Frame Press

One railroad recently brought on-stream a wastewater treatment plant incorporating a

plate and frame press into the sludge treatment system. The plates are cast iron and are

covered with polypropylene filter cloth. The unit contains 168 square feet of filtration area.

In the shakedown runs, 250 gallons of 9% solids were dewatered to 75 gallons containing 23%
solids. Blinding of the filter cloth occurred, resulting in poor dewatering of the sludge in the

centers of sludge compartments. The conditioning of the sludge with 50 lb. of lime, increased

the capacity of a single batch to 600 gallons. The solids content of the treated sludge increased

dramatically after lime conditioning.

The use of lime greatly increased the filtrate quality. The filtrate from the unconditioned

sludge contained 35,000 mg/1 of suspended solids and 4,000 mg/1 of oil and grease. As with

the vacuum filter, the filtrate requires treatment and is cycled back to the plant influent.

The unit is supplied with an automatic plate shifter thus requiring only one man for total

operation. A batch of 600 gallons can be processed in 2 to 6 hours depending upon the desired

sludge dryness. The maximum dryness occurs by maintaining the sludge at the maximum
pressure— 1 10 psi for an extended time period. Some plate and frame presses can be precoated

with diatomaceous earth to reduce blinding and to increase the sludge solids concentration.
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Belt Filter Press

One railroad recently installed a belt filter press for dewatering a mixture of sludges from

various wastewater treatment processes. Laboratory testing to determine the suitability of the

equipment was encouraging. During plant start-up large concentrations of oil and grease in the

sludge prevented use of the press for dewatering. Since then, several of the sources of the oil

and grease have been segregated. This should allow use of the belt filter press in the near

future.

Centrifuge

One railroad has purchased a centrifuge for a centralized sludge treatment and disposal

facility. The equipment is now on order. Laboratory and bench work suggests the equipment

will dewater the DAF sludge containing 5% soUds to a level of 40% solids. A second instal-

lation of a centrifuge is budgeted for 198L

Incineration

One railroad arranges for the incineration of the treatment plant sludge. Incineration is

the ultimate in dewatering. Much greater solids concentrations can be achieved by this process

as compared to other dewatering techniques. However, the technique consumes large quan-

tities of energy relative to other dewatering processes. The method is best utilized for those

sludges which contain large concentrations of oils and greases and small concentrations of

aluminum hydroxides or other inorganic hygroscopic material.

DISPOSAL

The ultimate disposal sites for the wastewater treatment plant sludges range from sites on

company property to sanitary landfills, to USEPA approved chemical landfills, to incineration

with disposal of the ash in a landfill. A few railroads have licenses or approvals where required

for the landfills on company property. Most of the sludge is transported short distances usually

no more than 10 miles; however, one railroad disposes of some treatment plant sludge 290

miles from the generating site. Because of the current lack of sludge dewatering capability,

most of the sludge is transported as a liquid in tank trucks, tank cars, and drums.

CAR CLEANING

In December, 1977, a questionnaire concerning car cleaning practices was sent to 19

railroads. Replies were received from 13 of the 19. The information that follows is based on

the 13 replies.

Box Cars

Nearly every railroad begins the clean-up operations with sweeping and large object

removal. Many of the railroads follow sweeping with vacuum cleaning operations to collect the

residue in a dry state. Some railroads use compressed air to blow the cars out. Most railroads

clean cars to the maximum extent possible by dry methods because of the problems of

wastewater treatment and disposal from use of wet methods.

Car washing is by hand typically, and usually utilizing cold, low pressure water. No

chemicals such as soaps or detergents are added to the water, usually. Some railroads have

constructed automated, high pressure, hot water systems; however, the total number of such

facilities is small.

Much of the wastewater receives some treatment, usually settling or screening. Some car

cleaning facilities have extensive wastewater treatment especially at new facilities consolidat-
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ing activity from other locations or at combined car and locomotive repair complexes. Such

treatment can include biological treatment such as activated sludge systems or physical-

chemical treatment such as polymer addition and dissolved or dispersed air flotation. Lagoon

systems, both evaporative and discharging types, are used by several railroads especially in the

warmer, more arid areas of the U.S. The treatment systems which have discharges, flow

mostly to city sanitary sewers rather than to streams. The effluent limitations for the sewer

discharges typically are 250 to 350 mg/1 BOD5, 300-400 mg/1 total suspended solids, and 6-9

pH units. The effluent limitations for stream discharges typically are 30-50 mg/1 total sus-

pended solids and 30 mg/1 BOD5.

The sludge from the car cleaning and wastewater treatment systems generally is not

treated. The railroad facilities in the Southern US treat their sludge on drying beds because

of the favorable climate. Other parts of the country do not possess such favorable climate and

in these areas most of the sludge receives no treatment. Railroads dispose of most of the

sludges and car cleaning residues in municipal sanitary landfills. Some railroads dispose of the

material on company property.

Covered Hoppers

The cleaning of covered hoppers, treatment of the wastewater, and disposal of the

residues is similar to that for box car operations. In many instances the two cleaning operations

are performed at the same complex. In general, covered hopper cleaning is more automated

and more likely to use high pressure water than box car cleaning. Removal of residue in a dry

state by vacuuming, blowing or vibrating the car is important in reducing the wastewater

contaminant concentrations, although the tasks are more difficult to accomplish than for box

car cleaning.

Wet cleaning methods involving insertion of high pressure rotating spray nozzles into the

car are frequently utilized by the railroads. Nearly all of the wastewater from covered hopper

cleaning facilities receives treatment, usually extensive such as activated sludge or dissolved

or dispersed air flotation. Sludge treatment and disposal is very similar to that for box car

cleaning.

Tank Cars

Only two of the thirteen responding railroads clean tank cars. The car cleaning systems

include both high pressure, hot water, automated types and low pressure, cold water, manual

types. The wastewater is treated by dissolved air flotation. The sludge is gravity thickened and

in some cases is digested anaerobically. The ultimate disposal is by landfilling.
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Ward, F. Wascoe, J. G. Wood, F. M. Worthlngton

DERAILMENT INVESTIGATION CHECK LIST

AREA Committee 16 has developed a Derailment Investigation Check List to assist the

investigator(s) in determining the true cause of a derailment or train accident. Because

corrective action can only be undertaken when the cause of a derailment is known, it is

imperative that every effort be made to determine the accurate cause of a derailment. If a team

of investigators is used, it should work as a group rather than separately.

It is intended that this check list include all possible factors which could cause or con-

tribute to a derailment. The preliminary investigation may indicate certain areas of the check

list which positively are not causes and should be skipped so that the investigation proceeds

in the most productive manner possible in seeking the cause. This is particularly true because

in the clearing operation, some of the items may be facing obliteration. THEREFORE THE
INVESTIGATOR MUST DECIDE THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF THE VARI-
OUS ITEMS OF INFORMATION AND DIRECT THE INVESTIGATION EFFORT AC-

CORDINGLY. He should take appropriate notes and not rely on his memory in gathering the

facts.

The investigator should have the train consist, track chart, timetable and special instruc-

tions in his posession.

No mention is made in the check list about injuries, fires, hazardous commodities, etc.

These are not included as they do not contribute to determining the cause of the derailment.

Of course, they must be kept in mind and the investigator should use all safety precautions

during the investigation.

DERAILMENT CHECK LIST

General Information

1. Type of Accident:

Derailment, collision, raking (sideswipe), broken train collision, highway crossing, rail-

road crossing, obstruction on track.
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2. Nearest station, state

3. Division, Subdivision

4. Train number

5. Direction

6. Track (in case of multiple track, siding, yard)

7. Mile Post location:

(a) general pile up

(b) initial point of derailment

8. Consist:

Loads, empties, tonnage, length

9. Locomotives:

Number, type, location in train, train numbers

10. Time of previous train in each direction

1 1

.

Number and type of cars/locomotives directly involved

12. Waybill disposition:

Hold at scene or send with train

13. Weather

14. Visibility, include distance in event of collision

15. Temperature

16. Wind direction, velocity

17. Sky conditions

18. Ground cover

19. Terrain:

Cut, fill, level

Preliminary Data

1. Sketch and photograph position and location of cars, locomotives, caboose and track.

Have camera with flash bulbs available. Position of identifiable car and locomotive

components should be diagrammed. Indicate separations, whether cars upright, leaning,

overturned. Record identifying locations: Poles, bridges, roads, etc.

2. To what side are wheels derailed: over high rail, all inside, etc? From preliminary data,

develop need and priority for other data.

Determination of Initial Point of Derailment

It is of critical importance to determine the initial point of derailment: the point where

the first wheel left the rail. Careful attention should be given to the following indications of

a derailed wheel:

1. Marks on rail-base, web, or head:

(a) long marks on rail

(b) short marks perpendicular to rail

(c) marks at regular intervals on one or both rails(s)

(d) rail abrasion

(e) no marks on rail; disturbed track structure

2. Marks on joint bars, bolts, washers, nuts

3. Marks on ties, plates, clips, spikes, other fastenings

4. Marks on turnouts:

Switchpoints, frogs, filler blocks, braces

5. Marks in ballast or dirt

6. Marks on bridge decks, ties, overpasses, signal equipment, or any other right-of-way

appurtenance
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For all of the above record the following: show type, depth, and direction of marks.

Relate marks to one another, fixed location, or other appurtenances. Sketch and/or photo-

graph marks.

Transportation Department Data

Each crew member should be interviewed, individually before he leaves the derailment

scene, if possible, but certainly before he goes off duty, to obtain independent views of the

sequence of events. Crew interview should develop, as a minimum, the following facts:

1. Name of each crew member
2. Name(s) of others on board

3. Location of each at time of accident

4. On-duty time of each crew member
5. Qualifications, work history, medical problems of crew members

6. Slow orders in effect: location, Speed

7. Train orders and messages; properly understood?

8. Radio operative: Used in any way prior to accident? Message properly understood?

9. Pick up/set outs en route

10. Any en route problem with train in question

11. Anything unusual observed immediately prior to derailment?

12. Signal indications prior to derailment

13. Train handling including specifically each change in throttle position and brake applica-

Uon (automatic dynamic, independent). The mile post location and speed at which each

action was taken is important. Note track conditions, slack run-in and run-out, throttle

change and brake applications on a track chart.

14. Train speed at time of derailment and whether verified by speed tapes. Obtain speed-

ometer tapes (all units).

15. Train accelerating/decelerating/steady speed

16. Track side inspections given train: visual, detectors

17. Train make-up: location of loads/empties, long/short cars

Car Department Data

Depending upon characteristics of the particular derailment, mechanical inspection can

take several general forms. Where mechanical malfunction is suspected as a cause, an equip-

ment defect will almost always appear in the first five derailed cars. Lacking any more concrete

information, mechanical inspection should be concentrated on these cars. If more than one

group of cars is derailed, the first five cars in each group should be inspected. If defects are

not found in the first five cars, inspect non-derailed cars, especially those ahead of derailed

cars. In case of collision, a complete brake system inspection and initial terminal brake test

should be made.

Keep in mind that mechanical inspection has a two-fold purpose: to identify the vehicle

that derailed first and to determine if a mechanical failure/malfunction occurred.

"Condifion" below includes cracked, broken, bent, missing, etc. Also note any unusual

conditions or wear.

1

.

Car body information: length, load limit, light weight, date built, IDT date, COT«&S date.

etc.—information stencilled on car

2. Truck center spacing

3. Body center plate: type, condition

4. Center plate wear liner: type, condition
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5. Body bolster: condition

6. Side bearings: type, wear, clearance

7. Angle cocks: position

8. Air hoses: joined, separated, leaking, ruptured

9. Draft gear: cracked, exploded, broken

10. Cushion underframe, end-of-car cushioning: position condition

11. Yoke: breaks

12. Couplers: breaks—% old break, wear, high-low combination

13. Knuckles: breaks—%old break, wear, open or closed

14. Truck side frames: type complete with stampings, % old break, location of break or crack

15. Truck bolster: type, % old break, location of break or crack

16. Truck center plate: condition, vertical and/or horizontal wear liners, shim in bowl?

17. Center pin: condition

18. Snubbers: built-in, supplemental, condition

19. Springs: configuration, condition, any missing or broken

20. Brake rigging: type, condition

21. Wheels: type, size, rim thickness, flange thickness, flange height, length of flat spots, false

flange, tape size, loose (inspect back of wheel at seat for shiny spots, rust or oil

streaks). If defects found, record measurements, stampings, location on car

22. Brake shoes: type on car and type stencilled on car, any mixing, condition

23. Brake type: AB, ABD, ABDW
24. Piston Travel

25. Slack Adjuster: condition

26. Hand brake: condition, used or applied?

27. Lading: commodity, shifted, overload, leaking, center of gravity

28. Axles: type bearing, journal size, breaks, lateral motion

29. Plain bearings: oil level, condition of pad, wedge, brass, presence of foreign substance,

pitted, scored, last repacked

30. Roller Bearings: condition, last lubed, seals leaking?

31. Missing components such as brake rigging, bridge plates, etc., which may have fallen off

and fouled the track causing the derailment

32. Do marks on cars match marks on track?

33. History: repairs, derailments

34. Inspections: pool marks, interchange, initial terminal, 500 mile inspection

35. Fill out required AAR forms for truck side frame, bolster, wheel failure, etc.

36. Determine if any components should be set aside for further examination or sent to

laboratory for analysis.

Locomotive Data

Even when locomotives are not involved in derailments, malfunctions can cause severe

"in-train" forces, creating conditions which result in derailments. Certain observations of the

locomotive consist should correlate with crew statements and can be of great assistance in

determining cause.

1. Unit numbers, date built, horsepower, number of axles

2. Position in consist, long or short hood forward

3. Weight of units

4. Radio operative

5. Check cab cards and work reports of previous engineer

6. Remote or helper units in train position, trailing tons

7. Any equipment inoperative or cut out: ATC, ATS, deadman pedal (list items)

8. Units on line
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9. Speedometer—speed tape—train operations recorder—all units

10. Speedometer calibration

11. Controls positions: automatic brake valve, independent brake valve, throttle, reverser,

dynamic brake, feed valve

12. Automatic brake: condition

13. Independent brake: condition

14. Sanders operative

15. Wheel conditions: type, size, rim thickness, flange thickness, flange height, length of flat

spots, false flange, tape size, loose. If defects found, record measure-

ments, stampings, location on locomotive.

16. Truck conditions: any breaks or cracks

17. Axle box, pinion gears, journals, springs: condition

18. Couplers: condition, alignment control

19. Angle cocks, hose: position, condition

20. MU connections

21. Any slippage noted

22. Do marks on locomotive match marks on rail?

23. In event of collision make test of brake system and cab/signals or ATS equipment if so

equipped.

Maintenance of Way Department Data

While certain basic information about the track structure is always required, regardless

of cause, the details required will depend upon the characteristic of the particular derailment.

If a track deficiency is suspected as a cause or contributing factor, the following information

should be gathered:

1. Rail: weight, section, length, date rolled, date laid, type steel, rail stampings, battered/

lipped joints, percent old/new breaks, measure gauge corner and top wear, type of

rail failure if applicable, temperature at which rail laid if CWR, make rail failure

report if applicable.

2. Fastenings:

Joint bars—length, number bolt holes, condition

Bolts—size, number, condition, any missing

Spikes—condition, size, pattern, any missing

Tie Plates—size, number spike holes, condition

Anchors—type, pattern, adjusted, holding

3. Other accessories: insulated joint, compromise joint, gauge rods, lubricators, etc.

4. Track Geometry:

Gauge*

Alignment: curve, tangent. If curve or spiral, show degree, superelevation*, authorized

speed

Cross level*, rate of change*

Vertical profile*

Twist or warp*

Gradient: Percent ascending or descending

*A11 cross level and profile measurements should take into consideration any deflection

under load. The attached form would be helpful in recording some of the pertinent Track

Geometry measurements.

5. Track Structure:

Ties: type, size, spacing, condition, number defective/mile, number defective at imme-

diate location and relative position
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Ballast: type, condition, section

Drainage: Any history of washouts, instability, culvert failure, etc?

Any evidence of ties shifting in ballast?

Any evidence of plate moving/tipping on ties?

Any evidence of rail moving (shiny spots on rail base from spikes or anchors)?

High spikes

Recent track work

6. Turnout:

Type: power, hand thrown, spring, etc.

Weight and number of turnout

Switch points: weight, length, condition, any ice or snow

Frog: type, weight, number, condition

Flangeway condition: obstruction, ice or snow

Guard rail condition

Guage through turnout

Braces and connecting rods: condition

Switch stand and head block ties: type, condition

7. Other:

Last track inspection, methods, results, by whom
Last track work and type

Last switch inspection, results

Previous derailment history at this location

Last rail flaw detector test, results

Last track geometry car test, results

NOTE: Engineering Department survey should be made if derailment cause unknown or

improper geometry is suspected.

Signal Department Data

Type of system: timetable and train order, time space, manual block, TCS, AFO, ABS,

CTC, ATS, ATC, Cab signals, yard limits, grade crossing protection,

railraod crossing or interlocking

Condition of signal system

Check signal maintenance records including FRA signal RS&I tests at signal maintainer's

headquarters.

Damages (At discretion of railraod)

Personal injuries

Track

Structures

Communication

Signals

Equipment

Lading

Outside parties

Clearing

Detouring
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TRACK MEASUREMENTS

Record the following measurements at joints and centers of rails.
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ADVANCE REPORT OF COMMITTEE 3

TIES and WOOD PRESERVATION
REPORT ON ASSIGNMENT 5

SERVICE RECORDS

K. C. Edscorn (Chairman, Sub-committee); H. C. Archdeacon; L. C. Colllster; M. J.

Crespo; E. M. Cummlngs; W. E. Fuhr; B. J. Gordon; C. W. Groh; R. H. Savage; G. D.

Summers

Statistics providing information on cross tie renewals and average tie costs for 1979, as

compiled by the Economics and Finance Department, Association of American Railroads, are

presented on the following pages in Tables A and B.

The 1979 statistics on new tie renewals by Class I, U.S. Railroads compared with 1978 are

as follows:
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Jas. Zaenger

(Associate Members)

R. T. Brumbaugh
F. J. Elia
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W. T. James

D. K. Johnstone

S. H. Levinson

E. J. Micono
Emil Szaks

L. J. Walker
R. S. Yarnell

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

Manual recommendations submitted for adoption were published separately in the

Manual Recommendation part of the September-October Bulletin. The committee is

striving to complete all sections which will include every type of scale used to obtain

weights for the assessment of freight charges. It is imperative that this project be com-

pleted as soon as possible for all of the weighing and reweighing rules tariffs contain

provisions which allow the use of only those scales covered in the AAR "Scale Hand-

book", which is derived from Chapter 34 of the Manual.

1. Pitless track scales.

A new set of rules and specifications is being written for this type of track scale that is

being used by an increasing number of railroad patrons. The committee expects to have

this section completed in the near future so that recommendations can be submitted for

adoption and publication in the Manual within the next year.

2. Statistical data for coupled-in-motion weighing and testing.

This is an ongoing assignment which compiles data to assist in solving problems with this

type of weighing. Results of this study also allow the AAR to give comprehensive reports

to The National Conference on Weights and Measures and the National Bureau of

Standards, when requested.
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3. Innovations in track scales.

This ongoing assignment is for evaluating innovations in scales and weighing and which

are not adequately covered in the Manual. If an innovation warrants a Manual change

or addition, a new assignment is made for that purpose.

4. Subject discontinued.

5. Investigate tank car weighing

It has been brought to our attention that tank cars containing certain liquids or slurrys

apparently cannot be accurately weighed under different circumstances. Numerous stud-

ies have been made, and others are planned, which will enable the Committee to make

recommendations on this subject.

The Committee on Scales

M. R. Gruber, Jr., Chairman
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THE STATUS OF
CONCRETE RAILROAD TIES IN

NORTH AMERICA—1980

W.J. VenutI*

CONCRETE RAILROAD TIES IN NORTH AMERICA

In the U.S. and Canada, railroads have historically used wood ties because of the accessi-

bility and relatively low initial cost of timber. However, in the late 1950's, with the increasing

costs and decreasing availability of wood, the Association of American Railroads (AAR)
directed efforts toward the development of concrete ties suited for American railroad loads

and practices. Ties were designed and laboratory tested by the AAR prior to mass production,

which led to the Seaboard Coast Line Railroad, formerly the Seaboard Air Line and the

Atlantic Coast Line Railroads, and then the Florida East Coast Railroad Company, being the

first major railroads to install concrete ties. The first installations in Florida were not too

successful, but the lessons learned from the early designs and installations enabled these and

other North American railroads to subsequently install successful railroad beds with pre-

stressed concrete ties.

TRACK COMPONENTS

The various structural components which contribute to the support and guidance of the

train include the subgrade, ballast, concrete ties, rail seat pads, fastener system, and the steel

rail. One of the major differences between a concrete tie track and a wooden tie track (other

than the material of the tie) is the fastener system, as shown in Fig. 1.

Unlike a wooden tie system in which the rail is traditionally attached to the tie by means
of cut spikes and a tie plate, the rails are attached to the concrete tie with a mechanical

fastener, part of which is embedded in the concrete and part of which is attached during track

construction. The fastener system is designed to restrain lateral and longitudinal movement
of the rail without anchors and to elastically control upward movement of the rail. It is this

feature that primarily makes a concrete tie system compatible with continuous welded rail.

The mechanical fasteners which affix the rail to the tie are an important part of the

concrete tie system. Three fastening systems which are currently designed for use with con-

crete ties are the Pandrol, Portec's Sidewinder, and True Temper's Lineloc. The Pandrol rail

fastening system (Fig. 1) consists of embedded shoulders, electrical insulators, and rail clips

that resemble a three dimensional pretzel. A vinyl pad is placed between the tie and rail base

at each rail seat. The Sidewinder (Fig. 2) system includes the fastener spring clip, an insulated

shoulder insert, and a polyurethane pad. The spring clip is manufactured from high-strength

alloy steel and the shoulder inserts are of cast-ductile iron. The Lineloc fastening system (Fig.

3) consists of ductile iron embedded shoulders, "S" shape clips, nylon insulators, and high

density polyethylene rail seat pads. As with the other systems, the clip, when driven into the

shoulder insert, concurrently applies a downward force to the base of the rail and provides

vertical, lateral and longitudinal restraint of the rail.

The elastic pad at each rail seat prevents abrasive wear of the concrete due to small

movements of the rail. It also provides electrical insulation for signal circuits and absorbs high

frequency vibrations.

'Professor of Civil Engineering, San Jose State University. San Jose. California
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Figure 1—Embedded Shoulder and Clip type fastening system—Pandrol

Figure 2—Portec's Sidewinder Fastening System
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Concrete railroad ties are designed for wheel loads of 40,000 lb (18,144 Kg) plus a

dynamic load factor which accounts for vehicle dynamics, wheel flats, nonconforming track

alignment and profile, and track stiffness. The distribution of the wheel loads to the concrete

tie is influenced by the flexural stiffness of the tie and rail, tie spacing, and track modulus. Both

the individual ties and the composite track system respond structurally to loading as a beam
on an elastic foundation.

Concrete ties are most commonly pretensioned with straight (nonharped) strands or

wires. The eccentricity of the centroid of the tendons with respect to the centroid of the

concrete area is varied to primarily account for positive bending moments at the rail seat and

negative bending moments at the center of the tie. This is accomplished by varying the profile

of the upper surface of the tie, as shown in Fig. 4.

FABRICATION

In North America, most manufacturers of concrete ties use the long-line pretensioning

method, although some do use a method whereby ties are prestressed in portable molds. Ties

are cast in specially shaped metal forms in an upside down position in order to facilitate the

embedment of part of the fastener system and to obtain the varied profile of the top surface

of the tie. The top (exposed) surface of the concrete tie in the form is sometimes roughened

to provide increased frictional resistance of the installed tie with the track ballast.

At most plants, ties are cast on a daily schedule allowing approximately 2 hours for initial

set, 10 hours for steam or hot oil curing, and 6 to 8 hours for demolding, form cleaning,

prestressing, and casting. The required 28-day cylinder strength of the concrete is 6000 psi

(41.1 MPa) in Canada and 7000 psi (48.7 MPa) in the U.S.

Plants in the U.S. and Canada with the capacity of producing concrete railroad ties are

listed in Table 1.

INSTALLATION

Since in almost all installations concrete tie track replaces wood tie track, a complete

rehabilitation of the track is made. This includes undercutting and cleaning of the old ballast,

adding additional new ballast, laying the concrete ties, and laying and welding of new rail.

Various methods have been used to install concrete ties. A rather unique track laying

system is currently being used on the Northeast Corridor Improvement Project by Amtrak and

in Canada by the Canadian National Railways.

The 222 ft. (68 m) long machine, which consists of a number of cars, each of which is

designed to serve a specific function, slowly advances along the old rails while replacing the

old rail and wood ties with concrete ties and continuous welded rail. This fascinating unit

continuously extracts the old wood ties, deposits the concrete ties at the desired uniform

spacing, removes the old rail, and lays the new rail on the rail seats of the concrete ties. Fig.

5 shows the gantry which delivers the concrete ties and returns the wood ties to a flat car. Fig.

6 shows the conveyor unit which removes old wood ties, returns them to a pallet and simul-

taneously deposits the concrete ties at a uniform spacing. The final installation of fastener

hardware, field welding of the rail, stress relieving, ballast treatment, and establishing track

alignment and profile are accomplished with other units. The system is capable of completing

more than one mile (1.6 km) of track in a work period of less than eight hours.
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TABLE 1—CONCRETE TIE PRODUCING PLANTS
IN THE U.S. AND CANADA

Plant
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Figure 3—True Temper's Lineloc Fastening System

Figure 4—Concrete ties on the Santa Fe track at Leeds, Illinois
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Figure 5—Gantry of the Canron P 811 track laying system (TLS)

Figure 6—Car of the TLS placing concrete ties
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Fasteners must be tested to determine the ability of the embedded insert or shoulder and

the attached clip to resist upward static forces. Fastener tie load should be sufficient to prevent

excessive slip when the rail is subjected to lognitudinal loading. In addition, the fastener

system must be capable of withstanding, without failure, three million cycles of upward and

downward repeated loading which simulates both vertical and lateral rail forces.

Specifications other than the A.R.E.A. Recommended Practices are in current use. The

Northeast Corridor Improvement Project (N. E.G. I. P.) Concrete Tie Technical Provisions

adopted by Amtrak and patterned after the A.R.E.A. specifications, are more stringent. The

CN railroad has developed its own tie specifications. It is designated as "The Canadian

National Railways Specification 50-lA for Prestressed Concrete Crossties, December, 1974."

New Specifications will be issued in the near future.

To provide satisfactory service for an expected life of 50 years, concrete ties are required

to maintain dimensional stability and restrain the rail from movements in the longitudinal,

transverse, and vertical directions. The success of a tie system in meeting these requirements

depends primarily on the material and maintenance quality of the ballast and roadbed foun-

dation. Consequently, concrete tie specifications should clearly define the necessary require-

ments for acceptable ballast material and placement. The A.R.E.A. Recommended Practices

include ballast requirements related to quality, grading and abrasive resistance.

Specifications have also been developed for mass transit systems such as the Bay Area

Rapid Transit District, the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority, and the Toronto

Transit Commission. Concrete ties for mass transit use are quite similar to those used in

railroads. However, due to much smaller loads, these ties are of a lighter design and can be

spaced at greater intervals.

MAJOR INSTALLATIONS

Northeast Corridor Improvement Project

Upon completion in 1982, the section of track between Boston and Washington, D.C.,

commonly called the Northeast Corridor, will include the largest concrete tie installation in

the United States. The current $2.5 billion construction project, which was begun in June,

1978, is sponsored by the National Railroad Passenger Corporation (Amtrak) and includes the

rehabilitation of 400 miles (644 km) of track with 1,100,000 concrete ties. The concrete tie

section will represent 30 percent of the entire trackage of the corridor. Carrying both pas-

senger and freight traffic, the concrete ties will support between 5 million gross tons (4.5

million Mg) and 40 million gross tons per year (36.6 million Mg) depending upon the location.

The project is funded by the Federal Railroad Administration of the U.S. Department of

Transportation (DOT).

Santa Fe-San Vel, a joint venture between Santa Fe-Pomeroy of Petaluma, California and

the prestress division of San Vel Concrete Industries of Littleton, Massachusetts, is currently

manufacturing the concrete ties at Littleton at the rate of 2240 per day. The tie, which is

designed in accordance with the Northeast Corridor Specifications, weighs 780 lbs (354 kg) is

8 ft. -6 in. (2.6 m) long, and is prestressed with eight \ in. (9.5 mm) seven-wire strands. Fig.

7 shows the condition of the completed concrete tie track.

The Joint AREA/ACI Concrete Tie Committee observed the operations of the track

laying system and ballast treatment near Providence, R.I. during the October 1978 meeting.

During the October 1979 meeting, the Committee visited the tie plant at Littleton and rode

over the new concrete track on the Plasser Track Geometry Vehicle.

In the fall of 1979, the new concrete track experienced its first derailment. The derail-

ment, of an Amtrak passenger train, which occured south of Providence was due to a deposit
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Figure 7—Completed track—Northeast Corridor
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of extraneous material being washed completely over the track. The wheels of the train left

the rails but were confined by the fastening system. Hence the wheels remained on the

concrete ties and engines and passenger cars remained upright and in line with the rails. No

passengers were injured. Credit for the excellent behavior of the concrete tie track was

attributed to its rigidity and the fastening system. The damaged concrete ties were replaced

shortly thereafter and the track was returned to service.

At the end of October, 1980, 270 miles of concrete track had been constructed.

Canadian National

Based on the performance of a test section of concrete ties installed at Jasper, Alberta,

in 1972, the Canadian National Railways decided to proceed with a 5-year program to replace

wood tie track with 1.5 million concrete ties on curves of two degrees and over and on tangent

track between such curves if less than one mile in length. In this project, ties are currently

being installed at the rate of 300,000 ties per year, and completion is expected in 1981. In May,

1980, 380 miles of concrete track had been constructed. A large number of those ties are being

installed on transcontinental mainline curved trackage in Canadian National's Mountain

Region. This trackage supports heavy and long train loads of bulk commodities such as sulfur,

grain, coal and potash. Canadian National officials have stated that the additional initial cost

of concrete ties compared to wood ties will be more than offset by the expected increased life

of the concrete ties and reduced cost of track maintenance.

The concrete ties are being manufactured at the new Edmonton, Alberta plant of the

Con-Force Costain Concrete Tie Company, Ltd. The 8 ft. -3 in. (2.5 m) long tie is prestressed

with 26, 5 mm indented wires and incorporates the Pandrol fastening system. Ties are cur-

rently being installed at a center-to-center spacing of 24 in. (610 mm) with a track-laying

system similar to that used on the northeast Corridor Improvement Project. The separate unit

which is used for the installation of the fastener clips is shown in Fig. 8.

Also, 300,000 concrete ties produced by Francon of Montreal have been installed by CN.

Most of the ties were used on 45 miles (72 km) of mainline double track between Winnipeg

and Portage le Prairie as part of the Twinning Project which was completed in 1977.

At a visit to several of the Canadian National Concrete tie installations in May, 1979,

members of the joint AREA/ACI Concrete Tie Committee were duly impressed with the

excellent performance of these concrete tie sections.

Black Mesa and Lake Powell Railroad

As part of the Navaho Power Project, the 78 mile (126 km) long Black Mesa and Lake

Powell Railroad is used to haul approximately 8 million tons (7.3 million Mg) of coal annually

from the Black Mesa coal fields to a power generating station near Page, Arizona. The track

has a maximum curvature of 3 degrees and a maximum grade of 2.4 percent. Each of the two

40-car trains makes two trips daily. Although some cars have a capacity of 122 tons (111 Mg),

the coal load is limited to 100 tons (91 Mg) per car. Originally designed to be automatically

controlled, the electrically powered trains now carry an operator and an operator-trainee, due

to shortcomings of the automated features.

In operation since 1973, the railroad was designed and constructed with 196,000 pre-

stressed concrete ties placed along its entire length, including the loops at each end. Shortly

after the operation began, some deficiences were observed in some of the ties and fastenings,

mostly on curves. These included spalled concrete at the rail seat, excessive compressive

deformation of the tie pads, loosening and braking of clip bolts, and skewing of the ties. It was

believed that the skewing of the ties which occurred particularly on grades was due to dynamic
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braking of the train during its downhill run. The other problems were attributed to ballast of

crushed river gravel which lacked interlocking action due to its many round faces.

The problems were corrected by replacing the ballast required for normal replacement

with a finer crushed material to obtain more fractured faces, thus achieving an interlocking

action which gives rise to improved tie support. Also, the car loads were reduced from 122 tons

to 100 tons. Other corrective measures included the repair of the concrete ties with a sand-

epoxy mix, replacing the clip bolts with cadium plated A 325 bolts, and replacing the rubber

pads with stiffer polyethylene pads. Although there is a belief that it was not absolutely

essential, 28 miles (45 km) of concrete ties were replaced with wood ties in track with

curvature over thirty minutes (with the exception of the 9 degree loading loop where concrete

ties are still in service). The entire track now appears to be performing very well. The 9 ft. (2.7

m) ties, which are prestressed with seven wire strands and incorporate a clip-bolt type of

fastening system, were manufactured by Santa Fe-Pomeroy, Inc., of Petaluma, California.

Florida East Coast Railway Company

The Florida East Coast Railway Company of St. Augustine, Florida, is a privately owned
3% mile (637 km) long railroad that runs between Jacksonville and Miami. With more than

250 miles of prestressed concrete tie track in service, it is one of the longest lengths of concrete

tie track in the United States. Since the first major installation of 10 miles (16 km) of concrete

ties in 1964, the tie design has undergone major changes, particularly during the period of 1966

to 1970. The ties that were first installed, designated MR-2, had a V-shaped bottom and were

spaced at 30 in. (762 mm) centers.

Many problems were encountered after the initial installation was placed in service.

Concrete tie failures were attributed to cracking at the rail seat area and diagonal cracking in

the central zone of the tie. Other ties had to be replaced when the threaded inserts of the

fastening system pulled loose from the concrete. Another problem developed when the

limestone ballast became pulverized. The limestone powder mixed with the subgrade sand to

form a cementation condition which prevented adequate track drainage. Moreover, due to low

electrical resistivity of the tie, the signal system was frequently shunted causing delays in the

train operations.

Major modifications to the tie design and re-installations were made subsequent to the

first installations in an effort to eliminate the various problems. At the present time, all ties

being installed have a relatively flat bottom and are spaced at 24 in. (610 mm) centers. Ties

are initially prestressed to 96,000 lb. (43,546 kg), with 4 seven-wire strands. A spring clipbolt

insulated fastening system manufactured by the True Temper Corporation is now being used

throughout the entire track in new installations. In all new sections, and in sections where

limestone has been replaced, Georgia granite ballast is used. The ties are manufactured at

Jacksonville, Florida, by the Railroad Concrete Crosstie Corporation, an F.E.C. subsidary.

Seaboard Coast Line Railroad Company

The Seaboard Air Line Railroad, which later merged with the Seaboard Coast Line

Railroad, engaged in a program of concrete tie installations between the years 1960 and 1967,

which resulted in the laying of an estimated 250,000 concrete ties for approximately 100 miles

(161 km) of track. Ties were of the early A.A.R. design with modifications being made as the

years progressed. Several thousand concrete ties were installed in siding extensions and

industrial tracks between the years 1%7 and 1974.

The Seaboard Coast Line found that ties of the particular design used did not hold up very

well in high speed track with heavy tonnage, particularly on curves. Howevci', the ties did
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perform satisfactorily in sidings and industrial track. Not having installed concrete ties since

1974 because of the competitive cost with wood ties, the Seaboard Coast Line has no plans

for future concrete tie installations.

The Kansas City Southern Railway Company and the Louisiana & Arkansas

Railway Company

The jointly operated Kansas City Southern and Louisiana and Arkansas Railway Compa-

nies have installed 175,000 concrete ties as part of their maintenance program and are pres-

ently instaUing additional concrete ties for maintenance. Being an early user of concrete ties,

the companies initially adopted the A.A.R. designed tie and subsequently modified the

design.

During the earlier years of installation, failures were observed. These included shattering

of the tie in the rail seat area and torsional cracking. Fastening systems of the clip and bolt

type which were used in the earlier designs displayed a high frequency of failure. Experience

with the shoulder-clip type fasteners (Pandrol) which were used on 1100 ties, indicated

excellent performance when compared with the bolt-clip type fasteners.

KCS has recently developed and patented a hold-down device in an effort to extend the

life of the concrete tie. The reinforced concrete tie incorporates the KCS Rembed shoulder

insert with the Pandrol clip and insulator, using a rubber pad at the rail seat. Sixty-seven

hundred ties of this design were manufactured by Marine Concrete Structures and installed

in 1979 in the main line south of Shreveport, Louisiana. As with previous installations,

concrete ties were interspersed with wooden ties. After six to nine months of traffic, the ties

appear to be performing well with no observed failures.

In the future, KCS will use prestressed concrete ties to be manufactured at the new

Lonestar—KC concrete tie plant in Kansas City.

St. Louls-San Francisco Railway

In October, 1962, a test section of 1056 prestressed concrete ties of the MR-2 design were

installed south of Springfield, Missouri, by the St. Louis-San Francisco (Frisco) Railway. This

half-mile section included both tangent and curved trackage with 132 lb. continuous welded

rail. The 15 million gross tons of traffic annually included 55 mph freight trains and 70 mph

passenger trains. The purpose of installing this test section of concrete ties spaced at 30 in.

centers was to compare its performance with adjacent sections of timber ties which were

spaced at 22V2 in. centers, with an emphasis on surface, line, and maintenance requirements

and tie life.

In less than one year, various weaknesses of the concrete ties were observed. Included

were a limited number of cracked ties, threaded insert pull-outs, loosened bolts and displaced

pads. Giving due consideration to the deficiencies observed and the fact that the concrete

section held better line and profile than the timber tie counterparts, the installation was

considered to be in excellent condition after nine months of service.

In 1967, after five years of service, an increased number of cracks in the concrete ties were

observed. All of the original bolts had been removed and replaced with new bolts due to

rusting. Due to pumping of the ballast, the concrete tie section of track was surfaced after 4V2

years. However, less than ten of the 1056 concrete ties were removed from track owing to

structural failure.

Based on an evaluation of the performance of the concrete tie test section and a desire

to avoid displacement of regular programmed maintenance work of timber tie track, the Frisco
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constructed a 33 mile line in southeast Missouri, known as the Lead Branch, using MR-type

prestressed concrete crossties. At the time it was constructed in 1967, it was the largest

out-of-face installation of concrete ties in the United States. The new line was buih to haul

lead, zinc, copper, and iron ore. The 66,000 concrete ties were spaced at 31 in. centers. The

maximum grade was Hmited to 2% and the maximum curvature was 4 degrees with the

exception of one 5 degree curve. The track consists of IS inches of graded chatt ballast and

3 inches of Umestone screenings for subballast.

In less than one year of service, cracks were observed in the ties. Over the years, other

conditions have developed such as bolt loosening, bolt failures, displaced pads, and tie

skewing. Such malfunctions have necessitated the removal of about Vj of the concrete ties and

replacement with timber ties. Currently the track continues to carry heavy axle loads of 1.7

million gross tons annually.

Other Concrete Tie Installations

A large number of railroads have installed test sections of concrete ties in their main line

track of wood ties for the purpose of evaluating concrete ties as a viable substitute for wood

ties. In addition, smaller sections of concrete track than previously described have been

installed. A brief description of some of these sections follows.

Alaska Railroad

A small section of concrete ties was installed in the Alsaka Railroad in October, 1973, to

study the behavior of an adjustable fastening system in concrete tie track subject to frost

heaving. The ties were designed to meet the requirement of the then tentative A.R.E.A.

specifications and were manufactured by Santa Fe-Pomeroy.

The fastener system consists of an embedded threaded insert, a slotted steel tie plate (with

a welded shoulder) which is bolted to the tie, and a Pandrol spring clip which is driven into

the shoulder to affix the rail to the tie. Plywood spacers between the tie plate and tie allow

for height adjustment and the slotted plate feature permits gage adjustment.

Oil tank cars which operate over the track produce wheel loads of approximately 33,000

lb. (14,969 kg), although the annual gross tonnage is low. Consultant John Weber reports that

after six severe Alaska winters, both the concrete ties and the adjustable rail fasteners are

performing extremely well.

The Chessle System

The Chessie System Railroads are the C & O, B & O, WM and affiliated lines. Two test

sections on the Chessie are located at Noble, Illinois, and Lorraine, Virginia.

At Noble, Illinois, a mile long (1.6 km) test track was installed in September 1968, on

tangent track with a grade of 0.25 percent. Installed were an equal length of wood ties, the

German B66 post-tensioned ties with the Pandrol 400 series fastener, Abex-Interpace pre-

stressed concrete ties with clip-bolt type fasteners, and 2-block reinforced concrete ties of the

French RS design. The track, which is of blast slag furnace ballast, carries about 20 million

gross tons (18 million Mg) of traffic annually.

A report on track performance after five years of traffic indicated that the most serious

problem with the monoblock ties was the progressive displacement and deterioration of the

pads. In addition, many ties with the clip-bolt fastener experienced continual loosening of the

hold-down bolts. The French 2-block ties suffered structural failures and excessive movement

due to severe pumping of the ballast and were eventually removed from the track.
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A recent evaluation of the concrete tie track indicates that, while the ties are generally

performing very well, the fasteners and tie pads continue to display the deficiencies that were

first encountered.

The Chessie concrete test track at Lx)rraine, Virginia (near Richmond) is sponsored by

the FRA and was of)ened to traffic in April, 1974. The curved, heavy duty track has an annual

traffic density of about 30 miUion gross tons (27 million Mg). It includes two kinds of concrete

ties and two kinds of fasteners. The ballast is crushed rock and the subgrade material is clay.

Located on C & O's main line, the track contains 106 Santa Fe-Pomery RT-7S ties with

TREC CS-5 fasteners, plastic insulators, and rubber pads, 18 Santa Fe-Pomery RT-7S ties

with Pandrol 601A fasteners with ef)oxy insulated shoulders and Fabreeka SA-47 pads, and

100 Costain CC 244 ties with Pandrol 601A fasteners with separate metal and plastic insulators

and Pandrol rubber pads. These ties were manufactured in England by the Costain Concrete

Company, Ltd. All ties were designed to meet the A.R.E.A. Specifications. Annual reports

indicate that the performance of the ties and fasteners is excellent. The horizontal alignment

and vertical profile of the track is being maintained with no ballast treatment. The only

negative aspects were the displacement of some tie pads and the skewing of some CS-5 clips

which contributed to the breakage of some insulators.

A third concrete tie installation on the Chessie has been recently completed at Johns

Creek, Kentucky. Sixty-eight hundred Blakeslee-Westinghouse BW-2 ties with Pandrol 601

A

fasteners and pads from four different manufacturers were installed. The ties were designed

in accordance with the current A.R.E.A. Specifications. The new track is on crushed stone

ballast and will carry 4 to 8 million gross tons (3.6 to 7.3 million Mg) of traffic annually.

The latest Chessie concrete tie project consists of 8000 Blakeslee ties with Pandrol

fastening system which were installed at Mance, Pennsylvania (near Cumberland, Maryland)

in June, 1980. Four different types of pads were installed to evaluate their performance: the

Pandrol 680, Fabreeka SA-47, Fabreeka Chemigum, and the Convex Pad. The granite bal-

lasted track has curves up to 8 degrees, a lV2% downgrade, 122 lb. rail on the light curves,

and 140 lb. rail on the heavy curves. The line carries 22V2 MGT of mixed freight traffic

annually.

Norfolk and Western Railway Company

Located at Kumis, Virginia (near Roanoke), this N & W concrete tie test installation

features 402 Santa Fe-Pomeroy Fr-73 ties and 400 Con-Force Costain CC244C ties, both using

Pandrol 601A fasteners. Two types of tie pads are being evaluated. These ties, which meet the

A.R.E.A. Specifications are on tangent track with a slight downgrade and are supported by

crushed granite ballast. The test track was opened to traffic in December, 1974. It carries an

average annual load of 45 million gross tons (41 million Mg).

Since the opening of the test track, 175 broken and damaged insulators have been

replaced and some of the pads displayed movement during initial loadings. Two ties have

broken and have been replaced. Surfacing and lining are needed in the vicinity of a private

road crossing near the center of the test site. This test track and the Chessie track at Lorraine.

Virginia, were visited by ACI/AREA members in October 1977.

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company

An instrumented section of concrete ties designed to meet the 1974 version of the

A.R.E.A. Specifications are located on the Santa Fe at Leeds, Illinois. Installed in Nov., 1974.

the track includes 201 Santa Fe-Pomeroy RT-7S ties with Pandrol PR 601 A. Dutch DE. and

CS-5 fasteners and 199 Con-Force Costain CC244C ties with Pandrol PR 601 fasteners. Spaced
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at 24 in. (610 mm) centers, the concrete tie system supports a 136 lb. (62 kg) continuous

welded rail and is on level tangent track carrying 18 million gross tons (16 million Mg)
annually. Ballast consists of 10 in. (254 mm) of crushed granite rock. Train speeds reach 79

mph (127 km/h).

The deficiencies in this test track are somewhat similar to those in comparable test tracks,

such as that at Kumis, Virginia, on the N & W. They include some displaced pads, skewed

CS-5 plates, and broken insulators on the Pandrol and CS-5 fastening systems. On
December 1 , 1979 a sideframe from a broken freight can truck was dragged across this section.

Many fasteners on the concrete ties were knocked out and many of the ties were damaged in

such a way that the fasteners could not be reapplied. In order to restore the track to service,

wood ties were temporarily placed where necessary to hold gage, and 53 concrete ties had to

be replaced for permanent repair. The adjacent wood tie sections where the sideframe was

dragged needed no repairs prior to resuming full-speed service . . . Other than these items the

track service history is excellent. A section of the test track is shown in Fig. 9.

The most recent concrete tie installation on the Santa Fe which is located at El Dorado,

Kansas, was completed in May, 1980. Nine miles of main line track were relocated owing to

the construction of a Corp of Engineers flood control dam. The concrete ties are of the

N.E.I.C.P. design and were manufactured at the Santa Fe-San Vel plant at Littleton, Massa-

chusetts.

Santa Fe has tested concrete ties in other locations including sections at Britton, Okla-

homa; Laguna, New Mexico and at Fresno, Cadiz, and Gateley in California.

Southern Pacific Transportation Company

South Pacific is in the process of installing 10,000 concrete ties in three different locations.

The initial installation was completed early in 1980 when ties were installed at Roseville,

California. The major installations will be located on track at Indio, in Southern California

which carries 40 MGT annually and on heavy curvature track in the Sierras, in northern

California which carries 30 MGT annually. Both tracks have granite ballast. Construction is

expected to be completed in 1981.

The FAST Track

The Transportation Test Center of the U.S. Department of Transportaion near Pueblo,

Colorado features a Facility for Accelerated Testing (The FAST Track) which is designed to

simultaneously test rolling stock, track structures, rail, ties, ballast, fasteners, switches, safety

equipment, and maintenance methods. Included in the original 4.8 mile (8 km) long con-

tinuous FAST track was a 1.1 mile (2 km) section of concrete ties. This section of track has

a maximum curvature of 5 degrees and a maximum grade of 2 percent. The 136 lb. (62 kg)

continuous welded rail supported ties spaced 24 in. (610 mm) on centers. The ballast did not

meet the A.R.E.A. Specifications because of a large percentage of fines and a deficiency in

the number of particles with specified angularity. Train loads consisting of hopper, tank, and

flat cars, 90 percent of which have a 100 ton (91 Mg) rating, of>erated on the track for 16 hours

per day. With such concentrated loading, the time necessary to complete full scale testing is

shortened.

The concrete test section (Section 17) was opened to traffic in September, 1976. Included

in the test track were ties manufactured by Con-Force Costain (type CC244C), Santa Fe-

Pomeroy (types RT 7SS and RT 7), Westinghouse-Blakeslee (type WB-2), Portec (designed

by Dow-Mac), and Grinaker. Fasteners included Pandrol's 601 A, True Temper's "Clip-Loc,"

and Portec's "Sidewinder." The various typ)es of tie pads were of synthetic rubber, corded

rubber, fiber reinforced rubber, polyethylene, polyurethane, and nylon-polymer.
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Some of the problems associated with the concrete ties include cracking, fastener system

components (clips, pads, and insulators) and tie skewing. Some of these problems were

attributed to the type of ballast used in Section 17. However, after being subject to 425 million

gross tons (386 million Mg) of loading at maximum speeds of 45 mph (72 km/h), the overall

performance of the concrete tie systems has been very good.

Sections of the entire track, including Section 17, were rehabilitated during the later part

of 1979. The objectives of this rebuild are to make a direct comparison of concrete tie track

with wood tie track, to evaluate the performance of curved track with a variety of granite

ballasts, to evaluate rail metallurgy, and to assess the feasibility of using filter fabric for

improved track stabilization. As of September 1980, an accumulation of 93 MGT of loading

have been imposed. It is planned to complete this phase of the testing program when 200 MGT
have been accumulated.

ADVANTAGES OF CONCRETE TIES

The advantages of concrete ties are as follows:

1

.

A greater life of concrete ties compared to timber ties. The estimated life of a concrete

tie is 50 years and the expected life of the removable components such as clips, pads, and

insulators, is 25 years. The life of a timber tie may vary from 5 to 50 years depending on the

treatment, wood specie, environmental conditions of the track (wetting, drying, freezing and

thawing), and magnitude and frequency of loading.

A report (Ref. 2) by AREA Committee 3, Ties and Wood Preservation, indicates that

the timber tie life is as follows: Eastern Roads: 29 yrs, Southern Roads: 30 yrs., Western

Roads: 41 yrs., and all U.S. Class Roads: 35 yrs. These "indicated" timber tie lives were

determined by dividing the total number of ties in track by the number of new ties installed

in 1978.

2. Because of the significant structural differences between concrete ties and timber ties,

concrete ties can be spaced at 24 in. (610 mm) (center to center) where timber ties are spaced

at 19V2 in. (495 mm), a 20 percent difference in the number of ties per mile.

3. A significant reduction in the cost of track maintenance of concrete tie track is

projected when compared to timber track.

4. In a concrete tie track there is much less deflection under loading which contributes

to increased longitudinal, lateral, and vertical stability. It is this important structural charac-

teristic of a concrete track system that with proper maintenance would result in:

(a) reduced rail bending stresses

(b) increased passenger comfort

(c) reduced wear of rolling stock

(d) a possibility of fewer derailments

(e) a reduction in tractive effort—4 percent reduction in power consumption on con-

crete track (compared to timber track) can be realized—based on results from a

study made in Great Britain

5. In the recent past, the cost of concrete track has been generally higher than compa-

rable wood track. However, current wood tie and hardware costs are such that the concrete

tie track could possibly be competitive on a first cost basis.

DISADVANTAGES OF CONCRETE TIES

1. Cost of transportation from the plant to the track will be higher than for timber ties

because of greater weight.
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2. Re-use of concrete ties after a derailment is questionable. For major derailments,

impact loading of wheels will probably cause splitting.

3. Tie life is speculative since long term service records are not yet available.

4. Fastening systems are not adjustable to account for rail wear and gage widening.

5. Plant quality assurance is required in order to achieve expected tie jjerformance.

SUMMARY

American railroad engineers have acknowledged the failures (sometimes disastrous) of

some of the earher concrete tie installations in the U.S. Such failures during the experimental

stage of concrete ties being subjected to the highest and most demanding railroad loads in the

world were to be expected. However, it is to be noted that all installations of concrete ties

which meet the A.R.E.A. current specifications, such as those located at Leeds, Illinois on

the Santa Fe Railroad; at Lorraine, Virginia on the Chessie Railroad; at Kumis, Virginia on

the Norfolk and Western Railroad; north of Anchorage on the Alaska Railway and those in

the FAST track at Pueblo, Colorado, have performed quite well considering the problems

which have been previously mentioned.

Economic pressures in many countries such as Great Britain, AustraUa, West Germany.

Russia, Japan, South Africa, and India have forced the railroads to depart from the traditional

timber tie track design and adopt modem technology such as track systems with prestressed

concrete ties and continuous welded rail. In recognizing the demands for safe and fast trans-

portation of passengers and safe and economic transport of goods and materials, the U.S.

Department of Transportation followed suit by adopting concrete ties for the rehabilitation of

the Northeast Corridor.

With the major concrete tie installations now under construction on the Canadian

National and in the Northeast Corridor serving as models of sound engineering economic

decision analysis, it appears that prestressed concrete ties as an alternate to wood ties must

be given serious consideration in the rehabilitation and the construction of new track by

American railroad engineers.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report presents the results of field evaluation test of the prototype Track Strength

Test Vehicle, the DECAROTOR, on mainline quality track. This work is part of the ongoing

Track Strength Characterization Program, directed at measurements of the load-carrying

capacity of railway track structures, the development of suitable measurement techniques, the

demonstrations of the usefulness of such measurements, and ultimately the matching of the

track strength with the vehicle loading.

The tests reported here are the second in a series of field tests aimed at evaluating the

capabilities and limitations of the Track Strength Testing concept.

The objectives of these tests were to:

(a) investigate the ability of the Decarotor to evaluate mainline quality track and to

detect weaknesses in the track,

(b) determine if the track strength testing concept could detect differences in mainline

track "strength," normally permitted by railroads, and

(c) evaluate the ability of stationary load-deflection tests to determine tie or fastener

conditions.

In order to achieve these objectives, a series of moving and stationary lateral track

strength tests were conducted in March 1980 on the Southern Railway's mainline near Char-

lottesville, VA. The test section included two adjacent test zones. One zone was timbered and

surfaced in late 1979 and was considered to represent "strong" standard mainline track. The

second zone was last timbered in 1974, and was at the end of its six years maintenance cycle.

It represented the "weakest" standard mainline track permitted by the railroad.

'Manager, Track Research Division. Association of American Railroads Technical Center. Chicago IL.

••Research Engineer, Track Research Division, Association of American Railroads Technical Center. Chicago. IL.
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The results of the tests showed that continuous track strength measurements were feasi-

ble. These measurements consistently and repeatedly identified weaknesses in the track, such

as clusters of poor ties. In addition, these measurements were able to differentiate between

the different levels of lateral track strength found in both mainline and yard quality track.

These testing activities could be performed nondestructively by means of a moving inspection

vehicle, so as to permit the evaluation of relatively long stretches of track. Finally, it was

shown that stationary load-deflection tests can help identify the general condition of tie or

fasteners. Further testing, however, is necessary in order to demonstrate the practical value

of this testing technique.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In order to optimize the ability of the track structure to withstand the loads imposed by

both train operations and the environment, the strength or load carrying capacity of the track

must be known. At present, the determination of track strength remains quite subjective,

subject to the experience and judgement of the local maintenance-of-way personnel, and,

therefore, significant variations in the definition of "good" or "adequate" track exist.

A necessary prerequisite to this track optimization i.e., the maintenance of safe and

reliable track at minimum cost, is the development of quantitative measurements of track

strength. By properly matching this measured strength of the track with the vehicle imposed

loadings this optimization of the track train system can be obtained. In addition, practical

measurement techniques are needed in order to accurately determine track strength in the

field.

The Track Strength Characterization Program [1]* was initiated in 1977 to:

(a) Determine what parameters influence track strength,

(b) Measure those parameters that affect track strength,

(c) Develop practical methods of determining track strength in the field, and

(d) Demonstrate the benefits of track strength measurements.

As part of this program, a series of laboratory tests, aimed at providing basic information

on the strength of track, were conducted at the Association of American Railroad's (AAR)
Track Laboratory [1]. Subsequent to these laboratory tests, gage restraint measurement tests,

aimed at investigating the feasibility of continuous track strength measurements from a mov-

ing test car, were conducted at the AAR Technical Center in October, 1978 [2]. The result

of these later tests indicated that it appeared to be possible to measure the lateral strength of

track, and to identify the location of specific weak spots.

As a result of these preliminary tests, a new prototype track strength test vehicle, the

"DECAROTOR", was constructed [1,3]. In order to evaluate both this prototype vehicle and

the track strength concept itself, a program of field evaluation tests was planned [1].

The initial vehicle qualification and characterization tests were conducted in the Southern

Railway's Alexandria, VA. yard in January, 1980 [3]. A preliminary evaluation of the car's

ability to locate "weaknesses" in yard track was also conducted. These tests showed that the

DECAROTOR was able to repeatedly identify "weak" sections in the track structure at test

speeds ranging from one to seven miles per hour. Furthermore, it was able to conduct these

tests without causing measurable damage to the track structure [3].

Based on the results of these yard tests, the second test series was designed to assess the

ability of the DECAROTOR, to evaluate mainline track conditions. The purpose of this

•The numbers in brackets
] J

refer to the References listed in Section 6.0 of this Report.
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report is to describe and discuss these tests with the "DECAROTOR," conducted on the

Southern Railway's mainline near Charlottesville, Virginia in March 1980.

2.0 TEST OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

As a result of the preliminary field tests of the DECAROTOR, conducted in Alexandria,

VA. [3], it was determined that this test vehicle could identify "weak" spots in the track

structure, by applying constant lateral and vertical loads to both rails as it moves along the

track, and by monitoring any associated gauge widening of the track. It was also noted that

this process of locating and identifying weak spots in the track could be done repetitively, at

varying speeds, and without causing significant damage to the track structure. The results

were, however, confined to yard track, whose level of maintenance, was significantly below

that of mainline track. Thus, while the Alexandria tests did indicate that weaknesses in

relatively-poor track could be identified, it was not at all certain that the test concept would

also work on well-maintained, mainline track.

The tests on the Southern Railway's mainline near Charlottesville, VA. were designed to

further examine this concept by addressing three specific objectives.

The first objective was to investigate the ability of the DECAROTOR to evaluate

mainUne track. In particular, it was intended to determine whether the track strength testing

concept could consistently identify specific weakness in the track, at practical test speeds, and

with a minimum of damage to the track itself.

The second objective was to evaluate the extremes of mainline track "strength" by testing

two adjacent track sections: one that was recently timbered and surfaced, and the other that

was near the end of its timbering and surfacing cycle. The objective here was to determine if

the DECAROTOR could detect the differences in track strength between these two sections,

which represented the maximum differences in mainline track quality permitted by the rail-

road.

The third objective was to conduct stationary track strength measurements at individual

tie locations along the test track to more carefully study the tie-fastener behavior at these sites.

These locations were to be selected from the results of the moving DECAROTOR inspec-

tions. The stationary tests, along with the visual observations, would then be used to deter-

mine if the test vehicle could accurately locate ties or fasteners in "poor" condition.

All three of these tests were designed to evaluate the ability of the track strength vehicle

to provide maintenance of way personnel with useful information about the condition of their

track and to help them in their maintenance planning activities.

3.0 FIELD TESTS

The mainline track field tests of the Track Strength Test Vehicle, shown in Figure 1. were

conducted on the Southern Railway's Washington, D. C.—Atlanta, GA. mainline, approxi-

mately six miles south of Charlottesville, Virginia in March 1980. The test site included one

of two mainline tracks located between mile posts 118 and 120. This trackage handles approxi-

mately 25 million gross tons of mixed freight traffic annually.

The test section consisted of 132RE continuously welded rail (CWR), spiked to

7"x9"x8'6"hard wood ties (2 spikes per plate) at 19'/2" spacing, with granite ballast and resting

on a well-drained embankment. The test section was divided into two zones, as shown in

Figure 2. Zone A was 1500 feet long, containing 300 feet of tangent track and 1200 feet of 3

degree curve. This zone had been timbered in late 1979 and represented "strong" standard

mainline track. Zone B was a 1500 foot stretch of track, approximately 150 feet north of Zone
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A. General View

B. Loading Apparatus

FIGURE. 1. Track Strength Test Vehicle - DECAROTOR.
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A on the same track. Zone B was subdivided into two test zones, BA and BB, separated by

a grade crossing, as shown in Figure 2. Zone B was last timbered and surfaced in 1974, and

was near the end of its six year maintenance cycle. It was scheduled for timbering and surfacing

in 1980, and represented the "weakest" standard mainline track permitted by the railroad.

The tests were conducted in two parts, as shown in Table 1 . The first, shown in Table 1 A,

involved the DECAROTOR tests, run at speeds ranging from 1 to 15* miles per hour. All of

these tests were run with applied load levels of 15,000 pounds vertical and 10,500 pounds

lateral, resulting in a constant L/V ratio of 0.7.

TABLE 1. CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. MAIN LINE
TRACK TESTING SCHEDULE

A. DECAROTOR DYNAMIC GAGE—WIDENING TESTS

APPLIED
RUN NO. DIRECTION SPEED (MPH) LOAD LEVELS ZONE (Tie Numbers)

1
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The second part of the tests involved the stationary tie load—deflection tests as shown in

Table IB. In these tests, the test vehicle was stopped with the loading heads centered over the

particular tie to be examined, (Figure 3). The vertical load indicated in Table 1 was first

applied and then the lateral load was applied and increased until a maximum lateral rail head

deflection of 0.5 inch was obtained.

Prior to the start of the tests, visual inspections were made in the two test zones. In Zone

A, no group of defective ties, i.e., two or more adjacent ties classified as poor, or three or

more classified as mixed poor and fair, were observed. In Zone B, however, clusters of

defective ties were observed and recorded. Table 2 lists those defective ties in Zone BA, as

identified by three different inspection teams. Note the different evaluations of tie conditions,

made by the visual observations of the three independent teams.

The test consist consisted of a Southern locomotive, the Southern's R-2 Instrumentation

Car, and the Track Strength Test Vehicle, the DECAROTOR (For a complete description of

the DECAROTOR, the reader is referred to Reference [3].) During each test run shown in

Table lA, the locomotive was located at the North end of the test consist adjacent to the R-2

car. The DECAROTOR was at the South end of the consist. Thus for the southbound test

runs, both the loaded track gauge (G2) and the unloaded, i.e., nominal, gauge (Gl, G3) were

recorded, as well as the applied vertical and lateral loads on each rail [3]. Figure 4 shows the

overall transducer layout. The data was recorded on both magnetic tape and strip charts.

Visual observations of the condition of the track were made upon completion of all of the tests.

4.0 RESULTS

4.1 DECAROTER Test

The first part of the Charlottesville tests consisted of twelve DECAROTOR test runs

over the test sections, as shown in Table lA.

Each run consisted of one pass (either northbound or southbound) along a test section

of several hundred ties in one of the test zones. Both the loaded track gauge and the unloaded

(nominal) track gauge were measured under a fixed applied load. Figure 5 shows the loaded

and unloaded gauge measurements along a 100 fie section of Zone BA during Run 8. The

calculated net gage widening AG= G2 - Gl, is shown in Figure 6.

One of the test objectives was to determine if the track strength testing concept, could

consistently identify weaknesses in the track.

For the purpose of these tests, track strength is defined as track gauge widening under

constant applied load. Gauge widening is, in turn, defined as the difference between the

loaded gage, i.e. gage of the track as loaded by the test vehicle, and the unloaded, i.e.

nominal, track gauge. Figures 6 and 7 compare the gauge widening, AG, for two stretches of

track in the "weaker" test section. Zone BA. Note that the data, shown in these Figures, is

in agreement with the visual observations made by three different inspection teams: one

consisfing of Southern Railway maintenance-of-way personnel, and the other two consisting

of outside personnel. It should be noted that the tie evaluation refer to clusters or groups of

poor fies, as defined in Table 2. It is interesting to note the differences among the visual

observations of the three teams. This is due both to differing definitions of poor ties and to

the subjectivity of the observers. Those tie clusters, which were noted by all three teams,

corresponded quite well to the DECAROTOR measurements, since a large AG value corres-

ponded to a significant movement under load and thus, by definition, represented a weakness.

Those clusters which were noted by only the Southern Railway personnel did appear to

correlate with the measured data, but in some instances, exhibited certain inconsistencies with
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FIGURE 3. Stationary Load Deflection Test
Using Decarotor Loading Apparatus
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TABLE 2

VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF TIE CONDITIONS* IN

TEST SECTION BA (TIE 1—230)

TIES NO SOUTHERN RY

12-16 ?•
23-26 P & F
32-34 P (33 GOOD)
43-44 P

49-55 P
58-62 P(one F)

64-67 P

85-88 P
91-94 P
100-101 P
103-106 P
115-118 P&F
121-123 P&F
127-129 P

136-140 P&F
144-145 P
150-153 P
160-162 P (161 GOOD)
171-174 F & P
177-180 F & P
189-190 P

194-195 P

198-201 P

204-206 F & P

211-212 P

218-219 P
222-223 P
228-229 P

TEAM A
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extremes of good mainline track. Furthermore, this measurement is done repeatedly and

consistently, as shown in Figure 9, which compares Runs 8 and 9 over test Zone BA. Since

these two runs were made in opposite directions, any directional effects appear to be relatively

insignificant.

The results of these tests were compared with the results from the Alexandria tests [3],

where the DECAROTOR was used to test yard track. Since the load levels used in the yard

tests were 7,000 lbs. lateral and 10,000 lbs. vertical in contrast to the 10,500 lbs. lateral and

15,000 lbs. vertical loads used in the mainline tests, the net gauge widening values measured

at Alexandria were linearly extrapolated to equivalent mainline test load levels using the

results from earlier laboratory gauge widening tests [4]. The results are shown in Figure 10,

where the "weaker" mainline track, zone BA, is compared with the extrapolated yard track

data. With the exception of Ties 33-46, the overall levels of guage widening are higher for the

weaker yard track. Furthermore, weak spots in the yard track, such as at Ties 26, 60, 94, 106,

and 119 show significantly greater gauge widening. In the case of Ties 33-46 at Alexandria, it

was observed that these ties were in very good condition. Since the rail section in Alexandria

was 100 lb. as opposed to the 132 RE section in the Charlottesville mainline, it was concluded

that the combination of good ties and relatively flexible rail section permitted the larger

changes in AG shown in Figure 10, which the heavier (and more rigid) rail section would not

permit.

With regards to the second test objective, determining the sensitivity of the DECARO-
TOR to variations in overall track strength, it appears that this sensitivity is quite good. The

DECAROTOR was able to measure the differences in overall track strength between newly

maintained mainline track, mainline track at the end of its maintenance cycle and yard track.

Once the capability for measuring and defining levels of track strength exists, one must

consider matching the track strength with the vehicle loading. Since the lateral loads imposed

by traffic on curved track is significantly higher than for tangent track [5,6], it should be

expected that the lateral strength of curved track be greater. Yet many railroads do not use

significantly-different track configurations for curves, although most do increase the number

of rail spikes used on sharper curves. In many cases these differences are not measurable. This

can be seen in Figure 11, where the strength of tangent track and the track in a three degree

curve, both in test Zone A, are compared. These data show no significant differences in track

strength.

Finally, the question of whether track strength testing, in turn, weakens or causes damage

to the track must be addressed. Visual observations in the test zones, made after all of the test

runs were completed, disclosed no evidence of damage. In addition, repeated runs over the

test sections, such as shown in Figure 9, showed no changes in track strength. However, in

order to conclusively determine whether track strength testing can cause damage, two sets of

track geometry car measurements were made over the test site, using the Southern Railway's

R-1 Geometry Car. The first run was made on January 30, 1980. prior to the start of the tests.

The second run was made on May 8, 1980, 7 weeks after the conclusion of the tests. The results

of the track gauge measurements for those two dates are shown in Figure 12. It can be readily

seen that no increase in gauge was measured. This confirmed the results of previous track

strength tests [2,3] which also showed that if tests are conducted at properly-selected load

levels, no significant damage occurs, even though measurable gauge widening does take place.

4.2 Static load-Deflection Tie Tests

The second part of the Charlottesville tests included stationary load-deflection tie tests,

as shown in Table IB.
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Each test included a loading cycle, followed by an unloading cycle, in which the deflec-

tions of each rail head were measured at discrete increments of applied lateral load.

The objective of this test series was to more carefully study the tie-fastener behaviour at

those sites identified as having individual ties or fasteners in poor condition. This was accom-

plished by comparing the load-deflection curves with those obtained during earlier laboratory

tests [4]. These earlier tests were conducted on both a track section with new ties and fasteners

and on a "predamaged" track section. Furthermore, these tests were conducted under iden-

tical load levels, i.e. a vertical load of 15 kips and an increasing lateral load, applied to similar

rail sections (136 vs 132RE). Thus, meaningful limits for "good" and "fair" tie conditions were

available.

It was also intended to compare these stationary tests with both the visual evaluations of

the three inspection teams and the dynamic gauge widening measurements taken by the

DECAROTOR.

The results of these comparisons are shown in Table 3. In test Zone A, the newly-

timbered section, both the visual observations and the DECAROTOR evaluations indicated

that Ties 89 and 108 were in good condition. Figure 13 shows the stationary load-deflection

curves for these two ties, together with the laboratory-established values for new and pre-

damaged track. Note that these curves also indicate a good tie condition.

In test Zone BA, Tie 79 was also identified as being in good condition by both the

DECAROTOR and the inspection teams. The stationary load-deflection test, shown in Figure

14, confirmed this.

Tie 93, in test Zone BA, was identified by all three observations as being in poor

condition, and was located in a cluster of poor ties. The gauge widening diagram in Figure 6

shows that an increase in gauge widening was also measured by the DECAROTOR, indicating

a weakness in the track at that location. Exahmination of the stationary load-deflection test

results in Figure 15 shows that the curve for this location exhibits deflections equal to, or larger

than, the predamaged track laboratory tests. This indicates that the condition of Tie 93 was

in fact weak, in agreement with both the visual observations and the DECAROTOR measure-

ments.

In all of the above cases, good agreement was obtained between the visual observations

of the three inspection teams, the DECAROTOR tests and the stationary tie tests. However,

an examination of the condition of Tie 160 in test Zone BA was not as simple. The Southern

Railway team identified Tie 160 as being a poor tie, part of a three tie cluster, in which the

center tie was good and the other two ties (one of which was Tie 160) were poor. Team A
indicated that there was no cluster of poor ties at or near Tie 160. Team B considered Tie 160

to be in fair condition, with no adjacent poor ties. In this particular case, the visual observa-

tions of qualified personnel, all differed significantly. The DECAROTOR run, shown in

Figure 7, found an increase in gage widening at that location, and, therefore, a weakness in

the track structure. The stationary load—deflection curve, shown in Figure 16, however,

clarifies the situation. Comparing the individual rail head deflection curves at Tie 160 with

both the new and pre-damaged track values, it can be seen that one end of the tie was in good

condition, exhibiting good gauge-holding strength. However, the other end of the tie exhibited

a significant rail head movement, similar to that for pre-damaged track. Thus, while this tie

was not as weak as Tie 93, it was, at least on one end, questionable in regard to its gauge-

holding capability. This kind of distinction is extremely difficult to make with visual observa-

tions, and, therefore, explains the differences of opinion among the three inspection teams.

While a sample of only five individual tie tests is not sufficient to permit generalized

conclusions, it should be noted that the stationary load-deflection tests did correlate well with
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both the visual observations and the DECAROTOR measurements in the clear-cut situations.

Furthermore, in the one questionable case, it showed an ability to identify the tie condition

in a situation where visual observation resulted in a range of opinions.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The results of the Charlottesville, Virginia tests of the prototype Track Stength Test

Vehicle, the DECAROTOR, show that continuous track strength measurements can be made

on mainline track. These track strength measurements can also be used to differentiate

between the different levels of strength found in both mainline and yard track. These tests

confirmed and extended the results of earlier track strength tests, which showed that the track

strength concept could be used to locate and identify "weak" spots in track.

The results of these tests showed that:

a. The DECAROTOR can consistently and reproduceably identify clusters of poor ties,

or other individual weaknesses in track. These weaknesses involve specific locations

where the track cannot maintain gauge under loaded conditions.

b. The DECAROTOR can differentiate between different levels of track strength. It can

detect differences in strength between mainline and yard track, and also appears to

be able to detect the strength differences between newly-timbered track, where all bad

ties or fasteners have been replaced, and track that is in need of timbering, i.e., at the

end of its maintenance cycle. Thus, the track strength concept offers the potential for

determining when track maintenance should be performed in order to maintain ade-

quate track strength. Furthermore, this testing concept can permit track exposed to

different service conditions to be maintained at different levels of strength. Thus,

curved track, tangent mainline and secondary track could all be maintained at opti-

mum levels of strength, at minimum cost.

c. The DECAROTOR can test with minimal damage to the track. After repeated test

runs, no damage to the test locations could be found, either through visual observa-

tions, repeated track strength measurements or geometry car measurement, taken

before and seven weeks after the tests.

d. Stationary load-deflection tests can help identify tie or fastener conditions. These

stationary tests can be used to help determine whether local track condition, including

tie and fastener conditions, are adequate to withstand traffic loadings. These tests

exhibited agreement with visual observation, in the more obvious situations. In addi-

tion, in the one case where visual observations led to differing opinions, this test

appeared to be able to identify the tie condition.

Based on the results of these, and previous, tests of the track strength testing concept,

it appears that this type of testing can provide quantitative information regarding the strength

or load-carrying abilities of track. In particular, these tests can show the relative differences

in gauge-holding ability of track at different levels of maintenance. Furthermore, this testing

can be performed repeatedly and non-destructively, by means of a moving inspection vehicle,

so that relatively long stretches of track can be evaluated. It appears that it can provide

maintenance-of-way personnel with an objective evaluation of their tracks' strength, so as to

locate weaknesses, which are potential derailment sites, as well as to provide guidance for

track maintenance requirements.

Thus, in this and previous tests, the basic concept of track strength testing has been

shown, to be a viable and potentially-valuable track inspection technique. However, further

testing is necessary in order to demonstrate the practical value of this technique as well as to

obtain additional knowledge about the meaning of the test information.
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EMIL S. BIRKENWALD

Emil S. Birkenwald, retired Assistant Chief Engineer of Bridges, Southern Railway

System, died at Atlanta, Georgia, March 17, 1980, at the age of 78.

Mr. Birkenwald, the son of Edward Bernard and Clara Birkenwald, was born May 30,

1901, in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He received a B.S. degree in Civil Engineering from the

University of Wisconsin in 1922 and an M.S. degree from Massachusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy in 1923.

Mr. Birkenwald married Edith G. Fauerbach September 29, 1925 at Madison, Wisconsin.

Mr. Birkenwald started his work experience as a draftsman for American Bridge Com-
pany, Gary, Indiana, in the Summers of 1922-23. He started work with the Southern Railway

System November 20, 1924 at Charlotte, North Carolina as a bridge inspector, and continued

in its employ until January 1968 when he retired as Assistant Chief Engineer of Bridges. Mr.

Birkenwald was engaged in consulting engineering work from 1968 until the time of his death.

Mr. Birkenwald was an active member and leader in the Episcopalian Church and a past

Master in the Free and Accepted Masons.

Mr. Birkenwald gave freely of his time to the American Society of Civil Engineers,

American Society for Testing and Materials and American Railway Engineering Association.

Mr. Birkenwald was well known and respected in A.R.E.A., having served as a Director of

the Association and having contributed much to the work of its committees. He was for many
years a member of Committee 15, Steel Structures, Committee 28, Clearances, and Commit-

tee 30, Impact and Bridge Stresses, and earned the single distinction of having been voted

member emeritus of each of the three Committees. All who knew him are saddened by his

passing.

D.V. Messman

H.B. Cundiff
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Engineers-Constructors-Management

1818 Market Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103

JT A. J. HENDRY, INC.

>CONSULTING £NC1N££RS

SIGNALS • COMMUNICATIONS • AUTOMATION • EIECIRIFICATION

RAIIROAOS • RAIL TRANSIT

SUITE 1512 PIONEER BUILDING
ST, PAUL, MINNESOTA 55101. (612) 222 2787



BALLAST
CLEANING

Speno ballast

cleaning is an

economical way to

maintain good track

drainage. The
railroad industry

depends on Speno
ballast cleaning to

maintain roadbeds

and provide optimum

drainage. A
continuing program of

ballast cleaning is the

most economical way
to accomplish these

goals. Speno has

nine cleaning trains in

its Contract Service

Fleet.

For More
Information

Find out how you can get the maximum ton miles out

of your track. Request a copy of the new
Speno Rail Services brochure.

Speno Rail Services, Inc.

An Affiliate of Trans Union Corporation

Clark street, Box 309
East Syracuse, New York 13057

lEC-Holden, Ltd.,

8180 Cote de Liesse Road,

Montreal, Canada, H4T 1G8
MtMBtH

Speno Rail Services, Inc. s
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Report of Committee 1—Roadway and Ballast

W. J. Sponseller, Chairman

J. B, Farris, Vice Chairman

H. C. Archdeacon, Secretary

N. E.
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1. Roadbed.

Work is underway developing the assignment of undercutting taking into account existing

subgrade conditions, depth and type of ballast, tonnage and possible maintenance cycle.

Inquiries have been sent to A.R.E.A. Committees 22 and 27 and the Roadmasters Associa-

tion that are concerned with undercutting. Some have sent out questionnaires bearing on the

subject and this information is being studied by the subcommittee.

Doug Cook of SCL has been appointed Committee I's contact with ASTM to keep

abreast of development in ASTM geotextile specifications.

2. Ballast.

A letter dated October 20 has been sent to Mr. W. S. Autrey, Chairman Ad Hoc

Committee on A.R.E.A. Committee contact with FAST with a preliminary status report on

Phase I ballast tests and an outline of Phase II rebuild for ballast material tests.

3. Natural Waterways.

A study is being made relative to the use of a geotextile and rip-rap system for erosion

control. It will also include a study of tied-down pre-cast concrete units as a substitute for

conventional rip-rap.

4. Culverts and Drainage Pipe.

Work is continuing on revision of specifications for larger diameter pipes. A substantial

amount of work on the tables has been completed. This has been coordinated with the

aluminum industry and is being progressed with the steel industry. It is anticipated to complete

these specifications in 1980.

5. Pipelines.

There has been considerable interest developed concerning the use of plastic pipe for

carrier lines, with some railroads now approving the use of plastic pipe for non-flammable

pressure pipes and gravity drainage lines. One railroad has approved the use of certain plastics

for natural gas lines. A questionnaire is being developed by the subcommittee to determine

present practice of the various railroads as the first step toward manual recommendation.

The subcommittee's assignment for casing pipes larger than 42" is on "dead center" at the

moment. This subcommittee is being restructured to assign specialists to help move this

assignment.

6. Fences.

A new concept for a snow fence system is being used by the Wyoming Highway Depart-

ment. The subcommittee is investigating the design with view of submitting a Bulletin report

that may become Manual recommendation.

7. Signs.

There is no active assignment in connection with the subject of signs. It is recommended

that this subcommittee be temporarily disbanded.

8. Tunnels.

The subcommittee has completely revised the tunnel section in accordance with the

decimal format. Letter ballot is being circulated for approval by the committee.
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9. Vegetation Control.

Work is underway on a Chemical Use Chart, expansion of the Glossary and an Environ-

mental Impact Statement for the Manual.

This subcommittee in cooperation with the Industry has conducted a chemical testing

program in 1980 with Chicago Belt Line, Southern and SCL participating. Results will be

presented for publication as a Bulletin Report.

The Committee on Roadway & Ballast,

W. J. Sponseller, Chairman



Report of Committee 3—Ties and Wood Preservation

E. M. CuMMiNGS, Chairman

J. E. HiNSON, Vice Chairman

J. B. Miller, Secretary

C. P. Bird

J. L. Watt
R. J. Shelton

S. L. Barkley

K. C. Edscorn

G. H. Way, Jr.

H. C. Archdeacon
W. F. Arksey
W. W. Barnette

R. L. Batory
C. A. Burdell

D. Carter

L. C. Collister

M. J. Crespo

S. H. Crim

D. L. Davies

J. R. V. Dickson

D. W. DiFalco

I. A. Eaton
D. E. Embling

M. J. Firetto

F. J. Fudge
W. E. Fuhr
B. J. Gordon
D. C. Gould
C. W. Groh
L. V. Hamm

C. L. Hardy
R. D. Hellweg
G. P. Huhlein

L. W. Kistler (E)

M. J. Klima

M. A. Lane
D. B. Mabry
G. H. Nash
H. F. Ninstill

J. J. O'Dea
H. E. Richardson

R. H. Savage
K. W. Schoeneberg

G. D. Summers
J. M. Tausz

A. W. Truman, III

J. G. White

F. M. Whitmore
E. L. Woods
R. G. Zeitlow

Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

The revised Glossary should be completed the first quarter of 1981.

1. Metric Conversion.

Our Committee still recommends that no action be taken towards metric conversion

at this time.

2. Cross and Switch Ties.

Committee visited timber treating plant of Southern-Wood Piedmont Company at

Spartanburg, S.C. This plant treats ties for the Southern Railway and the Seaboard

Coast Line Railroad. It was found to have good facilities, clean and efficient: treating

both hard and soft wood.

3. Wood Preservatives.

Although there is no report at this time, there are some changes in specifications being

discussed. Among the items being discussed is a possible substitute for creosote.

184
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4. Preservative Treatment of Forest Products.

No report at this time although this Subcommittee is engaged in some changes for the

Manual, which have been completed.

5. Service Records of Forest Products.

Published separately in Bulletin 679, November-December 1980.

6. Collaboration with AAR and Other Organizations.

This Subcommittee is involved with results of FAST at Pueblo. The need for new and

improved rail fastenings for the wood tie is being discussed.

This Subcommittee is also preparing Specifications for Two-Piece Steel Doweled

Laminated Crossties (TPSDLC) and should be available for the Manual for the first

part of 1981.

They also expect to release, as information, an item on "Split Control Plates" for the

prevention of tie splitting.

The Committee on Ties & Wood Preservation,

E. M. Cummings, Chairman



Report of Committee 4—Rail

H.
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3. Rail Statistics

Note: Mr. Banghart will file his report directly to the Association for publication.

The time restraint will not allow it to be forwarded to me for my review.

6. Joint Bars

This Subcommittee has been very active in preparing a specification for bonded

insulated rail joints which was published as information in September-October

1980 Proceedings Volume 82, 1981.

8. Field Welding

The Subcommittee has submitted to the Association for publication in the Bulletin

an adoption in the Manual, recommended practice for thermite welding rail joints.

The Committee on Rail,

H. F. Longhelt, Chairman

Report on Assignment 3

Rail Statistics

D. L. Banghart (Chairman, Subcommittee), B. G. Anderson, R. M. Brown, R. F. Bush, L.

S. Crane, P. K. Cruckshank, R. C. Faulkner, M. A. Ferguson, R. G. Garland, W. J. Gilbert,

T. B. Hutcheson, R. R. Lawton, H. F. Longhelt, W. S. Lovelace. J. F. Lyie, A. B. Merritt.

Jr., F. W. Michael, B. J. Murphy, B. F. Overbey, R. C. Postels, J. M. Rankin, I. A. Reiner,

W. A. Smith, R. K. Steele, G. S. Triebel, E. H. Waring, G. H. Way, M. J. Wisnowski

Rail Shipped

During the past year. Subcommittee 3 has secured from the American Iron and Steel

Institute Technical Committee on Railroad Materials a summary of the tonnage of rail shipped

from Canadian and United States steel mills to North American Railroads during 1979. A
tabulation of this information is included herewith.

It is noted that 1,135,797 tons or 86% of the total rail shipped during 1979 was in sections

which have been previously recommended that purchases of new rail be confined.

Also, included is a tabulation indicating the net tons of new rail shipped to North

American Railroads from foreign rail mills in 1979.

Total shipments of new rail to North American Railroads from North American and

foreign rail mills increased by 32% in 1979 compared to 1978 as indicated below:
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Continuous Welded Rail

Your committee also presents as information the accompanying statistics pertaining to

track miles of continuous welded rail (CWR) laid by years from 1933-1979; the track mile

breakdown of CWR laid in 1979 between oxyacetylene and electric flash method; miles of

CWR laid new and secondhand and further separated by that laid in main tracks, sidings and

yard tracks.

The total miles of CWR reported laid in track by individual roads at the end of 1979 is

also tabulated.

Inquiries were sent to 134 North American Railroads with replies received from 89 roads,

reflecting 85% of the total track miles reported.

At the end of 1979, over 71,100 track miles of CWR were reported in track, representing

approximately 32% of the total miles of main track in the United States. An additional 9,300

track miles of CWR were reported in North American tracks outside the continental USA.

(I
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CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF RAIL SHIPPED TO

NORTH AMERICAN RAILROADS FROM NORTH AMERICAN

RAIL PRODUCING MILLS IN 1979

BY WEIGHT AND SECTION

WEIGHT
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TRACK MILES OF CONTINUOUS WELDED RAIL LAID BY YEARS, 1933-1979

Total
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Report of Committee 5—Track

J. R. Masters, Chairman

R. J. Jones, Vice Chairman

C. W. Morrison, Secretary

J. O. Born
H. W. Newell, III

M. E. McGiNLEV
E. H Taylor

G. E Fisher

R. G. Huston

W. B. DWINNEL

C. W. Alexander
R. W. Anderson
R. C. Arnlund
R. H. Bair

R. J. Banchero
S. W. Brunner
J. E. Campbell

N. H. Clark
R. E. Clemons
C. M. COWLES
E. D. Cowlin (E)

W. G. Crone
D. E. Crouser
D. R. Davis

E. R. English

E. E. Frank
W. I. Fritz

C. R. Fulghum
R. G. Garland
C. H. Gaut
S. W. George
C. A. Gerstner
W. R. Hamilton, Jr.

E. P. Hatten
E. E. Howard
J. D. Jardine

D. L. Jerman
R. A. Kendall
A. D. Kerr
G. G. Knupp

M. P. Kornspan

A. J. KOZAK
R. E. KusTON
E. S. Laws
J. M. Letro
G. H. Maxwell
C. J. McCONAUGHY (E)

L. P. McKenna
H. V. Meek
J. M. Mesure
B. C. Mohl

R. R. Morrish
T. C. Netherton
W. B. O'SULLIVAN

B. E. Pearson
L. A. Pelton

R. V. Perrone
C. E. Peterson (E)

E. F. PiTTMAN

S. H. Poore (E)

B. Post

L. L. Rekuch
P. R. Richards

E. C. Rudolph
J. M. Salmon, Jr. (E)

R. N. Schmidt

L. Schmitz

E. D. SCHUBEL

V. M. SCHWING

H. E. Storey

S. K. Talukder
L. L. Tameling
R. L. Teeter

A. C. Trimble

A. F. Ubaldi

J. B. Valencia

K. H. von Kampen (E)

F. H. T. Wagner III

W. J. Wanamaker
M. E. Wilson, Jr.

A. M. Zarembski

A. J. ZlEROW

Committee

(E) Member Emeritus

Those whose names are in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual

(a) Develop specification for rail anchors.

(b) Review anchor patterns for bolted rail and CWR.

Progress Report, submitted as information.

195
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2. Track Tools

A. Review inclusion of new and additional track tools.

Progress Report, submitted as information.

4. Track design, collaborating as necessary or desirable with Committees 1, 3 and 4.

B. Tie plates, including pads under plates.

( 1

)

Evaluate canted tie plate design relative to 1 :20 cant vs. 1 :40 cant vs. 1:14 cant

vs. 1:30 cant.

(2) Evaluate tunnel and/or transit type tie plates.

B. Hold-down fastenings:

(1) Wood ties

No report.

5. Turnout and crossing design, collaborating as necessary or desirable with Committees

1, 3 and 4.

A. Review of guard rails protecting turnout frogs.

B. Review tolerances on Plans 1010 and 1011.

C. Investigate use of fastening agents for trackwork.

(1) Epoxy

(2) Swag-Collar fasteners

(3) High strength bolts

(4) Other locking devices (mechanical)

D. Investigate use of gage plates on turnouts to maintain gage.

E. Investigate use of cast iron or steel in lieu of manganese steel for heel extension

on AREA 72 design railbound manganese frogs.

Progress Report, submitted as information.

6. Track construction, collaborating as necessary or desirable with Committees 1, 3. 4

and 22.

A. Review recommendations on joint spacing

B. Review specifications for industrial track construction and maintenance, co-or-

dinating with the National Railroad Construction and Maintenance Association,

Inc.

Progress Report, submitted as information.

7. Track maintenance, collaborating as necessary or desirable with Committees 1, 3, 4

and 22.

A. Revise Tamping Specifications

B. Develop information and criteria for ballast compaction

Progress Report, submitted as information.
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8. Criteria for track geometry design as related to modern equipment, collaborating as

necessary or desirable with other AREA technical committees, and with the Engi-

neering, Mechanical and Operating-Transportation Divisions, AAR.

A. Study minimum tangent lengths required between reverse curves with spiral and

superelevation.

B. Investigate design criteria for vertical curves.

Progress report, submitted as information.

The Committee on Track

J. R. Masters, Chairman

Report on Assignment B

Revision of IVIanual

J. O. Born (Chairman, Subcommittee), E. R. English, W. R. Hamilton, D. L. Jerman,

H. W. Newell, W. B. O'Sullivan, L. A. Pelton, V. N. Schwing, S. K. Talukder, W. J.

Wannamaker.

Your committee submits the following preliminary report for review and comment on its

assignment; (a) to develop a general specification for rail anchors to be included as a new part

of the Manual:

PRELIMINARY
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAIL ANCHORS

SCOPE

These specifications define the requirements for one piece rail anchors which either may

be applied manually or with a standard anchor machine that readily can be adapted to the

anchor being considered.

FUNCTION

Rail anchors transmit static and dynamic longitudinal forces in the rail to the cross tie. tie

plate or both. A sufficient number of anchors are required to hold the rail and ties in a fixed

position.

DESIGN

Rail anchors shall be designed:

( 1

)

To function during their service life without damage to the rail base due to longitudinal

forces or when applied or due to vibratory action.

(2) To be able to resist longitudinal and torsional forces exerted by skewed ties without

damage to the base of rail.

(3) To be capable of being applied tightly against the tie or tie plate either manually or

by machine.

(4) For easy application, removal and successive reapplication without appreciable loss of

holding power as required by the following slip test.
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(The minimum design holding power of 5,000 pounds required in these specifica-

tions is based on the results of previous studies which have been made to determine

the static and dynamic forces exerted by rail anchors on ties. TTiere are many variables

and conditions which affect the results however these forces generally fall in the range

of 600 to 800 pounds with some measurements approaching 3,000 pounds.)

BEARING AREA

Rail anchors shall have sufficient bearing area and depth to minimize the possibility of the

anchor damaging or becoming embedded in the tie under pressure and to prevent the anchor

from overriding the tie.

(These specifications have not addressed the subject of specific minimum tie bearing area

requirements or anchor depth. The actual initial contact area of each manufacturer's product

will vary because of the curved and irregular configuration of the vertical face of the anchor;

therefore there will be some anchor embedment before the load is uniformly distributed over

the vertical face of the anchor. It is entirely possible that by the time the anchor embeds itself

into the tie that a portion of the anchor will bear against the tie plate thus nulifying tie bearing

area requirements based on the allowable compressive stress perpendicular to the grain for the

tie specie being used.)

SLIP TEST

Rail anchor slippage shall be determined by applying a gradually increasing load directly

to the end of the rail; the anchor, applied perpendicular to the rail base, shall be resisted by

a 6 inch high fixed metal block positioned %ths inches below the base of the rail. Anchor

movement or slippage shall be measured after the anchor has been preloaded to 500 pounds.

The load applied to the end of the rail shall be increased at the rate of 1.0 inches per

minute or 10,000 pounds per minute. When the load applied to the end of the rail reaches

5,000 pounds it shall be held for 10 minutes before measuring slippage, which shall not exceed

a total of l/16ths inches during the first 3 minutes; there shall be no further movement after

the initial 3 minute period. The anchor being tested shall be removed, reapplied and shall meet

the foregoing criteria for a total of three successive tests.

Slip tests shall be made for each purchase order and additional tests made as required by

the purchaser.

Note: Some purchasers require that the load be applied to the end of the rail in increments

varying from 500 to 1 ,000 pounds and hold for 5 to 10 seconds to enhance uniformity of testing.

IMPACT TEST

Rail anchor quality control shall be determined by subjecting one anchor from each heat

to a 150 foot-pound impact test. The anchor shall be fully supported in an anvil in its normal

rail position and a load dropped vertically on top of the large hook end of the anchor. This

test shall be repeated three successive times on each anchor with no fractures allowed.

(Further consideration of the proposed test procedure for determining the fracture

strength and quality of competitive one-piece rail anchors may be necessary. Manufacturers

and engineers are invited to comment on this subject and/or offer suggested alternate specifi-

cations keeping in mind the goal of this committee to write a performance specification

applicable to all one-piece rail anchors.)
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RETESTS AND REJECTION

Should a sample fail the impact test, a retest consisting of two anchors randomly selected

from the same heat shall be made. If both of those samples meet the test requirements, the

anchors from that heat shall be accepted.

If the retest sample fails the impact test, all of the anchors in the heat shall be rejected.

Following rejection these anchors may be scrapped or re-heat-treated at the manufacturers'

discretion. Any re-heat-treated anchors subsequently shall be tested using the original criteria.

DRAWINGS

When requested by purchaser a drawing showing the design, the chemical composition

of steel, Brinnel hardness range and the dimensions and tolerances for each size of anchor to

be supplied shall be submitted by the manufacturer. Each drawing shall bear a reference

number and date.

DIMENSIONS

The manufacturer shall carry out dimensional checks on 2 of every 25 anchors produced

to assure compliance with all dimensional requirements shown on the drawings. If either of

these two anchors fail to conform, the manufacturer must take immediate remedial action to

reject all non conforming anchors.

WORKMANSHIP

The finished rail anchors shall not be marred or deformed and shall be free of laps, cracks,

detrimental seams and other detrimental defects including decarbonized or burned steel.

IDENTIFICATION

Each rail anchor shall be hot-stamped to show the rail section and year of manufacture.

BAGGING

All anchors shall be bagged fifty (50) acceptable anchors per bag for shipment or storage.

All anchors within each bag shall be for the same rail size and shall be of the same type of

anchor. All correctly filled anchor bags shall have the open end of the bag closed completely

and securely bound in such a manner as to insure that the bound end will not re-open during

handling and shipping.

TAGGING

Each bag shall have securely affixed to the outside an inspector's tag which shows the

week, day of week, line shift and bag number within that shift for that line, type of anchor and

the intended rail sizes covering the anchors contained in that bag.

SHIPPING TAG

Each lot (carload) shall have securely affixed to its bag a sufficient number of tags which

show consignee name and address, customer order number, manufacturer's order number,

date of shipment and quantity of anchors in that shipment.

INSPECTION

When specified, the inspector representing the purchaser shall have free entry to the

manufacturer's facilities and shall be provided, on a no charge basis, all reasonable facilities
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to satisfy him that the materials being furnished are in accordance with the purchaser's

specifications. The plant manager shall be notified prior to the inspection so that the facilities,

materials and product shall be available for inspection.

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

It is the manufacturer's responsibility to satisfy the purchaser that the commodity con-

forms to agreed upon specifications. This may be accomplished by either performing the tests

prescribed in the specifications or by demonstrating to the purchaser that the manufacturing

processes and techniques are so controlled that conformity to the specification is assured. The

manufacturer shall maintain complete records of his examination and tests which shall be

available to the purchaser.

The purchaser reserves the right to perform any of the tests set forth in the specification

when such tests are deemed necessary to assure the commodity conforms to the prescribed

requirements.

RETURN OF SHIPMENT

Rail anchors which do not comply with the purchaser's specifications or rail anchors

which, notwithstanding tests, inspection or acceptance at any time or location, are found to

contain deficiencies, shall be subject to rejection and returned to the manufacturer. The

manufacturer shall be entitled to a joint inspection of the defective rail anchors on the

purchaser's premises. The manufacturer shall assume the expense of handling and transporta-

tion in both directions.

Report On Assignment 2

Track Tools

H. W. Newell, III (Chairman, Subcommittee), G. E. Fischer, R. G. Huston, J. M. Letro, T.

C. Netherton, E. F. Fittman, R. L. Teeter

A. New Tools

Recommended that preliminary specifications for (1) Welder's Flatter, (2) Welder's

Chisel and (3) Drift Pin be prepared as new track tools. Preliminary drawings are being

prepared.

B. Review of Specifications

All members were aslced to review the specifications and comment on revisions or

additions which they think are needed. New items which have been suggested are:

1. One man tie tongs

2. Ratchet action track wrench

3. Frog tongs

4. Handles (impact resistant)

A currently specified item which has experienced failures is tie tongs (broken points and

handles).
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Report on Assignment 5

Turnout and Crossing Design

E. H. Taylor (Chairman), R. J. Jones. S. W. Brunner, P. E. Gordenier, R. E. Kuston, H.

V. Meek, L. P. McKenna, L. A. Pelton, L. L. Rekuch, N. J. Skoutelas, A. F. Ubald, R. J.

Banchero, E. E. Frank, C. M. Cowles, W. G. Krone

Report on Sub-Committee 1980 assignments are as follows:

(a) Review of guard rails protecting turnout frogs.

This assignment covers the length and placement of guard rails opposite turnout frogs

and is still being studied by Sub-Committee 5. To date, no conclusions have been

reached.

(b) Review tolerances on plans 1010 and 1011.

This assignment has been completed and will be published in the next bulletin.

(c) Investigate use of fastening agents for trackwork.

(1) Epoxy

(2) Swag-Collar fasteners

(3) High strength bolts

(4) Other locking devices (mechanical)

This subject has been under consideration by Sub-Committee 5 throughout the year

and to date we have had presentations by manufacturers of epoxy, sledge collar

fasteners and a discussion on bolt threads. No conclusions have been reached to date

as several railroads are conducting tests using various fastening agents and their

reports will be tabulated next year.

(d) Investigate use of gage plates on turnouts to maintain gage.

This subject has been reviewed and to date two railroads are using gage plates in the

frog area of turnouts to maintain gage and alignment. Both railroads are using fiber-

glass insulation in the insulated joint area of the gage plate using a lap joint. This

subject will be concluded next year.

(e) Investigate use of cast iron or steel in lieu of manganese steel for heel extension on

AREA 72 design railbound manganese frogs.

This subject has been completed and will be published in the next bulletin.

Report on Assignment 6

Track Construction

G. E. Fischer (Chairman, Subcommittee), D. R. Davis, C. R. Fulghum, C. A. Gerstner, M.

P. Kornspan, E. S. Laws, R. R. Morrish, R. V. Perrone, E. F. Pittman, P. R. Richards, E.

C. Rudolph, R. L. Teeter, F. H. T. Wagner, A. M. Zarembski.
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a. Review recommendations on joint spacing

The following change to paragraph 28 has been submitted and approved by the full

committee and is pending approval by the board.

Joints in opposite rails on tangents shall be staggered not less than 12 ft. apart, joint

on curves in opposite rails shall not be staggered less than 8 ft. and not more than 12 ft.

apart except as closer joints may be required at insulated joints or turnouts. In laying rail

on curves care shall be taken to put in short rails at proper intervals in the low rail and

in the low rail side on tangents adjacent to the curve to maintain the proper stagger

throughout the curve. Assignment completed.

b. Review specifications for industrial track construction and maintenance coordinating with

the National Railroad Construction and Maintenance Association, Inc.

The subcommittee reviewed the specifications for industrial track construction as

provided by the National Railroad Construction and Maintenance Association, Inc. A
report on the exceptions taken by the subcommittee was forwarded to the National

Railroad Construction and Maintenance Association, Inc. Assignment completed.

Report on Assignment 7

Track Maintenance

R. G. Huston (Chairman, Subcommittee), J. O. Born, J. E. Campbell, N. H. Clark, E. E.

Frank, R. G. Garland, C. H. Gaut, S. W. George, E. E. Howard, J. D. Jardine, J. H.

Martens, G. H. Maxwell, B. C. Mohl, C. W. Morrison, T. C. Netherton, B. E. Pearson, L.

A. Pelton, A. C. Trimble, A. J. Zierow

(a) Update tamping specifications—
The subcommittee has sent out a proposed new set of tamping specifications as a

letter ballot for approval for manual recommendations in 1981.

(b) Develop information and criteria for ballast compaction—
This subject has been thoroughly reviewed and a questionnaire has been mailed out

and returned from the major Class 1 railroads in America. The results of this question-

naire indicate that the subject has not gained wide enough experience in this country to

propose a recommended procedure at this time. There is a great deal of interest in this

subject, but it is recommended the subject be dropped for another year and then reeval-

uated at that time.

(c) Review of "Manual of Supplemental Specifications for Railroad Rehabilitation Proj-

ects"—
The subcommittee is presently reviewing this manual published by the National

Railroad Construction and Maintenance Association to ensure specifications contained

conform to A.R.E.A. standards.
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Report on Assignment 8

Criteria for Track Geometry Design

W. B. Dwinnell (Chairman, Subcommittee), R. W. Anderson, D. E. Grouser, Jr., E. R.

English, D. L. Jerman, W. B. O'Sullivan, L. E. Porter, B. Post, H. Storey, S. K. Talukder,

A. F. Ubaldi, W. J. Wanamaker, M. E. Wilson, Jr.

(a) Minimum tangent lengths required between reverse curves with spiral and superelevation.

The subcommittee is reviewing research material that they have found which pertains

to this subject. At the same time, other sources of information are being sought to

supplement the material already found. At this time, it is anticipated that enough infor-

mation will be found to generate a preliminary proposal for next year.

(b) Investigate design criteria for vertical curves.

After a review of the material that appears to be currently available, it seems that

there is not enough information for the subcommittee to propose any change in the

present manual material. It is recommended that this subject be dropped.

The following new subject is proposed for this sub-committee: "Review present

manual superelevation data as it relates to operation of equipment with high centers of

gravity." The committee examined this subject several years ago and the results were

published as information in Bulletin 621. In view of the current renewed interest in this

subject, this would be the appropriate time to review the data that has been generated

since the last investigation of the subject. TTD and FAST track have done a lot of work

in this area which should form the basis of this review.



Manual Recommendations
Committee 5—Track

Report on Assignment 6-a

Track Construction

G. E. Fischer (Chairman, Subcommittee), D. R. Davis, C. R. Fulghum, C. A. Gerstner,

M. P. Kornspan, E. S. Laws, R. R. Morrlsh, R. V. Perrone, E. F. PItmann, P. R. Richards,

E. C. Rudolph, R. L. Teeter, F. Wagner, A. M. ZarembskI

Your committee recommends, for adoption and publication in Chapter 5. the following

material to replace existing material on Pages 5-4-3.

28. Joints in opposite rails on tangents shall be staggered not less than 12 ft. apart, joint

on curves in opposite rails shall not be staggered less than 8 ft. and not more than 12 ft.

apart except as closer joints may be required at insulated joints or turnouts. In laying rail

on curves, care shall be taken to put in short rails at proper intervals in the low rail and

in the low rail side on tangents adjacent to the curve to maintain the proper stagger

throughout the curve.

This subcommittee has put considerable work into the investigation of this method of

reducing rock and roll derailments. We have established, based on field observation and

through an extensive report submitted by Mr. Herbert Weinstock from the Department of

Transportation. Research and Special Programs Administration, that this change will ac-

complish our objective. The Department of Transportation Study quotes, in part. "A change

in the AREA specifications to provide for an 8 to 12 foot stagger would, therefore, be

expected to result in a reduction of rock and roll effects".
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Manual Recommendations
Committee 5—Track

Report on Assignment 5-b, e & f

(previous assignment 5-e in bulletin 670)

Turnout and Crossing Design

E. H. Taylor (Chairman, Subcommittee), A. H. Bair, R. J. Banchero, S. W. Brunner, W.
G. Crone, E. E. Frank. R. L. Jones, R. E. Kuston, H. V. Meek, J. M. Mesure, L. P.

McKenna, L. L. Rekuch, L. Tameling, A. F. Ubaldi, J. B. Valencia, K. VonKampern.

b) Review tolerances on plans 1010 and 101 1 ; your committee recommends the following

revision to plans 1010 & 1011:

AREA Plan 1010

1. Revise "Typical Plan and Elevation of a Frog" from a 600 design frog to a 621

design frog.

2. Revise section A-A and section describing "Fit of Casting in a Railbound Manga-

nese Frog" from 600 design frog to a 621 design frog.

3. Revise tolerance on drilled holes in rails for special track as follows. Hole in

Section A-A and note in Section "Fit of Casting in a Railbound Manganese Frog"

to read see detail "X". Add detail X to plan drawing of detail "X".

4. Revise Section B-B as follows. Increase 1/16" dimension to 1/8" with a tolerance

of 1/16" as shown below.

PARTIAL SECTION BB
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AREA Plan 1011

1. Add the following note to plan covering D bars longer than 28'-0".

NOTE:
When D bars 28'-0" long and longer 2 pieces can be welded to obtain the correct

length. The welded joint on the gage side reinforcing bar is to be offset from the

stock side reinforcing bar by a minimum of 2'-0".

f) Change in improvements to manganese frog design previously approved in Bulle-

tin 670, Nov. -Dec. 1978, p. 173.

Your committee recommends the following design change to AREA 62 series and 621

design railbound manganese frogs as shown in detail Y and Z. The depressed heel

permits the false flange of a hollow tread wheel to engage the body of the manganese

insert eliminating the contact with the heel extension. AREA Plans 621-59. 622-55,

623-55. 624-55. 625-55, 6-71, Sh. 3; 8-71, Sh. 3; 10-71, Sh. 3; 15-73, Sh. 3; 20-73, Sh. 3.

FROGS #9 and Under

The depressed heel is parallel to the respective gage line as shown in detail Y.

SLOPE

f'lN 9'" J BELOW TOP OF RAIL-

~\P-1 TOP^F_RAii_^

7

DETAIL Y

DRAWN NO. 8
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FROGS #10 and Over

The depressed heel is parallel to the respective gage line with the slope commencing

3" from the point rail junction as shown in detail Z.

»

^1o 3
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e) Investigate use of cast iron or steel in lieu of manganese steel for heel extension

on AREA 62 series design railbound manganese frogs.

Your committee has reviewed this subject and recommends the following revision

to 62 series railbound manganese frog plans 6-71, 8-71, 10-71, 15-73, 20-73, Sheet

3.

The heel extension casting "A" as shown in detail W be either cast manganese

steel or cast steel in accordance with the latest AREA specification, as shown in

detail "W".

i



MEMOIR

ALTON GRONNA ELLEFSON

1915-1980

Alton Gronna Ellefson, retired Chief Draftsman of the Illinois Central Gulf Railroad,

died on September 12, 1980 following a heart attack at his home in Homewood, Illinois.

Al was born on September 11, 1915 at Waterville, Iowa. He attended Bethany Lutheran

College, Mankato, Minnesota and graduated from Valparaiso University, with a B.S. degree

in Civil Engineering, in June of 1940. He was married to Norma Dayle Fuller on December

7, 1941, Pearl Harbor Day.

In July of 1940 Mr. Ellefson began his railroad career with the former Illinois Central

Railroad as a Chainman on the Chicago Terminal. All but for the short time between No-

vember 1945 and June of 1946, when he worked for Minnesota Power and Light, Al spent with

the Illinois Central and the Illinois Central Gulf in various positions. He was Instrumentman

at Waterloo, Iowa, Assistant Engineer in the Vice President and Chief Engineer's office in

Chicago and served as Chief Draftsman in the same office from 1949 until his retirement on

October 1, 1977.

Mr. Ellefson became a member of the American Railway Engineering Association in

1947. He was appointed to the Continuous Welded Rail Committee in 1953 and served until

1962, Committee 5, Track in 1968 attaining Life Membership on May 1, 1978. Al was also a

member of the Roadmasters and Maintenance of Way Association of America from 1952 until

December 1977 when he was made a Life Member, and the Maintenance of Way Club of

Chicago.

Al was active in Chicago Norwegian circles, serving as treasurer of the National League

of Chicago and was past president of Trollhaugen Lodge No. 417. He was a member of St.

Paul's Evangelical Lutheran Church in Chicago Heights and served as a board member of the

Homewood Chapter of the Izaak Walton League.

Surviving Al are his wife Norma, a daughter Pamela Jean (Robert) Hampel of Minne-

apolis, Minnesota, a son David Andrew (Janet) of San Diego, California and two grandchil-

dren, Jo Ann and Steven Hampel.

Al had acquired numerous friends in AREA and the railroad industry through the years

with his pleasant fellowship and all of his associates and friends are saddened to hear of his

passing.

S. W. Brunner

Committee 5
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Report of Committee 6—Buildings

T. H. Seep, Chairman

R. E. Phillips, Vice Chairman

O. C. Denz, Secretary

S. D. Arndt

J. N. Michel

S. B. Holt
K. N. Kerns

D. A. Bessey

W. C. Sturm

J. H. Rump

W. F. Armstrong
G. J. Bleul

E. P. BOHN
K. J. Boutros
T. J. Boyle
J. J. Brandimarte
G. J. Chamraz
J. A. Comeau
F. D. Day
C. M. DiEHL

R. Evans

G. W. Fabrin

J. A. Ferguson
C. S. Graves (E)

A. R. Gualtieri

R. Hale
W. G. Harding (E)

J. W. Hayes (E)

H. R. Helker
W. C. Humphreys
C. R. Madeley
R. J. Martins

L. A. Palagi

T. F. Peel

D. C. Pharant
R. D. Powrie

J. G. Robertson
P. H. Saletnik

H. A. Shannon, Jr.

J. E. Smith

J. H. Smith

J. S. Smith

R. E. Smith

S. G. Urban (E)

W. M. Wehner
T. S. Williams (E)

Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. REVISION OF MANUAL

All manual material has been reviewed by the entire committee over the years and has

been brought up to date. All information is current.

1

.

Design Criteria For Freight Forwarding Facilities:

The subcommittee has approved the final draft of the report and it will be submitted

for approval for manual publication.

2. Inspection Of Railway Buildings:

A report entitled "Inspection of Railway Buildings'" prepared by the chairman of this

subcommittee was forwarded to Executive Director AREA on September 18. 1980 for

publication as information in the bulletin. This report outlines an effective and func-

tional inspection program which can produce substantial financial returns.

3. Design Criteria For Locomotive Load Test Compartments:

The subcommittee is continuing to study this assignment. Due to the technicalities

from a mechanical engineering standpoint and government agencies controversial
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regulations, the committee is still proceeding with caution. It is anticipated that this

report will be submitted for information in 1981.

4. Roofing Systems:

The subcommittee chairman reports that currently the spray-on roofing systems are

under investigation and testing. As soon as results are in, this will be added to the

report and submitted to the subcommittee for review.

5. Architechtural Education—Student Design Contest 1981:

The subcommittee contacted 87 universities in the United States and 10 in Canada,

for a total of 97 universities. As of July 1, 1980, 24 universities advised that they wish

to take part in the competition. The judges have been chosen and the judging criteria

and procedures have been established. Actual judging will take place in February,

1981 . Arrangements have been made to present the awards as the first item of business

at the March conference.

6. Building Design For Energy Conservation:

This is a new committee. It is hoped that a rough draft of a report will be made at the

January 1981 meeting.

The Committee on Buildings

T. H. Seep, Chairman



Report of Committee 7—Timber Structures

J. BuDZiLENi, Chairman

B. J. King, Vice Chairman

J. W. Chambers, Secretary

T. E. Markvaldas

D. C. Meisner

J. H. HuzY
R. C. Moody

W. S. Stokely

R. W. Thompson, Jr.

R. E. Anderson
W. L. Anderson
T. E. Brassell

D. W. Brookings

J. C. Calhoun
A. J. S. Carr
G. K. Clem
M. J. Crespo

A. R. Dahlberg
H. E. Dearing
K. L. DeBlois (E)

D. J. Engle

R. W. EZELLE

D. C. Gould
W. J. Gunkle
J. A. GUSTAFSON

J. A. Hawley
J. M. Helm

L. H. Kelley
W. C. Kirkland

D. I. Kjellman

H. G. Kriegel

L. R. KUBACKI

C. V. Lund (E)

R. F. McGuiRE
R. C. McMaster
V. G. Meedel
C. H. Newlin (E)

W. A. Oliver (E)

R. P. Rasho
D. V. Sartore

F. E. Schneider (E)

G. N. Sells

J. W. Storer
W. A. Thompson
N. E. Whitney
A. P. Yannotti

Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

2. Grading rules and classification of lumber for railway uses; collaborating with other

organizations interested.

This sub-committee produced a set of stress tables that has been accepted by the

committee. The information will be presented for publication.

3. Specifications for Design of Wood Bridges and Trestles.

There has been much deliberation in the sub-committee about the various items that

make up the design specifications of Chapter 7. The chairman is keeping all members

posted of his progress, but, as of this time has not suggested a completion date.

5. Design of structured glued laminated wood Bridges and Trestles.

This sub-committee has submitted to the committee as a whole, a complete revision

of the material. It is expected that this will be approved and ready for the manual by

next year.

7. Repeated Loading of Timber Structures.

The report will be complete and sent to the full committee in time for our next

committee meeting in February, 198L
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8. Protection of Pile Cut-Offs; protection against marine organisms by means other than

by preservatives.

The chairman of this sub-committee is assimilating all information that has been

received so far, and anticipates making a preliminary report of the sub-committee

progress at our February 1981 Committee Meeting.

9. Study of In-place Preservative Treatment of Timber Trestles.

The chairman of this sub-committee is now canvassing railroads that have used In-

place Treatment on their Timber Trestles to see if samples could be obtained for

quantitative analysis.

The recent addition of fumigants to the treating of timber structures has brought to

light another aspect of In-place Preservative Treatment. No report is expected at the

present time.

The Committee on Timber Structures

J. Budzileni, Chairman
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214-2 Advertisement

f

Follow the Leader.
You've seen Electro-Motive Diesels

in front of most trains since Diesel

power started replacing steam

forty-five years ago If you follow

the leader, you know the technol-

ogy and performance testing that

go into our engines are important

reasons why we're out front

Over six million miles of roSd

testing under actual hauling

conditions preceded the intro-

duction of our new "50" Series

locomotives Horsepower, adhe-

sion and hauling capability were

well documented before the first

"50 " Series was offered

ELECTRO-MOTIVE

1^ pn
Division of General Motors Corporaiion

LaGrange Illinois 6052b

Keep your eye on these new
locomotives You'll see more and

more of them out in front of the

freight being hauled by America's

railroads Our continuing efforts to

provide the most effective motive

power possible will keep us

leading the way
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Turn Your
Rail and Track
Material Problems
Over...

To A&K
• You'll talk to a specialist. He'll

understand your questions, you'll

understand his answers.

• You'll deal with the largest supplier

of relaying rail and track material

in the United States. From the

commonplace to the obscure,

we have the supplies you need . .

.

on hand.

• You'll get action. With their

24-hour-a-day communications

network and 38 storage yards

coast to coast, our national

operations team will get your

order moving. Fast.

ASK FOR OUR FREE CATALOG, TO

A & K Railroad Materials, Ii^.

P.O. Box 30076
Salt Lake City, aT8413C

Call Toil-Free (800) 453-881 2t

TLX 389-406 ASK SLC
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HYMAN-MICHAELS
COMPANY

ADIV.OFAZCONCORP.

SERVING
THE

RAILROAD INDUSTRY
FOR OVER

100 YEARS
NEWAND USED RAIL

TRACKACCESSORIES
TRACK SWITCH MATERIALS

FREIGHT CARS
LOCOMOTIVES

1 84 N.LASALLE STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601

TEL. 31 2-332-5422
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PROVEN PROTECTION!
moom

I/2"

3/4"

WRITE - WIRE - PHONE

ll>

n 1 .1^
Four Fluted Steel Dowels

ANTI-SPLITTING AND LAMINATING
DEVICE FOR TIES AND OTHER

WOOD PRODUCTS

LENGTH AS SPECIFIED 1 1/8"

DOWELS CONFORM TO
ALL AGENCY SPECIFICATIONS

PO Box 6122 • Akron, Ohio 44312 • Area Code 216 733-8367

PRECISION MADE TWISTED STEEL
GIVE ADDED LIFE

IN EACH APPLICATION

ALL TYPES OF SERVICE
ONE MAKE OF CLIP
• Equally effective with wood, concrete, • Designed for mixed traffic conditions...

steel ties or non-ballasted track. hiigh speed passenger, freight and transit

applications.

The 'Pandrol' brand rail clip— can be machine applied or easily installed with regular

track tools, has a minimum number of components, and requires virtually no
maintenance!

For more information, call (609)467-3227.

^ = ®

THE CLIP

Pandrol Incorporated
Box 44. Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014

Pandrol Canada Limited
81 80 Cote de Liesse Road, Montreal, P Q
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THE
TRACK
CYCLOPEDIA
. . . the one volume that offers you the

technical, statistical, and buying information

you need to purchase, design, build,

modernize, repair or maintain equipment.

*$40.00 List Price

$24.95 for Railroad Personnel
(state affiliation)

HERE'S WHAT THEY ARE SAYING ABOUT —
THE TRACK CYCLOPEDIA

".
. . (the) book has been needed for a long time, please

send two more copies."

".
. . an excellent educational tool for our men in the field."

".
. . the information is very helpful."

".
. . please send data for quantity prices."

Send your check to:

Simmons-Boardman Publishing Corporation
1809 Capitol Avenue, Omaha, Nebraska 68102

'Mention you saw this Advertisement in the AREA Bulletin, and take

$3.00 off.
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What's the most sensible thing
to say when your customer
says, "Siding!"?

Foster.

Since you run a railroad and we supply rail, you
shouldn't worry when one of your customers needs
siding repair, replacement or expansion.

Point your customer to the only one-stop source

for rail and track material: us.

We offer prompt delivery from the most com-
plete rail warehousing facilities in the country.

We stock all standard sections of tee and
crane rail — new and relay — from 12 to 175

lbs. We also supply FasTrak, the preassem-
bled, steel-tied panel that saves time and
money. Plus all the accessories your cus-

tomer will need.

So the next time your customer says,

"Siding! " say, "Foster." Because that's

what makes sense. For your customer.

And you. And us.

L.B. Foster Company,
Foster Building, 415 Holiday
Drive, Pittsburgh PA
15220.

(

FOSTER
LB-FOSTER
COMPANY

(
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RAIL THREADER
A Universal rail threader for laying CWR,
grabs rails in any position and rolls the rail

upright. Zero ground clearance permits the

rail to be laid directly onto the plates. The

"Grab N' Thread" has four hardened self

aligning steel rollers that ride under the

head of the rail and require no support.

Heavy duty construction with replaceable

taper roller bearings. Safety latch locks

threader in closed position. The Grap N'

Thread was designed with special high

strength alloy steel rollers, that have a

hardened wear surface. We offer two dif-

ferent size rollers that are interchangeable.

One size fits rail up to 1 1 2 lb., and the other

fits 112 lb. rail and larger.

The Grab N' Thread rollers are designed to wear approximately 5/16"

without damaging the roller bearings or allowing the rail to slip out.

^K

131 lb. RAIL

NO ROLLER WEAR
112 1b. RAIL

MAX. ROLLER WEAR

MOST RAIL THREADERS ARE SCRAPED AFTER ONE OR TWO
YEARS. YOU DONT HAVE TO SCRAP THE GRAB N' THREAD, SEND
IT BACK TO OUR FACTORY AND WE'LL REBUILD IT, AND DO IT FOR
$500.00 LESS THAN YOU CAN BUY A NEW ONE FOR!

"ASK FOR THE GRAB N' THREAD
ITS BUILT RAILROAD TOUGH!"

Call or Write

a D ¥ C C3 d (L (L [^ 1 ^ y [P M [l [^ IT

CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 5763 TOLEDO, OHIO 43613
(419)255-7804
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Quality and Progress

1924 i^Gi^ 1981 for 57 years

in Chemicals and
Application . .

.

RAILROAD VEGETATION CONTROL

The R.H. Bogle Company
P.O. Box 588

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22313

Memphis, Tenn. Alva, Okla.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Bridges, General and

Incidental Construction, Grading

Gravel, and Crushed Stone Surface,

and Railroad Structures

EDWARD KRAEMER
and

SONS, INC.

General Contractor Plain, Wisconsin 53577 Phone:546-2311
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That's because L. B. Foster Company
can provide a rail. Or a railroad. Or
anything in between.

In fact, L. B. Foster is the country's

leading one-stop shop for rail, track-

work, rail accessories and tools. We
manufacture frogs, switches, turnouts

and pressure treated cross ties.

Beyond all this, we provide
industrial users with a track inspec-

tion service. Trained experts work
with users to maintain installations,

then provide the know-how and the

inventory to keep the railroad in

working shape.
And if there's a need for replace-

ment or repair parts, they re available

erything.
fast from any of Foster's coast-to-

coast stocking locations.

If you're an industrial rail user,

there's a lot more you ought to know
about L. B. Foster. Write for the

latest information about rail and rail

products and our track inspection

program.
Then you'll see we do supply

everything.

Write; L. B. Foster Company.
Foster Building, 415 Holiday Drive,

Pittsburgh PA 15220.

FOSTER L.B.FOSTER
COMPANY
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B. C. HAMMOCK
CONSTRUCTION CO.

RAILROAD CONTRACTORS

SPECIALISTS FOR OVER 1 5 YEARS

• New Track Construction

• Repairing Old Tracks

• General Maintenance

• Site Preparation & Excavation

P.O. Box 577

Gray, GA 31 032

Phone: 743-0470
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Manufacturers
Since 1938

The Original

HI-BALL

OIL BURNING SWITCH HEATER
BURNS 4 DAYS

MISSISSIPPI SUPPLY COMPANY
20-A Railway Exchange BIdg.,

611 Olive St.

St. Louis, Missouri 63101

Phone: Area Code 314 - 231-0930

SEALTITE HOOK BOLT

Fastens timbers and ties to steel beams. Easy

to install, long-life. Fins prevent turning.

Spring lock fields tension.

SEALTITE SPRING LOCK

Maintains tension as timber

changes by weaffier or wear.

SEALTITE DOME HEAD DRIVE SPIKE

Fastens timbers and plank decking on grade crossings,

bridges and docks. Wide, smootfi head seals opening,

wears well.

LEWIS WASHER HEAD TIMBER DRIVE SPIKE

Fastens fiigfiway crossing planks, bridge guard rails and
general timber construction. One-piece head. Easy to

install and remove.

e I-iECWIS BOLT & NUT COMPANY
504 MALCOLM AVE. S.E., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55414
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ESCO
• Rail Saws - Drills - Abrasive Saws

• Anchor Applicators - Trak-Skans

• Boutet - Field Welds

• Grinding Wheels - Cut-Off Wheels

• Yard Cleaners - Switch Undercutters

Tie Destroyer - Welded Rail Trains

Track Patrols - Portable Ramps
Tie Unloaders - Tower Cars

• Hydraulic Testers - System Fuel Trucks

• Rail Welding - Hydr. Rail Stressors

CHICAGO, IL - 312 939-0840

PHILADELPHIA, PA - 215 752-0133

ST. LOUIS, MO - 314 421-6499
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HEAVY-DUTY

Rail Lubricators

wjA

Easy Installation-no grinding or

drilling required

No valves to stick or wear out

Gear pump and ratchet arm sub-

merged in grease

Effective distribution far beyond
trackside location

Available in both single and
double rail units, 2-port or 4-port

design

Extends rail life; reduces M/W
costs

Switch Point
Protectors

• Low initial cost, low replacement

cost

• Replaceable blade made of drop-

forged alloy steel, heat-treated

• Long service life

• Quick installation

• Fits right or left-hand switches

• Available for prompt delivery

• A quality product matched with

quality service

Call or write for our brochures

Moore & Steele Corporation

Owego, Tioga County, N.Y. 13827 U.S.A.

(607) 687-2751

mis
MOORE^SfEELE
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Service Proven Benefits
OF TRAFFIC MASTER® II COMPUTER-BASED, COLOR VIDEO cTc

CONVENIENCE — Controls are input via a compact

keyboard and instantaneously processed for transmission.

Indications are automatically returned and displayed on

vivid color video display units. Up-to-the minute

operations reports - OS, signal, train, and block (others

optionally available) - are provided via video display and

line printer, on schedule and upon request.

ECONOMY — Multiple control centers are consolidated,

and the entire territory is controlled from one location.

Track changes require software revisions only - control

office hardware modifications are not normally required.

VERSATILITY -Traffic Master II can be tailored to meet

the requirements of any rail, rapid transit, or open pit

mine railway system. It interfaces to any coding system -

from relay, to solid state, to computer controlled.

e
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SSyears ofexperience

lOOmillion rail fastenings

in50countries
Specialists of

Railway Track, STEDEF
has a complete range
of resilient fastenings.

Whatever the layout problems of the line,

utilization of the track,

the choice of ties, rail or ballast,

STEDEF can give you a solution.

STEDEF's international experience and

professional creativity, can bring you
reliability, safety and economy
in track installation and maintenance.

STEDEF Inc. PRORAIL
7657 Leesburg Pike

Tysons Office Park -

1

4 PRORAIL.
FALLS CHURCH Va. 22043
Tel. : (703) 790-8777 Tx. : 90 11 24
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A COMPLEX
CROSSING

complex crossing, a crossing

within a crossing, is an example of the

highly technical engineering and

craftsmanship developed by Nelson Iron

Works to meet industrial railroad track

requirements.

We specialize in the manufacturing of

railroad track material, such as frogs, switches

and crossings.

Complete Trackwork Catalog aval lable on

request— no obligation.

INELSON,
jRon wvoitKS. inrc

Mailing address: P.O. Box 80816, Seattle, Wa. 98108
3423 Thirteenth Ave. S.W., Seattle, Wa. 98134
Telephone: (206) 623-3800 (
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Track

Foreman's

Training

Program

The track to success.

After receiving numerous requests from railroad engineering departments
desiring educational materials for track work, The Railway Educational Bureau
has developed the most comprehensive training program for the Track Foreman.
An important feature of this program is its flexibility; that is, it can be adapted

to your own special needs. You can select one lesson, two, three or all twenty-

four! Use it as a home study program, classroom text, etc. The choice is yours!

The cost is $5.00 per lesson, or $120.00 per student for the entire program. Full

payment is made upon enrollment, or a monthly plan can be instituted. If the

two lessons per month plan is selected, the monthly cost is $10.00 for twelve

months.
Ride the "track to success" with The Track Foreman's Training Program.

Brought to you by The Railway Educational Bureau. . . Industry Training
Leaders for 70 years!

Welding and Grinding

Railroad-Highway
Grade Crossings

Roadway

Vegetation Control

Track Inspection

Mechanical Equipment

Track Construction

Safety

Care of Material

and Security

Derailments

FRA Standards, Glossary

For more information, call or write:

The Railway Educational Bureau
1809 Capitol Avenue Omaha, Nebraska 68102

(402) 346-4300

Lesson
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P.O. BOX 3575 / ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55165

PHONE: (612)429-6561

New York
(212) 926-5962

Chicago

(312) 726-2445

Los Angeles

(213) 628-6711

Square Eight Uni-Panels (Patented)

Hevi - Duty and X - Hevi - Duty

Non-Slip Epoxy Coated Steel Grade Crossings

^^^H Associate Member

HQUFOOfl COfHfmifMNI

Auedariefulnc

Continuous Welded Rail

We will furnish everything for Cropping and Welding

All we need is a level site and a pile of rail

LEWIS RAIL SERVICE COMPANY
1949 Green Road Cleveland, Ohio 44121

(216) 486-7583
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DEPENDABLE, PROVEN PRODUCTS
FROM RAILS COMPANY

SWITCH HEATERS
to protect switch points from freezing

^

HAB SWITCH HEATERS
Proven in use at sub-zero temperatures.

High pressure blower distributes hot air

steadily, evenly through a duct and nozzle.

Manual or automatic. Oil fired, natural gas
or propane. Easily installed and serviced.

RAILTEL SWITCH HEATERS
Advanced design assures correct

combustion under all conditions. Improved
unit burner increases efficiency. Dispatcher
controlled or automatic operation with

Rails Company Snow Detector. Long-
lasting, easy to install. Proven in thousands
of installations.

TYPE LP SWITCH HEATERS
improved air inspiration design assures the

best combustion regardless of weather or

humidity. Uses low pressure natural gas.

Provides uniform heat. ..dependable, long

life operation. ..easy installation. ..minimum
maintenance...automatic ignition.

TUBULAR ELECTRIC SWITCH HEATERS
All voltages and wattages available. Supplied with adjustable hardware.

Control panels with ground fault detection for all requirements.

RAIL FASTENINGS
lor high speed transit

FLEXICLIP'
RAIL FASTENERS
lor concrete ties

Resists rail

movement with

positive riolding

power in all

directions. Fast

Installation witti regular equipment.

For jointed or welded rail. Insulated

fastenings available.

COMPRESSION
RAIL ANCHORS
lor wood ties

Anctiors in both

directions, providing

maximum rail

protection with

lower installed cost.

Fiis all rail sections-

welded, turnouts,

bridges, crossings.

RAIL ROD
the one-man track carl that

can be carried by one man

SNOW DETECTOR
starts heaters or removal
equipment

Provides local

control 31 remoie
or near poinls.

Automatically

turns on ramp
heaters, gnds, etc.

to Keep drives,

building entrances.

Sidewalks clear of ice or snow.
Activates highway warning signs.

Compact, easily installed,

maintenance-tree. Foolproof .operates

only in snow, freezing ram. hati or ice,

not during normal rainfall. Complete
with sensing head, control box,

mount, temperature control.

H
Totally insulated, will not activate

switches Safety clutch and braKe

system. 2 wheel drive. Rugged
construction. Folds up lor shipping

and storage. Proven on major class

one railroads.

Other RAILS COMPANY products to protect and maintain your track Include:

Track Lubrication Systems, Automatic Switch Point Locks, Wheel Stops.

Maplewood, N.J. 07040

Chicago, IN. 60604 . Oakland, Calif. 94607

CO. In Canada: lEC-Holden. Ltd.
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TELEWELD
INC.

Serving the railroad industry

with technology you can depend on.

Call on Teleweld for field-proven

rail maintenance systems: service

and equipment.

SERVICE Rebuilding of Frogs, Crossings.

Switches • Rail End Reclamation • CWR
Joint Repair • Thermite Welding

EQUIPMENT Rail Heaters • Rail Grinders •
Power Cars • TELEFLEX Equipment Cars
•CWR Heating Cars • CWR Cooling Cars •
SONIRAIL Flaw Detectors • Power Plants
• TELEBRINELLER Hardness Testers

Call or Write for new corporate booklet, showing

capabilities and product line. Details and

specifications of any service or equipment listed

also available.

TELEWELD, INC.
Dept. 11, 416 No. Park St., Streator, IL 61364
Phone: 81 5/672-4561 TWX: 51 0-359-0897

NOW OPEN— TELEWELD FIELD SERVICE
CENTER and WELDING SCHOOL
1555 Hawthorne Lane. West Chicago. IL 60185
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What II GreatWair to Hold
H RailroadItosether

Standard and insulated track joints

Motive power and rolling stock

Bridges and other RR structures

Send for our newest FREE CATALOG
on how to hold it all together:

HUCK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
8001 Imperial DriveDWaco, Texas 76710

HUCK

PENTA CONSTRUCTION
CORPORATION
Railroad Track Construction

Rehabilitation, and Related

Rigtit-of-way Construction

6800 Jericho Turnpike

Suite 110 West

Syosset, New York 1 1 791

(516)921-4200
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A DOZEN (and one) WAYS to

IMPROVE your M/w PROGRAM
ANCHOfl MATIC

PLUS A FULL SELECTION OF HYDRAULIC TOOLS « f ^^f «

raciiiB I
RAILROAD PRODUCTS. INC.

152.1 FREDERICK STREET RACINE WISCONSIN 53J0J
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For Superb Production Tamping/Lining

THE
PLASSER ROADMASTER SPECIAL!

When we say "superb" we mean
exactly that!

Let's take a look at what the

Roadmaster "Special" does.

Working automatically, it is capable
of raising, lining and tamping 1800
to 2000 feet of track per hour of

on-track time.

How does it do it? By utilizing the

most advanced technology available

for automating the raising, lining

and levelling operations.

The automatic wire-lifting device is

four-way-valve controlled and has a

"sighting" distance of 895 feet,

minimizing chances of error. An
electronic pendulum assures

accurate cross level, and the

electronically operated super-

elevation dial reads to 1/100th of an

inch. Lifting is done with four-point

roller lifting clamps on the rails. The
heavy-duty lifting cylinders

actuating the roller clamps preclude

the need for shoulder jacks.

The lining operation both on
tangent and curved track, utilizes a

single-chord system that makes it

possible for curves to be measured,
"calculated" and corrected during

one pass of the machine.

Numerous other technological

refinements are included in the

Roadmaster "Special," all of which
are designed to enhance the quality

and quantity of the work done.

PLASSER AMERICAN CORP.
2001 Myers Road, Chesapeake, Va. 23324

(804) 543-3526
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(
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The Ever-Dependable Wood Crosstie
(Good news down the line)

n this ^Of'd of shrinking natural

esources. it s comfoning to know
there s at least one resource that is

literally growing The proven,

dependable wood crosstie Were
growing ihem lasler than we 'e

using Ihem

lis a good thing On down the line

*e 11 need 30 million new crossties a

.ear 10 keep America rolling That s

a pretty tall order But Man and
Matu'p — working together— began

filling It years ago

In the century and a halt since

crosstie technology emerged from
the stone age. modem improvemen
in drying and treating wood have
extended the average life of the

crosstie five fold from about six

years to 30 years and up

Today, the modern wood crosstie

lasts longer than it takes to grow a

tree big enough to make one or

more new crossties

Nalure IS doing her part, too
Hardwood growth now exceeds
annual cutting by more than 75S
And that inventory—especially m
crosstie-size trees— is increasing

American Commerce has a lot

riding on the strength and growth o'

the Nation s Railroads And our

Railroads can bank on the ever-

dependable wood crosstie 10 carry

Its share of the load Right dowr>
the line

Korpei-s CoTany Inc

Piitsbu'gh PA 15.219

KOPPERS
Architectural and
Construction Materials
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railroad builders, inc.

Railroad Engineering, Construction

Rehabilitation, and Take-up

"By the foot or by the mile"

1601 W. Nassau Ave.

Englewood, Colo. 80110

(303 761-1994

LOCOMOTIVE CRANES

and
MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY
ACCESSORIES
Panel Track Lifters

Multi-rail Lifters

Rail Threaders

—

CWR or Jointed

Rail Tongs
Ditching and Brush Cutting

Equipment
Modernization and OSHA
Equipment Kits

BURRO
BURRO CRANE INC.
1300 S. Kilbourn Ave Chicago, ML 60623
312/521-9200

CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT

• Hi-Rail Telescoping

Boom-Type Excavators

• Hydraulic Excavator

—

Tractor-Type Crawler

• Hydraulic 40 & 55 Ton

Self-propelled Cranes

im
l£L^

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT CO.
DIVISION OF BURRO-BADGER CORP

1 300 S. Kilbourn Ave. Chicago. III. 60623
312/521-9200
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PORTEC-TION
Rail Anchors

Largest Bearing Area—Optimum Holding Power

l'i)rl('( iriil ,iiir li(irs prolri I iiiorc

lirs Ih.in ,ill (ilhi-r .ini liors

(cnilimi'il \lu\f Irdin ,iii

.X( lllsl\r rnllcl T-sr. lion li.ir.

f'orli'i ,1111 liiirs prcividi' iiuirr

hc.irJMj" .irci lliiiii ,iin oilier

.UK hiir woii'l riiit' ii|i on or ( lieu

• f'\c lusivc r-sc( lion (lesion

priuHlcs iiiiixiimini bfiiring

sinicic I', prote-cts tics and
spikl.s

• Slroii^; |,n\ ,111(1 l,iigr, 11, il r,iil

h.i.sc siMliiig surlcU I' t^ivi' .si'\ cT,i

times the holding power ol lie ii

hiillast. won't let aiu hor tilt ,ind

ni( k r.iil

Spei i,il forced. iie,it lre,ited

steel ni,iint,iins its strength

and holding power

Strong hearing surlai e ag.iinst

tie plate dampens vihrations.

eliminates throat-ciit spikes

and spike-killed lies

Single striking surf ue and

sn,ip-on design assure f,isl.

,u curate insl,illation withoul

spec ial tools

The next lime you're walking

Irai k. lake a look. You'll see whv
Porlei rail anchors are the first

( hoi( e of the industry. They're

designed with the track

environment in mind—for

maxinnim performance and

m.ixiniuiu prolei tion of ties.

PORTECin,
Railway Products Division
100 Windsor Drive. Ual Brook lUinoii 60521

relcphonr |]1 2) 92(M6aO Tot 91»«51'02I2
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Treated Wood Products

CROSS TIES / SWITCH TIES / LUMBER

POLES / PILING / TIMBERS / CROSSARMS

Southern Wood Piedmont Company
HeailguaHcrs Nca Sm.ih Pa>k • PO Hu,- '.44,' • SpaManburg Souin Carolina 29304 • 803 h/e 7660

mm RAYON IER
FOREST PRODUCTS

Copyright ''- 1981 Southern Wood Piedmont Co
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PETTIBONE
A complete line of frogs, switches

and trackwork specialties.

Equipment for track maintenance and materials handling.

Multikranes
7'? to 35 tons

Truck-Kranes 15 to 80 tons

A complete line of Pettibone

Mercury lift trucks and tow

tractors.

Hydro Mower brush cutters.

Re-Railing Kranes to )10 tons

111

Speed Swing

models 441-B & 442-B

PETTIBONE CORPORATION
2.5 i S. WjcKim Or. Siiue j"00

Ch.cjgo, 111, 60606
312.'076-0618

PETTIBONE OHIO CORP.

6917 Bessemer Ave
Cleveland. Otiio 44127
216 641-4000
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TIE-SAVR . . .

EFFECTIVE SOLUTION TO
AN AGE-OLD PROBLEM

W.rin! to know moffr ' Call or

•, 5:m frnannck Slrocl PC Be

Easy reclamation process adds five to eight years
to spike-killed ties.

' >.!' f'( w spiko hole line-' '5 proving to Oc a leal wmneii Now leaaily available il s

'apiiiiy leplacing wooden dowels as the standard method ot repairing spikp-kitied

irackage

A dry, granular compourK). Tie-Savr results Irom a (ormuia thai includes a wood
preservative a petroleum tjyproduci, and various ottiet chemicals Two to three

oiincei fill the average oversi/e sp*e-kiiled hole

HfiiSt generated by re-spikmg causes the Tie-Savr to Blasticize and lirmly interlock

with the wood fibers inside the spike hole'Adherenc*'- to the spike meiai iiseit is

assured by chemical reaction as the cooling process takes place Thereloro. 80
percent ot the original spike-lo-tie bond is achieved and sustained tram live to

eight years, {One railroad customer expects eight to ten years per lie I

Tie-Savr virtually msuies iniponani maintenance of way savings

tics, lie gang latxir costs and lost operational lime.

in replacemeni

«nle RACIMf-: RAILHOAO PRODUCTS, iNC
4003, Racine, W! 53404. Phone 4 1 4- 637 9681

JIE-SfWI\

nclne

SQgiBS.NETVJ
MAT^IApTO BE USED kii

RAONf RAiUlOAD PRODtniN
1524 FREDfRICK STRfET

'*'^'
, RACINE, Wl 534<V
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LORAM'S ALL AMERICAN

TRACK TEAM

Modern
Maintenance "^^^^ --

of Way
Equipment

. . . designed
to do the job

better, easier

and at less cost

—with your

men
or ours

—

in record time!

SHOULDER BALLAST CLEANER

" : JJ3. »g!!afl>jiamjMi ii ', .^

ir Jm". ^^

j^

::jy »e^8jn^'i^m i,:^

MULTI-PURPOSE MACHINE

autotrack with plow and Sled

THE WINNING TEAM FOR TRACK REHABILITATION PROGRAMS
LORAM RAILWAY MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT FOR:
• Shoulder Ballast Cleaning • Raising Track • Resurfacing •

Reballasting • Replacing Ties • Undercutting • Ballast Cleaning
• Crib Skeletonizing • Rail Grinding Single or Multiple track •

Mainline or Yard tracks

CONTRACT. SALE or LEASE

FOR FULL DETAILS
OR SHOWING OF

OPERATING FILMS
WRITE OR call TODAY

LORAM] MAINTENANCE OF WAY, INC.
3900 Arrowhead Drive • Hamel. VfN 55340 USA
PHONE (612) 478-6014 • TELEX 29-0391 Cable LORAM



Installation of the True Temper oil containment system requires
minimum labor and no special equipment.

TrueTemper
has an oil

containment
system
that saves
you money!

NEW CONCRETE

•OPTIONAL

TRUE TEX IT-10

TRUE TEX MG FABRIC SAND BARRIER

TRUE TEX MG-100 DRAIN PIPE WRAP

6" ID PERFORATED PVC DRAIN PIPE
RECOVERY PIPE

If oil containment is a problem for you, we have the
solution. ..the oil containment system from True Temper.
The True Temper oil containment system is not only

easy to install, but cost effective as well. And with today's
spiraling fuel costs, the system allows you to recover oil

that might otherwise be lost.

The capacity of a standard True Temper oil containment
system is approximately 10,000 gallons. ..that's about six

times more than other systems. In addition, the surface
recovery area is alomst double that of other systems.
And unlike the others, the True Temper oil containment
system can handle major spills and permits standard
track maintenance without disturbing the system.
The True Temper oil containment system features a

top layer of a needle-punched polyester True Texrw engi-
n'

Hg fabric to prevent sand from fouling the system
w. permitting spilled diesel oil to enter it. The entire

containment basin is constructed of a continuous sheet
of True Temper's unique True Tex IT-10. ..a tough.

7WVW IMMPEK,
FiAILWAYAPPLIANCES, INC.

impermeable, nitrile rubber impregnated
fatjric designed specifically for use in oil

containment systems. The True Temper oil

containment system. ..designed and
engineered for efficient oil containment and
effective recovery.

So, if oil containment has been a problem
for you. ..give us a call at {216) 696-1715

MAIL TODAY! I want to find out more about oil

containment and recovery!

D Please mail inlotmalion and Iileraluie

Have a representative call and deliver a sample ol IT-IO

True Tamper
Railway Appllancas, Inc.

320 Hanna Building. Clavaland, Ohio 44115

Name

Title.

Company

Address _

City

Stale

Telephone.

-Ztp-

AREA 680
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Neoprene
Bridge Bearing
Pads

Meets A.R.E.A
specifications

Neoprene bearings
between bridge
girders, beams, and
abutments absorb
thermal expansion
and contraction
better than mechanical
assemblies.

Neoprene's resistance
to weather-aging,
compression set, oil,

and ozone insures a
long service life and
no maintenance in

this application.

• Accommodates thermal
movement

• Provides uniform load"

transfer

• Prevents structural fatigue
from expansion-contraction
and vibration-shock

• Available in hardness,
durometer A, grades 50, 60,
and 70

• Neoprene bearing pads
withstand temperatures from
-50° to +200° F.

• Durable and maintenance-free

• Isolates components of
bridges, building, or structures
against vibration, noise, and
shocl<

Use Neoprene Bearing Pads for: Rails, Bridge spans, Approach ramps,
Elevated roads, Wall< ways, Column to footing isolation.

HLE^ I manufacturing and supply CO.

1848 Wilmot Avenue • Chicago,
Phone: (312)452-6480

60647
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i

AERODUCT AIR BRAKE HOSE
AAR Specification M-601A-68

AERODUCT meets or exceeds the current specs for

braided air brake hose with a performance comparable to

wrapped hose. AERODUCT has neoprene tube and cover
and polyester braid layers for strength and flexibility. Sizes
1 %" X 2 Braids x 22" (packed 50 pes. per carton) and 1 %" x

2 Braids x 60 Ft. (packed one per carton.)

For more information, call or write Thermoid Division,

H.K. Porter Company, Inc., Porter Building, Pittsburgh, PA
15219,

BETTER PROOJCTS BY DESIGN
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The Allegheny Insulated Rail Joint-

Designed to withstand the heaviest trafRc

in welded rail

This modern joint cements rail ends in position and thereafter

resists all forces imposed by temperature and simultaneous forces

of live loads to move them.

This joint makes welded rail truly continuous. It promises you years

of service without maintenance costs. It reduces rail and wheel batter

to a previously unknown minimum. It employs the safety of steel splice

bars. It can be assembled in the shop or field. It has been tested in

service and AAR laboratories. It saves you lots of money.

Allegheny Drop Forge Company

Subsidiary of Tasa Corporafion

2707 Preble Avenue • Pittsburgh, Pa. 15233
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the complete & dependable remote control system

Featuring . . .

selective range limiting,

stepped or full stepless control

72-76MHZ,

or 450MHz carrier frequencies

(MADE IN U.S.A.)

Also Manufacturers of - Unitized Crane Magnetic Systems - Fail Safe

Anti Collision Devices - and Short Range Remote Control

Command Systems.

CONTROL CHIEF CORPORATION
P.O. Box 141 Bradford, Pa. 16701 Tel. (814) 368-4131

CONCRETE PROBLEMS?
Concrete and Masonry Structural Repair

Waterproofing • Soil Stabilization • Slab Lifting

GET CONCRETE SOLUTIONS.
Penetryn is a nation

wide organization committed

to the restoration and reha-

bilitation of concrete and

masonry structures. Engi-

neering oriented, we take a

problem-solving approach to

the rehabilitation of bridges,

culverts, tunnels and other

Serving the Restoration Requirements
of the RAILROAD INDUSTRY for

More Than 50 Years.

railroad structures. Working

with you, our staff of engi-

neers and other professionals

identify the source of prob-

lems, help develop cost-

effective solutions, and can

perform the restoration.

Call us— let Penetryn pro-

vide a concrete solution for you.

Penetryn
38399 Pelton Rd., Wilioughby, OH 44094
216 946-4450.
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the solution
to3 rotten

Pi I •

"Add years to the life of your
ties and timbers for a fraction of

their replacement cost." ACTUAL
SIZE

Would you pay a fraction of replacement costs to extend the

life of your timbers and ties? With replacement costs increas-

ing annually, Tie-Gard^" is the answer. Tie-Gard^" is the

clean way to treat, in-place. No spray — just insert Tie-Gard^"

cartridges into the unused spike holes or treatment holes

bored in critical stress areas. Tie-Gard^" preservatives are

absorbed into wood by osmotic action, spreading fungus

protection quickly and effectively.

FOR FREE SAMPLE OF
PRODUCT AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION,

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-356-5952

RAILROAD DIVISION
4546 Tompkins Drive
Madison, Wisconsin 53716
Phone 608-221-2292
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We Have Some Concrete Ideas

For Better Railroad Ties

Here's one of the best deals to hit railroading since the diesel
engine.

Prestressed concrete crossties . . . from Santa Fe-Pomeroy.

IL
$^^ l^^^flH ^^^ ^'^'y ^P^c'^i to look at,

^^. S^^'^3^^1 ^^^^ ^'^^ ^^^^^ ^ boxcar full of

BK^ "iv^K^^^^^Q benefits. Near immunity to
^^^Bm <ih»^HLi^^HhI weathering, fire and termites.

^^^^^^^^^^^ A life expectancy double that ofB ^l^^^'^^^S^^^^^^^l wood ties. Plus greatly reduced^ B^^^ maS^^^^^^^H maintenance costs.

Concrete crossties lessen
rolling resistance . . . help the

track retain its geometry. Trains

can run faster and safer . . . with

less fuel consumption.
They are Amtrack's choice

for renovating the high-speed

I^^m
h \ K . ^:^ Northeast Corridor.

^^1 It ii [ .^ Santa Fe-Pomeroy has been

^B It I V^ 'J making prestressed concrete

t^m it V ^K^Kjcv^ crossties since 1957.

^f 1^ I'. ^BHI^fp 1^ you want to profit from the

advantages of concrete cross-

ties, write or call today for detailed information. Our technical

staff will respond promptly to your inquiries.

Manufacturing plants in Massachusetts, Georgia and California

Santa Fe-Pomeroy, Inc.

A Subsidiary of Santa Fe International Corporation

500 Hopper St.. Petaluma, California 94952 • (707) 763-1918

The Santa Fe that works FOR the railroads
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Proven Performer
National's helical spring washers have been giving

proven performances for America's railroads since

1887.

National railway washers have proven time and again
their ability to keep bolts tight by maintaining constant

bolt tension. They have proven their ability to with-

stand the extreme stresses and strains of continuous

heavy traffic and reduce maintenance costs systems
wide!

National ... the oldest name in railway track washers
with the newest innovations . . . still the name to

specify for quality, concepts, economy and service.

NRTIONRL LOCH WQSHER coMPf^Nv
Industrial Parkway North Branch, N.J. 08876
(201 ) 526-1234— Call collect. Send for free catalog.
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THE RARE QUALITY OF SIMPLICITY

EVERY DAY 77.177- US. DRIVERS WAIT THEIR
TURN TO DRIVE ACROSS THIS FABRACAST
RAILROAD/HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSING

FABRACAST - ( ONE IN U.S.A. '"

YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT TO HAVE
FAB-RA-CAST IN YOUR CROSSINGS

Simply call; 'LOU' SZARKA
vice-president extraordinaire

or write: SZARKA

"off season traffic

count (ADT) is

38,000 vefiicles

per day.
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Thetime-saving tracic

maintenance
Whether your track maintenance calls

for on or off track equipment, tough

equipment for large jobs.. .or tough

auxiliary equipment for small jobs,

Marmon Transmotive has a betterway
In addition to our versatile perfomiers

like the Switch Undercutter Tie Un-
loader and Yard Cleaner Mamion
offers the industry's finest Portable

Ramp for track machinery Together

they can make your maintenance
team a lot more efficient, because they

cut time, labor and operating costs.

TheMarmon Jimbo Tie Unloader in-

creases speed and safety.

• Can be placed atop standard gon-

dolas of varying heights

• Places ties in any proximity from
the car

• Reloads ties or O.T.M.

One man operation

The Marmon Switch Undercutter
cleans turnouts in two passes.

• No advance excavation

Casts material into rail cars, trucks,

or aside

14-foot under track cutter bar

Rotates on a built-in turntable

• Can handle, and dump, air dump cars

The Marmon Yard Cleaner is rugged,
thorough and fast.

' Casts material into rail cars, trucks,

or aside

' Can handle, and dump, air dump cars

Off-track capabilities

• Rail web sweeps optional

Electric power for rotary functions

• Protected rear broom with long life

housing liners

The Marmon Portable Ramp elimin-

ates the need for cranes.
• Loading and unloading ramp for track

machinery

I

100,000 pound capacity
' 4-foot incremental lengths, plus or

minus 62 feet

Erected or dismantled by two men —
no crane required

• Heavy wall rectangular tubing

•V\feight, 7200 lbs. (62' model)

Marmon Portable Ramp

Railway Products Division

Marmon Transmotive.
A division of the Mdinion (iroup. Inc.

RO. Box 1511. 3{)()1 East

Governor John Sevier Highway
Knowille.Tennessee .'^901
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S4ake your maintenance-of-way project

fche best game in town.
Economical and efficient maintenance-of-way is a
esult of utilizing the right services and equipment for

he job.

We've made a commitment to provide quality

jquipment and services to the maintenance-of-way

Dusiness through our "triple-option" capabilities.

EVANS TRACK WORK LEASING offers a wide
arige of leasing plans designed to your exact needs.

You purchase the equipment, we provide the financing.

EVANS/R & R LEASING provides a complete range
Df widely accepted maintenance-of-way equipment
or short term rental. Equipment reconditioned and

available for placement in operation by our experienced

field service engineers, when and where you need it.

EVANS/RTW manufactures and sells a line of

machines from grinders and gaugers—to adzers and
more sophisticated items such as cribbers. tie handlers

and skeletonizers. And we can provide specialized

selective contracting for major track rehabilitation.

Whatever your need, you'll find the Evans "triple-

option" approach gets the job done. For more details

write or call Dave Pittinger, Engineered Products

Division, Evans Products Co., East Tower, 2550 Golf

Rd., Rolling Meadows, IL 60008. (312) 640-7750.

(§2)
evRnsenGin€€R€D products Division
PfKxxjcTS company / TRe»nsponTf>Tion SYsrems c inousTRim. group
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Jidim —
he proven roadbed stabilizer.

Jim" engineering fabric. Proven in

idbed applications across the coun-

And proven at a test site near

Idwell. Texas.

e sophisticated testing program

iducted in cooperation with Southern

cific compared the effectiveness of

ious methods of stabilizing track

d on an unstable clay subgrade. In

Caldwell test, Bidim performed more

?ctively than other fabrics evaluated.

all. four fabrics were evaluated—
D grades of Bidim and two other

gineering fabrics. Cement stabilized

bgrade and a control section built to

ndard mainline specifications were

lO monitored.

St evaluations determined the

perior performance of Bidim—
:)arating ballast and subgrade. re-

ducing ballast contamination, mini-

mizing vertical track displacement,

preventing moisture buildup in the sub-

grade and maintaining track geometry.

The most dramatic result of the Caldwell

test: To maintain track geometry,

Bidim exhibited most of the same
properties provided by cement
stabilization— at less than 20% of

the cost.

For more information on why Bidim

tops the competition in geotextiles.

write for our free brochure, "A Close

Look at the Differences in Engineering

Fabrics." Find out exactly why Bidim

is the proven roadbed stabilizer.

Write today:

Monsanto Textiles Company
Department G5WG AR-1 1

800 N. Lindbergh Blvd.

St. Louis, MO 63166

Or call toll-free, 800-325-1480.

The proven
roadbed stabilizer.

\ia
ENGINEERING FABRIC BY

Monsanto

outhern Pocific s 8767
oils by fUe Caldwell

ite before rest rrockoge
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Bridges

Docks
Hump Yards

Track Work Earth Excavation

Coal Handling Rock Excavation

Facilities Pile Driving

kllW
THE HARDAWAY COMPANY
PO Box 1360.Columbus. Georgia 31902 (404)322-3274

Heavy Construction

Projects since 1891

Bruce Bird

Marketing Mgr.
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HORIZONTAL AIR CURTAIN
POINT END NOZZLE SWITCH PROTECTOR

The Horijrontal Air Curiam Point End No?
temperature to prevent the accumulation o

problems associated with thermal units a

>ases reliability

The Point End Nozzle. Hortiontal Air Curtain consists of a blower unit and the necessary ducting network to

livery air flow to the pomt end o( the switch mechanism The blower unit is an electncaHv powered centrifugal

n, activated by a control device and is equipped with suitably protected, and screened low velocity intake

The output fron^ the blower unit is ducted below the rails to two point end nozzles, mounted withm the switch
jnttnuous high velocity stream ol air at approximately 100 mph(160kph) is directed at the pomt of the rail,

s preventing the entry of any falling or blowing snow or ram into the switch An induced secondary air flow
produces vorteKing action which cleans underneath the heads of the rail and between the ties

e o( the low maintenance, Horizontal Air Curiam Pomt End NozHe system eliminates costly delays, extra

tour costs (or switch cleaning and the high energy consumption of competitive hot air or heat sysii

ENERGY CONSERVATION
LOW OPERATING COSTS
ELIMINATES FUEL STORAGE, TRANSPORT AND
INVENTORY COST
ELIMINATES FIRE HAZARD DUE TO ACCIDENTS
SIMPLE TO INSTALL
LABOUR SAVING ^
LOW CAPITAL COSTS
ONLY TWO MOVING PARTS (ELECTRIC
MOTOR AND CENTRIFUGAL FAN)
NO ICE DAMS AS RELATED TO THERMAL HEATERS
NATURAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
THROUGHOUT THE BALLAST

4 Patented

mhovey & associates (1979) ltd.
CANADA 2378 HOLLY LANE. OTTAWA, ONTARIO. K1V 7P1

(613) 731-1200

USA PO BOX NO 451, WATERTOWN, NEW YORK, 13601
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1. Design of Masonry Structures

(a) Investigate and report on precast and/or prestressed components for use in con-

struction, maintenance, or repair and restoration of railway bridges, trestles and

culverts. Preliminary investigation and research on this assignment by the Sub-

committee developed that most all of the information gathered for a report had

been previously published in other technical bulletins, journals and reports. Com-
mittee has requested this assignment be dropped.

(b) Subcommittee is working on the complete revisions of Parts 1, 17 and 19 in

Chapter 8 of the Manual.

2. Foundations and Earth Pressures

(a) Preliminary specification for drilled shafts and drilled cessions was published in

Bulletin 641. Subcommittee is updating the preliminary specification for present-

ation as Manual material. Completion of this assignment has been set for 1981.

3. Waterproofing of Railroad Structures

(a) Subcommittee is working on rewriting Chapter 29-Waterproofing. No completion

date has been set.

5. Strengthening existing masonry structures, and repair and restoration of existing

masonry structures to restore original capacity and durability.

(a) The Subcommittee anticipates completing this assignment and presenting a new

Part in Chapter 8 as Manual material in 1982.

6. Student Design Contest.

Committee 8 is sponsoring a Student Design Contest for the school year 1981-82 with

awards to be presented at 1982 Annual Technical Conference.

The Committee on Concrete Structures and Foundations.

W. E. Brakensiek. Chairman
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2. Merits and Economics of Types of Grade Crossing Surfaces.

It is anticipated that a detailed subcommittee report, which has already been furnished

to the subcommittee for comment and correction, will be furnished as an information

report in 1981.

3. Summary Reporting of Significant Publications on Grade Crossing Safety.

This Subcommittee reviewed and reported on various publications involving grade

crossing safety that it felt would be of interest to the Committee and to the AREA as

a whole. Also it worked closely with the Transportation Research Boards Committee

on Grade Crossings, Committee A3A05, in its efforts to develop and maintain an

annotated bibliography covering all facets of highway—rail programs. A copy of the

subcommittee's report is in this bulletin.

4. Evaluation of Developments in Passive and Non-Train-Activated Grade Crossing

Traffic Control Devices.

This Subcommittee has submitted a report which is furnished as an informational

report (in this bulletin) concerning a national study entitled "Railroad Grade Crossing

Passive Signing Study". This Study evaluated various advanced warning/crossbuck

schemes and reported on several test installations. Additionally, this Subcommittee is

monitoring developments in other areas of passive sign control at crossings, including

some new standards being considered for crossbucks in Canada; different types of

reflective sheeting; and other experimental signs. Also some rule-making changes

have been proposed on the national level to modify crossbuck standards, and this

Subcommittee is evaluating those proposed changes with the intent on commenting as

to their appropriateness.

5. Study of Motor Vehicle Codes and Drivers' Licensing Practices.

This Subcommittee maintained close liaison with "Operation Lifesaver" and other

safety oriented groups.

7. Evaluation of Developments in Train-activated Grade Crossing Traffic Control De-

vices, Collaborating as Necessary or Desirable with Communication and Signal Sec-

tion, AAR.

This Subcommittee has determined what standards each of the states have with regard

to barricades around train-activated crossing warning devices. There is a wide vari-

ance in how the states require the railroads to install barricades where automatic

signals are installed. Upon completion of the state by state survey, the Subcommittee

will make recommendations to be included in the Manual in 1981.

8. Investigate Uses and Types of Rumble Strips and their Adaptability for Approaches

to Highway—Railway Grade Crossings.

Most states have been reluctant to use rumble strips at crossings, and the results of the

several test installations made to date have been very sketchy, with no sound conclu-

sions being developed.

10. Summary Reporting of Administration of State Crossing Safety Programs.

This Subcommittee kept the committee members, as a whole, aware of all activities

that impacted the crossing programs in general. Included in this area were reports as

to current legislation providing funding for crossing improvements; the status of

obligation rates of funds currently available; current developments being handled by

the AAR that impacted crossing programs on a national level, such as crossing
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inventory developments and research programs being undertaken by the AAR that

relate to crossing safety programs. Additionally, this Subcommittee reported on local,

regional and national meetings involving the grade crossing programs that were of

interest to the Committee.

The Committee on Highways,

C. Shoemaker, Chairman

Report on Assignment 3

Summary Reporting of Significant Publications

on Grade Crossing Safety

introduction

The Subcommittee assignment continues to be the reporting in summary format of

significant publications or developments in grade crossing safety. This year nine (9) publica-

tions and progress on several significant research projects in grade crossing protection are

reported.

Railroad-Highway Grade Crossings: Update, Transportation Research Board, National Acad-

emy of Sciences, Bibliography 58, 1979, 17 pp.

In January 1972, the Transportation Research Board Committee on Railroad-Highway

Grade Crossings (A3A05) began preparation of an annotated bibliography on railroad-high-

way grade crossings. That effort culminated in the publication in 1976 of Bibliography 57,

Railroad-Highway Grade Crossings. This publication represents the first update to Bibliogra-

phy 57. It is designed to provide a comprehensive and convenient reference document for

researchers, highway and traffic engineers, railroad signal and crossing engineers, and officials

in public agencies and the private carrier industry.

This update contains 48 new entries; each provides complete source information, key

words, and an annotation or abstract. Also listed are addenda to selected entries from

Bibliography 57 (each addendum is keyed by number to the original entry in Bibliography 57;

the numbering system is the same as that used in this update). The entries are arranged by year

of publication and then alphabetically by author. With the exception of a few earlier studies,

they encompass the period from 1976 through mid-1979. Most references were published in

the United States.

(The purpose of this document is similar to the Assignment of this AREA Subcommittee

3—the reporting of substantive publications which have made a significant contribution to the
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state-of-the-art literature in the general area of railroad-highway grade crossings. The publi-

cations also are reported in a similar format. None of the 48 documents reported hence are

reported in this assignment but the reader is strongly encouraged to supplement this report by

reference to TRB Bibliography 58).

Grade Crossing Accident Prediction, Lawrence W. Margler and Michael B. Rogozen; Science

Applications, Inc., Los Angeles, California, June 1978, 18 pp.

This paper reports on a study of the effects of increased coal-train traffic on grade-crossing

accidents. The Coleman-Stewart model was used to predict injuries and deaths at grade

crossings attributable to increased unit-train volume between four specific origin-destination

pairs. A model developed by the Florida Department of Transportation was examined as an

alternative. For the total hypothetical coal transport of 70.5 million tons per year, increases

of about 8 deaths (21 percent) and 30 injuries (20 percent) per year were predicted. Such

predictions are route-dependent and cannot be extended from one route to another using

simple accident rates based upon number of trains per day. tonnage, or ton-mileage.

Reflectorization of Railroad Rolling Stock, Richard G. McGinnis, Transportation Research

Board, Transportation Research Record 737, 1979, pp. 31-42.

The paper examines the effectiveness of retroreflectors on the sides of railroad rolling

stock as a means of reducing highway-railroad grade crossing accidents and estimates the

benefits and costs of reflectorizing the U.S. fleet of railroad cars.

Factors affecting the amount of reflected light received by a driver including reflector

characteristics, vehicle-reflector positioning, reflector cleanliness, headlight cleanliness and

beam usage, and atmospheric conditions were analyzed and expected reflector illuminance

levels were predicted. These illuminance levels were then compared with established detection

and perception thresholds to predict reflector visibility distances.

Under conditions expected in railroad operation, the analysis indicates that 6" square

delineators of hi-intensity grade reflective sheeting will permit detection distances sufficient

for safe stopping in most highway situations even under low beam headlight illumination. The

visibility of certain unreflectorized railroad cars under low beam illumination is inadequate for

safe operation at highway speeds even as low as 20 mph. Research indicates that most drivers

fail to use high beam lights when such use is appropriate; thus, reflectors on the sides of

railroad cars are needed for adequate train conspicuity at night.

A cost-effective analysis was performed to assess the impact of sight distance at grade

crossings on annual benefits since no reliable information is available on this important factor.

Benefit/cost ratios were found to be in the range of 1.0 to 3.5 for expected levels of visibility

at U.S. highway-railroad grade crossings.

Two Field Studies on Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Illumination, Eugene Russell. Larry

Pelter and Richard Mather, First International Symposium on Transportation Safety, San

Diego, California, July 11-13, 1979, 44 pp.

This paper reports on two field studies where evaluations of illumination of rail-highway

crossings are in progress. One, in Lincoln, Nebraska was a continuation of concern over the

problem dating back to 1965 when they started a program to illuminate the 186 rail-highway

grade crossings in the city.
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Lincoln was one of the first examples in the country to develop a concept of using a light

at the crossing that was different from the regular mercury vapor street lighting. They initially

chose high pressure sodium (HPS) that gave each crossing a distinctive "golden" light that was

identifiable by a motorist several hundred feet prior to the crossing. Later developments,

however, required changing to low-pressure sodium (LPS) at the grade crossings to maintain

a unique and identifiable lighting at rail-highway crossings. Lincoln is also unique in that they

are the only city known to the authors that has made the decision to use LPS lighting on an

extensive scale, i.e., at 186 grade crossings throughout the city.

The second area where noteworthy field research was being conducted is in selected sites

in Oregon, principally in Washington County. This study is being conducted by the Oregon

Public Utilities Commission (PUC). Since there are no standards for crossing illumination, the

Oregon PUC commenced field testing various combinations of lighting types and placement

in 1976.

A New Look at the Value of Using Stop Signs at Rail-Highway Grade Crossings to Increase

Safety, Eugene R. Russell, First International Symposium on Transportation Safety, San

Diego, California, July 11-13, 1979, 28 pp.

This paper reviews the history and changing opinion of safety experts and the public as

to the value of STOP signs at railroad-highway grade crossings. It also reviews an FHWA
study of 1978 on the subject which concludes that STOP signs could be effective when applied

selectively at hazardous passive grade crossings and provided guidelines for their use. The

paper concludes with proposed language for inclusion in the Manual on Uniform Traffic

Control Devices (MUTCD) which would prohibit the indiscriminate use of STOP signs but

which would permit their use when a detailed engineering study finds them warranted.

(Similar language to that suggested has since been added to the MUTCD).

A Research Program to Develop Community Models for Handling Hazardous Materials Trans-

portation Emergencies, Eugene R. Russell, First International Symposium on Transportation

Safety, San Diego, California, July 11-13, 1979, 39 pp.

This paper outlines the need for a proposal to conduct research on the development of

a hazardous materials transportation emergency preparedness model that would serve as

guidelines for any medium to small city and low-density area. The research would include:

1. Digesting existing data sources

2. Risk analysis

3. Organizational framework

4. Contingency plans for all emergencies uncovered in the risk analysis, and,

5. Continuing program of:

a. Data update

b. Local training

6. Planning principles to minimize risk.

Specific objectives:

1. Digest the existing data sources to a format usable by local agencies.

2. Develop model program of risk analysis, organization framework and contingency

plans.

3. Develop an ongoing system for updating data.
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4. Develop workshop materials that can be used for local training course by a cadre of

local trainers.

5. Look at local ordinances to see if risks can be lessened by proper planning principles,

e.g., apply "flood-plain-zoning type" restrictions to high risk transport locations.

The Effects of Local Knowledge and Sight Restrictions on Driver Behavior at Open Railway

Crossings, E.C. Wigglesworth, Journal of Safety Research, Volume 10, No. 3, Fall 1978, pp.

100-107.

The behavior of road traffic was studied at an "open" railway crossing, i.e., a crossing

protected by a static array of signs and with no automatic device warning of an approaching

train. Drivers' head movements and mean approach speeds were obtained in order to assess

the effects of local knowledge and sight restrictions on behavior. The crossing studied had a

major visibility restriction for westbound traffic and trains on only 3 days a week. It was found

that mean speeds at the crossbucks for cars and car derivatives were essentially similar on days

with trains compared with days without trains. The mean reduction in approach speed of

westbound traffic, however, was significantly greater than that for eastbound traffic on all

days. This was not true of commercial vehicles which traveled somewhat more slowly east-

bound because of a slight grade in the road. About one third of drivers looked left and right

to see if a train was coming, one third looked only to the right, and the remaining one third

did not look at all. This pattern was observed in eastbound and westbound traffic. Westbound

drivers who looked left and right had significantly lower speeds at the crossing. Local knowl-

edge of train movements did not materially influence behavior at this crossing.

Railroad-Highway Grade Crossing Surfaces, William J. Hedley, U.S. Department of Trans-

portation, Federal Highway Administration, Implementation Package 79-8, August 1979, 51

PP:

The Purpose of this Technology Sharing Report is to set forth pertinent general informa-

tion on currently available types of railroad-highway grade crossing surfaces as an aid in

choosing physically and economically suitable surfaces for use at individual crossings or groups

of crossings to be installed or improved.

Crossing surface materials described herein are subject to evaluation by States where they

have been installed in ongoing monitored experimental programs.

Railroad-highway grade crossings and their physical characteristics have a special signifi-

cance both to railroads and to highway authorities. For railroads the existence of a crossing

requires modification of the normal track structure, resulting in increased cost of both con-

struction and maintenance.

For highway authorities railroad crossings create discontinuity in normal highway surface,

which at best results in somewhat poorer riding quality and may result in increased vehicle

operating costs and in significant hazard and inconvenience to vehicular traffic.

Objective measurement of the riding quality of various grade crossing surface installa-

tions is difficult. Nevertheless, improvement in riding quality is important to highway users in

two ways: (1) avoidance of extreme reduction in speed at a railroad crossing improves traffic

flow and is an economic benefit in the operation of a motor vehicle and (2) a rough grade

crossing may create a hazard by distracting the attention of the driver from the primary task

of observing the grade crossing traffic control signs and signals and the possible approach of

a train.
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As better data becomes available and improved methodology is developed for evaluating

it, it may well be proven that a large number of crossings, the installation of a crossing surface

with a higher initial cost and having a longer life offers a long range solution which is both more

economical and provides improved riding quality. As a matter of judgement, at present,

taking into account all of the resulting benefits, the installation of a more permanent type of

crossing surface appears to be warranted at many locations.

Legal Effects of Use of Innovative Equipment at Railroad-Highway Grade Crossings on Rail-

road's Accident Liability, David S. Glater and Terry K. Mond, U.S. Department of Trans-

portation, Transportation Systems Center, Federal Railroad Administration, December 1979,

45 pp.

The subject report documents the findings of a study that investigated the effects on a

railroad's legal liability if innovative equipment were used at railroad-highway crossings. The

basic grade crossing equipment in use today was designed about 50 years ago. One reason

often given for the lack of innovativeness in grade crossing equipment is that railroads are

concerned about increased liability when innovative equipment is used at one crossing and not

at another. This study analyzed relevant recent court decisions and concluded:

1. Railroads do not necessarily increase their accident liability costs by using innovative

grade crossing warning equipment.

2. Railroads should monitor government and industry research activities regarding the

feasibility of new equipment because such activities may affect their liability.

3. Railroads may use innovative equipment at one location and not at another without

a significant adverse effect on their liability.

Concluding Comments

A large amount of research is currently in progress or has been completed within the past

year with final reports yet to be published. As a consequence, it is recommended that the

assignment of the subcommittee continue without change. The summary of important publi-

cations provided by by the subcommittee annual report should continue to be valuable to

railroad-highway grade crossing safety among AREA members.

Report on Assignment 4

Evaluation of Developments In Passive and
Non-Train Actuated Grade Crossing Warning

J. L. Whitmeyer (Chairman, Subcommittee), H. J. Barnes, J. P. Boiling, R. J. Bowman, A.

L. Carpenter, C. A. Christensen, R. A. Downey, L. L. George, D. E. Johnson, B. J. D.

Kersey, F. J. Kull, R. F. McDonald, R. J. Massey, O. Massingill, G. E. Masters. R. A.

Mather, H. L. Michael, G. R. Nichelson, R. D. Pamperl, H. A. Richards, F. E. Rosencranz,

E. R. Russel, P. L. Schnert, C. Shoemaker, Larry Snyder, J. E. Spangler, D. D. Thomas, H.

J. Wilkins, W. G. Zielinski

The Railroad Grade Crossing Passive Signing Study was completed in 1978 with the close

of Phase 2. Its purpose was to evaluate the effectiveness of new passive signing systems in

warning drivers of the hazards at railroad-highway grade crossings. Each new combination of

sign systems consisted of an at-crossing crossbuck and an advance warning sign.
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Phase 1 of the study evaluated seven new passive signing system to determine if any of

the new signs were more effective than the existing signs. Completed in October of 1975, the

new signs did increase driver awareness at railroad-highway grade crossings.

Phase 2 set out to test and verify on a nationwide basis the most effective signs, the

expected improvement, and to recommend which signs should be adopted. The three new

signing systems tested in Phase 2 of the study are shown in Figure 1 along with the existing

standard system.

System 1, identified as the Texas System, consists of a red and yellow advance warning

sign and a white crossbuck with the words RAILROAD CROSSING in black against a

circular red and yellow background with a black border. This was the most effective sign

system tested in Phase 1 of the study.

System 2 consists of a red and yellow advance warning sign and a yellow crossbuck with

a black border. While not a part of Phase 1, it was selected for testing because the yellow

crossbuck is being tested in various states and is in wide use in Canada.

System 3 consists of a red and yellow advance warning sign and a standard white cross-

buck with the words RAILROAD CROSSING in black. While this system, too, was not a part

of Phase 1, it was included to determine if the colorful advance warning sign justified the

expected improvement in driver behavior.

System 1 showed significant improvement over the existing standard system of signs as

evidenced by a 6.7 per cent increased driver head movement looking for trains. The advance

warning sign of Systems 1 and 3 accounted for almost half of this improvement.

The advantages and disadvantages of the use of Standard Highway Stop Signs in conjunc-

tion with crossbuck signs at grade crossings have been studied. Field studies were performed

to compare driver behavior for crossbuck only crossing to driver behavior for similar crossings

with standard highway Stop Signs in addition to the crossbuck sign.

The study indicated that Stop Signs are used more frequently in urban areas and crossings

with Stop Signs generally have higher train volumes. Accident rates for Stop Sign crossings are

lower than crossbuck signed only crossings. Stop Signs, when properly used, result in im-

proved driver behavior deemed adequate for detection and avoidance of trains.

The Canadian Council on Uniform Traffic Control Devices recently completed a study

on the Highway-Railway Crossing Sign as presently specified by the Railway Act, admin-

istered by the Railway Transport Committee of the Canadian Transport Commission.

The specifications for the signs with respect to size and shape vary with the conditions

encountered at various classes of railway crossings. A bilingual sign legend is specified for use

in the province of Quebec with an English legend for use in all other provinces. The Commit-

tee desired a revision to eliminate the need for a word message and to standardize upon one

sign applicable to all crossings.

After considering nine possible sign designs for preliminary testing in the field, final

revisions considered were reduced to two basic designs:

1. Yellow background with a 1.5 cm black border inset 1.5 cm.

2. White background with a 5 cm red border extending to the edge of the sign.

A further evaluation of these two basic signs was conducted by the University of Calgary

and comparisons were also made with the existing English legend white crossbuck sign. The

Technical and Research Committee examined all aspects of the study and recommended the

basic design 2 be adopted (Figure 2) for use at all at-grade crossings of railways in Canada.
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Although the Canadian Transport Commission has agreed with the recommendation, the sign

has not (at this writing) been included in the statutes and is, therefore, still unofficial.

A U.S. government sponsored study has undertaken considerable field testing towards

developing a more meaningful Advance Warning Sign. A California-based firm is testing both

passive and activated aspects of a new design.

Figure 3 is of a 48-inch square diamond-shaped sign with a red "X" bordered in white

upon a yellow background. The RED "X" was chosen to increase the attention-getting

property of the sign. The 1 .5 inch white border along the red "X" augments the poor daytime

brightness contrast between red and yellow. While use of a black "X" would provide more

daytime visibility, the increased target value of the red color offsets the lesser brightness of

the internal sign colors, according to the study.

The 60° crossing angle of the blades of the "X" possesses several human-factor properties

in addition to being larger than a 90° "X" inscribed in the same size sign. The 60° crossing angle

also provides adequate space to accommodate a supplementary symbol such as is shown as

black right curve arrow upon the yellow background. In a curved approach situation, the

arrow assists the motorist as to where the crossing is to be found.

The primary advance sign is shown with a 24-inch by 36-inch Message Plate below

containing 5-inch letters WATCH FOR TRAINS. This was one among nine different mes-

sages under study during the laboratory test phase of the project and was selected for use with

the diamond shaped advance warning sign in its passive state.

This sign assembly was also equipped with two eight-inch flashing yellow lamps, one

above the advance warning sign and the other below the Message Plate. When activated, the

two lights flash alternately. If activated by a train, the message plate would read TRAIN
WHEN FLASHING.

The study conclusions, to date, show that if the sign is properly understood by the driver.

the connotation of the real hazard that lies ahead should be quite clear; hence, the sign is

considered very creditable. Laboratory tests revealed that the sign legend and its intended

meaning was understood by 70-80% of the subjects tested, which is considered an excellent

degree of understanding by the researchers.

The American Automobile Association recently prepared a special traffic quiz film

depicting commonly seen roadway signs, signals and pavement markings. No traffic control

device was interpreted correctly by all of the drivers tested. Even the best understood signs

were not clearly comprehended by 5 to 10% of those tested. It was concluded that an

intersection with 5,000 vehicles per day would have a potential of 500 confused drivers who
might make an unsafe or illegal maneuver or suddenly slow, or even stop, to figure things out.

In general, however, tests showed that drivers understand symbol signs better than either

signals or pavement markings.

This report is submitted as information, with recommendation that the subject be con-

tinued.

Respectively submitted

J. L. Whitmeyer, Chairman

Subcommittee No. 4
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MANUAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Committee 9—Highways

REVISIONS TO AREA MANUAL FOR RAILWAY ENGINEERING—CHAPTER 9

REVISIONS TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

Part 2 Signs for Highway Railway Grade Crossings, 1979

2.1 Crossbuck Sign

2.2 Number of Tracks Sign

2.3 Advance Warning Sign

2.4 National Grade Crossing Inventory Number Sign

2.5 Other Signs

Part 3 Signals for Highway-Railroad Grade Crossings, 1979

3.1 General

3.2 Automatic Flashing Light Crossing Signals

3.3 Cantilever Mounted Flashing Light Crossing Signals

3.4 Specifications for Grade Crossing Signals

3.5 Curbs, Guard Ralls, Guard Rings and Attenuators

Part 4 Automatic Crossing Gates for Highway Railway Grade Crossings, 1979.

4.1 General

4.2 Specifications for Automatic Crossing Gates

Miscellaneous Part

9-M-1 Protecting Highway-Railway Grade Crossings and Flangeways, 1969

9-M-2 Type of Barrier For Dead End Streets and Closed Highway-Railway Grade
Crossings, 1979

9-M-3 Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Accident/Incident Report, 1978

9-M-4 US DOT/AAR Crossing Inventory Form
9-M-5 (See Part 9-2.3) Deleted from 9-M

9-M-10 Location of Highways Parallel with Railways, 1962

9-M-13 Problems Relating to Location and Construction of Limited Access High-

ways In Vicinity of or Crossing Railways, 1962

9-M-14 License or Easement Applications (Highways-Streets-Roadways), 1962

REVISIONS TO AREA MANUAL FOR RAILWAY ENGINEERING — CHAPTER 9

PART 2 — SIGNS FOR HIGHWAY-RAILWAY GRADE CROSSINGS — 1979

2.1 Crossbuck Sign

A standard reflectorized crossbucic sign shall be installed and maintained at each roadway

approach to a highway-railway grade crossing in accordance with State Law and the Manual

on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, Part VIII, Section 8B-2 with reference to other sections

and as shown in Fig. 8-1. Crossbucks shall be installed with crossing signals as shown in Figs.

8-3, 8-4, 8-5 and 8-6.
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2.2 Number of Track Sign

At all grade crossings having more than one track, a reflectorized sign showing the

number of tracks shall be installed and maintained below each crossbuck sign in accordance

with the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, Part VIII, Section 8B-2 and Fig. 8-1.

2.3 Advance Warning Signs

A railroad advance warning sign shall be installed and maintained, by the governmental

agency having responsibility, on each approach to a railway-highway crossing in accordance

with and within the limitations of the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices Part VIII,

Section 8B-3, with reference to other sections.

2.4 National Grade Crossing Inventory Number

A National Grade Crossing Inventory Number shall be installed and maintained on

crossbuck post or signal mast at each public grade crossing, and at a suitable location at grade

separations, in accordance with the National Railroad-Highway Crossing Inventory Update

Manual.

The number board may be light-guage aluminum with letters and numbers embossed.

Letter size and other dimensions should conform to the Railroad-Highway Crossing Inventory

Update Manual, dated January 1976. The sign need not be painted, thereby remaining less

attractive to vandals. The sign shall show the railroad initials.

This type of sign board can be considered an unpainted "License Plate" type, and the

blanks used for motorcycle tags could be used to produce the sign.

For each new crossing, the U.S. DOT/AAR Crossing Inventory Form. Fig. 9-M-4. shall

be completed and one of the unused numbers assigned. As changes occur at an existing

crossing, an inventory form shall be prepared showing the updated information in accordance

with the Update Manual.

2.5 Other Signs

Other signs may be installed at or on the approaches to highway-railway grade crossings

as determined by those having the expertise and legal authority to authorize such signs. Use

of the signs shall be on an individual crossing basis and shall comply with the referenced

sections of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.

Exempt Crossing Sign
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Part 3—SIGNALS FOR HIGHWAY-RAILWAY GRADE CROSSING 1979

3.1 General

3.1.1 At crossings where engineering studies show a need for an indication of the ap-

proach or the presence of a train on the crossing, flashing-light signals or cantilever flashing-

light signals, with or without gates, are recommended in accordance with the Manual on

Uniform Traffic Control Devices, Part VIII, Sections C&D.

3.1.2 The practices contained in Parts 3 & 4 of Chapter 9 of the AREA Manual and in

MUTCD Part VIII, Section C are recommended for new installations or where General

Replacement of Present Apparatus is to be made. Where their regulations differ, from any of

these recommendations. State or Federal Laws will govern.

3.1.3 These recommendations are in the interest of establishing uniformity in traffic

control and advisory devices at railroad-highway crossings, and they do not, in any way. imply

or otherwise suggest inadequacy of installations which may not conform to the provisions of

this Manual.

3.1.4 Flashing light crossing signals without gates should be used only at single track

crossings or at multiple track crossings having not more than one main line track, where

simultaneous or following train movements will not occur. Based on an engineering study, on

an individual crossing basis, this will permit similar usage at other crossings where safety will

not be impaired. Refer to MUTCD Fig. 8-7 and AREA Manual Figs. 4 through 12.

3.2 Automatic Flashing Light Crossing Signals

Mast mounted train activated automatic crossing flashing light signals shall comply with

the requirements of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, Part VIII Sections 8C-1

and 2 and Fig. 8-3 and the following parts of AREA Manual Chapter 9. Mast mounted flashing

light crossing signals should be used on single and two-lane roadway crossings.

3.3 Cantilever Mounted Flashing Light Crossing Signals

Cantilever mounted flashing light crossing signals shall comply with the requirements of

the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices Part VIII, Section 8C-3 and Fig. 8-4. Can-

tilever mounted signals should be used at multi-lane roadway crossings and where a motorist

view of a mast mounted signal would not be sufficient because of roadway curvature, terrain,

vegetation, vehicles, or other obstructions.

3.4 Speciflcation Tor Grade Crossing Signals

In addition to the specifications of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, the

following provisions should apply to flashing light crossing installations.

3.4.1 Operation

Signals and devices which indicate the approach of a train shall be so controlled that

they will operate for such a period of time before the arrival of any train at the crossing

as is reasonably required to advise approaching highway drivers.

3.4.1.1 Controls, including electric, electronic and mechanical methods, shall be in

accordance with Signal Manual Part 34, insofar as it applies, and as far as practicable

shall be so designed that in the event of failure of any part, the signals and devices will

display the activated advisory aspect.
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3.4.1.2 Where means are provided for automatic deactivation of the warning devices

during intervals when trains make regular operating stops or perform switching oper-

ations on approach circuits:

(a) Controls shall be so designed as to provide operation of warning devices before

a train reaches the crossing.

(b) Automatic control of traffic control devices actuated by approaching trains other

than the train that has stopped or is performing switching operations, shall take

precedence over any feature provided to suspend operation.

3.4.1.3 Where manual deactivation of grade crossing signals and other devices is

provided in addition to automatic controls:

(a) Automatic control actuated by approaching trains other than that for which

manual control has been made effective shall take precedence over the manual con-

trol.

(b) Means shall be provided to restore the controls to automatic operation.

(c) Means shall be provided to prevent manual operation by unauthorized persons.

3.4.1.4 On tracks where trains operate at a speed of 20 MPH or higher, the signals

shall operate for not less than 20 seconds before arrival of any train on such track. On
other tracks used for switching and assembling trains such as industrial leads, sidings,

switching tracks and storage tracks, means shall be provided to advise approaching

highway traffic.

3.4.1.5 Signals shall operate whenever any part of the train occupies the crossing.

3.4.1.6 Where train speeds on a given track vary considerably under normal opera-

tion and/or volume of railroad and highway traffic warrants, special devices or circuits

should be installed to provide reasonably consistent advisory time for all movements.

Under similar traffic volume conditions special control features should be used to

eliminate the effects of station stops and switching operations within approach control

circuits.

3.4.1.7 Where a highway intersection, equipped with traffic control signals, is located

within 200 feet of a signalized highway-railway grade crossing and highway traffic or

other conditions warrant, a circuit should be provided to pre-empt the traffic light

controller during approach and passing of a train as described in the Manual of

Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways. See MUTCD Part 8C-6

for specific directions of pre-emption of traffic signals.

3.4.2 Bell, when used, shall be accordance with Signal Manual, Part 21 and mounted with

the face of the gong parallel to the highway. Bell should ring during the time the signal lights

are operating, except it may be silenced when head end of train reaches crossing, or when the

gate has descended to within 10 degrees of horizontal.

PART 4—AUTOMATIC CROSSING GATES FOR HIGHWAY-RAILWAY GRADE CROSS-
INGS, 1979

4.1 General

An automatic gate, indicating the approach or presence of a train shall present toward

approaching highway traffic the aspect of a reflectorized red and white striped barrier

equipped with red lights either being lowered or at rest in a horizontal position across the lane
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or lanes used by traffic approaching the crossing. Installations of automatic gates shall comply

with the requirements of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, Part VIII, Sections

8C-4 and 8D and Figs. 8-5, 8-6, and 8-7.

In addition, the following specifications of Part 4 and Figures 4 through 13 of Part 3 of

AREA Chapter 9 apply.

4.2 Specifications for Automatic Gates

4.2.1 Location

An automatic gate, combined with a flashing light signal, should be placed preferably

to the right of approaching highway traffic and conform to Figs. 4 to 13, inc.. Part 3,

Chapter 9. Where local conditions require, gate arms may be placed at other than right

angles to highway, and additional light units or an additional signal may be used if it is

determined to be impractical to advise all highway traffic approaching the crossing from

one direction with a single signal.

4.2.2 Arm

Each gate arm shall be equipped with not less than three red lamps arranged to shine

in both directions along the highway. The gate arm, when in the raised position, shall not

obstruct or interfere with highway traffic.

4.2.3 Operation

4.2.3.1 Gate arm lights shall operate in conjunction with the flashing light crossing

signal at all times when the gate is in position to obstruct highway traffic. The light

nearest the tip of the arm shall burn steadily and two lights shall flash alternately in

unison with the lights of the signal.

4.2.3.2 Gate arm shall start its downward motion not less than 3 seconds after the

signal lights start to operate.

4.2.3.3 Gate arm shall reach the horizontal position before arrival of any train and

shall remain in that position as long as any part of the train occupies the crossing.

4.2.4 Circuits

Circuits shall be so arranged that a failure of the gate mechanism to operate as

intended will not prevent the lights on gate arm and signal from operating when a train

is approaching.

EDITOR'S NOTE:

The "Signal Manual " and "Signal Drawings" referred to in this chapter arc published by the

Communication and Signal Section. Association ol American Railroads. I'hc "Signal (draw-

ings" are included in this chapter for the information, convenience and ready reference of the

users of the AREA Manual, but with various dc.ails removed. For information on the "Signal

Manual" or specific "Signal Drawings" inquiries should be addressed to the Communication

and Signal Section. Association of American Railroads, 1920 L Street, N.W., Washington,

D.C. 2(K).36.
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Committee

Those whose names are shown in bold face, in addition to the Chairman and Vice

Chairman are the Subcommittee Chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

1. REVIEW OF TABLE I IN SECTION 1.4.1

Table I is a very important part of Chapter 10 since it prescribes the flexural perfor-

mance requirements for concrete ties by specifying allowable rail seat and center of

tie positive and negative bending moments. The Subcommittee is currently studying

dividing the Table into two or three parts by type of service. They are also considering

reducing the number of tie spacings and tie lengths to reflect common usage. They will

revise the Table II format similar to the revised Table I.

2. INVESTIGATE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF CONCRETE TIE SYSTEMS

This Subcommittee is handling with the signal section of the AAR and is awaiting their

recommendations for acceptable properties.

3. INVESTIGATE THE NEED FOR THE TWO BLOCK TIE SPECIFICATION

It has been tentatively recommended that the specification for two block ties be

retained in the manual since it is still used by some foreign railroads. If it is to be

retained, it will have to be updated to be compatible with revisions to the section on

Monoblock ties.

4. INVESTIGATE CRACKS

This Subcommittee is studying the following:

(a) If a tie is cracked in testing and passed the test requirements, should it be used in

track?

(b) What constitutes a crack?

234
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5. INVESTIGATE TIE PAD REQUIREMENTS

This Subcommittee is working on requirements for optimum pads for concrete ties

including maintenance cycles for their renewal. The Subcommittee has many ques-

tions still to be resolved.

6. INVESTIGATE BALLAST REQUIREMENTS

This Subcommittee which has just been formed will formulate specifications for

ballast that will perform satisfactorily under concrete ties.

The Committee on Concrete Ties

J. R. Williams, Chairman

$
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

No Report.

1. Accounting.

This subcommittee has the continuing assignment of gathering and/or distributing

accounting information to Committee 11. It is proposed this subcommittee will study

and report on the Interstate Commerce Commission's proposed change in accounting

rules regarding depreciation of track structures.

2. Bibliography.

The committee will continue to distribute articles of interest as they apply to Engineer-

ing Records and Property Accounting.

3. Office and Drafting Practices.

Current assignment of this subcommittee was to report on property verification pro-

cedures in connection with the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. It is proposed that this

subcommittee research and report on the requirements of a property record which

would satisfy both Engineering and Property Accounting needs.
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4. Taxes.

This subcommittee also has the continuing assignment of gathering and/or distributing

information on changes in the federal income tax regulations, state and local tax laws

and other tax laws affecting railroad property.

The Committee on Engineering Records and Property Accounting,

G. R. Gallagher, Chairman
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Committee

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual

No Report

2. Air Pollution Control

Report on "Waste Material as Energy Sources, Economical and Environmental

Considerations" submitted as information.

3. Land Pollution Control

Report on "Treatment and Disposal of Sludges and Residues from Wastewater Treat-

ment Plants and Car Cleaning Facilities'" submitted as information.

4. Environmental Economics

New Subject 1980
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5. Plant Utilities

Reactivated 1980

7. Noise Pollution Control

Continuing investigation of barriers as feasible technology for noise abatement in

railroad yards.

8. Environmental Education

Sponsored the 1980 Student Design Competition for college students.

The project was developed to introduce undergraduate engineering students with the

challenges of railway environmental engineering. The contestants were given a spe-

cific set of parameters for wastewater generated in a typical locomotive maintenance,

washing and servicing facility with the objective to develop a general solution and

basic design for an industrial wastewater collection and treatment system which would

be the most economical to install and operate, and meet the stream discharge criteria

in the NPDES discharge permit. The first prize of $1000 was presented to Cadet Jeffry

R. Joyce, United States Military Academy, at the 1980 A.R.E.A. Annual Technical

Conference.

The Committee on Environmental Engineering

R. S. Byran, Jr., Chairman
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

A copy of proposed revisions to the manual (excluding Passenger Facilities section)

is being circulated to all members for a ballot vote. Assuming membership approval,

we will be in a position to recommend manual revision by the end of 1980.

1. Fire prevention in yards.

Chairman Beirne is currently soliciting imput from members and it is anticipated that

a preliminary draft report will be available for membership review some time in 1981.

2. Bulk material handling systems, collaborating as necessary or desirable with Commit-

tees 6, 8 and 15.

This subject was originally drafted as an 8-section report and the first two

sections
—

"Introduction" and "Site Selection" have been completed. Chairman
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Zaenger and the subcommittee are currently working on Section 3 "Material Handl-

ing Facilities." By a previous Committee decision, it was decided that this assignment

would concentrate on bulk granular solids.

5. Trends in intermodal facilities.

At our September meeting, Chairman Bishop presented a preliminary outline for

investigation and report. It was decided that we would recommend to the AREA that

the title of this assignment be changed to "Design of Intermodal Facilities".

6. Guidelines for intertrack drainage and surface construction in yards.

Chairman Hagan circulated a report to Subcommittee members which was presented

at the September meeting for review. It is expected that a final report will be ready

in early 1981 for Bulletin publication as information, with the recommendation the

subject be discontinued.

8. Grades in yards with tangent point retarders.

A final report has been prepared by Chairman Schoelwer which will be submitted as

Bulletin material with the recommendation that the subject be discontinued.

9. Bibliography of reports by other organizations and bodies concerning yards and

terminals.

A final report is being prepared by Chairman Anderson and will be presented as

Bulletin material with the recommendation that the subject be discontinued.

10. Cooperate with DOT Transportation Systems Center on study of methodical design

of classification yards, collaborating as necessary or desirable with other AREA
Committees or AAR units.

Chairman Price and the membership of this subcommittee has been very actively

involved with FRA and its contract consultant, Stanford Research Institute (SRI), in

the review of materials being prepared for the Yard Design Manual. In conjunction

with this assignment, SRI has also developed three computer programs which should

be of great assistance to engineers involved in Classification Yard Design:

1. Hump Grade Profile Design

2. Yard Capacity Determination

3. Trim End Conflict Evaluation

Several other investigations have resulted from this assignment, including further

study and evaluation of car rollability which will be quite valuable to those persons

involved in Freight Classification Yard Design.

The Committee on Yards and Terminals

P. E. Van Cleve, Chairman
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman and vice chairman,

are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual

Revisions to specifications for Steel Railway Bridges submitted for adoption were

published in Bulletin 680, November—December 1980.
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1. Develop criteria for the design of unloading pits.

The Committee feels that this assignment is complete and should be dropped.

2. Obtain data from which the frequency of occurrence of maximum stress in steel

railway bridges may be determined under service loading.

Information on tonnage and wheel loadings has been obtained from several railroads

and is being analyzed; real progress will require gathering field data by instrumenting

bridges.

4. Develop specifications for the earthquake design of steel railway bridges.

Available specifications have been assembled and guidelines established for adapta-

tion to railway use.

5. Establish criteria for determining serviceability of steel structures which have been

exposed to fire.

The Subcommittee has been organized and is collecting data.

7. Bibliography and technical explanation of various requirements in AREA specifica-

tions relating to iron and steel structures.

Recommendations of this subcommittee are included in material submitted under

Assignment B.

10. Continuous welded rail on bridges.

Assignment complete.

The Committee on Steel Structures

C. A. Hughes, Chairman
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Committee

T. C. NORDQUIST, Chairman

J. C. Martin, Vice Chairman
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•* Died October 11. 1980

Those whose names are in boldface, in addition to the Chairman, Vice Chairman and

Secretary, are the Subcommittee Chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your Committee Reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual

The Subcommittee has made suggested revisions as well as clarification of material in

a new section for Chapter 16, Part 4. This section titled Railway Operations has been

resubmitted to the Board of Directors for approval and manual insertion.

3. Determination of Factors, including various traffic volumes affecting maintenance of

way expense and effect of using such factors in terms of equated mileage or other
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derived factors, for allocation of available funds to maintenance of way, collaborating

as necessary or desirable with Committees 11 and 22.

a. Additional maintenance cost due to operating 100 ton unit trains.

As a result of further study and consideration this committee is recommending

that its subject title for 3a be modified to read as follows:

a. Additional factors affecting capital investment and maintenance cost due to

operating 100 ton unit trains.

The reason for this change of wording is that it now describes the goals that

are apparent. Based upon its study to date there is no one cost for additional

maintenance due to operation of 100 ton unit trains. This Committee will

continue its study and constantly update its material.

4. Economic evaluation of methods for reducing the probability of derailments.

This Committee has now completed a report for publication in Bulletin 680, November-

December 1980. This report deals with a comprehensive check list that can be followed

for derailment investigation. The recommended check list is the result of a review of many
forms used by American Railroads and incorporates all necessary data gathering for

derailment reporting.

This Subcommittee next plans to develop a cross section of the data collection procedures

in effect for the various roads followed by a summary for managers to use in determining

trends, priorities and areas needing attention. The third phase being to analyze and make
individual reports on the economics of various methods to reduce the probability of

derailments, such as the installation of hot bearing detectors, operating track geometry

car, etc.

6. Factors involving the rationalization of railway systems.

This Committee has involved itself in a review of past material and data and will now
proceed with drafting a report for consideration by the whole Committee.

7. Applications of industrial engineering functions to the railroad industry.

This Committee has now prepared a new section for inclusion in Part 6 of Chapter 16 and

will be submitting for approval of the Committee soon.

The Committee on Economics of Plant, Equipment and Operations

T. C. Nordquist, Chairman
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MEMOIR

VINCENT J. ROGGEVEEN
1922—1980

Vincent J. Roggeveen, retired Stanford University Professor and consultant, died Oc-

tober 11, 1980. He was born December 23, 1922 and was raised in New York City.

Vince earned four University degrees:

Doctor of Business Administration, Harvard University, 1965

Master of Science in Civil Engineering, MIT, 1953

Master of Business Administration (With Distinction), Harvard University, 1950

Bachelor of Civil Engineering, City College of New York, 1943

In the Summer of 1942 Vince started as a Rodman in the United States Geological

Survey, after which he worked as a Junior Engineer for two years in the Civil Aeronautics

Administration. From 1945 to 1946 he served as a Second Lieutenant in the U.S. Public Health

Service.

After this government service Vince worked for building and manufacturing firms be-

tween 1946 and 1951. Included in this experience were Irons and Reynolds. Inc., Hersey

Manufacturing Company, and Merritt, Chapman, and Scott Corporation.

In 1951 Vince began his service to the academic community as a Research Assistant in

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This continued until 1953 when he became Assis-

tant Professor of Transportation Engineering and Assistant Director of Highway Research at

MIT which positions he held through 1959. During this period Vince had a Ford Foundation

Fellowship in the Graduate School of Business at Harvard University between 1957 and 1958.

In 1960 he was appointed jointly Associate Professor of Transportation Planning in the

Department of Civil Engineering and the Graduate School of Business at Stanford University.

During an 18-month leave of absence in 1965-6 Vince served as Director of the Office of

Transportation Research, a part of the U.S. Department of Commerce.

In addition to membership in the AREA he was a member of the ASCE. Regional

Science Association, Transportation Research Forum, National Defense Transportation As-

sociation, Sigma Xi, Pacific Railway Club and an Associate of the Highway Research Board.

Vince had extensive experience as a professional consultant to industry, federal, local,

and foreign governments, and to consulting firms. Other languages he spoke were Dutch,

French, and German. He was divorced and survived by three children.

He became a member of AREA Committee 24-Engineering Education-in 1958 and

served as its Chairman from 1969 through 1971. In 1961 he began his association with AREA
Committee 16-Economics of Plant, Equipment and Operations. He worked with both Com-
mittees until his death.

Vince was the author of many professional papers and reports on transportation topics.

Among his publications for AREA were papers on Organization of Railway Engineering

Departments as well as Engineering Economics. Few will forget his illustrated talk, a few years

back, to the AREA Technical Conference about his inspection trip of the railways in China.

He held the audience in rapt attention with his wit. clarity, and grasp of railway operating

problems.

Vince is missed by his colleagues, associates and friends.

Committee 16
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineerying Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

2. Economics to be derived from use of track laying system (TLS-train).

Rich Johnson made a draft report. Since then he has received comments, additions,

corrections and deletions and will present the report for acceptance in early 1981.

2. Economics of renewing railway turnouts and crossings by panel method vs. replace-

ment of material in place.
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A final report was make and corrections are being made. This subject will be

concluded and a final report presented for publication in early 1981.

4. (Former assignment) Economics of tie renewals by cutting vs. one piece renewal.

Subject was finalized and copy of report was published in Bulletin 679, September-

October 1980, as information.

4. (New assignment) Economics of the installation of concrete ties vs. wood cross ties.

Subject being pursued with 1981 completion date.

7. Determine the Economics of Work Equipment vs. Small Machine or Hand Labor in

Tie Renewals.

Assignment is complete and will appear in this bulletin as information.

The Committee on Economics of Railway Construction and Maintenance,

W. Glavin, Chairman

Committee 22

Report on Assignment 7

DETERMINE THE ECONOMICS OF WORK EQUIPMENT VS. SMALL
MACHINES OR HAND LABOR IN TIE RENEWALS

In investigating the economics of work equipment in highly mechanized and organized

gangs versus using hand labor with some small machines in the insertion of ties, it was found

to be very difficult to collect the needed information accurately from all participating rail-

roads. The method of data collection was by use of a questionnaire designed to determine just

what economical advantages or disadvantages there were in mechanization of tie renewals by

railroads. Fourteen (14) different railroads answered. The questionnaire was designed to

separately investigate mechanized insertions versus hand labor using small machines in the

insertion of ties. The study will directly compare labor costs plus payroll additives, complete

machine costs of tie renewals, manpower expenses paid for away-from-home support and the

expense of transporting the men involved in these tie renewals to and from the job.

It was found that 81.5% of all ties are inserted by mechanized gangs on the railroads

answering the questionnaire. It was also reported that 3.9% are inserted by undertrack plow

operations, 1.7% by various type track undercutters and 12.9% by other manual or mechan-

ical means.

Results of this study show that total cost of tie insertions better than double when

inserting ties by hand or small machines compared to mechanized means. There are several

reasons why railroads must continue to insert by hand, even though it is known to be more

expensive. Among these are: tie insertions necessary to maintain a trackage in a serviceable

condition until a mechanized program arrives, the railroads" track inspectors determine emer-

gency spot replacement needed and various FRA requirements and inspectors designate

emergency replacements.

Not all ties deteriorate at the same rate, thus causing the need for spot insertions. There

will always be a need for the insertion of ties using small machines or even the insertion

manually. Most railroads stated these operations were a small percentage of their insertions.
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thus do not concentrate on the operations enough to make them efficient. Most stated they

tend to view this operation as an emergency or "used only when absolutely necessary"

operation. But, when you consider about 7% to 8% of the nation's tie insertions are inserted

by hand or small machines, we are talking about a very large quantity of ties.

MECHANIZED INSERTIONS

In the investigation of the mechanized insertion of ties, using highly organized gangs with

modern efficient machines, we found that the labor cost was $3.94 per tie. (Using a basic labor

rate of $7.50 plus an average payroll additive). This included an average gang size of 32 men
using approximately 14 machines inserting an averge of 630 ties per working day in an average

5.3 hours of on-track time. In these averages, the two extremes were removed from the

statistics to make them as meaningful as possible.

Mechanized gangs varied highly in the number of machines used ranging from a low of

8 to a high of 27. In the calculation of machine costs, a standard modern-day tie gang using

spike pullers, tie removers, tie handlers, tie inserters, rail lifters, automatic spikers and

on-track/off-track air compressors were equated to present day dollar values (1979) and

pro-rated to the gang size shown by each reporting railroad. These equipment costs were then

equated to a daily and per tie cost for depreciation and machine maintenance. A cost of the

actual mechanics necessary to maintain this equipment, as reported by the various railroads,

was equated to a per day and per tie cost. This then gave us the machine cost per tie inserted.

This cost averaged $.72 per tie average for all reporting railroads. (All costs are 1979 figures.)

In equating the away-from-home expenses for mechanized gangs, costs were also very

difficult to decipher. Award 298 or per diem as reported, was calculated and equated to $.35

per tie. One expense that is not included is the cost of the bunk cars, due to insufficient data.

It seems very few railroads know this information and thus, it is not included in these costs.

In equating the expense of transportation, the mechanized manpower to and from the

job, the cost of a rental bus or adequate size vehicle was equated to a daily and per tie cost.

This expense averaged $.04 per tie.

In summary, mechanized renewal of ties as reported in the questionnaires, totals: labor

$3.94, machinery $.72, manpower expense $.35, transportation expense $.04. with a grand

total of $5.05 per tie inserted. This, once again, would be with an average gang of 32 men using

14 machines inserting 630 ties in 5.33 on-track hours.

HAND INSERTION USING SOME SMALL MACHINES

In the investigation of tie insertions using small machines or hand labor, a small machine

was defined to be one that could be set off by hand thus not necessary for it to run to the clear

or set offs. Some railroads reported they had no hand insertions of ties. The reporting railroads

stated most entirely the use of local sections or headquartered gangs when inserting ties by

hand. These gangs were sometimes supplemented with additional forces when necessary for

such an operation.

The statistics reported the insertion of an average 76 ties per day using a 7-man gang with

2 to 3 small machines in 5.2 on-track hours. In calculating the labor costs for insertion of these

ties using small machines or hand labor, including payroll additives, was $9.64. This may not

be out of line since it is a very small operation carried out by most roads only as emergency

spot insertions.

In the investigation of small machines reportedly used, we find a highly varied organiza-

tion with a high of four machines. In the equating of machine expense, presently purchased

values of the machines reported by the various railroads was used and the calculation was done
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we would have a drastic decrease in the cost of per tie renewed with additional track time in

track insertion time. When you consider that a railroad inserts from 100,000 to 2,0(XJ.(XXJ ties

per year, its savings could be immense. With just the addition of one hour of on-track working

time to the average reported on 14 railroads would increase the efficiency about 20% or

approximately $1 per tie, thus a savings of $100,000 to $2,000,000 per year.

To further demonstrate the importance of track time, we can take the production statistics

as reported in this study, and by making a few assumptions, we can graphically show the

economic importance of track time. This can be seen in Graph I. The explanation of these

assumptions are made as follows:

COSTS = Labor (including additives) + Machine + Expenses + Transportation

Using a labor rate of $7.50 per hour plus payroll additives which were an

average of the reporting railroads

Assume labor, away-from-home expenses and transportation are constant

Assume machine expense to vary only in daily maintenance since:

Machine expense equals maintenance + mechanic + depreciation

Assume maintenance to vary by 10% increase or decrease per hour of on-track

time.

TIES = Gang insertion rate of 163 ties per on track hour

Vary the first hour by 50% of full rate

Vary the last hour by 75% of full rate

Many variations of this analysis could be made with very little change occurring in the

shape of a curve. It is rather obvious that the fixed daily costs for large mechanized gangs cause

a high cost per tie in the first few hours of each day. Using the graph we can see the following:

On-Track Hours Cost Per Tie
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could sustain the same insertion rate as reported in the 4 hours. Looking at the lower end of

the on-track time scale we see both operations have a very high cost per tie insertion. This is

very obvious since both have a fixed cost with a mechanized operation being considerably

higher. Although these two graphs do not cross, it has to be assumed that they would

somewhere under 1 hour of track time, since the cost of the first tie inserted each day must

be higher for mechanized operation then inserting by hand or the use of small machines.

In conclusion, the report shows that tie insertions are much more economical using

well-organized mechanized tie gangs than hand insertion using some small machines. It also

proved that these mechanized operations can economically be greatly improved by the in-

crease of on-track time. Considerable savings can be generated by the diligent supervision of

the on-track time allocation. When on-track time gets below 1 hour, consideration must be

made to develop an organized hand insertion of ties using some small machines, since the

economy would not favor the use of highly mechanized operations.
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C. T. PoPMA, Chairman

E. Y. Huang, Vice Chairman

R. G. McGiNNis, Secretary

T. D. Kern

C. D. Chambers

J. R. Blacklock

K. H. Lenzen

W. S. AutreY
J. B. Babcock (E)

D. R. Bergmann
S. E. Bledsoe
R. M. Brown
W. R. Catching

J. G. Chandler
D. E. Cleveland
A. W. Cooper
B. M. Davidson

J. F. Davison (E)

L. A. Durham. Jr

C. E. Ekberg, Jr

L. L. Etherton
J. T. Evans

J. P. Hartman
W. W. Hay
W. P. Houwen, Jr.

W. H. Huffman (E)

H. E. Hurst
T. B. Hutcheson
D. W. Jacobs

F. O. Johnson

A. D. Kerr
J. D. Lamoureaux
B. B. Lewis (E)

A. L. Maynard
R. G. Michael
W. A. Oliver

R. M. Olson
J. F. Pearce

A. J. Reinschmidt

V. ROGGEVEEN*
H. L. Rose
L. E. Rundell
E. R. Russell, Sr.

D. V. Sartore
T. G. SCHULTZ

P. S. Settle, Jr.

W. D. Smoak
S. G. Warner
D. M. Tate
G. H. Way
H. M. Williamson

D. L. Wilson

E. N. Wilson

B. J. WORLEY
A. M. Zarembski

R. W. Zimmer

(E) Member Emeritus

• Died October 11. 1980

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary, are the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

A. Recommendations for further study and research.

A new subcommittee should be formed on research information. Railroad Research

Information Services publishes abstracts of most railroad related research twice a

year. Information should be disseminated on a substantial number of federally funded

research projects. Professor Bronzini of the University of Tennessee will make a

presentation about his study which outlines the current status of railroad engineering

education. This study was based on a report submitted by E. Y. Huang for publication

in the AREA Bulletin.

1. Recruiting.

No report.
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4. Student Affiliates.

The student affiliate group under the very active leadership of C. D. Chambers has

worked with other AREA committees to re-establish the student design contest.

AREA committee chairmen are being polled by Mr. Cerny for committee sponsorship

for 1982 and 1983.

It has been recommended that an announcement letter be sent out by the sponsoring

committee for the 1982 contest not later than January 1981.

5. Continuing Education.

A proposal was submitted for a continuing education seminar to be held in connection

with the AREA Spring meeting.

6. Speakers.

A proposed letter to the various universities indicating the availability of speakers is

under consideration by the board.
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F. H. Smith
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J. P. ZOLLMAN
M. W. Adams

J. J. Jewell

R. P. Drew
M. L. Stone

P. V. Divine

W. J. GOTTSABEND

T. J. O'DONNELL

E. W. Buckles

C. L. Bull
L. J. Calloway
S. T. Clark
R. A. COULOMBRE
E. D. Cranson
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J. M. Driehuis

H. F. Dully
S. Fainbloom

E. H. Fisher

E. E. Fliess

W. D. Gilbert

J. J. Hannaford
W. H. Holt
S. R. Horn
N. W. Hutchison (E)

C. Q. Jeffords

D. C. Johnson

T. D. Jones

M. E. Kerns (E)

C. F. King

W. E. Kropp (E)

G. M. Lange
C. Matthews
R. L. Matthews
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C. H. Olds
B. F. OVERBEY
C. A. Peebles

J. R. Pollard, Jr.

R. S. Radspinner

J. R. Rechling

D. F. Richardson

T. R. Rigsby

J. W. Risk (E)

R. T. RUCKMAN
D. SCHULZ

P. D. SCHULZ

J. R. Smith. Jr.

J. T. Smith

G. J. Sniffen, Jr.

S. E. Tracy (E)

J. W. Winger

Committee

(E) Member Emeritus

Those whose names are in boldface, in addition to the chairman and vice chairman, are

the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

Specifications for on-track roadway machines report completed and will be published.

1. Reliability engineering as applicable to work equipment.

Report was given on problem with ballast regulator and tamper wheels.

2. Machine design-Hydraulic and electrical systems.

This assignment was completed and published.

3. Machine design-Engines.

New title "Engine selection for work equipment" recommended.
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4. Abrasive rail saws.

No report.

5. Training programs for machine operators and maintainers.

Report give to committee.

6. Study design of cars used in M of W department.

A presentation was given by Mobile International Co. on "Univans", used by M of

W departments.

7. Equipment for field service, including vehicles, cranes, tools and specialized test

equipment.

Chairman stated he would be sending out questionnaires.

8. Applied metallurgy-Maintenance of way work equipment.

No report.

9. Work equipment for rapid transit systems.

No report.

The Committee on Maintenance of Way Work Equipment,

B. F. Riegel, Chairman



MANUAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Committee 27—Maintenance of work equipment.

Specifications for On-Track Roadway Machines

Specifications must be reviewed by the Manufacturer and returned to purchaser with bid.

Compliance with each section must be acknowledged by checking "yes" or "no" at the close

of each section; remarks may be made there or on a separate attachment.

1. GENERAL

1.1 Scope: These specifications cover on-track roadway machines except motor cars,

push cars, trailers and road-rail equipment.

1.2 Model: Machines shall be of the latest type in production at the time of delivery.

Components which are obsolescent, nearing the end of production or out of production

shall not be used.

1.3 Reliability: Design, construction and materials used in the equipment shall assure

that it will function reliably and efficiently in sustained operation under hard usage in an

adverse railway environment.

1.4 Workmanship: Each machine shall be free from defects such as incomplete welds,

corrosion, loose or improper fastenings, leaks or contamination and any other defect that

could impair its operation or serviceability.

1.5 Maintenance: Design shall provide for ease of service, replacement and adjustment

of components, including filters and fluids, with minimum disturbance of other elements.

1.6 Legal: Machines shall comply with Federal and State environmental, safety and

health regulations in force at the time of delivery. In the event of conflict or variation

between regulations and these specifications, the most restrictive requirement will apply.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

2. BRAKES

2.1 Self-propelled machines capable of a speed in excess of 10 MPH on straight and level

track shall be equipped with fail-safe, spring applied, power released brakes on all wheels.

Service brakes shall be progessive in force application and capable of sliding all wheels

on dry, sanded rail when fully applied at maximum travel speed.

2.2 All other self-propelled machines and all non-self-propelled machines equipped for

towing, shall have a combination emergency and parking brake, lever actuated for fast

positive action.

2.3 Hydraulic-dynamic type braking will not be accepted for service brakes but may be

used to index the machine.

2.4 Brake shoes shall not be applied so as to cause a bending force in an axle. A single

shoe at the top of wheel may apply downward pressure along a line passing through the

wheel center within 15 degrees of vertical. Double shoes applying equal opposing forces

may be used in any position.

2.5 A system must be provided for releasing any brake in not more than 2'/, minutes per

wheel.
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2.6 Air brake systems must utilize SAE-JI4()2 Type A or B air brake hose with reusable

fittings. System must have independent pressure regulator, gauge and standard truck type

reservoir. System must be activated by standard truck type foot activated control valve

and one truck type quick release valve for each two wheels. System must meet re-

quirement.

2.7 With air pressure above 65 PSI but not more than 105 PSI. Low air pressure alarm

shall be furnished.

EXCEPTION: Machines designed to handle railway cars may utilize train type brakes.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

3. WHEELS, AXLES AND BEARINGS; FRAME AND SUSPENSION

3.1 Wheels and axles shall be in tram and gage. No excessive vibration, wobble or

eccentric action shall occur at any speed for which the machine is intended. Suspension

shall provide for damage free operation under maximum foreseeable operating stresses.

Entire machine shall withstand a free drop of six inches to a non-resilient surface without

disabling damage. Machine shall push or tow easily when not working.

3.2 Wheel contour and gage shall comply with standards set by AREA (Engineering

Division, AAR) or Mechanical Division, AAR as required for size and type of wheels

furnished.

3.3 Machines with an operating weight of 6000 pounds or more shall have self-aligning,

double row, non-expansion, roller type axle bearings with radial load capacity of 20,000

hours B-10 life and 50 RPM to exceed static wheel load of the machine. Where pillow

block bearings are used, they shall have cast steel or ductile iron housings and their

location is to be maintained by metal blocks welded to frame.

3.4 Frame must be sufficiently flexible, or at least one axle must be spring mounted, so

that any wheel can drop below the plane established by the other three wheels. The

amount of drop in inches shall be equal to, or more than, the wheelbase of the machine

in feet divided by eight.

3.5 Reference wheels and small carrier wheels should be a minimum of 10 inches in

diameter to reduce the possibility of their derailing and giving false reference.

3.6 Machine shall be provided with a means of lifting it with a crane hook without

damage to any equipment. Spreader bars and slings, when required, may be bid as an

option. Lifting with rail tongs shall be limited to machines weighing less than 2000 pounds.

Lifting points and balance points must be clearly marked and labeled.

3.7 Machines which cannot be promptly removed from track by hand methods, shall have

a towing connection at each end of frame, 14 inches plus or minus 'A inch above top of

rail.

Comply: Yes No Remarks—

4. INSULATION

4.1 Equipment specified as "insulated" shall be so constructed that no track circuit shunt

can occur during work or travel.
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4.2 Equipment specified as "non-insulated" shall not be converted from insulated design

by bonding around insulating parts.

Comply: Yes No Remarks _

5. ENGINE AND POWER TRAIN: All engines offered to this purchaser, whether standard or

optional equipment, shall start within ten seconds or % of the cranking system's time rating,

whichever is shorter. It shall provide ample power, with clean exhaust, for all equipment

functions under the following conditions:

Altitude feet to feet above sea level.

Ambient temperature degrees F to degrees F.

Atmosphere dusty to inches of rain per hour.

Grade of track percent.

Curvature degree, inches superelevation.

Comply: Yes No Remarks.

6. FUEL TANK (Except small engines with tank and carburetor mounted as one unit.)

6.1 Capacity of tank shall provide for continuous operation of the machine for a period

of no less than hours.

6.2 Filler opening shall have a minimum diameter of 1 Vj inches, a removable strainer and

a hinged or chained filler cap. A mechanical locking device which can utilize a large

railroad padlock and prevent access to tank contents shall be provided.

6.3 The filler opening shall be located so as to make it impossible for fuel can or nozzle

to contact electrically energized parts. Tank shall be located to eliminate fire hazard from

spilling, overflow or draining of fuel and shall be protected from impact damage due to

collision.

6.4 Tank shall have a sump and petcock at lowest point.

Comply: Yes No Remarks _

7. EXHAUST SYSTEM

7.1 System shall be so located that it will cause no adverse temperature rise in any other

part of the equipment and so that a minimum of heat and exhaust gas can reach the

equipment operator.

7.2 Machines equipped with enclosed cab or cab top shall have exhaust discharge at least

12 inches above top.

7.3 An exhaust muffler, located as close as possible to the engine, shall be provided.

7.4 Thin wall mechanical tubing is preferred for exhaust piping. Not more than 36 inches

of flexible metal exhaust pipe may be used where necessary to reduce transmission of

vibration. Black iron pipe may be used if properly braced to eliminate all shocks to

junctions with manifold and muffler. System shall provide for expansion, contraction,

vibration and stress produced by operation of the machine.

Comply: Yes _____ No Remarks ___
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8. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

8.1 Systems shall conform to the recommendations of the National Fluid Power Associa-

tion (NFPA), American National Standards Institute (ANSI), and International Stan-

dards Organization (ISO).

8.2 Upon completion of manufacture and before any operation, all parts of the system

shall be clean and free from contaminant. Threads, holes, cuts, flares and machining must

be deburred and cleaned.

8.3 Reservoirs of 10 gallan capacity or larger:

a. Baffles shall separate the pump inlet port from the settling portion of the tank and

shall direct flow toward tank walls for maximum cooling and lay-over time.

b. Access panels large enough for complete cleaning, maintenance and inspection shall

be provided.

c. Provide an air inlet large enough to maintain conditions of item 8.8K. The inlet shall

be equipped with a 10 micron or finer filter, cartridge type or spin-on. Exception:

Sealed systems.

d. Provide a filler with at least a 100 mesh screen, protected from external damage. Filler

shall have a minimum capacity of 5 gallons per minute with 5000 SSU viscosity fluid.

Filler cap shall have a retainer that can be locked with a large railroad padlock.

e. Provide a thermometer, in plain view, protected from damage, as near the intake line

as possible, at the add point fluid level.

f. Provide a static fluid level gauge to show full and add points and protect it from

damage.

g. When immersion heaters are provided, place them so that removal is possible without

draining the reservoir.

h. A non-integral reservoir (not part of the frame) is preferred.

8.4 Fluid temperature in the reservoir shall not exceed 180 degrees F at the reservoir

outlet(s) while operating in a 1 10 degree F ambient. The minimum fluid temperature after

15 minutes warm-up or operation shall be at least 60 degrees F with a 20 degree F

ambient.

8.5 Full-flow testing tee(s) shall be provided adjacent to the pressure side of pump(s), as

accessible as possible. A return line full-flow tee shall be placed ahead of any return line

filter. Tees shall be plugged with bushings to accomodate V, inch and 1 inch fittings.

8.6 Where failure of power plant or pump can immobilize components in a position

which would prevent moving the machine, an emergency hand pump shall be provided

in the circuit. Where more than five minutes are required to move all components to

proper clearance with a hand pump, a battery operated emergency pump shall be used.

8.7 Fluid filtration:

a. The total pressure and/or return line flow shall pass through filters rated at 10 microns

or finer and minimum beta 10 rating of 3 per ANSI Std. B93. 31-1973, equipped with

a condition indicator. Filtration shall not be less than recommended by manufacturers

of the hydraulic system components.

b. In closed loop systems, filtration as recommended by the pump manufacturer will

apply.
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c. Magnetic particle attraction shall be provided in the pump intake line and/or in the

filters and/or in the reservoir.

d. Filtration of the return flow from the pilot section of pilot operated valves is not

required.

8.7 Fluid conductors:

a. All fluid conductors must have a bursting pressure safety factor of four.

b. Pump supply hoses must meet the requirements of SAE 100R4.

c. Hose assemblies must have reusable screw-together fittings, if available at required

system pressure.

d. Hoses shall not; be flexed to less than rated minimum bend radius; be installed where

they will be exposed to temperatures above or below their rating; be subjected to

excessive twisting, pulling, kinking, crushing or abrasion.

e. Hose is preferred. Where tubing is used, SAE 37 degree flared ends are required.

f. Tubing and piping shall be mounted to minimize vibration. Tubing shall have only

gentle bends to change direction or compensate for thermal expansion. Bend radii

shall not be less than three times ID.

g. Pipe threads are not recommended. Where they are used, they must be NPTF dry seal

type.

h. Whenever practicable, valves shall be manifold mounted.

i. Galvanized or brass tube, pipe or fittings shall not be used.

j. Complete circuit diagram(s) showing the exact circuit(s) in use on the machine and

large enough to be easily followed for trouble-shooting must be furnished. Additional

pictorial or cutaway diagrams may be shown.

k. Vacuum at pump inlet(s) shall not exceed 60% of pump manufacturer's recommenda-

tion or four inches of mercury, whichever is less, under standard conditions. Test

opening shall be provided.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

9. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

9.1 Electrical systems shall conform to recommendations of the American National

Standards Institute (ANSI) and the International Standards Organization (ISO).

9.2 Upon completion of manufacture and before any operation shall begin, all parts shall

be clean and free from scale, rust, water or any contaminant. All material and workman-
ship must be of good quality for the intended use.

9.3 Sequence of operation and electrical, physical and schematic drawings showing the

exact circuit(s) in use on the machine and large enough to be easily followed during

trouble-shooting shall be furnished. Subsequent changes shall be covered by new draw-

ings furnished this customer.

9.4 Whenever practical, components shall be interchangeable.

9.5 Cable shall be routed to prevent exposure io damage. Thin wall conduit shall not be

used except in a protected area.
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9.6 When grounded, systems must have negative ground.

9.7 Battery charging generators must have a rated capacity to handle all equipment and

accessories with a 50% reserve.

9.8 If the battery system is 24 volts, using two 12-voIt batteries, manufacturer shall not

connect a 12 volt load to one battery.

9.9 Battery box shall contain a battery disconnect switch and shall have a cover with

provision for locking with a large railroad padlock.

9.10 Standard, readily available components shall be used.

9.11 Electrical apparatus cabinets:

a. Cabinets shall have a steel interior. Clearances between walls and bare live parts shall

not be less than 1 '/2 inches where a potential in excess of 50 volts exists. Cabinets must

be weather proof.

b. Panels must be readily removable and parts easily accessible.

c. Adequate lighting shall be provided in cabinets.

d. Pipes other than electrical conduit shall not enter cabinets.

e. Interior metal surface walls must be painted with electrical insulating paint or coated

with other approved insulating material and floors must be covered with approved

electrical insulating material.

f. Nominal voltages used must be plainly shown on outside of cabinet.

g. All parts and groups of parts shall be identified by function and clear, simple, exact

reference to service diagram and parts list. Integral units such as circuit boards, should

be considered as one part if intended to be replaced as a unit. Complete parts

identification shall be shown when practical, in order to minimize errors and time

consuming reference to drawings or lists.

h. Wires must be equipped with good quality terminals and identified with permanent

numbered markers, color coded when practical. Terminal posts must be plainly

marked. Once used, a number or color code must not be reused for a different circuit.

All wires must be neatly dressed and clamped.

i. Housings containing heat producing elements must be properly ventilated.

9.12 Motor control apparatus overload relays:

a. All fractional horsepower motors shall have fuse protection.

b. All '/4 to 1 horsepower motors shall have automatic reset thermal protection within the

motor itself, rather than in the starter, and fuse protection in the line.

c. Motors in excess of one horsepower shall have starter relays with built in thermal

protection.

d. Overload relays shall be in each line of a 3-phase starter in ungrounded systems.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

10. PNEUMATIC System (except for air brake and horn systems)

10.1 Quotation will give: make, type and output rating of compressor; size of reservoir;

type and purpose of pressure regulation; normal operating pressures.
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10.2 System must contain an air pressure gauge in easy view of operator.

10.3 Standard air brake hose SAE-J1402 will be the only hose used anywhere in the

system. Use of push-on barb type fittings is banned.

10.4 Systems shall have: automatic blowdown valve on all reservoirs; alcohol injector

and/or air dryer; filtration to 25 microns.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

11. BODY OR CAB TOP

11.1 Where cab is furnished, it shall be weathertight and interpose a minimum of ob-

struction to operator's vision. Transparent material shall be Lexan or equal.

11.2 When rechargeable wet type batteries are located inside the body or cab, the top

or battery shall be vented to outside air.

11.3 Cab doors must be equipped with lock hasps which will be in addition to any other

type door locks.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

12. TRAVEL SPEED: Equipment intended to travel to work sites under its own power, shall

be able to attain a speed of miles per hour on straight and level track. It must also be

capable of starting from a dead stop on a two percent adverse grade and attaining a terminal

speed of miles per hour. Max. altitude feet.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

13. CONTROLS: All switches, valves, levers, controls and adjustments used to start, stop or

operate the machine shall be clearly labeled with weather and wear resistant plates permanent-

ly affixed to the machine or component. Controls used in continuous operation of the machine

shall be within easy reach of the operator and shall not interfere with his view of the work.

Instruments and gauges not inside a closed, lockable cab, shall be protected from vandalism.

13.1 Engine must not start with controls in travel position.

13.2 A red emergency shutdown control shall be quickly accessible to operator.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

14. CLEARANCE AND SAFETY

14.1 Components which may foul track, signal, crossing or other structures on or along

a railway must have a positive mechanical lock in safe position for travel.

14.2 No component shall be less than three inches above top of rail between the rails or

for 30 inches outside each rail, when in travel position.

14.3 All components which can be a hazard to operator, assistants or bystanders shall be

protected with a shield or safety device.
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14.4 Where operator's view of a kneeling or bending person to the front or rear of his

machine can be completely obstructed, machine shall be equipped with an alarm ener-

gized by operation of travel control for movement in the obstructed direction(s).

14.5 Handrails or grabirons will always be provided wherever it is intended that person-

nel mount equipment. Lowest step used for mounting the machine shall not be more than

12 inches above bottom of wheel elevation. Any area more than three feet above bottom

of wheel elevation, where persons are expected to walk or pass, shall be protected by

rigidly fastened handrails 42 inches high, with secondary rail at 24 inch height, a non-skid

walking surface and a three inch kickboard.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

15. INITIAL PREPARATION AND SERVICING: Machine shall be delivered completely lu-

bricated and serviced with all equipment needed for immediate operation except for fuel.

Water cooled engines are to be protected to an ambient temperature of degrees F or

colder with an ethylene glycol base antifreeze and radiator marked or tagged to show make

of coolant used and actual protection afforded.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

16. PAINT: Manufacturer shall use paints which do not require periodic medical examinations

or special equipment, other than passive respirators, for painters. It is assumed that no-lead

paint with a lower percentage of solvent may be required and that exact colors formerly

furnished may not be available. Manufacturer shall provide the brightest or most easily

identifiable colors available. Exposed parts of the machine shall be painted

EXCEPT AS FOLLOWS:

*Gasoline tank Red

*Diesel fuel tank Green

*Hydraulic reservoir Blue

•Coolant Tank Gray

Wheels and handrails Black

Lifting Lugs Black

Safety Locks Red

Jacking points or pads Black

Engine and other parts Manufacturer's option

*NOTE: Where side or top of tank containing filler opening has an area greater than 144

square inches, manufacturer may elect to paint only 144 or more square inches at the filler

opening with the required tank color. Name of fluid and the words "CHECK DAILY" shall

be stenciled on each tank in one inch letters. Total machine weight with all tanks filled shall

be plainly marked on both sides of the machine in I'/j inch letters: WEIGHT LBS.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

17. SHIPPING: Equipment shall be so constructed, prepared and loaded that it will withstand

without damage, handling likely to be encountered during delivery. Valuable and easily

pilfered parts such as batteries, tools and loose small items shall be shipped in such a manner

as to resist pilferage.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

18. PARTS AND INSTRUCTION BOOKS: Complete parts and instruction books shall ac-

company the machine in a waterproof container permanently affixed to the body of the

machine. Additional sets of books shall be forwarded as follows:
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Books shall contain complete and easily read diagrams of all systems on the machine and shall

employ American standard symbols and notation. Listings of commonly available parts shall

include generic description as well as part number.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

19. REPAIR PARTS AND SERVICE: Continuous operation of this equipment is of utmost

importance. Successful bidder must be able and willing to furnish repair parts promptly.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

20. ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Insulated: Yes No

Engine: Gasoline Diesel

Start: Electric Air _

Self-propelled: Yes _

Make Model

.

No

Manual

Hourmeter: Yes

Engine alarm

No

Engine auto shutdown

Turntable: Yes No Turntable warning light: Yes .

Transverse set-off wheels: Yes No Powered: Yes

Enclosed cab: Yes No Heater: Yes No

Windshield wipers: Yes

Defroster: Yes No

Roof (if no cab): Yes

No Front Rear

Horn: Yes No

No

Lights: Revolving Roof: Yes

Brand

No Color

Instrument Lights: Yes No

Sealed beam tractor lights:

Front: Yes No _

Rear: Yes No

Sides: Yes No

Other:

Number
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Engine lubrication

Engine fuel

Engine air

Hydraulic system

Air system

Other

NOTE: Options and accessories not covered in these specifications and which are available

at extra cost shall be quoted separately in the bid proposal.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

21. NOISE EXPOSURE: Shall not exceed permissible exposure for operators, assistants and

workmen for a continuous eight hour work day. Noise sources and machine cab shall be

treated to bring about total compliance.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

23. DELIVERY: Bid shall specify delivery date of all equipment offered. At the time of order,

date will be reaffirmed or a new date established. A manufacturer's representative shall place

equipment in service and instruct purchaser's operators, mechanics and supervisors at a

location to be specified by purchaser (not necessarily the machine delivery point).

24. NONCOMPLIANCE: These specifications are not intended to eliminate any product from

the bidding. Where equipment does not comply, bidders shall clearly describe each deviation.

These specifications are in full effect unless amended in writing by the purchaser. Purchaser

reserves the right to reject any bid and the right to accept bids deviating from the

specifications.

Date 19

Specifications reviewed and completed by: Signature

Title

Company

To cover—Machine Model

Committee 27—Maintenance of Way Work Equipment

Your committee presents, as information, the following paper prepared by one of its

subcommittee chairmen, M. W. Adams.

Lubricants for Work Equipment

A lubricant is a material whose function is to separate two adjacent moving surfaces in

such a manner as to reduce the frictional resistance between these surfaces. It is generally

considered that the lubricant adheres to each moving surface in a thin film so that the frictional

resistance remaining is only that between the films of lubricant. The frictional resistance

between the two lubricant films is a very small fraction of that between the two metal surfaces.
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Since frictional resistance results in rapid temperature rises in the adjacent moving surfaces,

proper lubrication of high speed parts of engines and machines is necessary to reduce the

heating of the parts sufficiently to provide a relatively long service life.'

It is common practice for a manufacturer of machines to recommend a certain brand of

lubricants be used on his machine. However, the stocking and distribution of many brands of

lubricants for use on the many makes of machines in service would be difficult. Consequently,

most railroads have established approved lists of lubricants for use on their equipment.^ By

consolidating lubricants, a considerable cost saving can be realized. Handling costs, storage

costs and improper lubricant selection will all be reduced.

Most railroads have large fleets of maintenance of way equipment in use. Some of the

areas of operation are remote and specialized lubricants are not always available. As a result,

some erratic purchases of varied products are made. This causes confusion, duplicate stocking,

frequent mishandling and misuse. Also, costs are much higher than when lubricants are

specified and purchased systematically. It is advantageous to buy the smallest number of

products needed to satisfy all applications.

S.A.E. ENGINE OIL CLASSIFICATION

The Society of Automotive Engineers (S.A.E.) classifies oil by viscosity only and does not

specify quality or performance capability. S.A.E. numbers for oils tested at 0°F are 5W. lOW,

I5W, and 20W from lightest to heaviest. For oils tested at 210°F, numbers are 20, 30, 40 and

50. Multigrade oils meet a qualification at both temperatures.

A.P.I. ENGINE SERVICE CLASSIFICATIONS

The American Petroleum Institute (A.P.I.) system includes nine classes of service. Each

class describes a type of service which can be satisfactorily performed by the oil. The system

was established to provide a more effective means of communicating between the petroleum

and automotive industries. The classes of service are:

S Service (Service Stations, Greases, Garages and Car Dealers).

SA For utility gasoline and diesel engine service.

SB For minimum gasoline engine service. This oil provides only minimum protection. It

has some anti-scuff capability.

SC For 1964 through 1967 engine warranty maintenance service. This class provides

control of high and low temperature deposits, wear, rust and corrosion in gasoline

engines.

SD For 1968 through 1971 gasoline engine warranty service. This class more protection

than the SC oils.

SE For 1972 and later gasoline engine warranty maintenance service. This class provides

better protection against rust, corrosion, oil oxidation and high temperature deposits

than do the SD or SC oils.

C Commercial (Fleets, Contractors, Farmers, etc.).

CA For light duty diesel engine service. It provides protection from engine parts corro-

sion and high temperature deposits in normally aspirated (non-turbo charged) diesels

using regular diesel fuel.

CB For moderate duty diesel service in engines using lower quality or high sulphur fuel.
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CC For moderate duty diesel and gasoline engine service including the naturally aspi-

rated, turbo-charged and lightly supercharged diesels.

CD For severe duty diesel engine service typical of high speed, high output, supercharged

engines. CD provides control of wear and deposits in naturally aspirated, turbo-

charged and supercharged diesel engines using a wide variety of fuels, including high

sulphur.

ENGINE MANUFACTURER SPECIFICATIONS

Some engine manufacturers, including Caterpillar, Mack and Volvo, require special

lubricant tests for approval to use in their engines. Services SE and CD generally meet any

other specifications.

GOVERNMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Currently, only a few military specifications are considered up to date. Unlike other

classifications, MIL SPECS call for a performance level and viscosity. MIL-L-46152 for

commercial vehicles is most current. It corresponds to API service SE or CC and covers oils

in the SAE lOW, 30, lOW-30 and 20W-40 viscosities. MIL-L-2104C for tactical vehicles is also

current. It corresponds to API service SC and CD.

GEAR OILS AND GREASES

SAE Viscosity

SAE rates viscosity only and not the performance level. SAE numbers 75W, SOW and

85W require certain minimum viscosities at various cold temperatures. For tests at

210°F, SAE numbers are 90, 140 and 250. Like engine oils, gear lubricants which meet

more than one qualification are called multi-grades.

Automatic and Seml-Automatic Transmissions

There are four common specifications for automatic transmission fluids. These are:

Dexron II—Automotive and GM Allison equipment.

Type F—Ford products.

Type C-1—Some automotive use.

Type C-2—A later and more restrictive specification for use with industrial and

heavy equipment transmissions.

N.L.G.I. Grease Classification

The National Lubricating Grease Institute (N.L.G.I.) classification describes the

consistency or thickness of grease. Ratings are: NLGI 6, 1, 0. 00 and 000. NLGI 6 is

about like bar soap and NLGI 000 is about like maple syrup.

A.G.M.A. Lubricant Specifications

The American Gear Manufacturers Association (A.G.M.A.) have issued specifica-

tions for enclosed gear drives. They specify quality for rust and oxidation inhibition

and mild to extreme pressure capability. Ratings are 1 through 6, 7 comp. 8 comp,

SAcomp for rust and oxidation inhibited gear oils. Extreme pressure lubricants are 2

EP through 8 EP. lightest to heaviest. Correlation of SAE gear lube viscosity numbers

to the AGMA numbers is difficult. The specifications run through different ranges.

However, the viscosity of an AGMA 5 is equal to an SAE 90. An AGMA 8 is equal
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to an SAE 140. AGMA specifications are primarily intended for industrial use and are

frequently quoted for automotive applications.

A.P.I. Lubricant Designations for Automotive Manual Transmissions and Axles

The American Petroleum Institute (A.P.I.) designates gear lubricants which routinely

contain oxidation and rust inhibitors, defoamers, and pour depressants. Frictional

modifiers and extreme pressure agents vary from API-CL-1 where they are not used,

to API-GL-6 for very severe service. Most common applications require no more than

API-GL-5.

GOVERNMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Two common military specs are MIL-L-2105, which corresponds most closely with API-

GL-4, and MIL-L-2105B, which corresponds most closely with API-GL-5.

SULPHATED ASH

Many detergent-dispersant type additives are primarily metallic formulations. As com-

bustion in the cylinder takes place, some oil is invariably "burned" off the walls. Some engines

have a tendency to leave behind these deposits and cause valve clogging. Thus, some manu-

facturers of engines require minimum ash levels to meet warranty requirements.

ZINC

Some anti-wear additives are formulated using zinc compounds. Some engine manufac-

turers maintain that excessive levels of zinc bring about increased corrosion. They may specify

minimum zinc levels as a warranty requirement. The Zinc content may be listed as alhyl zinc

or zinc dithiophosphate.

MOLYBDENUM DISULFIDE

Commonly known as "moly", this is a mild extreme pressure (EP) and anti-friction agent.

It is needed for most chassis and fifth wheel applications. Many proponents of "moly" argue

that it is a cure-all for tough lubrication problems. Instead, "moly", like all additives, should

be used only where it produces good, balanced results in a valid application.

LUBRICATION REQUIREMENTS

Gasoline and Diesel Engine Crankcases

Of all lubrication requirements, internal combustion engine service is probably the

most demanding. Oils need to protect cylinder walls and piston rings from wear and

varnish type deposits. In the crankcase, these same oils must protect bearings against rust

and corrosion. High temperatures require protection against oxidation. Corrosive com-

bustion products necessitate the presence of detergents to neutralize acids, prevent for-

mation of sludge and suspend carbonaceous particles, thus preventing filter and oil

passage clogging. An API SE/CD oil will provide the widest range of satisfactory service.

Gear Lubricants

Most manual transmissions and final drives are fully enclosed and run at moderate

temperatures. Dirt and combustion by-products are not a problem. Most industrial gears

need only a good lubricant to prevent wear. One exception is the hypoid gear found

mostly in automotive differentials, these gears absolutely must have an extreme pressure

additive. Gear lubricants should also have rust and oxidation (R & O) inhibitors and
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defoamants to provide longer life. As a general rule, in industrial spur gear sets, engine

oil will work very well. In worm gears, an SAE 140 viscosity is recommended, an API gear

oil will provide the widest range of satisfactory service.

Greases

Greases are simply a mixture of a thickening agent (usually soap) with mineral or

synthetic lubricating fluids and sometimes, special additives. The base holds the lubricant

like a sponge to prevent leakage, dripping or undesirable throw-off. For automotive

applications, a simple soap base grease will work well in wheel bearings and universal

joints. Many chassis applications undergo heavy shocks and require anti-wear additives.

A good multi-purpose grease of about NLGI 2 consistency will provide the widest range

of satisfactory service.

Hydraulic Pump Recommendations, Hydraulic Systems

Good quality motor oils provide the necessary characteristics and protection re-

quired in most mobile hydraulic systems. Viscosity should be based on ambient tempera-

ture at start-up! Viscosity recommendations are SAE lOW for start-up below 50°F and

SAE 30 for temperatures above 50°F. In most cases, a multi-grade lOW-30 can be used

year round. However, it is important that equipment manufacturer's recommendations

be followed, particularly during warranty periods. Temperature changes do not neces-

sitate immediate oil changes, but should be considered when adding make-up oil. Mobile

hydraulic systems should be cleaned and serviced at least once a year. When inspection

of system reveals sludge, excessive foaming, water emulsification or excessive wear, the

oil should be changed. CD/SE oils are formulated from stable base stocks, contain R &
O inhibitors and will provide a wide range of satisfactory service. The detergent and

depressant additives will cause no harm.

Mobile Air Compressors

Mobile or contractor air compressors are one of three types: (1) vane type, (2)

reciprocating type or (3) screw type. The lubricant acts as a seal and a coolant in addition

to lubricating moving parts. The chief requirements of this oil are proper viscosity and

oxidation stability. Motor oils of the CD/SE:EOJ^ type can be used for satisfactory

service.

NOTES

1

.

from "Handbook of Instructions for Care and Operation of Maintenance of Way Equip-

ment", publ. AREA, now out of print.

2. op. cit.

3. EOJ is a special MACK specification for engines.

FUEL CONSUMPTION

The price of gasoline, fuel oil, lube oil, and heating oil has increased very rapidly each

month for the past several years. The price of fuel has increased as much as 10% in a single

month. It is certain to continue the upward price spiral and could reach $2.00 per gallon by

the end of 1980. The Federal Government has now added a ten cents per gallon tax to the

present selling price. This helps the price spiral to continue upwards—higher and higher.

Even higher fuel prices are predicted in the next few years and prices could probably rise

about $1.00 per gallon each year. Fuel prices of $10.00 per gallon have been predicted in the
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next 8 to 10 years. These higher prices will probably occur because of oil monopolies, inflation,

excess oil profits, and excess taxation.

In order to stop these fantastic fuel prices and to prevent the whole economic world from

collapsing from these prices, it is a must that alternate fuels or methods be found and used.

Every effort should be made to avoid the use of petroleum or petroleum based products, and

to use alternate fuels and products if possible. (There have been predictions that the supply

of oil for the whole world will be exhausted about year 2000 unless newer and greater reserves

are found).

New methods and new ideas are needed for ways and means to overcome our dependence

on petroleum and petroleum based products. The Government has already started programs

to use more Nuclear Energy, more Coal, more Solar Energy, more Renewable Energy,

Electric Power, Battery Power, Wind Power, and much more Conservation. Engines may one

day run on liquified coal compounds, hydrogen, alcohol, acetylene, etc. if new engine fuels

and new engine designs can be perfected.

Everyone is aware of the urgent drive to make American automobiles smaller and more

efficient so that they will equal and even surpass the efficiency of imports. The airlines are now

getting into the act and are buying more efficient Jet Engines for replacements, or new fuel

efficient planes to help reduce their terrific fuel costs. Several air lines reported losses in the

millions for first quarter of 1980—blaming it on high fuel costs.

Railroads and Industries are taking a fresh look at the fantastic fuel costs involved to keep

trains running and to keep equipment and trucks running. One major railroad is replacing

some of its 2 cycle locomotive engines with 4 cycle engines and reports average fuel savings

of 10% to 14% (Progressive Railroading—March 1980). Other methods are being devised to

reduce or eliminate long periods of idling, and to reduce fuel spills at fueling stations. More

efficient use of Motive Power from point to point and properly matching it to tonnage is also

being used to help conserve and reduce fuel costs in train movements.

Manufacturers of Roadway Equipment and Railroads using Roadway Equipment are also

taking a fresh look at excessive fuel consumption and costs to operate this type equipment.

They require reliable engines with long life to reduce downtime and excessive repair costs.

They also require quieter engines with cleaner exhaust emissions to meet Federal and State

requirements. With the excessive fuel prices of today and tomorrow, they are beginning to

require fuel efficient engines on new equipment and for replacements. More efficient use of

equipment and better methods to accomplish each task are also being studied to reduce fuel

costs and to reduce the unit cost for each job done.

There is no quick or easy solution to the problem of excess fuel consumption, but there

are some things that can be done to help reduce fuel consumption—some of which are listed

as follows:

1. Use properly sized diesels to match requirements (not too big)

2. Replace gasoline engines with diesels (this can save approx. 50%)

3. Use most efficient diesels (can save up to 20% on fuel oil costs)

4. Use efficient hydraulic circuits (correct size hose and valves save HP)

5. Avoid use of "heat maker" hydraulic circuits (horsepower wasters)

6. Use hydraulics instead of air if possible (takes much less horsepower)

7. Run engines about 1800-2000 RPM (usually the most efficient range)

8. Keep engines or radiators properly serviced for best efficiency
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9. Keep hydraulic filters and systems properly serviced (reduces HP drain)

10. Keep good hydraulic pumps and motors (weak ones waste HP—make heat)

Turbo Chargers are used on some engines to develop more horsepower in the same type

engine that was previously naturally aspirated. Turbo chargers often improve fuel efficiency

—but add to overall engine noise. Turbo chargers help maintain horsepower in high altitude

country (if horsepower is marginal). Turbos add to engine complexity and are another item

to maintain.

An engine equipped with an After Cooler makes it possible to develop a little more

horsepower from the same type engine. After Coolers seem to do little to improve fuel

efficiency. Engines so equipped cost more, are more complex, and have another radiator type

device subject to stopping up and subject to water leaks internally.

A gasoline powered truck can save approximately 50% on fuel costs if it is repowered with

a fuel efficient diesel engine. A truck that previously got 6 MPG with gasoline, would get

approximately 12 MPG with a fuel efficient diesel and would use approximately half as much

fuel. Some conversions do even better than this. If this truck traveled 30,000 miles per year,

it would use 5,000 gals, of gasoHne @ $1.25 per gallon or $6250 worth of gasoline. When
repowered with a fuel efficient diesel, it would operate for about half this cost or $3125. Net

savings on fuel for 1980 would be about $3125 (more in succeeding years).

Similar fuel savings can be made by repowering gasoline powered work equipment with

fuel efficient engines. A machine that uses 20 gallons of gasoline per day and works every work

day would use approximately 5200 gallons per year @ $1.25 per gallon or about $6500 worth

of gasoline. If repowered with a fuel efficient diesel, it would operate for about half this cost

or $3250. Net savings on fuel for 1980 would be about $3250 (more in succeeding years).

Machinery equipped with inefficient diesel engines can often be repowered with fuel

efficient diesel engines and save as much as 20% on fuel costs each year. Some conversions

are said to save even more. A machine equipped with an inefficient diesel and using 20 gallons

of fuel per day would use approximately 5200 gallons per year (a> $1.25 per gallon or $6500

worth of fuel oil. If repowered with a fuel efficient diesel, it could save as much as 20% of this

cost or $1300 in 1980 (more in succeeding years).

Sheet A and sheet W attached, list many of the diesels used in trucks and equipment.

Information on these sheets was taken from sales sheets of each company. Fuel consumption

is rated in lbs. of fuel used to do one horsepower of work for one hour. Data given is assumed

to be factual.

We may see more rotary and more turbine engines in the future to work with non-

petroleum fuels. Fantastic fuel prices will accelerate this program.
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Sheet W
Water Cooled Diesels

—

Fuel Consumption

Fuel Used—lbs. Per HP Hour

Type Engine
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Committee

(E) Member Emeritus.

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman, vice chairman and

secretary are the subcommittee chairman.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Revision of Manual.

No report.

1. Investigate the practicability of using disposable placards or other appropriate markings

for identifying shipments of excessive dimension and/or weight.

The matter of requesting placards as a mandatory measure on excess dimension loads

has been dropped.

Committee 28 believes that a standard placard would be of benefit to the Railroads.

At our February meeting, we will present to the board a Committee Report and standard

placard for suggested use in protecting dimensional shipments.

2. Compilation of railraod clearance requirements of the various states.

This is a continuous assignment with all Committee Members participating in fur-

nishing changes in clearance laws as they appear. The chart showing these requirements
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is now in the manual as a matter of information and will be updated as significant changes

are reported.

3. Investigate the criteria for handling heavy shipments, collaborating as necessary or desir-

able with committees 5,7, and 15.

A questionnaire was sent to all Members of Committee 28, asking their practice for

handling overweight shipments in relation to their rail and bridges. Due to the vast

amount of information in the report by Sub-Committee 3, it has taken a little longer than

we expected to check all the information for its accuracy. We expect this assignment to

be completed for our February 1981 Meeting.

4. Restudy and possibly revise "clearance diagrams—fixed obstructions"

This Sub-Committee was scheduled for completion in February 1980. We had a few

minor changes in a couple of the diagrams. These being completed, we are in the process

of sending revised forms to the full Committee for approval. This assignment is now

scheduled for completion in February 1981.

5. Research and develop book covering heavy duty car diagrams and ratings

We are working in conjunction with the AAR, who is seeking information on heavy

duty cars. It's a little too soon to think about publication of the book, but we on

Committee 28 would like to maintain control of the book and its contents or direction.

We feel this book when completed will be a very vital tool to those with responsibility of

clearing dimensional shipments.

6. Study the effects of shipment center of gravity in relation to train speed and track

curvature

Proposed interim recommendations for restrictions were forwarded to all Committee

28 Members together with the Sub-Committee's proposal for computer simulation and

FAST track field test.

It is the opinion of Committee 28 that we wait for the future proposed testing in order

to come up with actual conditions before recommending restrictions.

Sub-Committee will work with W. B. Dwinnell of Committee 5, who is working on

this same problem.

7. Liaison committee to work with AAR management systems department in implementa-

tion of umbler phase II to include need car characteristics data for use in the official

railway equipment register

This Committee continues to monitor any activities with the AAR Management
Systems Department in connection with Umbler Phase II, adding of data to the equip-

ment register.

8. Re-study of clearance allowances for horizontal movement of passenger cars due to

laterial play, wear and spring deflection

This Sub-Committee, after review of the Static Lean Test Data, and after consulta-

tion with responsible Amtrak Officers, has concluded that the seven (7) factors listed in
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Chapter 28, Part 3 Page 28—^31 ofAREA Manual for Railway Engineering for calculating

the laterial clearance requirements for passenger cars on curved track still apply to

modern passenger equipment such as the Superliners, Amfleet and Metroliners. Because

modern passenger equipment is not equipped with swing hangers, it is the recommenda-

tion of this Sub-Committee that factors 5 and 6 be combined in such a way to eliminate

any reference to swing hangers.

The proposed wording combining factors 5 and 6 is suggested as follows:

"Roll of car body, due to unequal deflections of the primary and secondary suspension

systems, and from laterial movement of truck components."

Letter to R. J. Thelen, Director, Technical Committees to arrange to have the Car

Construction Committee review the proposed combining of factors 5 and 6, providing us

with its concurrence or comments.

10. Review the form for reporting loads which exceed line clearances now in chapter 28 of

the manual

It was decided that in order to correspond with the Legend now in the Manual, there

would have to be a few minor changes in the form. This will be done and forwarded to

the Board for approval immediately after our February 1981 Meeting.

The Committee on Clearances

D. W. LaPorte, Chairman
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Committee

Those whose names are shown in boldface, in addition to the chairman and secretary, are

the subcommittee chairmen.

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

B. Manual and revision of manual.

The committee developed a proposed section of the manual entitled "Track and

Roadway Inventory". The draft was approved by the committee and submitted to the

Board of Direction for approval. At its March 1980 meeting, the Board questioned

whether the material was appropriate for the manual. The committee withdrew the

proposal and is revising it to include examples of how the material could be used in

the development of a computerized inventory. The revised draft will be submitted for

publication in the bulletin before any consideration is given to resubmission for

incorporation in the manual.

L Administrative systems—Disseminate information pertinent to design and imple-

mentation, including specific applications or techniques within the scope of railroad

engineering.

Under the direction of subcommittee chairman, R. Sliepka, the subcommittee is

developing a track data base survey to determine the extent of computerized track

data bases within the industry and the contents of such data bases. Results of the

survey will be published and used as a guide in the work of Committee 32.
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2. Make available a digest of present railroad engineering systems applications, including

all present system-oriented applications of the assignments of other AREA technical

committees.

The committee has decided that an applications digest is a cumbersome and not

necessarily productive way of publicizing systems applications; the approach will be

dropped. Instead, the committee is publishing a quarterly newsletter to keep AREA
Committee 32 members abreast of new developments in the applications of computers

to engineering departments' problems. The first newsletter was published in October

and a second newsletter is in preparation.

3. Systems engineering education—Collect and disseminate information to the associa-

tion membership by means of special features, seminars, demonstrations and printed

material.

No report.

4. Provide interface for coordination of effort in railroad engineering systems.

The concept of a technical review panel has been explored jointly between represen-

tatives of AREA Committee 32 and representatives of the FRA. The first such panel

has been formed to monitor the work of the Texas Transportation Institute under

contract DTFR 53-80-C-00119. The purpose and description of the contract is to

"Develop accurate track structure data base in order to characterize national railroad

plant." The merits of this approach—particularly with regard to its value to the

railroads—be will evaluated.

5. Track and roadway data base systems—Develop systems for accessing and utilizing

the track and roadway inventory. This assignment will be merged with Assignment

1—Administrative Systems.

6. Utilization of track geometry data.

The role of Committee 32 in the track geometry area is being explored. A first step

in this regard was the October 1980 meeting of Committee 32 in which senior engi-

neering department personnel from five railroads participated in a panel on the

subject of "What I want out of a track geometry car."

7. Hazardous material transport—Considerations in route selection and track mainte-

nance where hazardous commodities are involved.

Possible roles of Committee 32 are being explored.

The Committee on Systems Engineering

R. F. Tuve, Chairman
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Committee

To the American Railway Engineering Association:

Your committee reports on the following subjects:

L Electrification Economics.

This Committee will coordinate the inputs from the most recent studies in the United

States on Electrification to replace costs given in the January-February 1974 issue of

A.R.E.A. Bulletin No. 646.

2. Clearances.

A review will be made of clearances required in high lightning areas for 50 KV which

has already been adopted in Part II of the Manual. These will be compared with

clearances for 50 KV being proposed in Europe.

3. Voltage Standards.

The use of high voltage DC was discussed at the meeting on October 1st. It was agreed

that these high voltages were not directly useable in the traction motors and con-

verter/inverter arrangements would have to be used which would be very expensive.

High voltage DC is being used in Poland, Italy, France and "Russia.

4. Catenary/Pantograph Systems.

Work has been delayed on this Committee due to the resignation of the Chairman.

However, a new sub-committee Chairman has been appointed and work will continue

on such items as a glossery of terms, envelope for electrical clearances and short term

overload ampacity ratings for contact wire. Tests will also be monitored on the new
AEM 7 locomotive at Pueblo.

5. Signal and Communication Protection in Electrified Territory.

Part 5 of the Manual now includes a section entitled "Signal Compatibility with
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Railway Electrification" which received formal approval of the Committee with ^1-^

affirmative vote by letter ballot. Work is continuing of the effects of the power

distribution system on wayside signal circuits and the use of three phase traction

motors.

6. Power Supply and Distribution.

Section 6.0 of the Manual now includes a section entitled "Power Supply Require-

ments, Railroad Electric Traction System" which received % affirmative vote by letter

ballot as required by the constitution. Work continues on preparing a narrative in

general terms as to what happens to the catenary and rails on electrified moveable

bridges. This narrative should be submitted to Committee No. 15—Steel Structures.

7. Contact Rails

This Committee was reactivated as a result of the request at the Committee Chair-

man's Meeting in Philadelphia on October 12, 1979.

Work being conducted by the American Public Transit Association (APTA) Joint

Track Work—Electrical Design Guidelines dated September, 1980 was reviewed by

Sub-Committee No. 7 at the meeting in Washington on October 1, 1980.

Additional members are required on this Sub-committee.

9. Illumination.

Section 10.6 entitled "Illumination" has now been approved by the committee. Future

work includes the review of present recommended illumination levels for railroad

yards (Section 10.2 of the Manual) with the Illumination Engineering Society (lES)

to determine if any changes should be made.

The Committee on Electrical Energy Utilization.

L. D. Tufts, Chairman
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80TH ANNUAL TECHNICAL CONFERENCE

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS

1981 ANNUAL MEETING

MARCH 23-25, 1981

PALMER HOUSE, CHICAGO

PROGRAM

MONDAY, MARCH 23

OPEN SESSION—Red Lacquer Room—9:30 am

Invocation—Rev. Herbert Knudsen, Pastor, First Christian Church, Downers Grove, IL.

Recognition of speakers table guests

Presidential Address—Mike Rougas, Chief Engineer, Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad

Headquarters Report—L. T. Cerny
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President
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Remarks by Chairman Mike Rougas

Remarks by A. W. Johnston, Vice President, Operations & Maintenance, AAR
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Projects Engineer, DeLeuw, Cather & Co., and L. T. Cerny, Executive Director, AREA

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25

Technical Session—Red Lacquer Room—8:30 am

Report of Activities of AAR Committee on Track Maintenance Research—H. G. Webb,

Assistant Chief Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

Queens Gate Yard (Illustrated)—R. Penhallegon, Project Manager, Chessie System and J. R.

Clark, Jr., Construction Superintendent, Chessie System

Report on Heavy Axle Load Lines in Australia (Illustrated)—M. D. Roney, Research Asso-

ciate, Canadian Institute of Guided Ground Transport

Installation of Officers

One Year on the New Gillette—Orin Line (Illustrated)—R. G. Brohaugh, Assistant Vice

President—Engineering, Burlington Northern, Inc.

Adjournment
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Committee of Tellers, 1981 Election

The following committee was appointed to canvass the ballots for Officers, Directors, and

Members of the Nominating Committee, the count being made on February 25, 1981.

W. S. Stokely, Chairman W. J. Brenny W. B. Stanczyk

N. E. Whitney, Jr., Vice Chairman James Budzileni V. V. Tamosiunas

A. F. Anderson D. E. Gallery J. A. Van Huis

P. L. Barrett D. J. Lewis C. F. Wiza
J. E. Beran T. E. Markvaldas Arthur Yannotti

J. W. Eberle M. E. Podrebarac

Successful Candidates, 1981 Election

For President

William Glavin, Vice President—Administration, Grand Trunk Western Railroad, Detroit,

Mi.

For Senior Vice President*

R. E. Haacke, District Engineer, Union Pacific Railroad, Portland, Or.

For Junior Vice President

G. A. Van de Water, Chief Engineer, Canadian National Railways, Montreal, Que.

For Directors

WEST

H. G. Webb, Assistant Chief Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. Chicago, II.

W. E. Brakensiek, Assistant Chief Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad, St. Louis, Mo.

CANADA

J. D. Jardine, Engineer of Track, Canadian Pacific, Ltd., Montreal. Que.

EAST

D. E. Turney, Jr., Assistant Chief Engineer—Maintenance, Norfolk & Western Railway,

Roanoke, Va.

For Members of 1981 Nominating Committee i

EAST

G. R. Janosko. Engineer—Maintenance of Way, Norfolk & Western Railway. Roanoke. Va.
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SOUTH

H. E. Richardson, Assistant Chief Engineer, Seaboard Coast Line Railroad, Jacksonville, Fl.

CANADA

B. P. Robins, Assistant Regional Engineer, Canadian Pacific Ltd., Mississauga, Ont.

AT LARGE

M. E. Wilson, Jr., Chief Engineer—Design & Construction, Southern Railway, Atlanta, Ga.

'Under the provisions of the AREA Constitution, RE. Haacke advances automatically from Junior Vice to Senior Vice

President.
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Address by President Mike Rougas*

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Welcome to the 1981 annual technical conference.

As president of AREA, I have the privilege of conducting the affairs of this special

organization at one of the great times in our profession, a time of promise for growth perhaps

unequalled in the last 60 years.

More and more, we see a growing dependence on railroads and a continual growth of

railroad freight traffic. In addition, we see a resurgence of other forms of rail transportation,

including rapid transit and even inter-city passenger traffic. I believe this growth is due to the

inherent advantages of the rail mode over other forms of transport. If we make use of these

inherent advantages, the future of railroading will be very bright, and with it, the future of our

profession. With AREA, we find ourselves with renewed influence and prestige. AREA
technical review panels are becoming a normal component of FRA research projects and the

imput provided by these panels is openly acknowledged. In this manner, our ability to influ-

ence the future through research has dramatically increased.

I do warn, however, that there is no room or time for complacency. Railroading is not

automatically being swept into a new era, and without our proper influence on directions

things take, the bright promise which should be ours by virtue of the laws of physics, may not

come to be ours at all. One of the dangers we should combat is what at times appears to be

a weak connection between the great foundations upon which our railroad engineering disci-

pline has been built, and the work which is being done to carry railroading into the future. Due
to the public perception of railroading as a dying industry for several decades, much continuity

was lost in the development of railroad engineering, and those with the best knowledge in

various areas may pass from the scene before there are others prepared to learn from their

predecessors and carry on, building upon their knowledge in the way that has made the

progress of civilization possible. This near loss of continuity is having an adverse effect on

people's perception of rail-roading as it surges into the future.

For example, many passenger car designs of proven excellence and methods of proven

superiority have been discarded in favor of a wholesale reinvention using untried technology.

This has lead to numerous difficulties and the expenditures of hundreds of millions of dollars

for what may prove to be dead-end channels of development.

In many cases we see track projects designed to re-create the speed and reliability, or only

marginally improve what existed 40 years ago, and some experiments with track and bridges

do not seem to be based on the fundamental lessons we learned from the past. Many of our

methods and materials have excellent reasons to be the way they are today. At times, however,

some of us appear unable to defend them because we do not have available to us the basic

writings which indicate the reason they were that way in the first place and the thinking and

incidents that made them evolve into what they are today. Many new proposals end in eventual

failure and discredit railroading in the eyes of the public because people begin to think that

it is railroading that did not work. No one volunteers that failures are the result of sophis-

ticated technology which is not based upon the foundations of solid railroad engineering which

have been built up over more than one and one-half centuries.

*Chief Engineer. Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad.
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Railroading, of course, must continue to change and advance, but without repeating

mistakes of years past because of a discontinuity in the railroad engineering discipline.

Stretched over this discontinuity, has been the AREA and it falls to us to reforge this link so

that railroads can go forward on a firm base instead of floundering in needless experimentation

to rediscover the basic principles on which our discipline is based.

To help solve this problem, AREA has embarked on a two-sided program. The first side

is the republication of outstanding basic works of railroad engineering so that they are readily

available to present day researchers. Last Fall, AREA published the work of the Talbot

Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track. This committee, which functioned from 1918 to

1940, provided basic engineering principles for track. This work, however, has been long out

of print, almost impossible to obtain, and the result was that much time was spent on research

projects remapping previously charted paths. In cooperation with the Transportation Re-

search Board, AREA is working on a second volume to close the gap in the presently available

material from the cessation of the Talbot committee in 1940 to present.

The second side of the program is to encourage the re-establishment of railroad en-

gineering courses in the engineering curricula of universities. If teachers with substantial

practical railroad experience can be found, this effort will enable students and researchers to

understand the basic values of the way things are presently done, so that they can truly

understand the advantages of new methods. AREA will make one of its basic thrusts the

revitalization of railroad engineering as a solid discipline upon which the future of railroading

can be built, so future railroad engineers can improve our present techniques or create

completely different ones, when those different ideas are based on true understanding of their

advantages compared to the present way of doing things.

Let us now turn to the meaning of true professionalism. True engineering profession-

alism involves achieving the goals desired with the minimum use of resources—resources like

people, machines, material, money and resources represented in the existing physical assets.

We may all dream at times of a fantasy land in which unlimited financial resources are

available, where we could keep our lines visually perfect, with perfect ballast sections, with

excellent ties, and alinement you could check for perfection with a telescope. Where such

conditions may actually exist, the pride is kind of a layman's pride, the pride of people not

truly in the know, because those truly in the know, those truly professional engineers, realize

that there is a point beyond which allocation of resources is unjustified. They know that the

person who maintains his property in perfect condition is not a nearly perfect engineering

professional. It is not the lines without problems that need the attention of the most skilled

engineers. The greatest engineering skills are those which are developed under pressures of

limited resources, where the greatest value is gotten from each dollar spent.

Do not misunderstand me, for I am fully aware that, when conditions deteriorate beyond

a certain point, the cost of maintaining the railroad goes up to points higher than that of

maintaining nearly perfect track. But the optimum standard of maintenance certainly exists

someplace between that point and perfection. There may be a short-lived pride in designing

systems which dazzle and appear spectacular, and occasionally the best solution is a very

spectacular one, but often a better use of resources involves less spectacular solutions or

partial re-use of existing facilities. I think it is important that the AREA stand for the ideal

of the most skilled professional solution, and not hold as an ideal some uneconomically perfect

facility.

In summary, the AREA is seeking to bridge the gap between the foundations of the past

and the developments of the future through making the best works of the past available and

by encouraging the education of future engineers with a proper perspective. This, of course,

assumes the continuation of our own normal work in progressing our own specialties, primarily
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through the AREA committees. We should also develop as an ideal the best professional

solution in terms of utilization of resources, and not glorify that type of perfection which can

be achieved when there are no financial constraints.

In concluding, I would like to mention that there have been advanced several definitions

of railroading. I have a strong preference for the one that describes railroading as a vast

engineering undertaking. As we begin this conference, let us resolve to use this time of being

together to advance the progress of North American railroading to help expedite the coming

of the time of the second golden age of railroading.

Thank you.
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Headquarters Report

by L. T. Cerny*

It is certainly good to see this group gathered here today, following another record year

for freight traffic on U.S. railroads.

As railroading has continued to grow, so has the AREA. Our membership continues to

increase, setting all-time record levels on an almost continuous basis. Sales of our publications

have also been at a very high level. Financially, the AREA had a reasonably good year, the

details of which will appear in Bulletin 683.

The forces of inflation, however, continue to erode the value of the dues that we pay,

which have remained constant since January 1, 1977. In this regard, I am very happy to report

the overwhelmingly favorable response to the constitutional change which would allow the

dues to be raised to offset inflation. The percentage approving was over 93%. This certainly

shows your desire to keep the AREA a strong and viable organization even in the face of the

economic pressures we all face. Please be assured that we will continue to work for increased

income and lower expenses, so that the necessity for dues increases will be kept as small as

possible.

We have been fortunate in being able to retain a good staff in Washington, with all those

employed on the staff at this time last year still remaining with the organization. Susan

Chambers, who handles the business matters at headquarters and supervises the support

personnel there and handles the publications, has continued to do a truly outstanding job. Sue

is the one who did all the production management on the reprints of the Talbot Reports, and

she writes the AREA News in RT & S. Susan Rich, Secretary to the Executive Director;

Cynde Kraft, Membership and Conference Coordinator; and Gary Wade, Publications Clerk,

continue their excellent service to the organization.

In addition, we were very fortunate that on June 1st last year, we were able to secure the

services of Mr. W. Arthur Grotz, Jr. as Director of Engineering. Art has over 20 years

experience in the railroad industry, and his main function is handling the committee affairs

from a headquarters standpoint, and his ability to be involved in committee affairs in detail

will have the effect of making the committees more influential in the whole railway engineering

picture, and particularly in Washington, where committee involvement can make federal

expenditures on track and bridge research more meaningful.

In our Washington activities, the association has continued to fight for the ability of

railway engineering professionals to use their own best judgment and experience in solving

problems and not have these solutions dictated by the federal government. Many of the fine

points of track maintenance have been buried under the FRA track safety regulations, and we
are continually working to try to see that some of this freedom is restored so that you are not

required by these regulations to needlessly spend money where it has no safety benefit and can

use your judgment and experience and familiarity with the line segments that you supervise

to make the best use of the maintenance dollars that are available. We have worked to show

that new regulations are certainly not needed in the fields of railway engineering other than

track because of the excellent safety record which we have.

With the changes that have taken place in government leadership in Washington, the

opportunities for restoration of freedom for individual railway engineering professionals may

•Executive Director, AREA and Engineering Division. Association of American Railroads.
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be increased, and having the AREA in Washington should help us to make movements in this

direction possible.

As I am sure all of you are aware, the AREA has always been an international or-

ganization, primarily of the contiguous 4 ft. 8'/2 inch gauge network of North America. This

network extends through three countries—Canada, Mexico, and the United States. With the

expanding economy of Mexico, it is important that the North American railway system

function as one network, and so we certainly encourage increased participation by Mexican

railway engineering professionals. Our conferences have always had the U.S. and Canadian

flags, and we have this year corrected the omission of the Mexican flag by having it together

with the other two.

I am pleased to announce that the AREA Board of Direction voted at its meeting

Saturday to submit a constitutional amendment to the AREA membership to provide a

continuing position on the Board of Direction for a member from Mexico.

In keeping with the renewed sense of confidence that is taking place, I think it may be well

to talk about positive attitudes. Over perhaps the past 15 or more years, there may have been

an unfortunate tendency in our society to listen to those who spent their time figuring out

reasons why things could not be done, rather than to those whose efforts were to find real

solutions to the problems.

Throughout the history of our profession, and probably nearly all others, there have

always been those counseling stagnation or even backward steps in the historical trends of

progress. These people are, I am sure, well-intentioned, and often the weight of current

rational evidence appears to be on their side. But if these people had held sway at various

points in the progress of our profession, we would not have the mighty trains that we have

today, and instead of being a vital part of today's economy, railways could be an anachronism

because others, in other transportation professions, had the vision to continue to progress.

Those in the trucking industry are certainly not setting their sights on smaller or slower trucks.

If we somehow start to feel that railroad technology, especially in terms of allowable axle

loads, has reached a peak, rather than trying to solve the problems involved with higher axle

loads, we have doomed ourselves to slow decline.

I believe that it is important that the AREA take a positive, progressive attitude toward

the future, looking for new breakthroughs in railway efficiency and capabilities and regarding

the present-day barriers to such achievements as challenges to be overcome, rather than as

reasons for stagnation and backsliding in the achievements of our profession.

I feel confident that the members of the AREA are up to the challenge, and that our

successors will look back on the decisions of this era as a time when railway engineering looked

forward and took a firm hold on its share of the future.

Thank you.
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Keynote Address by William H. Dempsey*

"The Times—They Are A-Changing."

That was the title of a song written quite a few years ago by Bob Dylan. Now, you might

not think that the railroad industry has much in common with Bob Dylan.

You would be right, too. There is little in common between our industry and the music

of Mr. Dylan. But railroads do have much in common with the title of that song—because

times "are a-changing" for our industry. For our industry, it is clear that the times are changing

for the better.

I don't mean to suggest that the problems of our industry are over. Far from it. They exist.

Some are serious. Many are long-standing. They cover a wide range of subjects.

Some, for example, are of a technical nature. The people here today will have much to

do with finding solutions to some of these problems. You will also provide answers to some
of the questions that new technology and operating practices pose.

For example, many of the gains in efficiency realized by the industry over the last decade

have been from the introduction of heavier freight cars and the use of longer trains. This causes

other problems, however. Studies indicate that some rails need to be replaced up to twice as

fast when it is exposed to large volumes of this type of traffic.

The operating gains are, however, of such a magnitude that it still remains an economical-

ly efficient practice to operate longer, heavier trains. But this does not mean that we are not

working on ways to extend rail life even under these conditions. Perhaps different alloys are

the answer. Possibly different techniques will work to extend life. I understand positive results

are being obtained from welding the rails first and then heat treating them later.

The point is that for these and other technical problems, work is progressing; gains are

being realized.

Other problems are perhaps less susceptible to solution than are those of a technical

nature. Our industry's financial troubles fall into this category.

I don't want to dwell on these problems. You have heard much about them in recent

years. It is not enough to say that they are still present, but that some progress has been made
in easing them. Despite the recession we experienced during most of 1980, railroads still

moved a record volume of freight; the railroad industry's share of total freight traffic in-

creased; earnings during the most recent twelve months produced a rate of return on in-

vestment about 3 percent for the first time since 1966.

I think we can expect more earnings improvements in the coming years, although con-

tinued problems with the economy make the prognosis for 1981 uncertain. But I must caution

that the chance that the railroads will receive adequate earnings on investment—more than 1

1

percent, according to the ICC—must be considered doubtful until another problem is solved:

that of competitive equity.

As most of you are aware, our compefition enjoys a nearly overwhelming competitive

advantage. Their basic rights-of-way—the highway system used by truckers, the inland water-

ways used by barges— are provided by the government.

It is true that both pay user charges. But in neither case is the charge anywhere near

'President. Association of American Railroads
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adequate. The barges began paying their first user charge ever last year—and it recovers but

4 percent of the federal government's current capital and maintenance expenditures for

navigable waterways. A new federal study says that the largest trucks—those with which

railroads most compete—would need to pay more than 80 percent more in user charges in

order to pay their fair share of maintenance and capital costs for the nation's highways.

There are reasons for optimism that this basic inequity will be addressed in the near

future, however. Indeed, one aspect of the new economic program announced by President

Reagan last month bodes very well for this prospect, at least so far as the waterways are

concerned.

The President has proposed that the nation's commercial water carriers begin paying a far

greater percentage of the maintenance and construction costs of waterways. Specifically, he

has proposed that the fuel tax paid by barges increase from the present 4 cents per gallon to

30 cents by 1983. He has also recommended future increases in the tax to cover any new

construction programs and to cover increases in waterway maintenance expenses.

The Administration has not yet addressed the problem of heavy truck user charges. But

there are reasons to beleive that, at some point in the not-too-distant future, this question will

be addressed—especially given the preliminary findings of the Federal Highway Adminis-

tration's cost allocation study. They show that those trucks over 50,000 pounds in weight cause

a disproportionate share of highway damage, and that existing user charges do not reflect this.

The President has also suggested ending a number of programs aiding the railroad indus-

try. It should be remembered that most of these programs were designed to pay railroads for

performing uneconomic services that the government ordered them to provide. Any end to

this assistance must be tied to an end to government requirements that the railroads provide

unprofitable services. If this tie-in is made, the railroad industry overall should not be hurt too

badly by these reductions.

Under these conditions, I would expect our competitiors to be far more affected than rail-

roads by an end to programs of government assistance to private transportation firms. This can

only help our industry gain additional business, increase revenues and improve earnings.

The other key to improved earnings lies in what was accomplished last year—enactment

of the Staggers Rail Act of 1980, the so-called rail deregulation law.

Before I get into some of the ramifications of this law to our customers and to our

finances, I would Hke to briefly discuss what it might mean to railroad employees.

Quite a bit.

Railroads will have to operate far more as other businesses operate. Railroads will have

to market more aggressively. All departments on a railroad will have to work together more

closely.

For example, one of the great opportunities provided railroads in the new law is the right

to make contracts with shippers—contracts in which shippers guarantee volume and railroads

guarantee that certain service standards are met.

Before a railroad can intelligently enter into such a contract, it had better be certain that

it can meet the standards called for. Can schedules be met? Is existing track capable of

handling the volume or the required speed? Will equipment be available? What impact will

this have on other traffic?

For deregulation to work, it seems clear that all departments of the railroad will have to
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be involved. It also seems clear that deregulation can lead to improved earnings and a stronger

industry—which will rebound to the benefit of all employees.

I would like to add, however, that we should not expect immediate and dramatic changes

to flow from deregulation. Indeed, while the law is on the books, not all of its provisions are

yet in effect.

In fact, the most immediate impact of the Staggers Act so far has been, ironically, an

increase in the workload at the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The reason for this is, of course, that deregulation cannot just happen. The old rules have

to be changed in an orderly process. And the Staggers Act leaves that responsibility with the

ICC—and does, in fact, grant the ICC some leeway in interpreting the law's provisions.

The Commission has moved with uncommon speed to implement the new law.

But, more important than the speed with which the law is being implemented, is the

manner in which it is being done. The ICC, in its actions so far, has shown that it intends to

follow the intent of Congress to grant railroads the maximum possible rate flexibility. Its

actions in proceedings involving cost recovery procedures, market dominance, revenue ade-

quacy and contract rates—the key provisions of the law from the railroad standpoint—have

been highly positive.

Given the positive nature and rapid pace of implementation, I would expect the new law

to begin having major impact by summer—although I would not expect wholesale changes

even then.

For railroad customers, I don't think there is any question but that many of the concerns

about the impact of the new law revolve around rates. Specifically, shippers are concerned that

rates may go up more rapidly under deregulation than they would have under prior law.

That rates, on the whole, will rise is, I believe, a certainty so long as the United States

is caught in the grip of an inflationary cycle. Given the poor state of railroad earnings—and

given the unquestioned need of railroads to increase capital spending—I don't think there is

any question but that railroad rates will have to increase as costs go up. Indeed, railroads are

less able to absorb cost increases without compensating revenue increases than most other

industries.

But does this mean that total shipper costs will go up more rapidly under deregulation

than they would have under regulation? I do not think that will be the case.

As a matter of fact, a railroad industry that is more free to respond to the disciplines and

opportunities of the marketplace will be able to offer reduced rates when this will result in new
business that can be moved profitably. The Staggers Act reduces the notice period for rate

deductions to ten days and makes it clear that any rate contributing to "going concern value"

is legal.

Additionally, by freeing railroads from some of the complexities of filing new rates and
from some of the discrimination penalties that previously existed, the Staggers Act will

encourage railroads to introduce greater numbers of innovative rates. In the past, a railroad

might well have been hesitant to publish a rate designed to attract new business for fear that

if this business proved unprofitable, the railroad would not be able then to increase rates to

a profitable level without undergoing months of costly regulatory delay. A railroad might also

have been reluctant to publish a reduced rate lest another shipper charge discrimination,

forcing the railroad to lower that rate as well.

These fears were not idle. They were realized in the past. Nor are our hopes that deregula-
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tion will stimulate rate innovation just idle speculation. We have concrete examples of what

can happen to rates under deregulation. One of these occurred in Canada.

As some of you may be aware, railroad rates in Canada were largely deregulated in

1968—deregulated, I might add, even more than the Staggers Act deregulates rates in this

country.

What happened after deregulation in Canada? Did rates soar?

Quite the opposite. Initially, the average revenue per ton-mile—as good a barometer as

we have for judging rates—actually declined as Canadian railroads increased their competition

with each other and with other forms of transportation. It was only after the onset of double-

digit inflation—brought about at least partially by the OPEC cartel's fixing of petroleum

prices—that Canadian rates started back up, although at a less rapid pace than general

inflation. Even since then, average revenue per ton-mile has increased less on unregulated

Canadian railroads than it has on regulated railroads in the United States. I might add that

this represents a reversal of prior trends. Before Canadian deregulation, railroad rates in

Canada were higher on the average than in this country—and they were increasing at a more
rapid pace.

What brought about this reversal? In a speech to a U.S. transportation group last year,

the president of Canadian National cited a number of factors. Railroads became more respon-

sive to marketplace changes. Railroads tailored services more to individual customer needs.

Railroads increased productivity of both labor and capital.

I would like to point out that this occurred in Canada despite the fact that Canadian

conditions in some respects are less competitive than the conditions in this country. Canadian

roads face nowhere near the quantity or quality of intermodal competition faced by U.S.

roads. Railroads in this country also face more competition from each other than do Canadian

lines—a competition that will be further heightened by the loss of collective rate-making

powers. Canadian roads still have those powers.

We have other examples of how deregulation can lead to reduced or more innovative

rates. For example, since passage of the Staggers Act, Conrail has reduced some rates in an

effort to fill boxcars that otherwise would have to be returned empty. Illinois Central Gulf has

also slashed some rates, as have other roads.

Beyond this, U.S. railroads have been operating under a deregulated environment since

1979 in the movement of most fresh fruits and vegetables. Since then, railroads have been able

to respond almost instantly to changing market conditions—and the result has been the first

dramatic increase in railroad traffic of perishables in a quarter of a century.

One interesting point that has developed from this particular experiment is that higher rail

rates do not always mean higher shipper costs. This increase in perishable traffic has come
despite the fact some rail rates went up after deregulation. But these higher rates permitted

railroads to provide more timely service—and this permitted shippers to reduce inventory

costs and to shift from still-higher cost transportation alternatives back to the railroad service.

Further rate and service innovations will be possible under the contract rate provisions of

the Staggers Act. There are many who believe that eventually most large shippers will enter

into contract rate agreements with railroads. This has proven to be the case in Canada.

We already have some examples of railroads and shippers entering into innovative con-

tracts. One railroad recently signed a long term contract to haul coal in which the shipper

agreed to provide the railroad with the money needed to improve the line to the mine. In

return, the shipper will receive more favorable rates than it otherwise could have received.
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I would expect the number of contracts to increase substantially later this year after the

ICC completes the implementation process for contract rates.

For all of the reasons that I have cited, I beleive that the Staggers Act can have a very

beneficial impact on shippers.

What about the impact of the new law on railroads?

Obviously, we believe it will be very positive. We would not have supported enactment

of the law had we felt otherwise.

We recognize that there will be some negative impacts on railroads coming from the new

law. We would have preferred, for example, not to see general rate increases phased out. We
would have preferred to see changes in previous law regarding entry of new railroads into a

market. We were adamantly opposed to a provision in the law singling out one specific

movement—coal to the San Antonio electric utility—for special treatment. We also felt that

there was no justification for putting a cap on rates involving the movement of recyclables. Nor

did we want to lose our anti-trust immunities for collective rate-making. But, all things

considered, in the long run, the pluses outweigh the minuses by a solid margin.

At least partly because of the uncertainties and potential drawbacks inherent in some

elements of deregulation, it seems likely that the merger movement will continue.

There are, of course, many reasons aside from deregulation that this movement has

gained momentum in the last few years. But there are elements of the Staggers Act that tend

to further encourage mergers. For example, the loss of rate bureau immunities in collective

rate-making will place a premium on the ability to provide single line service. Contract rates

can have the same effect since many contracts will include penalties for not meeting stated

standards of service. Obviously a carrier would rather have control of the entire movement if

it enters into that type of contract. Today only half of all rail movements involving only 30

percent of total revenues are handled by a single railroad.

Of course, the final judgment on the Staggers Act will not be based upon the impact it

has on the merger movement. Rather the final judgment will hinge upon whether or not it

accomplishes its stated purpose: improving both the railroad industry's financial outlook and

the ability of railroads to meet shipper needs for better service.

I am supremely confident that it will have that impact. Again, we can draw some useful

clues from what has happened in Canada. Deregulation there led to increased traffic, more

efficient service, improved productivity, greater reliability and improved earnings. Indeed,

Canadian National had undergone a half century of continuous losses prior to deregulation.

It has now been profitable since the mid-1970s.

As I said earlier, by itself deregulation will not solve all of the railroad industry's financial

problems. The question of inadequate user charges for trucks and barges must still be ad-

dressed. Greater productivity of both labor and capital is still needed.

But deregulation will help considerably. It will give railroads greater opportunity to

respond to the opportunities and disciplines of the marketplace than railroads have ever before

had. Rate flexibility will make possible improved earnings.

But before I finish, let me add one note of caution. Do not expect deregulation to lead

to major improvements overnight. Railroads have been regulated for almost a century. It will

take railroads time to adjust to their new freedoms. It will take shippers time as well. Canadian

officials say the shakedown period there took up to five years.
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It may not take that long here. Indeed, there are indications that the adjustment is already

moving more smoothly and rapidly than expected.

The new law should make its impact felt on railroads and shippers in a significant way later

this year, possibly by summer. Improvements in earnings and service should follow quickly.

When that happens, railroads should be able to break out of the vicious cycle of the past:

poor earnings, leading to reduced maintenance and capital programs, leading to poorer

service, leading to reduced traffic levels, leading to poorer earnings, and on and on and on.

Instead, an upward spiral can be created. Better earnings leading to increased capital and

maintenance programs, leading to better service, leading to still greater traffic levels, leading

to even better earnings—and a continuation of the growth and development of railroads.

I am confident that the new era we are now entering will lead to a greater role for railroads

than they have played in the more recent past. For the benefit of our customers, our employ-

ees, the railroads and the country.



Effect on Railroads from Mt. St. Helens Eruption

(May 18, 1980)

by R.E. Haacke*

Probably the first effect was to make all the natives nervous. Never before had we heard

so many comments about the awesome force of nature, and the inadequacy of man. It has been

referred to as "The Day the Earth Stood Still", or as "Ash Sunday."

The railroad problems were in several categories:

First: In the fallout area, almost everything moving, including trains, came to a standstill.

Second: To function and operate under the conditions which existed immediately after

the eruption.

Third: Cleanup.

Fourth: Corrective measures to prevent the probability of catastrophic floods during the

winter and spring from rains and melting snow, because of vegetation gone, river valleys and

channels filled, and millions of yards of ash and debris which could move with the runoff.

1) The Pacific Northwest has always enjoyed and been proud of the spectacular scenery,

which includes many beautiful peaks of the Cascade Range, all of which are of volcanic origin

and a part of the so-called "Pacific Rim of Fire".

2) One of the loveliest peaks of all was Mt. St. Helens in Southwest Washington, just 40

miles north of Portland, Oregon. This mountain was a lovely, white-clad jewel rising above the

surrounding Cascade Mountains to almost 10,000 ft.

3) The gentle slopes of Mt. St. Helens made it look like a symmetrical snowdrift or ice

cream dessert. It was often called the Fujiyama of America and was a calendar photographer's

dream.

4) We are looking at a map of the northwestern comer of the United States. The colored

lines indicate the major railroads in this area, with blue being the Union Pacific and red the

Burlington Northern. Seattle and Tacoma are in the upper left corner on F*uget Sound, with

Portland to the left of center and Spokane, Washington, and Missoula, Montana, above the

center.

5) Mt. St. Helens, with the plume just above Portland, lies almost directly between Mt.

Hood and Mt. Rainier. The earliest history of the Pacific Northwest is unwritten, so we must

rely on the Indians who tell us that the gods of Mt. Rainier and Mt. Hood were jealous of

beautiful Mt. St. Helens, who was called the Lady of Fire and had been posted by the Great

Spirit to guard the Bridge of the Gods across the Columbia River. This rivalry between Mt.

Rainier and Mt. Hood erupted into a jealous feud, in which they pelted each other with

white-hot stones. Some of these stones shattered the Bridge of the Gods and badly burned the

beautiful Mt. St. Helens.

6) Other beauties have been known to explode, and this Lady of Fire, after more than

a century of quiet sleep, awakened on March 27, 1980, with a plume of ash and steam that

spouted four miles into the air, leaving an unsightly mantle of ash. The next two months

brought close observations... speculation... and a variety of predictions.

'District Engineer. Union Pacific Railroad.
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7) No one alive today had ever witnessed an explosion such as the one which tore asunder

the mountain that serene Sunday morning of May 18.

8) The explosion was akin to fifty large ocean freighters full ofTNT going up at once, and

more than 500 times more powerful than the atomic bomb which destroyed Hiroshima. If the

material which erupted had fallen on New York City, it would have hurried Manhattan Island

under more than 28 stories of ash and debris!

The erupted material could have filled the Washington, DC, Mall, from the Capitol to the

Lincoln Memorial, to a depth of eight Washington Monuments!

There was more than a ton of material for every man, woman, and child on earth.

The U. S. Geological Survey reported that the May 18 avalanche on Mt. St. Helens was

the largest known to have occurred in recorded history.

9) A mushroom cloud of gas and debris rose more than 12 miles above the earth,

blackening the sky with the fury of an angry plague. Streets, roads, machinery, and lungs were

soon clogged with the pervasive dust. More than 150 sq. mi. of timber were flattened,

including majestic Douglas firs six feet in diameter, 200 feet tall, and more than 600 years old.

The lumber from these trees, worth more than $500 million, could have built 200,000 homes.

Bridges and highways were destroyed, and thousands of square miles of land were covered

with ash. The catastrophe which happened on May 18 will probably never again be experi-

enced by anyone alive today, but no one really knows. It is extremely fortunate the death toll

was not higher. The official figures at this time are 35 confirmed dead and 15 missing

—

including the salty Harry Truman.

10) Glacial snow and ice were melted, cascading downward, mixed with solid ash. Clear,

cold rivers were turned into steaming torrents. Notice the spectators on this highway bridge.

11) Literally within minutes, one of the most beautiful, pristine mountain valleys of the

nation was turned into a gray wasteland of death, looking like something from another planet.

The color was gray, the color of death.

12) On this map is indicated the path of the ash across the United States during the first

three days. Eventually the ash went entirely around the world.

13) In many locations, day was turned into night, like an eclipse of the sun, and automatic

street lights came on.

14) The ash closed hundreds of miles of roads in Eastern Washington, bringing that part

of the state to a standstill. Air traffic stopped, trains stopped. Cars, buses, and trucks stopped.

Perhaps 10,000 travelers were trapped in three states.

15) Some enterprising individual posted a sign which says, "St. Helens Dust, 50c a gallon.

Don't be fooled by substitutes".

16) That isn't snow. That is volcanic ash, 200 miles northeast of Mt. St. Helens close to

Spokane, Washington.

17) Immediately after the eruption, train operation in the fallout area came to a virtual

standstill. Crews could not breath in the cabooses; and the ash, which is like finely pulverized

glass and extremely abrasive, quickly found its way into every intake and most moveable parts.

18) This is a new automobile on an auto car of a train in the fallout area.

19) You are looking at the junction of two branch lines approximately 250 miles from the

volcano, and again the white material is not snow but volcanic ash.
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20) Because of the hazard to breathing, it was necessary that everyone wear a mask over

nose and mouth and avoid, so much as possible, breathing the ash.

21) Because of the effect on signal systems, it was necessary immediately that all signal

facilities be thoroughly sealed to prevent the infiltration of ash, which penetrated every nook

and cranny. The instrument case which you see has been taped to cover every opening.

Thousands of rolls of tape were used for this purpose, with Signal Department personnel

moving by special train to complete this work rapidly.

22) It was essential that every opening be thorougly sealed, such as the vent of the door

on this instrument case.

23) More sealing of every possible opening into signal facilities.

24) Even the openings in the signal heads all had to be sealed from the fine, abrasive

volcanic ash, which caused a continuing problem for many weeks.

25) As the cleanup started, obviously the ash had to be removed from roofs, on some of

which it was several inches deep.

26) Any movement of vehicles or trains brought clouds of ash into the air.

27) Because of the problem of ash whipped up by vehicles, for days afterward, speed on

the streets of cities was restricted to 15 MPH or less.

28) The engines of many vehicles were ruined, and motorists were instructed to change

the air filter and oil filter every 50 miles or two hours of driving, whichever came first.

29) Cleanup began immediately in terminals. No one knew precisely what the effects of

the ash might be nor how best to handle it. A variety of methods were utilized, including

high-pressure hoses, sweepers, front-end loaders, whatever would work.

30) Along the main line, it was necessary to begin removal of the ash. The clouds of ash

swept up by trains were so dense that crews could not breath in the cabooses; and there was.

of course, potential damage to locomotives and all moving parts. Aside from fouling the

ballast, with the first rain, all signals went red because the wet ash in the ballast shorted the

circuits.

31) The first attempts at getting rid of ash in the track were primarily with tank cars of

water and spray bars. This was not particularly successful.

32) Greater success in removing ash from the track was with blowers of one type or

another, such as the Hurricane snow blower pictured here...

33) ...or with a series of large jet blowers, such as these RMC units.

34) Here we see a blower in action removing accumulation of volcanic ash from the main

line in Eastern Washington.

35) This is another picture of the same type of operation.

36) Here we see another blower working away from us blowing ash out of the ballast area.

37) At this location, the tank cars have been temporarily sidetracked in favor of the jet

blowers, which were significantly more effective.

38) However, removing ash from the track was not always greeted with a great deal of

enthusiasm from others in the vicinity.

39) This bridge is not on fire. There is a jet blower somewhere in that picture, to remove

the ash which had accumulated on the bridge.
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40) The first hard rain brought additional problems. While it did clear the air to a
considerable degree, it did not get rid of the accumulated ash on the ground, which merely
formed a crust and virtually eliminated the effectiveness of the blowers.

41) Many different methods were tried to break up the crust of the ash, including brushes
on a ballast regulator, such as you see here.

42) The brushes broke up the crust, but the problem of removing the ash still remained.

43) But in due course, with a combination of frustration and initiative, the trackage was
eventually cleaned.

44) In this picture, the main line has been well cleaned of ash, whereas the ash still

remained at the time on the side track.

45) Meanwhile, back at the volcano, this is how the crater looked several months later,

on October 3rd. In the top of the mountain, you see an enormous canyon or crater which is

two miles long, a mile wide, and a half-mile deep.

46) You are looking toward the volcano, up the once-beautiful Toutle River Valley,
which is now a scene of utter desolation and devastation.

47) You are looking at the valley of the Cowlitz River, downstream from the volcano. At
the bottom of the picture you will see the two lanes of the interstate freeway. Immediately
above the freeway are the double tracks of the Burlington Northern main line between
Portland and Seattle. This once-beautiful river valley has been plugged with millions of yards
of ash and debris, which posed a threat of floods from the winter rains and melting snow.
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MODERNIZATION PROGRAM OF THE NATIONAL
RAILWAYS OF MEXICO

by Alfonso Hernandez Lozano*

I appreciate the opportunity that has been given to me to speak before this distinguished

audience about the modernization program of the National Railways of Mexico, which consti-

tutes the major rail system in my country, representing roughly 80% of track mileage and

traffic handled. There are four other railways in Mexico. All five are owned by the Govern-

ment and at the present time we are in the process of merging all five into a single entity. This

process may take a couple more years. My remarks will refer to the National Railways of

Mexico only, except when otherwise explicitly mentioned.

The Railways' modernization program and the investments involved are based primarily

on the forecast we have made of the demand for rail transportation that the growth of the

country will require.

A retrospective look at N de M's freight traffic, shows that during the last 50 years tons

of freight handled have increased at the rate of 4.7% per year and ton kilometers 4.9%.

Limiting our analysis to the last 20 years, we find that the number of tons transported have

gone up 4.7% per year, while ton kilometers have increased 6.0% per annum.

Last year N de M transported 55.1 million metric tons of freight, which required 33.4

billion ton kilometers. We have made an estimate of what the demand for rail transportation

will be during the next 20 years and we forecast that by the last year of the present century

N de M will be called upon to transport around 200 million net tons of freight involving about

100 billion ton kilometers. Roughly this means that traffic will triple between now and the year

2000.

Import traffic through the Nuevo Laredo, Matamoros, Ciudad Judrez and Piedras Negras

gateways increased from 3.2 million tons in 1970 to 8.5 million tons in 1980. The greatest leap

in this traffic took place between 1978 and 1980 when the number of cars crossing South went

up from 78,000 to 152,000. Exports have not increased during the last 10 years. As a matter

of fact there was a small decrease in 1980.

We estimate that by the end of the century, Mexican imports by rail through the four

border points mentioned above may be in the neighborhood of 20 million tons per year or

about two and a half times what we handled last year.

The growing demand for rail transportation calls for a similar development of the capacity

of the railroads. N de M's rail network adds up to 14,319 kilometers of main line, but 90% of

total ton kilometers move over only 56% of the network or about 8,000 kilometers. All of N
de M's network is at present single track. Most of the lines were built between 1870 and 1910

and very few improvements have been made to the original layout. Mexico being a mountain-

ous country, it is very frequent to find that the geometry of the track has become inadequate

for the present conditions of traffic and will be more so for the future ones. We have about

2,400 kilometers of track with grades of 1.5% or upwards, out of which 500 kilometers have

2.5% or more. On the other hand we have about 700 kilometers of track with 9° curves or

sharper.

The policy of the Mexican Government during the last decades concerning the construc-

'Assistant General Manager—Planning & Organization, Nadonal Railways of Mexico.
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tion of transportation infrastructure was very strongly oriented toward the development of

highway transportation. Fortunately this policy has dramatically changed during the last few

years. This change can be observed principally in the budget figures authorized for investments

intended to foster rail transportation. There are two budgets: the one assigned to the Railways

themselves and the one allotted to the Secretariat of Communications and Transport. For 1981

the investment budget of N de M adds up to 10,649 million pesos, while the budget for the

Secretariat earmarked for rail construction amounts to 9,655 million pesos.

N de M prepared an investment program for the period 1981-1985 amounting to forty

billion, seven hundred million pesos, at 1980 prices, which met the approval, in principle, of

the Government.

4,768 million pesos will be devoted to the rail renewal program, construction or length-

ening of sidings and the purchase of track machinery. New 115 pound per yard rail will be laid

on 1,353 kilometers on the major lines. Selected recovered rail will be relaid on 959 kilometers

of secondary lines. The bridge and culvert program aimed at substituting permanent for

temporary structures and raising all of them to a Cooper E-72 capacity will require several

years to complete. Speaking only of the most important lines, new construction or im-

provement work is necessary on 1,350 bridges and 1,000 culverts. Six hundred million pesos

will be invested in 850 bridges approximately, during the 5 year period.

For the improvement of yards, shops, buildings, construction of houses for track workers

and other minor items, we plan to invest 1,665 million pesos during the 5 year period.

One of the most important projects now under way is the modernization of commu-
nications. This project with an estimated cost exceeding 1 ,500 million pesos, was begun 5 years

ago and will be completed in the early months of 1982. It will provide micro-wave and UHF
radio communication throughout the network, telephone communication with 200 locations

and teletype communication with approximately 150 places. The project includes VHF com-

munication on all of our trains.

During the 5 year period, CTC will be installed on 960 kilometers of main line. With this

the entire lines from Mexico City to Guadalajara, from Mexico City to Monterrey and from

Mexico City to Veracruz will be equipped with CTC.

72.4% of the total amount of the 5 year investment program, or 29,500 million pesos will

be devoted to purchase 360 locomotives and 16,600 freight cars and related equipment. These

locomotives are diesel electric and most of them will be assembled at the Railway Shops in

Aguascalientes. The first locally-assembled locomotive rolled out of the shops on October 27,

1980, and at the present time locomotives are being assembled at the rate of 3 per month.

Depending on the scheduling of the Railways' electrification projects, electric locomotives will

be required and the number of Diesel Electrics to be purchased will be accordingly reduced.

Slightly over one billion pesos will be devoted to the purchase of shop machinery and

additional amounts to various other minor items.

The implementation schedule of our computer-based central information system called

SCINCO is well overdue for lack of communications. As the telecommunications project

advances toward completion by early 1982 so will SCINCO. Now it is operational in only about

half the train terminals.

Our yard information system called CAT was partially implemented about 3 years ago in

the Valle de Mexico Terminal. We are now in the process of extending it to cover its peripheral

stations. Information systems are planned for all major and medium size yards.

What I have mentioned heretofore is the 4 year investment program which will be exe-
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cuted by the Railways themselves. Besides, the Secretariat of Communications and Transport

is carrying out an ambitious modernization program of the rail network, the construction of

new lines and terminals and the electrification of our trunk lines. This program will require

about 35 billion pesos at 1980 prices.

I will now briefly describe to you the most important projects included in this program.

1. RELOCATION PROJECTS.

1) Teotihuac^n-Orizaba-C6rdoba-Veracruz Line.

This is the oldest rail line in the country. Its steep grade in the mountain section prevents

the Railways from using it to handle all the traffic between Southeastern and Central and

Northern Mexico.

Whenever possible, traffic is detoured via Veracruz and Jalapa to Mexico City.

The new line will have a 2.5% grade as compared with the 4.7% of the present line.

Maximum curvature will be reduced from 18° of the present line to 9° of the project. At the

present time work is under way on the Los Reyes-Paso del Macho mountain section. The old

line will be improved and maintained in service, thus providing a double line in this section.

Work on this stretch is scheduled to be completed in 1982.

Relocation and track doubling of the Teotihuacdn-Los Reyes section will begin this year.

Maximum grade will be 0.75% and maximum curvature 1°00' as compared with 1.5% and 3°

of the present line.

b) C6rdoba-Coatzacoalcos Line.

As part of the overall improvement of the Southeast route, several line sections between

Tierra Blanca and Coatzacoalcos aggregating a total of 90 kilometers will be relocated for the

purpose of reducing maximum grade from 2.54% to 1.3% and maximum curvature from 9° to

6°.

This project is estimated to cost 225 million pesos and is scheduled to be completed by

the end of this year. The capacity of this line will thus be increased to handle the growing

freight traffic resulting from the oil-related industrial development of the Coatzacoalcos area.

c) Saltillo-Monterrey Section.

The rail line extending from Nuevo Laredo to Mexico City has one of the highest traffic

densities in our rail system. The stretch from Monterrey to Saltillo is the limiting section of

the whole line. This is the reason why it has been decided to construct a new line which will

be double track, 118 kilometers in length, 7 more than the present single track line and

improving the ruling grade from 2.0% to 1.0% compensated and reducing curvature from a

maximum of 15 to 6 degrees.

This project which will be launched this year, is scheduled to be completed by 1983 and

will cost an estimated 780 million pesos.

d) Mexico City-Ac^mbaro-Uruapan-Ldzaro Cardenas Line.

In March 1980 an entirely new 200 kilometer line was inaugurated between Cor6ndiro and

the new port of L^zaro Cdrdenas on the Pacific Ocean, which is one of four industrial ports

the Mexican Government is building and promoting, so as to create jobs that will attract

people to settle in them, thus reducing the population pressure in and around Mexico City and

other large cities. Several sections of the line between Mexico City and Uruapan will have to

be improved in order to permit a more efficient train operation. The critical sections to be

modernized are Mexico City-Toluca, Toluca-Acdmbaro and Ajuno-Caltzontzin. The entire
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project calls for relocating a total of 186 kilometers, which include boring a 12 kilometer tunnel

through the mountains separating Mexico City from Toluca and double tracking this section.

Maximum grade will be reduced from 4.6% compensated to a maximum of 1.5% compen-

sated; curvature will be diminished from a maximum of 20 degrees to no more than 6 degrees

and the overall distance from Mexico City to Ldzaro Cdrdenas will be reduced by about 43

kilometers. It is estimated that completion of works will be in 1981 for the Ajuno-Caltzontzin

section; in 1984 for the Toluca-Acambaro section and in 1985 for the first stage of the Mexico

City-Toluca section.

e) Other Relocation Projects.

It would be too lengthy to mention with some degree of detail all of the remaining

relocation projects which make up the 1981-1985 program. I will just enumerate them: Sayula-

Nicolas on the Guadalajara-Manzanillo line; Roseta-Tepic on the Ferrocarril del Pacifico;

Apizaco-Puebla and Lecheria-Jaltocan. Three of them are scheduled for completion in 1981

and the Roseta-Tepic project in 1984.

2. CONSTRUCTION OF NEW LINES.

The second group of projects being carried out by the Secretariat of Communications and

Transport is the construction of entirely new lines.

a) Huehuetoca-Queretaro-Irapuato Line.

This is doubltess the most important project of the entire program. It will be a double

track line 323 kilometers long with maximum grade of 0.75% Southbound and 3° maximum
curvature. This line will replace most of the present A and B lines which from time to time

have experienced saturation problems, since they constitute the major corridor of the entire

Mexican rail system. Completion of this project will require an investment of about 1,700

million pesos during 1981 and 1982. Every effort is being deployed to finish before November
1982 but most likely it will not be completed until mid 1983.

b) Mexico City-Tampico Short Line.

I mentioned before that the Government is building four industrial ports and promoting

the settling of industry around them. Altamira, a few kilometers North from Tampico, is the

one in which the Government seems to have the greatest interest. The construction of a direct

line from Mexico City to Tampico is an old dream of Mexican railwaymen. This dream will

finally come true, as shortly construction work will begin along the 300 kilometers separating

Honey from Magosal. On the coastal area maximum grade will be 0.5% and 1°30' maximum
curvature. On the mountain section, 140 kilometers long, the line will climb at the rate of 2.0%
with 9° curvature. The overall distance from Mexico City to Tampico will be 550 kilometers

as compared with the present roundabout route through San Luis Potosi which is 882 kilome-

ters long. Besides providing direct communication between Mexico City and Tampico-

Altamira and serving the new petroleum area of Chicontepec and the Port of Tuxpan, the new
line will afford an alternate route between the U.S. border and Mexico City.

Work will be launched in 1981 and 5 years are estimated for completion.

c) Gulf Coast Line (Tampico-Veracruz).

Rail connection between Veracruz and Tampico requires the construction of the 200

kilometer stretch Cardel-Alamo, passing through the petrochemical area of Poza Rica. The
line will have a maximum grade of 1.0% compensated and r30' maximum curvature.

This project will spare the goods that flow between Mexico's Southeast and North an

unnecessary 8,000' climb to the Central plateau, thus diminishing distance and ascent-descent.
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Construction of this line will be initiated in 1981 . It calls for an investment of around 3,600

million pesos and is scheduled for completion in 1985.

d) Guadalajara-Laguna Seca Line.

The construction of two sections of line between Guadalajara and Encarnacion and

between Salinas and Laguna Seca aggregating 338 kilometers approximately, will afford direct

communication between Guadalajara and the industrial cities in Northeastern Mexico and the

Texas border. Total distance between Guadalajara and Monterrey will be shortened by ap-

proximately 160 kilometers.

Specifications for the new sections will be: 1% grade and r30' maximum curvature.

Construction work will begin shortly and is expected to be completed by 1983 requiring

an investment estimated to cost 3,240 million pesos.

3. CONSTRUCTION OF NEW TERMINALS.

Four new terminals are included in the Secretariat of Communications and Transport's

railroad construction program for the period 1981-1985. These terminals are Coyotepec for the

Mexico City area, Monterrey, Guadalajara and Coatzacoalcos, which will replace the present

facilities which are nearing saturation. Of course the most important of them is Coyotepec

yard with capacity to handle 5,500 cars per day plus land reserved for a future twin yard which

will allow doubling the capacity at a later date. Its design is scheduled to be ready by

September of this year and physical work to be undertaken right after. Some 3 to 4 years will

be necessary for completion of these projects.

4. LINE ELECTRIFICATION.

Within the frame of modernizing our Railways, the Mexican Government has decided

that those lines having the highest traffic density should be electrified. The first project to be

carried out is the new double track line between Mexico City and Irapuato which I mentioned

before.

Contracts have recently been assigned to the suppliers of substations, catenary, signalling,

communications and locomotives.

Approximately 2,300 million pesos are earmarked for this project in 1981. The program

calls for the electrification to be completed between Mexico City and Queretaro by November

1981 and reach Irapuato in 1983.

It is expected that the line from Ahorcado to San Luis Potosi will be next in being

electrified and that this work will also be completed within the 5 year period I have been

referring to.

If all these projects are carried out as scheduled, the National Railways of Mexico, by

1985:

—Shall have improved the quality of their track by laying 1,550 kilometers of heavy rail.

—Shall have increased the number of permanent, high capacity bridges and culverts by

approximately 850 structures which will allow eliminating axle-weight limitation on the major

lines.

—Shall have 830 kilometers of double track line on two of the highest density routes in

the system.

—Shall have improved the present track geometry by eliminating some of the most severe

grade and curve restrictions we have today.
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—Shall have a total of 2,000 kilometers of main line equipped with CTC, including 830

kilometers of double track line.

—Shall have operational a system-wide microwave UHF-VHF communications facility.

—Shall have the SCINCO central information system operational throughout its major

yards, stations and lines.

—Shall have implemented our version of a PICL system on most of our major and

medium size yards.

—Shall have in operation the new Coyotepec yard in the Mexico City area. Three more
major yards should be completed or nearing completion.

—Shall have under catenary 353 kilometers of double track line and 222 kilometers of

single track line.

—Shall have increased its locomotive fleet by 360 units, both electric and diesel electric

and its freight car fleet by 16,600 units.

—Shall be in a position to run fast passenger trains along certain routes which combine

the following: connecting important population centers; good track geometry to permit train

schedules comparable to buses or better and be equipped with a signalling system to insure

a high degree of safety.

—Shall have increased the network's length by 1,100 kilometers of new line.

The railroad construction program which I have just briefly described responds generally

speaking to needs longtime felt in the daily operation of trains, or to those arising from recent

governmental actions directed to encourage human settlements away from the major popu-

lation centers and preferably on the coastal areas.

During the last two years we experienced a growing traffic congestion generated mainly

by the tremendous increase of import traffic. This congestion led the U.S. Railroads by the

end of 1979 to subject all rail exports to Mexico to a previous permit.

During the second half of last year, traffic congestion became very serious. N de M was

experiencing a growing difficulty to receive currently all the loads offered to them by the

connecting U.S. Railroads, but the difficulty to return the cars to the U.S. was much worse

and almost insurmountable, so that the number of foreign cars on N de M's lines kept growing

and reached unprecedented levels. This situation obliged N de M to issue an embargo on all

U.S. and Canadian export shipments to Mexico, effective December 23, 1980. Within 60 days

about half the foreign cars had been returned to the U.S. and traffic congestion had eased

substantially. The embargo was cancelled as of the 1st of March.

All through this critical process we felt that better coordination and cooperation between

the U.S. and Mexican Railroads was necessary. On the other hand, we knew that the A.A.R.
had undertaken special studies intended to improve the traffic flow through conflicting inter-

change points in this country, such as Chicago, St. Louis and Houston and that as a result of

the A.A.R.'s findings and recommendations, better car throughput had been obtained. Tliis

led us to ask Dr. William J. Harris, Vice President, Research & Test Dept., of the A.A.R.

,

to create a bi-national task force whose objective would be to find the ways and means to

facilitate the flow of cars between the two countries through improvements in operations and
facilities.

Dr. Harris was very receptive to our request and the U.S. -Mexican Rail Car Interchange

Committee was formally created on January 15. Part of the responsibility of this Committee
will be to inspect the facilities existing at each of the border points, to forecast the estimated
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growth of international traffic through the gateways and to recommend the modification or

expansion of the present facilities required for today's and future needs. Construction of

entirely new yards and bridges may result from the task force studies and recommendations.

The investments required will have to be given the highest priority in our railroad mod-

ernization program.

Gentlemen:

Through this presentation I have tried to give you an outline of the modernization

program of the National Railways of Mexico. Although we have just gone through a serious

crisis, we look with optimism to the future. Never before during this century had Mexico

witnessed so much activity in railroad construction, because never before had there been such

a general and clear conviction that rail transportation is essential to our economy and that

substantial investments are necessary to bring the Railways up to the needs of a fast growing

country. As a result, in 1985 Mexico will have a stronger, more efficient rail system.

On the other hand, I want to tell you on behalf of our Management that we very sincerely

wish to tighten the bonds of cooperation and friendship between the Mexican Railways and

all the railway members of this Association.



Recycling Wooden Cross Ties on tlie German Federal

Railways (Deutsche Bundesbahn)

by Dr. Georg Schuiz*

1. Introduction

The used wooden ties recovered from a railway track following replacement with new
cross ties may either be destroyed, sold or redeployed. The decision for one of these three

possibilities will primarily depend upon the condition of the removed sleepers, while at the

same time being also influenced by the economic result which in turn is determined by price,

cost and demand.

Currently, there is in general a very large demand for used ties not only in Germany but

also in other European countries for utilization in garden and countryside design applications,

so that high prices can be obtained for ties of this kind, which are considered to be no longer

suitable for laying in track but still good enough for structural purposes. It is, therefore,

obvious that there is a tendency to increase the structural timber increment rather than the

reusable ties, particularly where, due to the quality, a clear economic gain cannot be expected

by re-using the ties in track.

However, as the related problems are not part of the topic being the subject of the present

work, the following paper will discuss only that group of cross ties which are deployed in track.

2. Redeployment of used ties in track

Used wooden ties suitable for redeployment must have certain quality characteristics.

Their shape and state of conservation determine their grading into one of four groups, the

required treatment and the resulting redeployment in suitable tracks, as schematically indi-

cated in the following table.

The following observations refer to table 1: In classifying the ties according to shape and

condition, a distinction is made on the one hand between the dimensions of groups 1 (16 x

26 cm) and 2 (15 x 26 cm) in line 1 and those of groups 4 (15 x 24 cm) and 5 (14 x 24 cm)

in line 3, and on the other hand according to the varying qualitative conditions of the used ties,

which are expressed in the initial period of in-track life of max. 10 years (line 1) and in the

expected second in-track life of min. 25 years (line 2) and min. 10 years (line 4).

The treatment of the ties encompasses for those that are best preserved, and the tie-plates

of which are not removed, only certain minor rectifications. The ties specified in line 2 are

re-preserved with wood protecting chemical salt. They are expected to have a second in-track

life of at least 25 years, else their reconditioning would not be considered profitable.

The ties specified in line 4, which are earmarked only for individual replacements and

which must still indicate a useful life of at least 10 years, are, however, given a superficial

coating of creosote on the adzed-off bearing surface. The redeployment of rectified or recon-

ditioned used ties is dependent upon their quality status in tracks of varying grades.

3. Tk-eatment of usable old ties

Used ties earmarked for recycling are sent to a cross tie workshop specializing in recon-

•Executive Director. German Federal Railways.
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Table 1: Treatment and redeployment of used wooden ties In tracks on Deutsche
Bundesbahn

Shane ini condition of tiet

H«11 prtscrvk and sound tits of groupt

1 and 2 [UIC Code 663 V], having an

initial in-track lift of aax. 10 years,

fitted with tie-plates and coach screvs

type Ss 8 and spring washers type Fe 6

Treatisnt

Cleaning of ribbed tie-plates and where

necessary tightenioj of coach screws and

replaceient of faulty or lissing spring

washers

Redeploytent

Mainline track for

» - m ki/h B»x.

Sound wooden ties of groups 1 and 2

(UIC Code 863 V), which following re-

conditioning still have a liniiui

thickness of U ci in tht arta of tht

tit-plate bearing surfact and having a

second expected in-track life of at

least 25 years

Oistantling of track fastenings, re-pre-

serving with salt, adzing, drilling and re-

fitting with coach screws typa Ss 81 or

Ss 83 and spring washers typa Fe 6

Hainlint track for

v • 120 ke/h tax. and

total train loads of

• 25,000 tonnes/day;

other tainline and

secondary service

tracks

Veil preserved and sound wooden ties

of groups H and 5 (UIC Code 863 V),

having an initial in-track life of

a:. 15 years

as in line 1 Other lainline and

secondary service

tracks and all 3rd

grade tracks

Ties as in line 2, froi the condition

of which an in-track life of at least

10 years eay, and an in-track life of

25 years cannot be expected

Oistantling of track fastenings, adzing,

drilling, brush treateent with creosote and re-

fitting as indicated in line 2; however for 3rd

grade tracks with coach screws type Ss 5 or Ss82

without spring washers type Fe 6 or with coach

screws type Ss 63 and spring washers

type Fe 6

Only for individual

replaceients; with

the exception of

tainline tracks for

V • 120 ki/h aax.
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ditioning work. Deutsche Bundesbahn has two such cross tie reconditioning workshops, one

at Hanau near Frankfurt, which is currently being modernized, and the second at Porta in the

Hannover area. Handling, sorting and reconditioning are carried out according to set in-

structions.

Upon arrival at the workshop the rail fastenings of the ties to be reconditioned are first

dismantled, after which they are sorted according to size and quality. In a sorting facility the

ties are separated into burnable, structural and reusable ties, fed mechanically to various

sorting places, whereby the latter group is once more sub-divided in accordance with table 1.

The quality of a tie is rated by means of a visual inspection and a tapping test with the

aid of a hammer. By the sound of the hammer-stroke the expert is able to tell whether the tie

timber contains internal decay. Ties with discernible decay are discarded in all cases. Further-

more, the following defects also lead to the exclusion from recycling: dimensionally insuf-

ficient, vertical deflection g 2 cm, cracks in the tie-ends of more than 30 cm in length and 1

cm in width, undetachable track fastenings in the area of the tie-plate bearing surface to be

adzed.

3.

1

Reconditioning of used ties

At commencement of the reconditioning process the ties are subjected to a certain degree

of cleansing. All loose and unserviceable tie bandages for safeguarding the ends against

splitting have to be removed and protruding marking nails driven in flush.

The ties are then put through the adzing machine, on which, by taking off the thinnest

possible layer of wood, fresh and level tie-plate bearing surfaces are produced. After adzing,

the ties must have a minimum thickness of 14 cm.

Following the adzing work, new holes are drilled for the fastening screws, which must be

at least 4 cm and max. 6 cm longitudinally distant from the old holes and offset by at least 3

cm laterally to the tie.

3.2 Re-preserving of used ties with wood preserving salts

Re-preservation is in fact a purposive wood-preservation measure to supplement the

initial protection of creosote impregnation. The chemical salts which are used as represerva-

tion agents, are intended to give added protection to the tie-timber in places where the

creosote has not been able to penetrate sufficiently or where, in the course of time, its

effectiveness has worn off, as well as to kill any already present growth of wood-destroying

fungi. Such areas of decay occur in old ties to a more or lesser degree of intensity. Their extent

is dependent upon the wood species, the quality of the initial impregnation and upon the age

of the ties.

The destruction of the wood by fungi in the area of the rail support is of particular signifi-

cance in terms of a tie's service life, as here mechanical stressing is most critical. Consequently

it is necessary to protect this part of a tie particularly well against wood-destroying fungi.

Hence, since 1965, Deutsche Bundesbahn has re-preserved all those used ties with "Wol-

manit TS" chemical salt during the course of their reconditioning in the cross-tie recondition-

ing workshop, which still indicate a sufficiently long in-track life expectancy. To this end. an

8 cm long chemical cartrige of about 1.4 cm diameter and approximately 25 grams in weight

is placed on each of the 8 fastening-screw holes. To protect them against falling out during

transportation the holes are sealed with a 3 cm long impregnated wooden plug. The adzed

faces of the tie-plate bearing surfaces are also each given approximately 100 grams paste

coating of the same chemical salt. The quality of re-preserving salt applied to each tie. the
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effective constituents of which are fluoride, chromate and dinitrophenol, amounts to about

400 grams which calculated for the whole wood mass of a tie is equal to 4 kg/m'. The chemical

salt possesses a good diffusibility. Limited fixation to the wood fibre, minimizing the leaching

process, is obtained by the chromate constituent of the protective agent.

The re-preserving process is fitted into the work-flow such that the insertion of the

chemical cartridges and the sealing of the old fastening-screw holes is carried out prior to

adzing the tie-plate bearing surface. The coating of chemical paste is not applied until after

the adzing work and the drilling of the new coach-screw holes have been completed.

The mechanism of the re-preservation agent is based on the physical principle of dif-

fusion. Aided by the moisture, which is always inherent to a sufficient degree in old ties located

in track situ, the chemical salt migrates from the paste coating and cartridges into the sur-

rounding wood, which thus receives its desired re-preservation. Zones of decay which, as a

rule, contain a higher moisture content than healthy wood, are given preferential treatment

and the active fungi infestation is killed off if chemical salt concentration is sufficient.

Used ties, earmarked solely for individual replacements in track and which are only

required to have a limited service life of at least 10 years, are not given the chemical salt

re-preservation treatment, but instead receive only a superficial coating of creosote upon the

adzed tie-plate bearing surfaces (table 1, line 4). As the applied creosote penetrates into the

wood only minutely, the internal timber zones and thus also any fungi infestations that may
be present in those areas will remain unaffected. In consideration of the relatively short service

life expectancy this drawback has to be accepted, as in this instance the standard re-preserva-

tion treatment would be uneconomical. The old screw holes are filled with creosote-treated

plugs.

Subsequent to the reconditioning and re-preservation process the used ties are fitted out

with the necessary track fastenings, which will quite often have also been reconditioned, and

then dispatched onward to the track renewal sites.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

It is necessary to question the economy of recycling used ties and the re-preservation

within the scope of their reconditioning. As the problem is manifold there are several answers

applicable, which are dependent upon the approach taken.

The costs arising from reconditioning may be considered from various aspects. If, for

instance, one assumes the viewpoint that the removed ties will have to be taken to a depot for

sorting anyway, and that the track fastenings are dismantled because it is more economical to

reuse them instead of selling them as scrap, then the resulting costs cannot or can perhaps only

partially be attributed to the reconditioned used ties. The reconditioning costs have risen with

increasing labour charges, and one must ask whether it would not be more economical to sell

all the ties, with the exception of those of genuine high-quality old timber, at the highest prices

attainable, and instead place new ties of the smaller groups 4 or 5 in tracks with lesser

operating loads, and which would thus attain much longer service lives.

There is no doubt that ties having experienced an in-track life of less than 10 years can

be redeployed economically. They were removed only because due to the extensive mech-

anized track reconstruction over long stretches such relatively young ties, which had been

located within an older line, will also have been taken out in order to provide homogenous

track sections.

Older ties which, depending upon loading and speed, have experienced an initial service

life of between 16 and 26 years in 1st grade track, must be expected to attain a service life
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period of about 23 years during their second in-track life, if reconditioning and re-preservation

are to be economical. Essentially, a service-life prolongation of about 2 years has been taken

into account in respect of the re-preservation treatment, if it is to be profitable. Tlie require-

ment, therefore, is that used ties are to be considered worthwhile for reconditioning only if

they can be expected to have a second in-track life of at least 25 years (table 1 line 2). As the

quality of the beechwood ties (Fagus silvatica), which Deutsche Bundesbahn uses exclusively,

has been steadily improved since the 1960s due to the application of various methods, such as

8 hole underdrilling, better air seasoning, increase of the average creosote absorption from 145

to 175 kg/m', application of the improved Riiping method, circulation of the creosote during

impregnation and improvement of the creosote quality, the required minimum of 25 years

service life certainly ought to be attainable. A pre-requisite is, however, that the selection

when sorting is done carefully, and that the tires are not placed in tracks where mechanical

wear will destroy them prematurely.

Used ties dating back to the 1950s, or which are even older, inevitably encompass an with

age increasing increment of such ties, which are more or less infested internally by wood-

destroying fungi. In the case of younger used ties, and in particular those placed in track

following the introduction of the improved Riiping method, the biological destruction during

the initial service life has been minimized, and they are removed only because the severe

mechanical stressing due to the higher track loads and speeds cause the coach-screw holes to

deflect, the ribbed tie-plates to work themselves into the tie surface, and also partial wear-

down of the ribbed tie-plates. Furthermore, the ties are also removed during the course of a

necessary rail replacement, as they would not exceed the longevity of a new rail.

Prior to its introduction (5), the chemical salt re-preservative treatment had been thor-

oughly investigated by a scientific committee. The technical problems, such as the diffusion

and distribution of the chemicals, the electrical conductivity of the tie timber, and the corro-

sion of the track fastenings had been clarified with positive results. Gauge measurements

carried out with a pressure meter spreading the rails on pinewood ties have furnished evidence

that the re-preservation agent is clearly effective.

Likewise, the Swedish (2) and the Austrian State Railways (3) have succeeded in attaining

economic results by prolonging the service life of their ties by 4 to 6 years. The committee of

experts had, therefore, at that fime recommended to Deutsche Bundesbahn to introduce the

re-preservation treatment together with reconditioning in the reconditioning workshop, as a

5 years prolongation of the in-track life of used ties was being visualized. Hitherto it has not

been possible to furnish direct clear-out evidence of this assumption. The experimental lines

constructed during the 1950b contained exceptionally varied tie material in terms of origin and

age, and at that time encompassed also reconditioned ties which were then still made of pine,

often already showing decay in the heartwood, which should never have been reconditioned

in the first place. It had not been possible to abtain any valid results from these lines. New
experimental track sections with beechwood ties were not laid until the 1960s which are only

now beginning to show initial results, but the complete evaluation of which will not be due for

several years, as the long-lasting effect of the basic creosote impregnation conceals the degree

of effectiveness of the re-preservation agent.

Table 2 (page 12) illustrates the results of an experimental-track evaluation. The experi-

mental ties had been removed after an initial service life of 24 years from 1939 to 1963 from

a 1st grade track, and subsequent to reconditioning and re-preservation placed in a track of

inferior grade. The No. 2 ties were normally treated with the re-preservation agent "Wolmanit
TS", as commonly used by Deutsche Bundesbahn. In the case of the No. 3 ties the paste

coating was not TS, but a protective agent based on boron and dinitrophenol (BD). Each of

the Nos. 4 and 5 ties had only one of its bearing surfaces represerved, the other remaining
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unprotected for comparison purposes. The salt cartridges were in all cases TS type chemical

salt cartridges.

The evaluation showed that a significant variation exists between the untreated reference

ties (no. 1) respectively the untreated tie-plate areas of the Nos. 4 and 5 ties and the re-

preserved ties (Nos. 2 and 3) respectively the treated bearing surfaces of Uie Nos. 4 and 5 ties.

A definite variation between the TS and BD type salts is not discernible.^

The effect of the re-preserving salt is clearly visible. It is not possible to say by how many
years the life expectancy will be prolonged, and a precise assertion to this effect will probably

never be feasible. The decay of the tie timber will propagate particularly in the non-

represerved ties during the next few years, probably necessitating a tie change in about 5 years.

Then the ties will be in the track 47 years altogether. However, the practical reasons all the

ties will be removed from the track, and one will only be able to estimate how much longer

the re-preserved ties would have lain in situ.

Other examined experimental lines have hitherto not indicated such distinct results,

except for the fact that the re-preservation agent is being effective. The assessment is all the

more difficult because in many cases the severe decay emanates from the middle part of the

tie, whereas the rail support area is often still sound. To this must be added that the beechwood

about 95% of the creosote penetration occurs longitudinally, and that during the pre-war years

the impregnation of the middle part of the tie was very often insufficient. This was found to

be due to the inferior wood quaUty and the formation of thyllosis. To ensure better penetra-

tion, 4 holes (8 holes since 1963), offset diagonally to the tie centre line, were drilled into the

underside of the middle portion of the tie, which doubtlessly constituted an improvement for

introducing and penetrating the creosote.

The experience gained by Deutsche Bundesbahn with the chemical salt re-preservation

agent cannot be applied directly to other railways, as existing conditions are often quite

different. However, from the knowledge derived, certain rules may be deduced.

The re-preservation of used ties can be carried out simplest and most economically during

the course of their reconditioning in a work-shop depot, but may be carried out just as well

in their track locations. In earlier years, Deutsche Bundesbahn also represerved their ties with

preservative salt in track locations, where the service life of a track had to be prolonged by

purposive measures. The method used for introducing the chemical salt had been described

by Schuiz in 1968 (5), Bridge ties, too, had occasionally been re-preserved. However, the

considerable improvement since 1966 in the quality of the creosote impregnated beechwood

ties (4) used exclusively by Deutsche Bundesbahn, the mechanized track renewal and the

steadily increasing labour costs have inevitably led to the termination of in-track re-

preservation.

The effect of the re-preservation agent can best be seen in wood having received either

a very poor or no initial preservation at all. On the contrary, an assessment is extremely

difficult in the case of a long-lasting initial impregnation, as for example experienced by the

beechwood ties currently used by Deutsche Bundesbahn.

Timber having an uncomplicated anatomical structure and a permeability in all directions,

such as pine for example, facilitate the introduction and distribution of the chemical salt. In

some wood species, not only the heartwood but partially the sapwood, too, cannot be pene-

trated even by means of pressure-tank impregnation. The resulting poor preservation it

receives during its initial impregnation is consequently insufficient to ensure a long durability.

In such cases, the re-preservation agent is a valuable remedy, because in the process of its

diffusion via the cell walls the propagating chemicals will also penetrate the heartwood. Pine

and fir ties for instance always have a relatively large unprotected heartwood constituent, the
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Table 2. Re-preservatlon experiment with reconditioned creosoted beechwood ties of

different versions

Nuibsr
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natural durability of which against wood-destroying fungi will tend to weaken after about 10

years so that already after about 20 years the heartwood of many ties will have decayed. Timely

re-preservation will remedy this, and lead to a prolonged service life for the ties.

As the re-preservation chemicals propagate within the wood by means of diffusion its

distribution cannot always be assessed. The quantity of preserving salt present within the wood
should always be sufficient to ensure the reliable preservation of the bearing plate area for a

lengthy period of time. This cannot be attained solely by means of injection, as was recently

experimented in Sweden (1), or by just applying a paste coating, but only by introducing a

large enough deposit of preservative salts.

Recent investigations carried out in Sweden utilizing boron salts (1) indicated that the

concentration of the preservative present within the wood had decreased after a relatively

short period, and had been present insufficiently at most of the investigated spots. It may well

be assumed that the very easily diffusible boron salts used had been leached out of the wood.

For this reason it would appear necessary to fix a certain increment of the salt to the product,

such as is attained by the chromate in the chemical salt mixture as used by Deutsche Bun-

desbahn, since 1965.

5. Summary

An account has been given about the recycling of used wooden cross-ties on Deutsche

Bundesbahn. The quality features of reusable ties and the resulting grade rating into 4

deployment groups have been illustrated. The procedure for treating used ties in the cross-tie

processing workshop, their reconditioning and re-preservation with preservative salts have

been outlined in detail.

Particular attention has been paid to the problematic nature of the re-preservation, the

experience and knowledge gained by Deutsche Bundesbahn in this field, and to the conclusion

to be derived therefrom, namely an expected profitable increase in service life for represerved

cross ties.
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FAST Results: Selected Highlights

by J. R. Lundgren*

Mr. President, AREA Members, and guests; thank you for the opportunity to discuss a

few highlights from the FAST Program with you today.

FAST Results: An Introduction

When we speak of FAST results, we are talking about quantitative evaluations of many

of the things practicing railroaders, such as yourselves, regard as intuitively obvious or com-

mon sense. In many cases, we end up telling you what you already know. FAST's advantage,

however, lies in its ability to measure performance of components or evaluate techniques in

a full-scale controlled test environment simulating revenue service conditions. For example,

we all know certain alloy steels will outperform standard carbon steel in severe wear environ-

ments. However, FAST has the capability of telling us, on a comparative scale, how much

better the performance is under a set of controlled operating conditions. It is only through

carefully measured quantitative performance differences that we can evaluate the technical

value and economic practicability of changes in material specifications and maintenance

practices.

Through the use of a few selected results from the ballast, rail metallurgy and concrete

tie experiments which have been conducted at FAST, I hope to accomplish two goals: first,

to convince you that FAST is producing results that are useful and of value to the railroad track

community; and second, to stimulate your interest sufficiently so that you are motivated to

carefully review the FAST publications, both those currently available and those scheduled for

release over the coming months.

FAST Environment:

Before proceeding with examples of results from the three experiment areas noted, let us

pause for a moment to review the load environment at FAST. Vehicle loads at FAST are

applied with a 9000-ton train of laoded 100-ton open-top hoppers running at a nominal speed

of 45 miles per hour. The vertical wheel-rail load condition is shown by the cumulative

probability distribution of Figure 1.' For any given peak vertical wheel load, we can determine

the percentage of loads expected to be below (left vertical axis) or above (right vertical axis)

that level. FAST, in comparison to the sample from revenue operations, has a significantly

higher percentage of larger peak vertical loads. This is particularly evident for the high rail of

the 5° Curve of Section 7.

The shift towards higher peak vertical loads at FAST is a result of our operating practice

of running most of the 100-ton nominal capacity cars in our consist fully loaded all of the time.

In the revenue service case, a good percentage of the cars run either empty or with less than

100 tons of lading. The knee at the low peak vertical loads end of the ordinate scale for FAST
reflects the inclusion of a small number of empty or partially-loaded cars in the consist which

support specific mechanical experiments (Variable Axle Load and TOFC Tests).

The lateral peak wheel loadings for FAST reflect a similar trend. The results from our

wheel-rail loads tests were presented to you at the 1980 Technical Conference.' The peak

wheel/rail load environment in the 5° Curve of Section 17 is shown in Figure 2. Peak lateral

•Director—AAR Operations, FAST, Pueblo, Colorado.
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loads at 45 miles per hour generally range between 16 and 20 thousand pounds with maximum

L/v ratios sUghtly over 0.6.

As you are all well aware, vehicle sp>eed, wheel load, running gear design and mainte-

nance all play a role in the peak loads applied to the track structure. Two examples from the

FAST mechanical experiments are illustrative. Preliminary wheel flange wear rates for 7000

miles of running on FAST while the rail was not lubricated with conventional and radial

(self-steering) car truck designs are shown in Figure 3.^ One of the radial truck designs was

able to better conventional truck performance by a ratio of better than 2. 1 . Presumably, there

may be a parallel improvement in the gage face wear of the rail. The second example. Figure

4"
, is from the Variable Axle Load Equipment. Here we are reviewing wheel flange wear rates

for 14.000 miles of operation on unlubricated track for 100-ton design cars running empty, at

three partial load conditions, at nominal full load and with a 10% overload condition. From

the preliminary analysis, the penalty, at least in terms of wheel flange wear, of increasing axle

loads may not be as severe as one might first postulate.

The relationship between wheel wear and rail wear is a complex and fasinating subject

which merits a separate presentation: we shall not pursue it further here.

Longitudinal rail loading at FAST come from three sources: traction and braking from

train operation, and thermal. While tractive and braking forces are not currently measured at

FAST, they are held at moderate levels by our operating practices. The thermal loading

environment at FAST is relati%ely severe. Rail temperatures have ranged from 20°F below in

winter to 140''F above in summer. The variation in rail temperature and stress over a typical

24-hour period in June is shown in Figure 5^ The sample stress temperature cycle shown in

Figure 6" gives a range 4000 psi tension to 9000 psi compression on the high rail for that day.

The low rail had a somewhat lesser peak-to-peak excursion.

Ballast Test Results:

Having acquainted you with the nature of the track loadings at FAST, we now turn our

attention towards a review of some results from the FAST ballast tests. Figure 7' depicts lateral

tie resistance for a single tie in tangent track with limestone ballast after accumulating 135

million gross tons (MGT) of traffic, immediately after tamping, and after accumulating 0.1

MGT of traffic following the tamping operation. As you can readily see, the tamping activity

has had a marked de-stabilizing influence on the lateral resistance of the ties and track

structure. With the passage of a few trains, the ballast stability has begun to recover. Most of

us either avoid working CWR in hot weather or place temporary slow orders following such

work to take account of this loss of lateral resistance which accompanies conventional tamping

operations. Figure 8' f>ortrays similar tangent track measurements for a traprock ballast.

A number of ballast types in the 5° Curve of Section 3 demonstrate a similar effect

between pre-tamping (Figure 9)* and post-tamping (Figure 10)^ Lateral tie reistance values

may be reduced to one-third of their pre-maintenance level for deflections between one-tenth

and one-quarter inch.

I am sure many of you have had first-hand experience with this effect and have had

graphic results of another kind to demonstrate its validity.

An increase in ballast shoulder width is frequently used to augment the lateral stability

of track. FAST results from tests on tangent jointed track in Section 15 demonstrate an

improvement in vertical stability as well. Figure ll* shows a significant reduction in track

geometry profile exception reports over a 4(X)-MGT period with an 18-inch shoulder as

compared to a 6-inch ballast shoulder. Recognizing that profile exceptions are highly depen-

dent upon the maintenance effort devoted to the track, a review of the comparison plot. Figure
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12*, also shows a reduction in the manhours expended for maintenance. The wider shoulder

section, therefore, held better surface with less maintenance effort applied.

Rail Metallurgy:

A major part of the experimental effort at FAST is devoted to rail metallurgy investiga-

tions. The loop configuration and operating practices were governed to a large extent by the

requirement for high tonnage on moderately sharp curves having unbalanced superelevation

to support rail wear studies. The prime thrust has been towards comparative wear evaluations.

Evaluations of fatigue life behavior are essential, but somewhat limited by the small number

of rail samples which can be incorporated into the test sections.

The 5° Curve in Section 3 presently has its third set of test rail installed. Initial gage face

wear results from the current test are shown in Figure 13^ for both unlubricated and lubricated

track conditions. In the unlubricated state, all alloy and heat-treated rails substantially out-

performed standard carbon. The silicon-chrome head-hardened alloy had the lowest rate of

dry gage-face wear, followed by head-hardened heat-treated rail. The standard rail's gage-face

wore about 4 times faster than the silicon-chrome head-hardened alloy and about 3 times faster

than head-hardened rail. However, when generous rail lubrication conditions existed, the

advantage of the alloy and heat-treated rails over standard was greatly diminished. With

lubrication, all of the alloy and heat-treated rails tended to wear at roughly-comparable rates.

The gage-face wear on the standard rail was reduced to 1 1/2 times that of the silicon-chrome

alloy head-hardened and 1 1/3 times that of the heat-treated rail. For many applications, good

rail lubrication practices are a cost-effective way to prolong rail-service life without investment

in a premium rail. Lubrication can have far more impact on gage-face wear than any other

change in rail type, surface hardness or microstructure. For the case of the standard rail in our

5° Curve, moving from the unlubricated to the lubricated regime cut gage-face wear from 2/3"

per 100 MGT down to 1/10" in 100 MGT, a better-than-six-fold improvement.

The equivalent carbon content of standard rail has a significant bearing on its wear

resistance as shown in Figure 14.^ Significant gains in wear life may be achieved by moving to

higher equivalent carbon contents.

Running surface hardness data has been collected for the various rail steels tested. Figure

15' shows the relationship of hardness to wear rate. In general, increased running surface

hardness can dramatically decrease wear rates. As particularly illustrated by the bainitic

chrome-molybdenum alloy, the microstructure is also a critical factor to consider.

An attempt to compare FAST rail wear results on a 5° curve with other wear data is shown

in Figure 16.' The wide divergence between lubricated and unlubricated performance is again

evident. Without firm knowledge of the lubrication conditions under which the other test

results were obtained, it is difficult to judge whether or not agreement exists. FAST data for

lubricated and unlubricated conditions provides a wide range of results which straddle the

other data available.

In addition to wear resistance, rail selection judgments must be tempered with informa-

tion on the resistance of specific rail types to fatigue defect development, susceptibility to

currugation formation and weldability.

FAST rail failure data for standard rail and high-silicon rail on 5° curves and for standard

rail in tangent is compared with the AAR-AREA-AISI field data in the Weibull plot shown

in Figure 17.' The more-severe load environment—100% loaded 100-ton car train

movements—at FAST shows up as a tangent rail failure plot falling above the field data. The
increased severity of rail loading in curved territory is evident by the significantly-higher

failure rate (position and slope) for the 5° curves at FAST.
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FAST experience for tonnage to one percent failure as a function of wheel load for

standard rail (tangent and 5° curve) is shown in comparison to field (Santa Fe and Waynesburg

Southern) and theoretical (A.M. Zarembski) data in Figure 18.' Again, FAST appears to

reflect a more-severe loading environment.

A pictorial representation of corrugation development for various metallurgies is shown

in Figure 19. These plots are scaled from random longitudinal rail-head profiles. The silicon-

chrome head-hardened alloy has been the most resistant to corrugation development after 150

MGT. We should note that track geometry and operational variations may exist between the

various sections, particularly section 17, 5° curve with the 2% grade as opposed to section 3.

The CRV plot in figure 19 is 60 MGT data in contrast to the other data, all taken at 150 MGT.

In conjunction with the rail-metallurgy study, the development of welded rail-end batter

is being studied. The next two figures show typical longitudinal weld profiles for several

metallurgies. The silicon-chrome alloy (top of Figure 20) is again quite resistant to welded rail

end batter. Other rails, such as the heat-treated, frequently develop a large single dip in the

weld-softened zone (third example in Figure 20), while some standard (fourth example in

Figure 20) and some chrome-moly (first example in Figure 21) will have a propensity to

develop a "double dip".

Concrete Ties and Fasteners:

Since its initiation, FAST has devoted considerable effort towards the evaluation of

concrete-tie track. The first test results now cover 425 MGT of experience. Early results from

strain-gaged ties showed that FAST service produced rail-seat and tie-center bending move-

ments well within the AREA specifications on both tangent and 5° curve as shown in Figure

22.' Limited data on the extreme values of tie-center and rail-seat bending movements from

FAST and the Chessie test sections are compared in Figure 23.
' Although the levels of bending

movement are comparable, FAST tends to have higher percentages of the larger movements.

Fastener fractures became a cause for concern at FAST after approximately 100 MGT of

service. As shown in Figure 24,* most of the broken fasteners were from the low-rail gage-side

locations. A record of fastener fall-outs was also kept as shown in Figure 25." The low-rail

gage-side fasteners again exhibited the poorest performance.

The bar chart of Figure 26' shows the location of the replacements installed for the broken

clips in the concrete tie test section. This section (from left to right) contains entry and exit

spirals to a 5° curve on a 2% grade, a short section of tangent followed by a spiral into a 3°

curve on relatively flat grade. Most of the clip fractures have occurred at the upper end of the

5° curve with a few occurrences in the 3° curve portion. In reviewing fastener fall-outs (Figure

27),' the 5° curve and its spirals predominate, with substantial occurences in the 3° curve.

Insulator replacements have been necessary in the curves, with an out-of-face replace-

ment initiated at 235 MGT as shown in Figure 28.'

Tie pads have also been replaced, especially in the upper end of the 5° Curve as charted

in Figure 29.'

Tie skewing has occured throughout the life of the test, particularly on the lower end of

the grade on the 5° Curve. Some skewing requiring realignment of the ties has occured in all

other subsections, including the tangent as shown in Figure 30.'

The reconfiguration of the concrete tie test in 1979 included a tangent test section (Section

22) with wood and concrete tie subsections for the direct comparison of track structure

performance with only tie type and spacing as the variable. The concrete tie subsection is a

replication of the NEC construction practice on traprock ballast. The wood tie subsection is
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on a similar depth of the traprock adjacent to the concrete subsection. Several quantitative

comparisons between the two types of track construction have been made.

Figure 31* plots vertical-track modulus changes against traffic. Top-of-rail settlement with

traffic is shown in Figure 32*. Peak dynamic-subgrade stress as a function of axle load are

shown in Figure 33.* Figure 34* shows peak dynamic-subgrade deflection as a function of axle

load.

To conclude this brief review of the concrete and wood-tie track comparison, Figure 35*

shows the lateral resistance of the two tie types for the pre-maintenance (solid lines) and
post-maintenance (dotted lines) condition. The lateral resistance advantage of the concrete tie

track is considerably reduced by the maintenance activity. Envelopes of lateral load-lateral

deflection tangent track tests for all wood and concrete tie tests during the first 425 MGT are

shown in Figure 36.'

In addition to the three areas we have concentrated on, FAST has run, or is running, track

tests in several other areas:

Wood Ties and Fasteners

Steel Tie and Fasteners

Rail Corrugations

Switches and Frogs

Bonded and Insulated Joints

Highway Grade Crossing Warning Systems ....

and will soon initiate tests on Track Degradation and Rail Flaw Growth.

I hope that the few examples we have explored today in the short time available have

stimulated your interest in reviewing the body of results which is becoming available from the

FAST Program. Gentlemen, thank you for your attention.
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Federal Viewpoint

by G. A. Davids*

President Rougas, Guests, Members, Ladies and Gentlemen.

Thank you for the opportunity to address this technical conference, and to present the

views of the Federal Railroad Administration on railroad safety issues, how FRA views track

safety, and how our views affect you.

The FRA, of course, is a public agency. It has a mandate, prescribed by law, to protect

the interests of the public. In particular, the office of safety is required to protect the general

public, railroad passengers, and railroad employees from harm resulting from railroad acci-

dents or incidents.

There are many aspects of that overall safety mandate. One of them, the FRA's track

safety program, addresses the prevention of train accidents caused by failures in track, and

that is my subject today.

FRA's principal objective in its track safety program is the reduction of risk to human life

and limb presented by track-related accidents. We hold this goal in common with the entire

railroad industry. Let's see how well the industry has done.

In 1976, the industry reported 4219 track-caused accidents; in 1977, 4302; in 1978, this

increased by 450 to 4752; in 1979, it decreased, for the first time, by 746 to 4006; and for 1980,

based upon preliminary figures, we project a further decrease, by about 500 to approximately

3500 track-caused train accidents. That is about a 25% reduction in two years.

Now, how do these track-caused accidents tend to affect people, our primary concern?

From the beginning of 1976 through the first 11 months of 1980, 15 persons were killed in

track-related accidents. The worst year of the 5 was 1976, with 7 fatalities including 4 non-

employees. The next worst year was 1980, with 4 fatalities in the first 1 1 months, all employees.

The best year was 1979, with no fatalities from track-related accidents.

In this same 5 year period, we estimated that 989 persons were injured in track-related

accidents. This figure is based on a projection for 1980 using the preliminary data for the first

11 months. Of this number, 989, railroad employees account for 755, or 76%. Passengers

account for 214, or 22%, trespassers for 4, or 0.4%, and the general public, referred to in our

obscure fashion as non-trespassers, accounted for 11 injuries, or about 2%.

Looking at these statistics, we should be able to conclude that the problem is well in hand,

but is it? We are working to improve our risk analysis capability, and we should soon be able

to give better answers to this question, but right now we wonder, "what is the possibility of

a disaster?" What we are concerned about here is the possibility of a train carrying hazardous

materials derailing in a populated area and really causing havoc. That is our big concern today.

We are directing a large part of our work toward detection and prevention of this type of an

accident.

We will be considering risks from many different angles, and where we find a high risk

of accident occurrence coupled with a high risk of accident severity, we will concentrate on that

situation. We are really looking, on down the line, at the ultimate performance standard, the

actual accident potential and safety performance of individual segments of the railroad net-

work.

•Engineer—Track, Federal Railroad Administration.
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We also are concerned about the condition of low speed track, particularly yards. Gener-

ally, when you have a low-speed derailment, you are concerned with property damage and

rerailing costs: strictly an economic problem, or is it?

The problem with yards is not only that derailments tend to be concentrated there, but

also that people work there. When people are close to train accidents, they are in danger.

Since we are considering risk of death or injury, we must keep in mind the hazards resulting

f^om low-speed derailments, particularly in yards.

Now to the track safety standards, you all recall the proposed revisions to the standards,

first published as a notice of proposed rulemaking in September, 1979. We have decided to

terminate this proceeding, and the next item on the agenda is to publish the termination

notice. There was good reason to believe that the safety benefits derived from the proposed

revisions might not justify the increased cost of their implementation. Right now, we have

nothing at all on paper to initiate any revisions to the standards. Any future activity would

involve a new rulemaking proceeding, including input from all interested parties, and hear-

ings.

During our 8 years of working with the present standards, we have reached several

conclusions regarding their applicability and effectiveness:

1. The standards do provide a very concise means by which one person competent in

track work can accurately describe a track condition to another competent person.

2. The standards accurately describe and properly limit the common types of track

deterioration most likely to affect safe train operation.

3. The standards are not design standards, and definitely should not be used as such.

They are just what they say they are: minimum safety standards.

4. A large majority of train accidents caused by track involve conditions that deviate from

the standards.

5. Track that is just barely in compliance with the standards, particularly for classes 1, 2

and 3, will not stay that way for long under any sort of traffic.

Now that you have heard the generalities, there are some specific areas that I would like

to discuss concerning our enforcement policy, and some problem areas in which you can work

to improve your company's situation.

I believe that most of you who are responsible for track maintenance have, by now, met

an FRA inspector. Our inspectors have developed good working relationships with the rail-

road people.

It is our general policy that track inspectors should request that a responsible railroad

employee accompany them on their inspections. This only makes sense, since it permits the

railroad to precisely locate any defects we find, and provide the inspector with good informa-

tion on track class and locations. That, plus the general communication between our inspector

and the railroad people, is beneficial. On occasion, however, a railroad will not be able to send

someone along with the inspector. If this is only a temporary scheduling problem, the in-

spector can often rearrange his schedule to accommodate the railroad, but sometimes some

urgency will dictate that the inspection be made unaccompanied. In this case, the inspector

will attempt to contact the railroad in person or by telephone to report his findings, and will

deliver or mail a copy of the inspection report to the proper railroad official.

One reason that inspectors don't like to conduct unaccompanied inspections is the di-

lemma posed when a serious track defect is discovered, and train traffic should be protected.
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We had one instance several years ago when an FRA inspector discovered some very wide

guage. While he was on the telephone with the division engineer's office, sure enough a train

showed up and confirmed his opinion that this condition could indeed cause a derailment.

Most railroads have found it worthwhile to accompany our inspectors, and it is not really

a big problem.

Another subject worthy of clarification is our policy concerning the recording of defects

by our inspectors. Generally, an inspector will report the location and nature of a defect so

that a person should be able to read the report and then go and find that defect. Occasionally,

an inspector will come upon a situation in which a fairly long stretch of track is generally out

of compliance with one part of the standards. We most commonly find general crosstie

conditions of this nature.

The inspector will often write some representative defects, such as, "152 inches between

non-defective ties" and then add the statement, "this condition is typical of tie conditions

between mileposts 10 and 11.2."

He has put the railroad on notice that the tie condition between those mileposts is out of

compliance. The track owner is required to take immediate remedial action to bring that track

into compliance, not merely to correct the one representative spot. Our people are not going

to walk your track and spot your ties for you. We don't have the time, and I'm sure you would

rather do it yourselves anyway.

An item that most of you have not seen, and shouldn't ever see if you understand what

I am about to tell you, is called "special notice for repairs." This little gem is issued by a track

inspector under the authority of Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 216. It tells a

railroad that a certain described segment of track is out of compliance with the track safety

standards, and states the particular defects. It also legally reduces the speed on that track. It

is the method used by an FRA or state inspector to place a slow order on non-complying track.

I would suggest that it is easier for you to place your own slow orders track and handle the

problem your way than it is to have FRA slow-ordering your track.

When the track has been brought into compliance and the order lifted, by the railroad,

the form must be signed by the chief engineer of the railroad and returned to FRA. It need

not be notorized; that section of the form only applies to car and locomotive defects.

Another area of great concern to us involves train accident reporting. The statistics

generated from these reports have a very definite effect on the actions we take, and our

dependence on this data will increase in the future. We find many inconsistencies in these

reports.

First, our statistics show that 1,105 train accidents in 1979 were caused by rail and joint

bar defects. Can you guess the specific cause code that accounts for the largest number of these

accidents? Believe it or not, out of these 1,105 accidents, 231 were reported as caused by code

131, "Broken base of rail." In fact, this cause ranks third among all track causes, behind wide

guage and irregular crosslevel. There were serious accidents averaging about $32,000 damage

each. I seriously doubt that broken bases caused 231 accidents. For comparison, 149 accidents

were reported caused by head-and-web separations, 148 by vertical split heads and 140 by

transverse/compound fissures.

In January, 1980 one railroad reported 5 accidents caused by broken base rail. In one

year, one division of a class I railroad reported all 7 of its track-caused accidents as caused by

broken base rail.

When we compare cause codes with the narrative descriptions of some accident reports.
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we wonder. For example, a review of accident reports from only two railroads in January, 1980

turned up these five:

1. Narrative—50 percent old break inside angle bar.

Cause Code—^Joint bolts broken or missing

2 Narrative—Detrailment due to rail spread, ties under joint were almost nonexistent.

Heavy rain has worsened the condition.

Cause Code—washout

3. Narrative—Train derailed two cars due to irregular cross level.

Cause Code—Track alinement irregular

4. Narrative—Derailment due to wide guage

Cause Code—Road bed settled or soft.

5. Narrative—Swinging joint account poor tie conditions

Cause Code—Mismatched rail head contour.

These came from only two railroads in one month. Multiply that by the number of

railroads reporting and by 12 months, and you can see that this is a real problem. In our annual

statistics I think that each railroad would do well to have some knowledgable maintenance of

way officer review these reports before they come to FRA. If this problem is not cleaned up,

the results will return to haunt you for years to come. These statistics are used to justify

regulations and enforcement activity.

Another topic worthy of mention is the subject of your own track inspections. A good

inspection program is absolutely necessary if you are going to maintain safe track. You have

to be aware of your problems before you can correct them.

Most railroads have worked out inspection procedures that suit them best and meet the

requirements of the letter of standards as far as frequency and record-keeping, but the quality

of the inspections varys from excellent to worthless.

The best inspection programs result from well-trained inspectors who are able to detect

potential deviations before they become defects, and who record these together with some
recommendation for long-term corrective action. Do not be afraid to put too much informa-

tion on your inspection reports. We will not turn and try to use it aganist you. An FRA
inspector will be much more skeptical of an inspection program in which nothing is reported

than one reporting actual conditions.

I would also like to mention our automated track inspection program, or ATIP for short.

Right now we are operating three car-sets, T-l/T-3, T-2yT-4, and T-6. the single car. Next

month, we are scheduled to give T-6 to our office of research and development, and replace

it with a new T-10. This is a self-propelled Budd SPV-2000 with advanced equipment on it,

but the operation and output of the system will be very similar to the T-2 and T-3 cars.

FRA also owns three hi-rail rail flaw detector cars. R-1 is dedicated to the Pueblo Test

Center, R-2 is used by our own ATIP operation, and R-3 is a developmental vehicle used by

the office of research and development to develop improved detection equipment.

We are very pleased at the cooperation given us by the railroad industry in this whole

ATIP operation. Because of this fine cooperation, we have been able to survey about 70,000

miles per year, and keep the operation very close to schedule.
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If any of you or your people have any problems interpreting the charts or printouts from

these cars, please call one of our inspectors, or your regional FRA office, or our office in

Washington. We will give you all the help you need on this so that you can make the best use

of the data we give you.

In closing, I would like to thank you again for the opportunity to speak. If you have any

problem or questions that we can answer, don't hesitate to call us. Don't let little problems

turn into big ones from lack of communication.

Thank you.



Amtrak Electrification

by H. Rappaporf"

A.C. overhead catenary electrification in the United States appears to be on the threshold

of a new birth—I say this because of all the articles in the trade magazines, and to advise you

that it's been around the U.S. for many years. Over a half century ago, commercial AC
overhead electrification was installed for railroad operation in the northeastern section of the

USA.

The dates were 1915 for the former Pennsylvania Railroad (66 years), now Amtrak and

Conrail and 1908 for the former NYNH&H (73 years) now operated by Conrail for the

MTA/CTA.

Since the above dates US railroad electrification has been at a standstill, or even going

downhill, except for some captive privately owned railroads, such as the Black Mesa and

Muskegan.

Amtrak's Northeast Corridor had planned an extention of its electrification of the North-

east Corridor New Haven, Connecticut to Boston, Massachusetts. (However this project has

been delayed)

Now to back up a little, the existing 66-pIus year old former PRR electrification is a 25

Hertz (cycle) 12,000 volt system with 138,000 volt subtransmission. There are 60 substations

and 7 switching stations. (Illustrate Later).

The catenary is powered from double end fed substations containing two or more trans-

formers.

In addition, approximately every third substation contains motorgenerators that convert

the single phase 25 Hertz (cycles) to single phase 1(X) Hertz (cycles) for providing power to the

100 Hertz cab signal system.

The plus factor for this old system is the back bone subtransmission, whereby the

Railroad—not the utility company—is in full control of its electrical DESTINY—Example

during the famous Consolidated Edison blackout in New York—Amtrak continued to operate

electric trains in and out of Penn Station by virtue of electric power coming from New Jersey

and Pennsylvania.

The new system will be a center-fed system, where every second location will be a

substation serviced by a local utility and those in between will be for switching only.

Design spacing of substations is arranged to provide a normal maximum 10% electrical

voltage loss at the end of electrical circuit and 20% with one substation out of service.

The catenary system will be similar to many now being installed overseas. In most cases,

a single track cantilever, catenary pole, with constant tension catenary using a compound

(three wire) system designed for maximum speed of 150 mph (241.4 KMH).

The new system will operate at a nominal 25,000 volts, using 60 Hertz (cycles).

Wire train equipment used for construction and major teardowns.

'Engineer Electric Traction Design. Amtrak.
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Figs. 6 & 7 Tower, RTM & Reel car
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Training Center.

Some of the electric equipment using both the 25 Hertz and 60 Hertz are:

JjfJj

"eJ^l ..--^

Fig. 10 MU 25 Hz only

Fig. 11 E60CP
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Fig. 12 Bl

Fig. 13 GG 1-4935
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Fig. 14 M2

Fig. 15 HMD
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Fig. 16 E44

+

Fig. 17 Metro
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Fig. 19 Swedish Loco
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The Metroliners and AEM 7 Locomotive are capable of 150 mph. The Metroliner's are

individually self propelled, MU type.

and the AEM 7 locomotive, with Amfleet type cars

TWo of the new items, not existing in 25 Hertz system are (1) the new 60 Hertz elec-

trification will contain phase break dead sections

arranged every 6-8 miles for fault current measuring and to prevent utility power companies

from being connected, in phase or out of phase, (as shown on previous interslide).

The second item (which is a result of the above) is the new Swedish designed AEM-7.
With locomotive hauled Amfleet coaches etc., hotel power will be supplied from the Head-

end. That is lights, air conditioning, heat, coffee pots, etc. are electrically operated and

receives three phase 60 Hertz 480 volts from the locomotive. With the E60CP, a motor

generator with its flywheel motion retains electric power through these dead sections. Howev-

er, the AEM-7 converts the single phase catenary power to three phase hotel power thru solid

state electronics, which is almost instantaneously off at loss of power thru phase break dead

sections. This problem is called light flicker at Amtrak.

Test where performed at the FRA test track in Pueblo to evaluate operation of electric

equipment thru these phase break dead sections, with this hotel power retained to determine

if catenary damage will occur.

Test being evaluated presently by John Peters are as follows:

#1. Can electric locomotives (or MU's) operate with hotel power thru phase break dead

section but no traction power. This to minimize or eliminate light flicker at high speeds.

A. If so, the affect on catenary and phase break, such as increase maintenance and/or

damage.

#2. Affect on catenary of an occasional inadvertent traction power thru phase break. (500

amps at 25,000 volts)



Incident at Leeds
Emergency on Concrete Tie Track

by W.S. Autrey*

In the fall of 1974, a test section of concrete ties was placed in service in the Santa Fe's

mainline at Leeds, Illinois. The design and configuration of this test section at Leeds was

influenced by knowledge gained from several prior concrete tie test installations at other

locations on our system in previous years.

Problems observed at the early installations indicated a need for strengthening the re-

quirements for concrete ties and fastener systems. As stronger and heavier concrete ties were

becoming available, the test section at Leeds was designed to test concrete tie track con-

structed using the best components available, under the loading environment of our trans-

continental main line traffic. A site with a good stable subgrade and no drainage problems was

required.

A main line location with 136 lb. CWR, easily accessible by automobile for periodic

inspections, was also desired. Leeds, Illinois, approximately 100 miles southwest of Chicago,

met all these requirements as well as a double track mainline enabling one track to be taken

out of service for the required rebuilding with a minimum impact on the traffic and associated

train delays. The location of this site would also determine the effect of severe winter weather

and freeze-thaw cycles on the concrete ties.

Due to problems of concrete ties skewing, tie movement and difficulty maintaining

surface in previous installations, the ballast section and type were believed to be significant

factors in the overall performance of concrete tie track. To insure uniformity in the ballast and

eliminate unknown variables, the existing ballast was completely removed to depth of 10

inches below the bottom of tie and a granite ballast was used. An initial 6 inch layer of this

ballast was spread and compacted. Additional ballast was distributed and a 4 inch raise and

surfacing was performed after the track construction was completed. Two designs of pre-

stressed concrete ties were used. A total of 201 Gerwick RT-7S ties were produced by Santa

Fe-Pomeroy at Petaluma, California, and 199 CC 244C ties were produced by Con-Force

Costain Concrete Tie Co., Ltd. at Winnipeg, Canada.

Three different fastener systems were also tested. All of the fastener systems used thread-

less, flexible spring clip type systems. Ninety-six of the Gerwick ties were equipped for the

CS-5 fastener system which was produced by Tempered Railway Equipment Co. of Sheffield,

England.

The CS-5 fastener system consists of a spring steel strap which is inserted through a stirrup

shaped insert cast in the tie. One end of the strap applies a vertical clamping force to the rail

base through an insulator while the proper tension in the spring strap is maintained by a

cylindrical heel block inserted under the other end of the strap. Elastomeric pads were also

used with the fastener system.

The next 10 Gerwick ties were equipped with the De Spring clip fastener system. Five of

these ties used the same elastomeric pads as used with the CS-5 system and lupolen pads were

used on the remaining 5 ties. The inserts which are cast into the concrete ties were initially

coated with an epoxy for electrical insulation, so no external insulators are used with this

system.

•Chief Engineer. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.
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The remaining 95 Gerwick ties were equipped with Pandrol fasteners using PR601 clips

with composite insulators and Konvex rubber pads.

The same Pandrol fastening system with composite insulators and Konvex rubber pads

was used with all 199 Conforce Costain ties. Sixty of these ties were manufactured using a

6,000 PSI design strength concrete mix, while the remaining 139 ties used a 7,000 PSI concrete

mix.

All the concrete ties through the entire test section were installed on 24 inch centers as

opposed to 30 inch centers used in some of the previous installations.

Attention was also given to the segment of track adjacent to each end of the concrete tie

section. In order to provide a smooth transition from the wood ties to the concrete ties,

compression spring clips were applied to the first 50 wood ties adjacent to each end of the

concrete tie section. Two compression clips per tie plate or four per tie were used. These

compression clips were produced by the Rails Co.

Track construction was started on November 5, and the completed concrete tie track was

placed in service on November 8, 1974. The track carried the first train at 10 mph and then

carried a 30 mph speed restriction for several days. After spot tamping a few locations and

subsequent inspections, on November 15, the speed restriction was completely removed, and

trains commenced running at district speed, 79 mph for passenger trains, and 70 mph for

qualifying freight trains.

From November, 1974 through November, 1979, the test section of concrete ties carried

over 100 million gross tons with minimal maintenance. The overall alignment and surface

remained in excellent condition.

The successful performance of this test section was to be shortlived as factors beyond our

control were to have a great impact at this location. On December 1, 1979, a westbound train

on the north track was stopped by a dragging equipment detector near this location. Inspection

of the train by the train crew revealed the 33rd car from the rear end, UPFE 450953, had the

brake rigging down and the truck side on the north side dragging. All of the wheels remained

on the rail. These are some views of this car after the rest of the train was uncoupled from it.

A preliminary inspection of the track revealed this car had traveled over the entire 800

foot long concrete tie test section at Leeds with the truck side dragging. Most of the spring clip

fasteners on the field side of the north rail were knocked out or broken and several ties had

large sections broken off the east side of the ties on the north end of the ties and some ties

were cracked longitudinally down the center starting in the rail seat and fastener shoulder

insert area. The fasteners which could be reapplied were reused and at locations with more
than three ties in a row with insert damage, which prohibited reapplying fasteners, timber ties

were interlaced with the concrete ties for temporary repairs to maintain gage. We then set

about to acquire the necessary material and scheduled the work to repair the damage to this

concrete tie test section. In making initial temporary repairs and subsequent permanent

repairs, we were able to gain some valuable experience not only with regard to the concrete

ties but also relating to the behavior of some of the different fastener systems.

The CS-5 fasteners components sustained more damage resulting from the dragging

equipment than the other fastener systems. Thirty of the 31 RT-7S ties with CS-5 fasteners had

to be replaced as the result of damage to the insert which is cast in the tie for application of

the fasteners. The geometry of this fastener system appears to have made it more susceptible

to damage in this situation. Here are several pictures showing typical damage sustained by ties

with CS-5 fasteners.
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Since it appeared a considerable number of the Gerwick ties with the CS-5 fastening

system would have to be scrapped solely due to damage to the fastener insert, a couple of trials

were made to repair the cast insert by welding. Due to the very brittle heat affected zone

caused by welding the top of the stirrup back on, a brittle fracture resulted when tension was

applied to the spring steel strap. Because of the incompatibility of the inserts with a welding

repair and the associated danger to track workers installing the spring straps, no further

attempts at welding repairs were pursued.

All of the ties with CS-5 fasteners that required replacement were the result of damage

to the fastener insert or bearing area for the heel block. All of the ties with Pandrol fasteners

that required replacement were the result of structural cracks in the concrete tie. This group

included one RT-7S Santa Fe Pomeroy tie and twenty CC-244C Conforce Costain ties.

Due to the direction the train was traveling and the side of the track on which the truck

side was dragged, the Pandrol clips were knocked out and could be reapplied. If the train had

been traveling in the opposite direction, the Pandrol fasteners would probably have sustained

more damage. Although the Pandrol clips appeared to be undamaged and were reapplied,

some clips started coming off subsequent to this occurrence. Since we had experienced no

previous problems with any of the clips in this test section, we needed to determine if these

clips or other fastener components had sustained damage not visually apparent. Pandrol was

most helpful in furnishing a special measuring tool for measuring the geometry of the irregu-

larly shaped Pandrol clips. Measurements of several clips which had subsequently fallen off

revealed the clips had indeed been sprung slightly by the impact and were no longer within the

tolerance specified for the clip's configuration. Instructions were then issued to replace any

clips which came loose with new clips.

When the Pandrol clips were reapplied, we also found it necessary to replace a large

number of the insulators. These composite insulators apparently become very brittle after

being in track for a period of time and when the clips are removed and reapplied, for any

reason, it was learned a large percentage of the insulators must be replaced. These insulators

would probably have continued to function satisfactorily if they could have been left in the

track undisturbed.

All 10 of the De clips on the north side of the north rail were deformed and had to be

replaced and one tie with the De fasteners had to be replaced due to broken shoulder on cast

insert for fastener system.

Inspection of damage to an adjacent section of wood ties revealed only nominal damage.

There were some marks on the ends of the ties and marks on the field side of the tie plates,

but no wood ties had to be replaced.

Several compression clips in the transition section from wood to concrete ties were

knocked off and broken by the dragging equipment. Picture shows typical marks on wood ties

and tie plates.

This incident indicates the potential for damage to the track structure from this type of

occurrence (i.e., dragging equipment or possibly a pair of wheels derailed without a major

derailment) is much greater with concrete ties than with wood ies. The different configuration

of the different fastener systems causes some systems to be more susceptible to damage than

others. Although most of the fasteners on the field side of the north rail were knocked out or

broken, the fasteners on the gage side remained in place so there was no imminent danger of

rail overturning or gage spreading. Also, the Pandrol clips initially appeared not to have any

damage: however, subsequent measurements of some of these clips which have come loose,

indicate some of these clips were slightly deformed by the impact of the dragging equipment.

This development indicates that loss of toe load or tension in spring clip type fastener systems
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may result from incidents such as this one even though the clips may not have any visible

damage or deformation. This situation is probably just as likely to occur in wood ties with

positive spring clip fasteners as with concrete ties in this type of incident.

As the damaged ties have all been replaced with the exception of a few individual ties

selected for future study, we look forward to continued high level of performance for the test

section of 400 concrete ties at Leeds.



study of Timber Trestles on Columbus & Greenville

Railway

by M. Siegel* and L.T. Cerny**

Mr. Cerny:

In 1972, the Illinois Central Gulf took over a 168 mile section of track in Mississippi that

quickly gained a reputation for problems with its timber bridges. These trestles, totalling about

25,000 lineal track feet, were of a very light design, generally with 4 pile bents, 12 x 12 caps,

and two 8 x 16 stringers under each rail. Most of the timbers were not pressure treated, and

the bridges had received little maintenance.

After being in charge of maintaining and operating over these bridges for three years, the

ICG sold the line to an independent, locally-owned corporation, the Columbus and Greenville

Railway. As Vice President and Chief Engineer of this line, I realized the bridges were in an

advanced state of deterioration and represented a severe threat to the survival of the railway.

Working against rapidly increasing traffic, and with an extremely tight financial situation,

internal treatment of the timbers was started to reduce further decay. Of necessity, repairs

were undertaken only where absolutely necessary, replacing only those deteriorated portions

of specific members, but safe and reliable railway operation was maintained, and real progress

was made.

In 1978, after over two years of operation without outside funds, federal funds in the form

of loan guarantees under the 4-R Act were received to expedite strengthening and internal

treatment.

After I took my present job as AREA Executive Director, and others had assumed

responsibility for the bridges, the Columbus and Greenville hired a consultant, Manny Siegel

of DeLeuw Gather, and I thought his findings regarding these bridges might be very interesting

to all of you involved with timber bridges.

Mr. Siegel has had 18 years of experience on rail bridges, plus other bridge experience,

including World War II experience with bridge construction in the European Theater of

Operations. The last 11 of these years have been in the position of Special Projects Engineer

at DeLeuw Gather.

His projects involve numerous works for the Chicago Transit Authority, the Northeast

Corridor Project, the Rock Island line from Tucumcari to Kansas City, ConRail, and other

firms and agencies.

Mr. Siegel.

Mr. Siegel:

Good afternoon ladies & gentlemen: I wish I had more time to discuss my subject matter

today but because of the heavy schedule that you people have been carrying I'm going to limit

my talk to a few specifics of this most interesting and challenging project with which I have

been associated.

My subject matter is timber trestle structures and more specifically the timber trestles

over which the Columbus & Greenville Ry operates. (Figure 1) The railway which is rich in

history is located in the northern part of the State of Mississippi and is oriented in an east-west

direction between Columbus, Mississippi at the east end and Greenville, Mississippi at the

'Special Projects Engineer. DeLeuw. Gather & Co.

•'Executive Director. AREA and Engineering Division, Association of American Railroads
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west end—for a total distance of 168 miles. The present owners and operators took over the

operation of the line from the Ilhnois Central Gulf in 1975 and since that time the C&G has

undertaken an ambitious rehabilitation program to restore the line which dates back to 1877.

The C&G has, on its system, over 220 bridges & trestles that traverse creeks, bayous,

major river crossings such as the Tombigbee and Yazoo Rivers as well as swampland. The

25,000 Uneal feet of timber trestle construction is the major structural problem facing the Ry

today. The steel spans are of a later vintage—about 1935—and are in remarkably good

condition.

Classifying the type of condition for which timber construction is designed and evaluation

is made, engineering judgment suggests that decay hazards exist throughout the system.

The decay hazards that do exist have taken their toll. (Figures 2 & 3)

Although many problems with deteriorating decks, piles, caps and bulkheads exist,

emphasis of the rehabilitation program has been on upgrading the trestles from 2 ply to 3 ply

construction. This became essential especially when the Railway began operating heavier cars

with greater frequency. The original construction was for the equivalent of a Coopers E40

loading; however, the heavier cars approximate more closely a Coopers E55 loading.

This problem necessitated the immediate implementation of a prog am to retrofit the

trestles with a third stringer under each rail. The program was carried ou" on a crash basis.

Figures 4, 5, & 6 show the position in which the third stringer was erected. The distance of

the new stringer from the center line of rail raised the question as to how significant is its

contribution to supporting the heavier loading to which the trestles are now subjected.

At that point in time, I was retained by the railway to prepare a report on the general

overall structural condition of the trestles. Of course the most pressing problem was to

investigate the capability of the trestles to support the heavier loading.

The initial approach to the preparation of the report was to hy-rail the entire system and

make a judgmental evaluation of each structure including the steel spans. Although many

observations were made of questionable situations the most apparent was the positioning of

the third or outboard stringer.

To temporarily satisfy this area of contention an arithmetical solution was prepared solely

for the purpose of establishing a basis for making a judgment of the capacity of the stringers

and piles. The arithmetical investigation had a partial effect on the decision to permit oper-

ations to continue with the heavier loading. However, it was considered essential to investigate

the stringers further with full scale load testing.

The testing program was designed around the 263,000 lb. hopper car which is the heaviest

load in operation and will be in the foreseeable future. (Figure 7) The results of the testing

program were revealing as you will see shortly. Unfortunately at the time we did not have a

control span where the three stringers were centered under the rail. But I would like to

emphasize that this undertaking was not a research project it was designed to get sufficient

data to ascertain whether or not the heavier cars should be permitted to operate.The test

results (Figures 8 & 9) proved that the outboard stringer was functioning in a satisfactory

manner but all new work which remains to be done will have the three stringers centered under

the rail.

As I said earlier, the C&G has its problems as do other railroads which operate over 1500

miles of timber trestle. It is hoped that today's presentation will help you in evaluating

conditions on your own systems. In a joint effort with the C&G a computerized program which

classifies its trestles as being either critical, poor or good was formulated. The program also
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Fig. 2.

(Note: Additional Stringer Added to Field Side as in Figure 5.)
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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points to each structvjral element that's in each trestle and classifies those elements in a similar

manner.

I hope my presentation has given you a greater insight into the problems that one can

expect from timber trestle structures or any other type of construction where there has been

an obvious neglect of maintenance. In view of the economic situation of which we are all

aware, the "Throw away and build new" philosophy is at an end—^good maintenance is good

railroading.



Track Maintenance Research Program:

An Overview

by H. G. Webb,* T. R. Wells,** A. M. Zarembski***
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INTRODUCTION TO TRACK MAINTENANCE PLANNING

The Track Maintenance Research Program's objective is to develop track maintenance

planning tools for rail, tie, and ballast/subgrade renewal and maintenance programs that can

be easily used by any railroad maintenance officer. These maintenance planning tools should

be developed in a form that allows any railroad maintenance officer to use them by simply

furnishing past maintenance history, setting the particular railroad's limiting criteria, inserting

existing track inventory and adding traffic details. Each maintenance officer, therefore, could

establish a maintenance or renewal program for his railroad that meshes past research results

with economic analyses to form optimum maintenance strategies. This tool would supplement

a maintenance officer's personal experience and his staffs ability to research and manipulate

historical data while planning maintenance on their railroads.

In December, 1979, the AAR Committee on Track Maintenance Research was or-

ganized, and three distinct maintenance planning subcommittees for rail, ties and ballast were

formed. Each subcommittee is a mix of AAR and outside technical staff, railroad technical

staff, railroad maintenance officers and one member of an overall control group. Each individ-

ual subcommittee is responsible for developing their own separate maintenance planning

packages. About every three months, the subcommittees present their programs to the full

committee for comments.

Overseeing each of the three designated subcommittees is a Control Subcommittee that

provides overall committee leadership. Also, economic assistance was found to be needed by

the three main subcommittees, since the committee felt that maintenance concepts should

stand on their own, to include a cost-conscious viewpoint, as well as practical component Ufe

theory. Economic technical assistance is included in the overall program structure, and has

added new and sometimes complicated considerations to the studies.

The Rail Planning Subcommittee has held many discussions regarding the various ap-

proaches to rail maintenance and renewal planning. These discussions have led to the meshing

of various research theories with practical railroad-used renewal planning methods to formu-

late a usable tool for rail renewal, encompassing both short and long range planning. Many

statistics are now being accumulated from various railroads in order to test these formulated

theories.

•Assistant Chief Engineer, Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company. Chicago. Illinois.

••Research Engineer. Association of American Railroads. Chicago, Illinois.

•••Manager-Track Research, Association of American Railroads, Chicago. Illinois.
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The Tie Planning Subcommittee has taken many research theories on tie life and meshed

them with the practical railroad-known factors that affect tie life to develop a tie life predictor.

The many variables that affect tie life have been trimmed down into a few that are considered

to be the most important are reliably predictable by railroad maintenance officers. Several

field tests of the developed predictor are now being conducted to test its validity.

The Ballast and Subgrade Planning Subcommittee has the most difficult task of devel-

oping a maintenance planning tool, since little has been done by any railroad to formulate any

fixed planning approach to the maintenance of the ballast and subgrade section. Many papers

have been published on ballast life, surfacing cycles and subgrade analysis, with varying

conclusions, but little has been done to combine these theories with practical railroad experi-

ence into a usable maintenance planning tool. Thus, a suitable methodology to approach the

subject is still in the initial stages of development.

RAIL PLANNING ACTIVITIES

The Rail Planning Subcommittee has successfully combined existing rail failure predic-

tions with maintenance cost data to create an economic analysis model, resulting in a pre-

liminary planning tool. Even though a working framework has been put together, research

work is continuing to refine the wear and fatigue rail life models, the risks and costs associated

with defects and derailments, and to expand the initial framework to include system mainte-

nance optimization. The overall framework for rail planning is shown in Figure 1.

Rail Defect Prediction

The major Subcommittee thrust has been the evaluation of the risks and costs of rail

defects. The first step in such an evaluation is to produce a model that predicts defect

occurrences. Earlier research by Besuner, et. al.' shows the cumulative incidences of defects,

since the rail was placed in multimile stretches of track, follow a Weibull statistical distribu-

tion. This study is the basis for predicting future defects that a railroad line will experience as

a function of expected traffic. Activities include validating this work for specific types of

defects and for jointed obsolescent rail sections, often found in medium to light traffic lines.

Although the Weibull Distribution describes the growth pattern of defect occurrences,

two methods are being analyzed for a starting point for that growth. So far, the Rail Fatigue

Life Program' has been utilized as a theoretical starting point, in which the calculated rail life

is associated with a specific accumulation of defects, shown in Figure 2. Also, an algorithm is

being added that enables data from actual experience to be extrapolated into a Weibull

Distribution.

Defect occurrences have been used as rail life critieria, in which railroads set what they

consider to be tolerable defect limits. The defect limits used are in terms of defects that have

occurred on a per mile basis in one year, in which the cumulative number of defects needed

for the Weibull Distribution is often not known. The Weibull Distribution can be converted

into a yearly defect rate, as shown in Figure 3, and further work will transform the yearly

defect rate records into future defect rate projections.

Defect Risk Analyses

The potential for disaster is the main reason why multimile stretches of rail with high

defect rates are removed. Several studies are underway to evaluate the danger associated with

defects. There are three ways of finding defects: most are found by rail flaw detection

methods; those remaining are found between inspections as "in-service" defects or at the time

of a derailment. Figure 4 summarize the various ways that defects are found.
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When defects are categorized into various types, some emerge as contributing very rarely

to derailments and others create a serious risk. Work is progressing to identify the derailment

risk associated with certain defects. Also, with the advent of heavier cars, a shift in the defect

type proportions is thought to be occurring in which analyses of lines with heavy cars and

welded rail will be singled out and the resulting proportions of defect types compared to

national averages. Finally, an analysis is being carried out to determine if the percentage of

in-service defects changes as the defect rate for a specific line goes up.

Wear Studies

Defect information often determines the life of the rail in CWR tangent track, but wear

most often determines life in curves. Reiner and Staplin^ have produced an empirical rail wear

model that has been adopted for general use. The model predicts wear for both tangents and

curves, from which the tangent calculations are used in the Rail Fatigue Life Program. The
major variables used include yearly tonnage, curvature, gradient, corrosion, wheel loads and

hardness.

The model was tested by comparing its calculated output to actual experiences reported

in several rail wear studies. Figure 5 shows the calculated results, for various curvatures and

wheel loads, along with various reported results. The model shows excellent agreement with

heavy car traffic data, and falls within acceptable limits for other mixed traffic categories.

Costs of Maintenance Activities

Representative costs for relaying rail were gathered and generalized for use in costing

various relay strategies. The anaylsis was done as the first step in evaluating optimization

strategies of patch versus out-of-face rail relay.

For example, optimization will determine the most economical strategy for relaying rail

on a line which has sections with different lives, such as tangents and curves. The optimization

analysis will balance the high installation costs of renewing rail on individual short-lived

sections, such as sharp curves, to higher rail costs of relaying the whole Hne out-of-face, even

though some rail in long-lived sections may not be at the end of its life.

Included in this analysis was an extensive study of the costs associated with rail and other

track materials (OTM). Since two thirds of the cost to relay is in the rail and materials, careful

attention was given to define the quantities of rail and OTM to be consumed. Likewise,

attention was given to the rail and materials that would come out of track, either as scrap or

for reuse in some other line"*.

Economic Analysis of Rail Relay Programs

The failure prediction and costing models have been combined into a larger economic

analysis model that simulates the expected cash outflows due to defects and rail relaying^ The
model uses the WeibuU Distribution to calculate the number of defects expected in future

years, then through a breakdown of probabilities, assigns costs expected with those defects.

Costs associated with defects include possible additional inspections, replacing defects when
found and the chance of a derailment. The rail relaying costing models can be implemented

for evaluating the optimum time for out-of-face rail relays, based on a defect criterion. Figure

6 shows a rail cost model flow diagram for the Rail Performance Model.

^

Calculations of defect costs start from the present and proceed to a specified future year.

The costs experienced in each of the future years are discounted into a present worth, in which
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all the costs are summed together. Cost comparisons are made between leaving rail in place

for one more year, or to replace it in the current year.

TIE PLANNING ACTIVITIES

The Tie Planning Subcommittee has had to develop tie failure prediction models for use

in planning tie renewal programs. Concurrent with this, economic analyses are being formu-

lated for optimizing tie replacement through cost effective tie renewal strategies. The overall

system planning framework is shown in figure 7.

Tie Failure Distribution Predictions

Ties vary in quality and loading cycles, resulting in different lifes for individual ties. This

is reflected by the fact that all of the ties in a mile of track will not fail at once, but rather tie

failures will be distributed in some manner over a period of time. In 1918, The Forest Products

Laboratory of the U.S. Department of Agriculture developed a failure distribution curve for

wood cross-ties.' This curve, shown in Figure 8, gives the failure rate for ties in track, in terms

of the percentage of "average" tie Ufe. The "average" tie life, defined by Forest Products,

shows that 60% of the ties will have failed at the "average" life point. The Subcommittee
refers to this point as the "mid-life". Thus, if the tie "mid-life" is known, the amount of

replacement ties needed each year can be predicted. Similarly, the expected age distribution

of the ties in track, shown in Figure 9, can also be determined.*

Although the failure rate curve has been verified in the past', the Subcommittee felt that

it was necessary to restudy this relationship, using recent tie failure data that reflects the

increased loadings and traffic found in North America. Using tie failure data taken from the

Union Pacific Railroad,* the Forest Products relationship was reconfirmed, as shown in Figure

10.

Tie Life Analysis

Since an average tie life value is required, the work then proceeded to investigate several

existing tie life formulas. Upon examination, however, major discrepancies were noted and
consequently a new study utilizing failed tie data from different portions of North America was
undertaken. Currently, data collected from the Union Pacific, Seaboard Coast Line, Conrail,

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific, and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroads are being

put into a computer data base for a regression analysis. The resulting equation will be used,

together with the tie failure prediction curve, to predict future tie replacement needs for track

sections.

Economic Analysis of Tie Replacements

Along with the development of tie failure prediction techniques, an economic analysis is

being performed on tie maintenance operations. This study, which examines the cost of tie

replacement by hand, by a mechanized tie gang and by non-conventional machines, is devel-

oping both aggregate costs and per tie costs. These costs will be used by the Subcommittee as

inputs to a tie maintenance planning model.

This model, illustrated in Figure 11, will combine the tie failure prediction calculation,

described earlier, with the costs of tie replacement, using different replacement techniques,

i.e., hand vs. mechanized gang, and will in the long run develop optimum tie replacement

strategies. These strategies, while initially directed towards specific line segments, can sub-

sequently be expanded to encompass system-wide tie replacement planning, as shown eariier

in Figure 7.
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TOTAL ( UNWEIGHTED RESULT OF ALL DATA

)

60 80 100 120 140

PERCENTAGE OF MID LIFE

160 180

Figure 10.

Distribution for All Failed Tie Data Collected
from the Union Pacific.
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Tie Cluster Analyses

Bad tie cluster occurrences and their subsequent elimination is important in determining

minimum spot tie replacements between major tie renewal cycles. As the total number of bad

ties per mile increases, the probability of more and larger bad tie clusters increases. By

eliminating tie clusters, although not necessarily all of the individual bad ties, adequate track

strength can be maintained.

In order to investigate the occurrence of bad tie clusters, a random probability model was

used to determine the theoretical number of clusters. The results of this model are shown in

Table 1 , in which Table 1A gives the number and sizes of clusters for increasing bad tie counts,

and Table IB gives the number of failed ties that appear in these clusters. Thus, by making

use of Table 1, the minimum number of spot tie replacements for insertion between major

renewal cycles can be predicted. Preliminary field investigations suggest that this model

predicts tie cluster occurrences in non-joint areas.

BALLAST/SUBGRADE PLANNING ACTIVITIES

The Ballast and Subgrade Subcommittee is investigating the problem of vertical track

settlement and the development of a suitable planning methodology. The first step in defming

the problem utilized a questionnaire on surfacing cycle practices. Following this will be field

tests and model validation, correlating track settlements to surfacing requirements.

The Subcommittee initially developed a questionnaire which was sent out to selected

railroads, looking at degradation and surfacing cycles on well-defined line segments. The

initial response (44 questionnaires) resulted in the surfacing cycle vs. MGT curve shown in

Figure 12. This curve reflects the surfacing cycles currrently in use.

Concurrent with this questionnaire, the Subcommittee is investigating the settlement of

track under traffic loadings. Several tests sites, including FAST and the BurUngton Northern,

are currently having data collected, in which surface degradation and tonnage data are being

noted. Other test sites, reflecting different support conditions, are currently being chosen. In

addition, independent studies, such as a recent FRA study of geometry degradation on

Conrail,* are being studied in order to develop suitable track degradation models.

The ultimate objective of this activity is to develop a surfacing planning model, which will

combine the surface degradation predictions with economic analyses, resulting in optimal

surfacing and other related maintenance activity cycles.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

Major track maintenance planning is driven by the cost effectiveness of replacing worn

out materials with new materials. As the materials age, their performance deteriorates,

thereby increasing spot maintenance costs. Major maintenance usually requires an ex-

penditure much larger than a year's spot maintenance costs. Cost effectiveness is achieved

when a large expenditure will pay for itself over time by reducing yearly maintenance costs.

Discount Rate

Money has traditionally been valued more in the present than in the future, leading to the

establishment of discount rates. Since major maintenance projects realize benefits over several

years, any cost-effective analysis has to be carried out over several years. Future cash flows

need to be simulated, but discounted into the present for proper evaluation.

An analysis was set up to determine a proper discount rate for use by railroad companies.
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Cost Comparisons Between Two Economic Scenarios.
1 Indicates Renewal of the Track Component (Rail)

in the Current Planning Cycle, whereas
2 Renews in a Future Planning Period.
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For ease of analysis, inflation was not included, leaving a constant dollar discount rate. On
several railroads, data were collected on the average tax rate, equity structure, risk and

perceived market inflation rate, in order to arrive at an after-tax discount rate of 6%.''

Economic Analysis Methodology

A systematic methodology was required to simulate the actual decision-making process

of whether to perform a major maintenance task or to continue with minimal spot mainte-

nance. The result was a simulation based solely on present and future expected cash flows,

since past expenses are regarded as sunken costs. The methodology simulates two expected

cash Hows: the first one assumes performing a major maintenance task in the present, whereas

the second one assumes delaying the major task until a future year. The lower present value

of the two cash flows is the decision-making criterion for choosing major or spot maintenance.

The difference in costs between the two alternatives comes from the high spot maintenance

costs of the old material until renewal in a future year, offset by the savings derived from

discounting the delayed future expenditure. Figure 13 shows a theoretical cost comparison

between two economic alternatives.

SUMMARY

All three Subcommittees are in the various phases of developing planning tools. The
major phases are: 1) defining track component material degradation, 2) the associated costs

of deterioration and upgrading, 3) economic cost-benefit analyses of specific sites, and 4) a

total system optimization strategy model. The most difficult phase has been defining track

material degradation, due to the wide variety of criteria and the generally non-standard

methods that maintenance-of-way engineers use for defining component failures. Once a

reasonable failure mode has been defined, the rest of the phases fall into line. Progress is most

noticeable in those areas where component failure definitions have been established quickly,

thus permitting development of the remainder of the phases.

The objective of this Committee is to develop track maintenance planning tools for rail,

tie and ballast maintenance and renewal cycles. These tools are to be designed for use by any

railroad maintenance officer. To achieve universal flexibility, the tools have to be designed to

require a little maintenance history, the railroads' life limiting criteria, and existing track

inventory and traffic patterns. An operating prototype computer model has been developed

as a rail planning tool, from which other models will follow for the other track components,

and to which optimization strategies will soon be added.
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Queensgate Yard

by R. Penhallegon* and J. R. Clark**

Thank you, Mr. Rougas. Good morning. It's always a- pleasure to be invited to talk about

what we think is one of the most significant projects ever undertaken by Chessie, and I hope

that we can convey our enthusiasm for you to share. The Project, of course, is the complete

redesign of our Cincinnati Terminal operations, which is made possible by the construction of

the $70 million Queensgate Yard, a fully automated classification yard. Queensgate Yard was

built on a site formerly occupied by four obsolescent, but active, flatswitch yards, and without

disruptions to rail traffic. Construction started in April, 1977, and will be complete in October

of this year.

I'd like to begin by briefly describing why Queensgate was built, and what was built. My
associate, John Clark, will explain how it was built.

The slide shows Chessie's major merchandise traffic routes. As you can see, Cincinnati

is an important junction point for Chessie, as well as a major North-South gateway for L&N
and Southern traffic. Excluding interchange, Cincinnati is the focal point of seven Chessie

routes, more than at any other location on the System. Furthermore, we serve approximately

400 industries within the Terminal, and at the start of the project, worked nearly 80 yard crews

per day here.

The problems and opportunities in Cincinnati have long been recognized. Various yard

proposals were offered in 1956, 1958, 1961, 1964, 1970, and finally in 1974-1976. Our current

success stems from the economics made possible by C&O-B&O coordination, combined with

technology not previously available.

Our former Cincinnati Terminal was a complex of ten B&O and four C&O yards spread

over a distance of 25 miles. Because no single yard within the Terminal could hope to handle

all the traffic switched here, each yard had its own particular function. Some of the former

yards were overcrowded, while others were under-utilized due to changing traffic patterns and

road train operations, but the existing yards precluded any ability to effectively balance

workloads with resources. Furthermore, each small yard required duplicate resources. Rough-

ly 50% of the cars handled in Cincinnati passed through more than one yard within the

Terminal.

Queensgate Yard is designed to consolidate most operations into a single coordinated

Chessie facility. Queensgate is located on the site formerly occupied by Brighton, Mill Creek,

Yard A, and Liberty Street. Also, work now done at Storrs, Covington, Stevens, and part of

Ivorydale will eventually be absorbed into the new yard. The result will be a streamlined

Terminal consisting of Queensgate plus five industrial support yards for both C&O and B&O.

Construction of the yard also required the abandonment of a portion of the C&O main

line between Stevens and Cheviot. C&O road trains, which will soon be classified at Queens-

gate, now operate over the B&O on trackage rights between Cincinnati and Cottage Grove,

Indiana. Accommodating this additional traffic through a highly industrialized area required

the installation of a traffic control system on the double track railroad between Cincinnati and

Hamilton, including five new power-operated crossovers. Track and signal improvements were

also made on the single track APB line between Hamilton and Cottage Grove, including the

extension of McGonigle passing siding to 140 car lengths.

'Project Manager. Chessie System.

"Construction Superintendent. Chessie System.
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Oueensgate will permit significant improvements to be made to our train schedules and

classifications. All road trains except "run-throughs" arriving at Cincinnati will be classified

at Oueensgate only, with the result that most outlying points on the System need make only

one classification for "Cincinnati and Beyond".

Under this plan, cars can be advanced to Cincinnati on the next available train instead of

being held for proper classification, thereby providing additional capacity at other terminals.

Furthermore, the additional road classifications to be dispatched from Cincinnati will reduce

work at other locations. We expect these secondary and tertiary effects of Oueensgate to ripple

throughout the system.

Within the Terminal, classified blocks of industrial and interchange cars will be delivered

directly to the appropriate support yard or interchange without further switching, and out-

bound cars will be returned to Oueensgate for classification and dispatchment. Approximately

85 classifications will be built in Oueensgate's fifty classification tracks, using both con-

ventional and geometric reswitching. This is why we designed on the basis of tangent point

retarders for a sustained hump rate of 6—55 ft. cars per minute.

Obviously, Oueensgate will have many ramifications for Cincinnati Terminal and Ches-

sie. The most significant impacts, however, can be summarized as follows:

a. Eliminate eight obsolescent yards;

b. Generate roughly 200 acres of surplus property for industrial development;

c. Reduce the locomotive fleet by 25 units; and

d. Reduce Cincinnati's average car throughput time by nine hours.

When completed, Oueensgate is expected to have these kinds of typical daily workloads:

a. 3200 cars humped, which consists of 2600 cars switched once plus 600 cars switched a

second time;

b. 32 road and yard transfer trains dispatched, and a similar number received;

c. 40 freight cars repaired, not including minor repairs done in the yard;

d. 28 cabooses washed and serviced; and

e. 83 locomotives dispatched, including 24 units receiving a monthly form or light running

repairs.

Let's turn now to the physical characteristics of Oueensgate. The yard is divided into four

subyards—the Receiving Yard, Classification Yard (or bowl), a Support Yard, and Departure

Yard. The Receiving Yard consists of eight tracks—five short tracks of roughly 75 to 90

carlengths each, and three long tracks of 200 carlengths each. The long tracks are split by

intermediate crossovers leading to the hump. Receiving tracks are on 20-ft. centers with paved

roads between every track for mechanized car inspection and repair. All receiving yard

switches are power-operated and under the control of a Train Director.

The classification yard consists of seven groups and 50 tracks ranging in length from 14

cars to 64 cars. Each track has a power-operated weight responsive skate retarder interlocked

with the hump switches to preclude simultaneous moves into both ends of the same track.

Total standing capacity of the classification yard is roughly 2000 cars.

The humping operation itself is controlled by an atuomatic process control system (PC)

furnished by WABCO. The system is capable of holding and processing up to two hump lists.

Once the humping operation starts, there is no way to override the automatic system except

for emergencies. There will be no "second guessing" the computer at Oueensgate. Other

functions of the PC System include control of all power-operated interlocked and non-

interlocked switches within the yard, and remote application and removal of blue signals in the

Receiving Yard and Trim/Key areas.
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The Support Yard consists of 19 tracks of 14 ft. centers, with lengths ranging between 10

and 44 carlengths. This yard is designed for switching and dispatching industrial cuts, bowl

track overflows, and Southern interchange.

The Departure Yard has three short tracks of 90 carlengths each, and three long tracks

of 180 carlengths each. The three long tracks are split by intermediate crossovers. Departure

tracks have a paved road along one or both sides of every track for car inspection vehicles. In

addition, Queensgate has a Trim/Key area for building and departing trains by using certain

classification tracks also as departure tracks to minimize trim engine moves. Yard air and

either remote or field operated blue signals are provided for all departure areas.

We also have a Management Information System for Cincinnati Terminal. Major func-

tions of this system include preparation of hump lists for consists, maintenance of car inven-

tories for Cincinnati Terminal, generation of car records, classification of cars, preparation

and transmission of outbound consists, and creation of work orders. MIS passes to PC hump
lists for execution by PC, and PC passes an "as humped" report to MIS as each humped car

clears the last control point.

Day to day activities at Queensgate are under the direction of an Assistant Trainmaster.

Resources under his control on each shift consist of two yardmasters, two inventory clerks, a

Train Director, and five yard crews. Mechanical Department activities are coordinated by a

Car Supervisor, who is located adjacent to the Assistant Trainmaster.

With this overview of the "what" and "why" of Queensgate, I am going to set the stage

for John Clark by briefly describing our approach to design and construction. Because of other

activities, it was impractical to do all of the engineering "in house". We designed the track-

work and most of the grading and drainage, but virtually all structures were designed by the

Cincinnati based engineering firm of A. M. Kinney, Inc. Signalling and communication

systems were designed to our specifications by the vendors, and MIS software is being devel-

oped under a contract with the Kleinschmidt Division of SCM. A. M. Kinney also provided

construction management services for their work as well as grading, drainage, and trackwork.

They also provided coordination services for signals, communications, and various other

activities. Virtually all construction on the Queensgate site is being performed by outside

contractors.

The requirement of building the yard under traffic required close coordination with the

Transportation Department and a phased approach to construction. We used a computerized

CPM network to help identify the scope of work for various construction contracts, established

priorities, and the target dates for this work to start and finish. The CPM was revised and

updated monthly as additional opportunities for overlapping work became apparent, and as

obstacles developed. Although our progress has not been all that we would have liked, we still

expect to finish within three months of the original schedule established in 1976.

And now I would like to turn the program over to John Clark, who will relate some of

our construction experiences to you. John?

The Mill Creek Valley site on which Queensgate Yard is being built is ideally located

geographically at the focus of Chessie's seven major traffic routes entering Cincinnati, but is

considerably less than ideal from an engineering standpoint.

A large creek from which the valley receives its name runs along the west side of the yard

site and on the east side, no more than 1500 feet from the creek at any point, is a medium to

heavy industrial complex and the classification yard of another railroad. These physical restric-

tions tended to elongate the yard along its main north-south axis.

The design of Yard "X", as it was known in the planning and early construction stages
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was constrained by two large highway structures, the Western Hills and Hopple Street Via-

ducts, which break the site into three more or less equal segments. Pier skew of the two

structures dictated track alignment; structural under clearance determined subgrades, track

elevations and the location of the hump. Relocation or extensive modification of either viaduct

was determined to be impractical for financial as well as political reasons.

The Mill Creek Valley site because of its proximity to heavy industry and Cincinnati's

principal sewage treatment plant is crisscrossed with truck and interceptor sewers, water mains

and electrical distribution lines, all of which would require special treatment during construc-

tion. A 138 kVA transmission line running longitudinally through more than one-half of the

length of the yard didn't fit into the plans and would have to be relocated.

One final but significant physical obstruction was the multi-span through and deck plate

girder bridge on which C&O's main line to Chicago began its steep westward ascent out of the

Mill Creek Valley. Like the aforementioned high voltage transmission line, the C&O Bridge

just didn't fit into a good yard design and would have to go.

Soil borings taken in the Fall of 1976 while yard plans were being finalized confirmed what

was already known or at least suspected—soil conditions over much of the site were very poor.

The previously undeveloped areas which represented nearly half of the total acreage, con-

sisted of manmade landfill placed to a depth of 20 to 40 feet in an uncrontrolled to semi-

controlled manner. Soil boring logs showed fill materials to include: loose cinders; soft to very

stiff clay with rock fragments; loose to dense shale with limestone fragments; loose to dense

rubble and structure debris consisting of brick, mortar, concrete, plaster, wire, glass and

wood; deposits of wood boards, paper, incinerator ash and organic matter. Although ground

water table was typically located 20 to 30 feet below grade, there were some localized higher

perched groundwater zones and a large stagnant pond euphemistically referred to as "Crystal

Lake" located in the middle of what would ultimately be the bowl of the yard.

Despite all the obstacles a yard which adequately fulfilled the needs of Cincinnati was

designed to fit the available site. Only a couple small parcels of additional property would be

needed and they were readily available. To maintain existing operations, however, would

require a carefully planned construction sequence of 4 or 5 separate phases taking an esfi-

mated 4'/2 years—approximately twice as long as it would have taken to build a similar size yard

on a green field site.

The project was authorized by the Board of Directors in the fall of 1976; track plans were

finalized that winter and construction began in the early Spring of 1977.

The first contract to be sold was for Phase I Grading and Drainage which involved

draining and filling "Crystal Lake" and preparing subgrades in the undeveloped areas between

Yard 'A', Brighton and Mill Creek Yards and east of Brighton Yard.

All fills in this and subsequent grading phases, except for the hump, were made from on

site borrow. In cut areas which had not been previously consolidated, materials were removed

to an average depth of 5 ft. below final grade, the exposed area compacted with heavy static

and vibratory compaction equipment and then the undercut material replaced in shallow

controlled lifts. A Soils Engineer was employed full time to assure compliance with rigid

compaction requirements.

Most of the hump fill, which was made from select off site borrow, was placed in Phase

I, although it would not be needed until the third phase, to allow for surcharging of the highly

compressible soils in the hump area.

Perforated storm drains were installed on a 400 ft. x 400 ft. grid system in the graded

areas where the bowl tracks would later be built and in parallel laterals at approximately 400
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ft. centers in all other areas. Corrugated metal pipe was chosen for the drainage system

because of its ease of handling and installation. The pipe is asbestos bonded and asphalt coated

for extended life in our acidic soils.

All track and roadway subgrades were topped with a 12" thick layer of dense graded slag

subballast. The subballast was crushed and blended to the Railroad's own specification by a

single supplier located about 40 miles from the yard site and shipped to us in open top hoppers.

There have been three subsequent grading and drainage phases with a fifth now being

planned to complete the work this summer. To date over 600,000 C.Y. of material has been

moved, 300,000 C.Y. of subballast applied and 40,000 Lineal Feet of Strom drain pipe varying

in size from 8" to 30" diameter installed.

By the Fall of 1977 grading and drainage work had progressed to the point where

trackwork could be started. The first trackwork contract provided for construction of substan-

tially all of the Key Departure Area and a portion of 18 Classification Tracks tied into a

temporary ladder and lead to permit interim flat switching. When completed the following

October, the new tracks were placed in service as a temporary Westbound Classification Yard

and Old Mill Creek Yard was closed.

In Phase II, which partially overlapped Phase I, Mill Creek Yard was converted to a

support facility, portions of the Receiving Yard were built, portions of 18 additional classi-

fication tracks were constructed and tied into another temporary ladder and switching lead.

Brighton Yard was closed at completion of Phase II and classification of eastbound traffic

transferred to the newly constructed Bowl Tracks 19-36. Also in Phase II, No. 1 and No. 2

Main Lines were relocated to provide room for the Departure Yard.

In Phase III Old Brighton Yard was dismantled; most of the Departure Yard, Hump
Lead, Throat and Fan Area built and three most easterly groups of Bowl Tracks, #5, #6 and

#7 placed in service. The first test car rolled over the hump in April and revenue service

officially began on July 14, 1980.

On the completion of Phase IV, next month, all 50 Bowl Tracks, the Receiving and

Departure Yards will be complete. The only trackwork remaining is in the Locomotive Shop

and Servicing Area.

With the exception of crossovers in the Hump Throat Area, all turnouts in Queensgate

are No. 8 to maximize track capacities. No. 8/5/8 lap turnouts have been used in the fan area

to shorten crest to clearance point all possible. These lap turnouts were specially designed and

fabricated for Queensgate. All turnouts regardless of size were laid with new 132 RE frogs and

switches and New or Class I Relay Rail.

New or high grade Continuous Welded Rail of 122# or heavier section has been used on

the Hump, in the Throat, Fan and Key Departure Areas. Generally these same heavy rail

sections, but of lesser yard grades, have been used in the Bowl, Receiving and Departure Yard

Tracks. All joints throughout the Yard except at switch heel blocks and the toes and heels of

self-guarded frogs are welded. The Boutet Process has been used exclusively for the more than

5500 field welds which we have made.

The relocation of the Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company's high voltage transmission line

and removal of C&O Bridge No. 1 1 were major projects in their own rights. The transmission

line relocation was started in early 1978 and required a year and a half to complete. For a long

time this work was on the Critical Path and it appeared that the slow progress of the Utility

Company might cause serious delay to the Yard Project. Only a revision of CPM Logic saved

the day. The line was relocated to the west of Mill Creek on 9 new design tapered steel poles

replacing an equal number of old lattice type structures.
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C&O traffic between Cincinnati and Cottage Grove, Indiana, was rerouted via B&O in

July of 1978. and removal of Bridge 11 was started immediately. All of the deck plate girder

spans on tangent alignment were salvaged for use on new coal field branches. The spans on

the curved portion of the bridge were cut-up for scrap and the masonry piers were removed

to approximately 3 ft. below proposed subgrade. The demolition work, which was carried out

over the adjacent to live main and yard tracks, took more than 6 months to complete.

Because of the variable, generally poor, soil conditions most of the structures built at

Oueensgate have required special foundation considerations. The Hump Underpass, Turn-

table Pit, Weigh-In-Motion Scale, Master and Group Retarders and Administration Buildings

are built on end bearing piles—12" H-Beams driven to refusal in the rock strata underlying the

yard site at a depth of 90 to 100 feet below grade. The Trim Yardmasters' Tower is founded

on 10" H-Beams. At the Car Repair Shop, all in situ material was removed to a depth of 15

feet below grade and replaced with bank run gravel laid down in controlled shallow lifts. The

building was then founded on spread footers. The Locomotive Shop, Servicing Facilities and

Wastewater Treatment Plant, which are located in old well consolidated fills, are being built

on spread footers and slabs on grade with selective undercutting and recompaction.

The Car Shop, Trim Yardmaster Tower, Compressor Houses, Crew Building, Pump
House Ready Track Building and Wastewater Treatment Building are Armco TEC-LINE
Buildings. The Administration Building is a specially designed five story structure on steel

frame with buff brick and aluminium siding. Six prime contractors and over 60 subs have been

involved in the construction of these buildings.

General area lighting is provided by 36 high mast lighters consisting of 8 to 12—1000 watt

high pressure sodium luminaires on 100 ft. high Cor-Ten Steel Poles spaced on 400 to 900 ft.

centers throughout the yard. The lighting system is designed to provide maintained minimum
footcandles, which can vary from 0.25 in the Bowl to 0.5 in the Receiving and Departure Yards

and 5.0 in the Fan Area. High mast lights are supplemented by single and double 400 watt

H.P.S. luminaires mounted on wooden poles to provide a minimum of 2.0 footcandles at all

switches. The foundations for the high mast lighters are augered 40" diameter x 32'-6" deep

reinforced concrete. The installation is intended to withstand winds in excess of 100 m.p.h.

By far the largest single contract, of the more than 70 let to date, is with Westinghouse

Air Brake Company, Union Switch & Signal Division, to furnish and install the Process

Control System which involves, among other things, 108 separate retarder installations (one

master, seven group, 50 tangent point and 50 skate retarders) and more than 1,000.000 ft. of

underground cable. WABCO's work has been performed by B&O and its own signalmen

under a unique tripartite agreement between the Brotherhood of Railway Signalmen, The

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company and the Contractor.



Meeting the 100-Ton Challenge

Report on Heavy Axle Load Lines in Australia

by M.D. Roney*

Thank you, Mr. Chairman for your kind introduction. I will lead into my presentation

with some background on how I had the great fortune to have spent a year among the

kangaroos and such memorable Aussies as Steve Marich, whom many of you will remember

from his stint with the AAR.

Following some initial contacts with officers of the Broken Hill Proprietary's Melbourne

Research Labs, I became convinced that it would be in the best interests of our research on

track deterioration modelling to exchange ideas with the operators of the Australian heavy

haul railroads. My sponsors, Canadian National, Canadian Pacific and our federal Ministry of

Transport agreed, and the exchange was to be focussed on the First International Heavy Haul

Conference held in the fall of '78 in Perth, Australia. During my trip I became very impressed

with the science being applied by the Australians to solve the all-too-familiar problems of

providing track support heavy tonnages in 100-ton cars. The conference, I might add, was very

poorly attended by North American railroaders, a mistake which I hope we will not repeat

when the second conference is held in Colorado Springs in September 1982.

The Australians, always willing to bring in new ideas, offered a secondment which led to

my spending last year with the railway group of the Melbourne Research Labs of BHP, the

company that is both a major shareholder in Hamersley Iron and Mt. Newman Mining Co.,

and which contracts to undertake much of the technical research for these two mining roads.

My appearance before this group relfects my beleif that we can learn something from the

ordered approach that I observed the Australian railroad operators, with strong technical

support from BHP's Melbourne Research Labs, taking to the solution of their track problems.

While it is true that their operating conditions are in some respects less onerous than what we

are used to on a typical mized freight railroad, there is little doubt that their innovations over

the past twelve years have moved them progressively closer to an optimal track design and

maintenance strategy.

Specifically, I feel that we as railroad engineers should be very interested in the Australian

experience on:

(1) the evolution of track standards that match each track component to the imposed

loading

(2) the control of vehicle tracking through asymmetric profiling of rails

(3) the development of a scientific approach to rail fatigue life prediction and its use in

planning annual rail programs.

Each of these areas will be discussed in turn. But first let us review the characteristics of

the two railroads that will help us factor the extrapolation of this experience to our own roads.

Exhibit 1 summarizes this information. It must be particularly stressed that both railroads were

designed and constructed to AAR and AREA standards and are standard guage. Mt. New-

man operates 250 miles of single-track main line with an annual tonnage density of 43 million

gross tons per year (MMGT/yr). Hamersley Iron currently carries 59 MMGT/yr over 230 miles

of partially doubled-tracked main line at slightly higher speed and through slightly more

curvature. Hamersley was originally constructed to a lower construction standard than Mt.

•Research Associate, Canadian Institute of Guided Ground Transport, Queen's University.
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Newman, a factor that plagued the railroad until 1974, by which time many embankments had

been rebuilt and ballast depth increased. Both railways run with a slight superelevation

deficiency and in fact Hamersley's newer Paraburdoo line has no superelevation whatsoever.

The moderate curvature should be noted as it is a factor that contributes to the economics of

the profile grinding scheme that will be discussed later.

Axle loads are nominally 33 tons; however, as is typical of ore carrying roads, static axle

load variability is high. Ore car wheelbases are short (e.g. 28 feet), a factor that has given rise

to some peculiar sinusoidal rail wear problems due to body hunting. Of particular importance

for extrapolatability is the fact that trucks are standard three-piece (ASF Ride Control) and

that wheels are AAR Class C with 1 in 20 conicity.

Now let us trace how track standards have evolved to overcome the growing pains associ-

ated with rapidly increasing traffic levels. (Exhibit 2).

Looking first at rail, Mt. Newman was constructed with 132 lb and Hamersley with 119

lb standard carbon, continuously welded rail. After a relatively short period, the track deteri-

oration penalties that constitute the other half of the heavy axle load economic tradeoff began

to manifest themselves. The sequence of appearance of these problems must have been

unnerving to the operators:

After only 60 MMGT of traffic, long pitch corrugations began to develop, typically in

curve high rails.

A research program was undertaken at BHP's Melbourne Research Labs, which attribut-

ed these to track resonance. The study also noted that gross plastic deformation was a

necessary precondition and concluded that high strength rails would be completely effective

in limiting the formation of serious corrugations.

At about 150 MMGT it was recorded that rail guage face wear was rapidly accelerating.

This further sparked the testing of special metallurgy rails in selected problem curves.

At 175 MMGT the rate at which transverse defects (detail fractures from shell) were

detected began to escalate, inviting speculation about impending large scale renewals.

Finally, at 220 MMGT, a very disturbing sinusoidal wear pattern was observed to develop

in tangent track, whereby guage face wear would alternate from one tangent rail to another.

Head losses of up to 15% within 100 million gross tons of flanging were recorded. Truck

response in this low frequency type of hunting was found to be initiated by small periodic

misalignments such as flashbutt welds at the kinematic wavelength of the truck. The severity

of the lateral oscillations were such that slow orders were contemplated. The immediate

solution was transposing of tangent rail. This was eventually accompanied by grinding.

Returning to the evolving rail standard, we see that both railroads have settled on a head

hardened 136 lb rail for all curves tighter than 1°. This particular rail proved superior in the

field assessments and has a yield strength calculated by MRL to be sufficient to eliminate

corrigation formation. Its introduction has followed the development by MRL of an air

quenching procedure to overcome initial welding problems, which resulted in large soft spots.

Ties in the Mt. Newman track were originally 6" x 8" x8'6" untreated. AREA standard

tieplates, spikes and anchors were used with these. This fastening was not entirely satisfactory

due to wear and shrinkage in the spike holes and the Pandrol system was chosen for all curves

and on a 1 in 4 basis in tangent. Supplementary benefits cited were superior toe-holding and

ease of rail renewal.

The effect of perpetual sun and a dry environment on untreated ties was clearly underesti-
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mated. These have been literally baked to the extent that fibers have frequently separated and

a high incidence of end-splitting has resulted.

Creosoting was adopted, and proved a good medium for the introduction of pesticides to

deal with a further menace—termites, who have found Jarrah hardwood to be very much to

their liking. Both Hamersley and Mt. Newman have become believers in the economic benefits

of maintaining good track geometry and are going to fabricated ties to achieve this.

Mt. Newman has made a commitment to ultimately replace all timber ties with steel. The

BHP heavy haul steel tie has been optimized for a forty-year life in the Mt. Newman environ-

ment, following successful tests in track. First cost is competitive with concrete and the steel

tie has a high scrap value. With its trough shape it also appears to increase the effective ballast

depth. For the same reason, tamping equipment must be specifically outfitted. The similarities

between this tie and the ones originally in the FAST track are remote to say the least. Of

particular importance is the fastening system, which is the Omark Tracklok system, which can

be stud-welded directly to the tie. One-piece polyethylene pads insulate the rail from tie and

fastenings.

Hamersley's original tie problems were compounded by a shorter length of tie combined

with a heavy spiking pattern. Nine-foot ties were ultimately used in a more recent construc-

tion. Again, Pandrol clips have replaced the original dog spikes and all ties are now creosoted

(Exhibit 3).

Hamersley ran a number of test sections with concrete ties and concluded that these

resulted in a reduced rate of line and surface deterioration with some benefits in rail wear.

Experimentation with rail pads showed that only a high-density polyethylene would resist

being squashed out. An unplanned test occured when a loaded train derailed over one of these

test sections at 40 mph, striking 600 concrete ties. Only four were changed out and the section

has never lost gauge. This tipped the scales and Hamersley has made the commitment to

progressively replace all timber ties with concrete and has acquired a P-811 for that purpose

(Exhibit 4).

Both Mt. Newman and Hamersley use native ballast sources. As a general rule these have

performed well under the heavy axle loads. Neither railroad owns a ballast cleaner. Of course,

rainfall occurrence is very erratic. The annual average is about ten inches, which falls as a

heavy rain which may occur from one to six times a year. Clearly the premium is on stability

rather than drainability.

Both Hamersley and Mt. Newman have been working to increase the depth of ballast

below the ties—from 8" to 12" -I- in the case of Mt. Newman.

Line and surface would be considered excellent at Mt. Newman. Hamersley on the other

hand has only emerged in the past few years from battling with a marginally stable track

structure—the result of an overly expedient construction period that left them with as little as

six inches of ballast beneath the ties. The new standard is 12" with 18" in areas where bank

conditions are poor during their brief periods of saturation.

With the 1972 extension of the railroad, it was decided to change the ballast specification

from AREA #4 to the coarser AREA #24. This has not proved satisfactory. The 3" maximum
ballast is stable but is difficult to compact and is difficult to penetrate with tampers. Both

operators feel that the 12" ballast depth affords the necessary track stability for thirty-ton axle

loads with their stiff subgrade conditions. This is one standard I would not like to extrapolate

to North American experience.

Finally, a word should be said about turnouts. Both railways have moved from an original

standard of rail-bound frogs with manganese inserts to cast manganese frogs which can be
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moved easily explosive hardened and which, with fewer components, involve less mainte-

nance. Hamersley also has in track a swing nose cast manganese frog with heel-less switch

blades which is currently under evaluation as the future standard. (Exhibit 5).

I conclude the first section of my presentation with the observation that both railroads

have volved a track structure which is stable and efficient in its capability to withstand

thirty-ton axle loads. There have been "no surprises" now for some five years. In spite of

limited track availability, neither railroad is out fighting fires anymore. In fact, manpower has

remained stable in spite of increasing axle loads. The Hamersley experience is particularly

relevant, as it emphasizes the value of high initial standards, especially in the face of limited

track availability for maintenance.

The second part of my presentation deals with the development of a unique technology

to extend curve rail life under 100-ton unit trains.

As it turned out, the early scare experienced by both railways regarding pronounced

sinusoidal wear patterns in tangent track was not without its positive side, as it alerted the

railways to the deleterious influence of a rail crown slope. Mt. Newman forces were the first

to observe that the running surface of the rail at the peak of the sinusoidal wear amplitudes

has higher on the field side than on the gauge side. This crown slope bore a strong resemblance

to that which was developing concurrently in curve high rails. An acceleration of flanging wear

was seen to develop with increasing crown slope severity in both curves or tangents. Trans-

posing without removing the crown slope did not remove its important input to the hunting

oscillations. It was decided that profile rectification by grinding was necessary before these

rails were transposed.

Mt. Newman acquired two 28-stone grinders on a lease basis from Speno. The difficulty

with these grinders was that they exerted equal grinding pressure over the width of the rail

head thus perpetuating the existing crown slope. The solution was to take some of the gauge

side stones and to place them on the field side.

Recognizing the similarity between the role of rail crown slope in sinusoidal wear and in

the acceleration of gauge face wear in curve high rails, attention was turned to the latter. The

crown slope was shown to be reducing or reversing the rolling radius difference between the

wheels on the high rail and those on the low rail, which was increasing the angle of attack. This

in turn increases gauge face wear and plastic flow on the rail crown. But if elimination of the

crown sloped solved the problem of an unfavourable rolling radius difference, it was surmised

that its reversal would reduce flanging.

Initial attempts at asymmetric rail profiling at Mt. Newman proved the concept. In the

extreme, it was shown to be possible to get flange contact on the low rail of underbalanced

curves. The problem of optimizing the asymmetric rail profile was turned over to BHP's

Melbourne Research Labs, who had developed a truck curving model that closely simulated

the curving performance of the ASF trucks. BHP'S Melbourne Labs were able to provide

considerable theoretical elucidation to the mechanism whereby reversing the differential

would steer the wheelset, reducing the need for flanging input to curve negotiation. MRL
embarked on a series of field tests, now largely at Hamersley, backed up by theoretical analysis

which optimized the arrangement of the grinding stones. The philosophy is illustrated in

Exhibit 6. This figure shows how high and low rails are contoured to ensure that the outer

wheel rides with a high rolling radius and the inner wheel at a low rolling radius, thus

improving the steering capability built into the wheel conicity. Two additional features are also

notable. Because of the high curvature of the contact surfaces, it is possible with relatively few

stones to remove material from the high rail gauge corner and low rail field side. This helps

to eliminate damaging gauge corner contact, a major cause of shelling, and 'false' flange low
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rail contact, which accelerates low rail flow. Exhibit 7 and 8 show the grinder at work on a high

and low rail, respectively. Note the angle of ejection of sparks. The technique is not without

parallel, having been recently experimented with on the Denver and Rio Grande. Where the

Australians have made major advances is in optimizing the profile and in proving its benefits.

An illustration of the effectiveness of the optimized profile is provided in Exhibit 9, which

summarizes recordings of lateral loads imposed by all axles of three trains before grinding and

three trains after asymmetric profiling of the three test curves.

The results show the technique to be most effective at low curvature, where most flange

contacts are totally eliminated. Wear potential on the rail gauge face and wheel flange, both

areas being responsible for large and direct costs, is most affected. Net lateral loads are less

influenced, but are still significantly reduced, inviting speculation that gauge widening, align-

ment deterioration, tieplate cutting and fuel consumption will be similarly reduced. Field tests

have also shown that grinding consistently reduces flanging over the full length of a train,

(Exhibit 10), confirming that it is not specific to a particular wheel profile. Sound records given

striking testimony to the reduced energy dissipation.

The important question that arises is how long-lived is the benefit? Exhibit 1 1 shows the

facets resulting from the grinding stones of a recently ground rail. Exhibit 12 shows a similarly

ground rail some months after grinding. Notable is the clear presence of the field side facets,

indicating that tracking has been confined to a narrow band centred slightly to the gauge side

of the high rail. This indicates a favourable rolling radius differential without gauge corner

contact.

Studies have shown that a reduced rate of wear is experienced for 25-30 million gross tons

of traffic. Curves are, therefore, ground every four months and tangents every six months. It

has been calculated that the actual loss of material is less with such frequent grindings than

if the rail had been permitted to progress unchecked to the typical self-accelerating wear

process. I think that the most telling aspect of this practice is the support it has enjoyed from

the roadmasters, who vye strongly for time with the grinder.

Although flanging will not be eliminated in sharper curves, it can be expected to be

significantly reduced. Therefore, the technique is viable for all severities of curvature, albeit

greater benefits may be obtainable through steerable trucks. The advantage enjoyed by rail

profile grinding is that it is immediately beneficial for all traffic, and without a large capital

investment where considerable grinding is performed anyway. Its prime disadvantage is its

track occupancy requirement. Therefore it is a technique that is best applied to a line with

moderate percentage of curvature, i.e. precisely the same conditions under which steerable

trucks lose their viability.

A spinoff benefit of profile rectification is the prospect for increased utilization of the

material in the rail head. This is a prime concern of 'pipeline' style, single commodity carriers

like Hamersley Iron and Mt. Newman, as there is little prospect for a second position usage

of the rail. Profile grinding substitutes vertical wear for gauge face wear. The 132 lb and

particularly the 136 lb rail section has considerable vertical head loss capacity, which can be

worn away without immediately affecting system costs the way the gauge face wear does.

Thus the prospects for increasing allowable wear limits is being investigated. Exhibit 13

shows one rail that was removed recently at 38 per cent head wear. It is notable that the

material remaining within the head area is equivalent to a slightly worn 100 lb rail, which

currently supports 100-ton traffic in many North American lines. And, in fact, the factor of

safety against fatigue at the upper head/web fillet is greater in the worn 136 lb rail due to the

considerably greater fillet radii. Without a second position utilization and with the ability to
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maintain a minimum wear profile into advanced stages of life, the operators of these railways

are very interested in the technical limits to wear.

Obviously wear is not the only factor limiting rail life. This realization has led to interest

in a further strategy—the prospect of milling or planing rail in track to remove the fatigue-

damaged layer. This would lead to what is, in effect, a brand new rail, albiet with 0.3-0.4 in.

removed. A test section of 132 lb rail with up to 0.8 in. of material removed (Exhibit 14) has

been in Mt. Newman track for almost 200 MMGT without distress.

Further to the subject of fatigue limits on rail life, a final area in which I think great

inroads have been made is in the interpretation of rail defect statistics in the planning of rail

renewals to get the most out of rail. The technique relies upon a statistical projection of defect

trends based on the identification from early returns of the form of the statistical distribution

that explains the timing of their occurrences. It has been shown by other authorities that rail

defects correspond closely to a Weibull failure distribution. The unique aspect of the Austra-

lian experience is the extent to which this information is being used to generate useful

information about fatigue lives of rail in different classes. The emphasis must be placed on the

world specific as it has been shown largely through the Mt. Newman experience that defect

production rates are highly variable from one section of rail to the next (Exhibit 15). Far from

being a random process, defects show a high tendency to be clustered in certain areas, and

then locally within these areas. This is illustrated in Exhibit 16, which shows a concentration

of repeat defects in the vicinity of the rail plug and in the same 39 foot length.

In the most recent studies at MRL, we were able to show that splitting the rail plant into

groups that were meaningful from a fatigue-causing point of view produced good statistical fits

and logical trends. We were also able to convert this information into economic renewal

timings by calculating the defect rate threshold at which the annual cost of repairing defects

and of supporting all other defect-related costs, such as traffic interference and derailment

risk, just equalled the annual revenue generating potential of the money needed to effect a

renewal. This threshold is shown in Exhibit 17 at approximately 2.67 defects/year/mile of rail.

It would be lower with a higher relay rail value and a higher derailment cost. The overlay of

this threshold with the identified defect rate functions is illustrated in Exhibits 17— 19. Using

these results, we were able to calculate economic renewal timings ranging from 280 MMGT
for the sharpest curvature class (s 2%) to 390 MMGT for tangent rail from the "A" ingot

position and in its original position adjacent to a curve to 790 MMGT for transposed tangent

rail, remote from curves and originating from other than the "A" ingot position. These results

showed conclusively the benefits of transposition (Figure 17), rail cleanliness (Figure 18) and

the negative effects of curvature (Figure 19).

For the planning of specific renewals, a computer package has been developed which

enables railway planners to generate an economic fatigue life for any chosen segment of rail.

It is anticipated that great improvements in the life of the rail plant can be realized through

well placed and well timed renewals using this system.

I will end on a bit of a sad note for all trackmen. Just as the railroaders and researchers

involved in these efforts believed they had conquered 33 ton axle loads, their managements

are now suggesting they might like to handle 36 ton axle loads. But I am sure they will

perservere. The sound grasp of the science that has been built up by Hamersley and Mt.

Newman railroad engineers with the support of more than 100 man-years of research at BHP's

Melbourne Research Labs will enable their success to be extrapolated. More importantly,

perhaps, the Australians are a lazy people who hate doing unnecessary maintenance, partic-

ularly at 125°F. Perhaps we can learn something from them.
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Luncheon Address

by J. W. Read*

President Rougas, members of A.R.E.A., and other ladies and gentlemen:

I am especially pleased to have been afforded the honor of speaking before your organiza-

tion today, since I have had a close relationship with it for many, many years. My uncle, L.

C. Fritch, chief engineer of the then-prosperous Rock Island, was president in 1910. The man
who hired me on the Bessemer, F. R. Layng, was president in 1944, and now the Bessemer's

present chief engineer, Mr. Rougas, has had the honor to lead you in the past year.

When I first graduated from college, I was lucky enough to get a position in the Mainte-

nance of Way Department of the Panama Railroad, which was at that time, a modern,

profitable, well-run U.S. Government owned operation. I sent off to a publishing company for

the latest book on track maintenance, and when it arrived I found that it had been published

in 1903—some forty years before.

Since I had invested all of $3.00 in the book, I digested it anyhow, and much to my
surprise, found that the maintenance of way practices of 1940 were almost identical with those

of 1903. I am happy to say that this situation does not exist at present, and that the 1981

practices are totally dissimilar to those of 1940.

In those days, everything was done by hand. Rail was cut with a chisel or even a hacksaw,

track was tamped by fork or shovel, and I have even ridden on a car that was pushed—yes,

pushed—by two pairs of men. One pair would be pushing while the other sat on the car,

gasping to regain their breath.

The mechanization of operations and improvement in materials that has occurred since

1940 has produced a much more significant change in track maintenance than has been

achieved in almost any other phase of railroad operations. You are all aware of that, and I will

not elaborate on it.

On the other hand, there is one particular area of railroading that has not had that

dramatic a change, and that is what I would like to emphasize today. I will call it provincialism!

We still suffer to a marked degree from this malady, and, in the context in which I am talking

today—provincialism is a tendency on the part of many railroaders to consider the operation

of their own department as something that has no connection with or effect on any other part

of the organization. It is not confined to any one department, but pervades the entire hier-

archy.

To cite some specific cases—provincialism occurs when a mechanical engineering depart-

ment constructs a freight car that suits the maintenance philosophy of that department rather

than meeting the shipper's needs. Specifically, it occurs when people build 3-pocket, 30-degree

slope sheet hoppers which are not entirely satisfactory for either rotary or bottom dumping,

but which suit the whim of the departmental builders.

Freight cars must be designed using input from the shipper, the marketing department,

the transportation department, and most certainly the maintenance of way department. All

too often this is not done.

It occurs when the engineering department designs a track facility without conferring

adequately with the transportation people. I know of a case where a facility was designed

'General Manager. Bessemer & L^ke Erie Railroad.
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where it was always necessary to leave a dozen hoppers in the plant for seed, so that at current

prices there was an inventory of some half-million dollars in car equipment tied up at that

facility all the time. This was totally provincial.

It occurs most frequently whenever there is a derailment. Each department goes to the

derailment and starts to look for reasons why some other department is at fault. They are more

interested in putting the blame on somebody else than they are in making an objective

evaluation to see if perhaps their own methods or materials should be changed.

The trainmaster goes over the track with a jaundiced eye, the carman interviews the crew

looking for any contributions they might have made to the problem, and the track supervisor

gives the locomotives and cars the benefit of his detailed and totally unknowledgable atten-

tion. It is ridiculous and provincial in the extreme.

This derailment provinciaUsm comes most dramatically into play when a worn wheel

derails at a switch point. Gages come out and tempers flare. No one goes away satisfied. As

far as I am concerned, there is no argument. The track must be maintained to a standard that

will permit the passage of any wheel, no matter how vertical the flange. The condition of a

specific number of switches is controllable on the property. Flange condition of the million or

so freight cars that might be moved over the switches is not really controllable. The overall

low-cost answer is to keep the switches in the best of condition at all times, and to hold the

track people responsible for any derailment which may occur.

Provincialism occurs when anyone in the engineering department makes a decision on a

change in material purchases without doUarizing the total effect of such a change. The day of

the subjective decision has passed. Modern industrial engineering and accounting techniques

make it possible to do a reasonably accurate cost analysis of the impact on the P&L statement

of any new type of material.

After installation a continuing, formalized, documented check must be made to see if the

initial assumptions were correct, so that future decisions may be based on better information

than that which was previously available.

Also, too many things are done without an in-depth check of their effect on other

department's expenses. Dollarization must take into account the bottom-line changes as

influenced by such things as first cost, maintenance cost, derailment expense, train delay

expense, locomotive and car wear and tear, and service to customers.

Provincialism occurs whenever a railroad passes up the opportunity to actively participate

with the shipper in the design of his new loading or unloading facility. A railroad does not exist

by itself. It is part and parcel of a series of material handling systems, and it is no more than

that. Railroad engineers must recognize this fact, and they must get their noses into the

shipper's business deep enough that they can come up with intelligent answers to the custom-

er's problems. That's an interesting thought! We seldom call the people who pay our wages

"customers". That's what they are. We are providers of a service that is sold to them only if

we fill a need that they have. Too many of us think of them as a nuisance that interferes with

our ability to cut crews or to repair track. This extremely negative aspect of provincialism can

not be overstressed, since failure to provide the customer what he wants will soon be reflected

in the profit and loss statement.

A most common aspect of provincialism appears when we are called on to make an

estimate of time or money necessary to do a job that has been initiated by another department.

They may have spent a lot of time developing an idea and yet we—the provincials—decide

instantaneously that we want no part of it and we come up with an on-the-spot estimate that

we know will torpedo the whole scheme. Those of us who are minor sinners will eventually
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reconsider and spend some time in developing an engineered resp>onse, but the real provincial

will stick by his original position to the bitter end.

Provincialsim occurs most significantly when any individual who works for a railroad

forgets that the reason for the railroad's existence is to create a profit for its owners, while

providing a safe and attractive place to work for its employees, and an efficient and timely

service to its shippers. Any departmental thoughts that run contrary to these basic principles

are pure and simple provincialism, and must be cast aside as loathsome objects, unworthy of

a railroader.

Enough about what provincialism is! You all know what I am talking about, and can think

of innumerable aspectsof it in your own experience. How can you avoid it, not only in yourself

but in those who report to you, and, I hope, even in those to whom you report. It's not easy!

Departmental loyalty is a thing to be encouraged, to be proud of, and the line between

departmental loyalty and provincialism is not a fine one. Yet there are times when de-

partmental pride of authorship or even departmental cost performance must be subordinated

to that of another department for the ultimate benefit of the organization as a whole.

The single most effective tool for the elimination of provincialism is communication.

That's the name of the game. Communication, communication, communication! When every-

one knows what's going on in the other departments, they can avoid the provincialisms that

I have previously enumerated. Encourage your people to talk to and meet with the people in

the other departmental organizations as much as possible.

They might find, to their amazement, that these people are not as stupid as they imagined,

but that those others may have good and sufficient reasons for doing things which are not

immediately apparent to people in your organization.

An excellent way to encourage communications between departments is to encourage

regular informal get-togethers. A group assembled for a cup of coffee each morning will end

up discussing their jobs and problems, and understanding and respect will most certainly

increase.

Another idea—we all have periods when things are less hectic than usual, and time may
very well be available to have your people spend it in a constructive way. Let them accompany

the trainmaster, the road foreman, the travelling car inspector for a day or a week to find out

what they do for a living. Let them sit beside the chief train dispatcher for a few tricks and they

may discover why he sometimes is excited about getting his track back. This doesn't have to

be worked into any formalized big deal, but it does need initial encouragement and then some
follow-up. Ideally it should eventually become a way of life.

One can also help eliminate provincialism by reading widely in trade publications not

necessarily associated with his own specialty. Things that are occurring in the mechanical or

transportation fields will have a direct effect on what should be done in the maintenance of

way departments.

One more point—I searched for years for a readable book about the railroad business as

a whole. Most of the ones I found weighed a ton, and could be understood only by a specialist

or a member of the MENSA group. I finally have found what I was looking for. It is called

"The Railroad—What It Is, What It Does", by John H. Armstrong, and is published by

Simmons-Boardman. It should be required reading for every railroad manager. Get some
copies and have your people read it. Their increased understanding of the other departments

will pay off handsomely.

To conclude—as of the beginning of 1981, the prospects for the railroads in this country
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are brighter than they have been in the past forty years. There appears to be light at the end

of the tunnel. ^
Don't be insular; don't be narrow; don't be praochial; don't lack breadth of interest. In

other words, don't be provincial—for if you are, you may find that the light at the end of the

tunnel is that of a train approaching on your track.
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Installation of Officers

President Rougas: There is only one feature remaining on the program of the 1981

meetings. However, before proceeding with this feature I would like to install the newly

elected officers at this time. This is a short but important and impressive ceremony and will

let each of you become more acquainted with the officers you have elected.

Before doing so, however, I want to take this opportunity to thank all who contributed

to the work of our Association during the past year and to the success of this Conference. The
AREA has had an extremely successful and productive year in spite of many demanding

challenges.

There are so many to whom I personally am indebted that I cannot possibly name them

all here, but I do want to express my personal appreciation for the splendid cooperation of our

officers and directors, our committee chairmen and the active committee members, and all

others who contributed in any way to the success of the 1980-1981 Association year. I also want

to extend our thanks to those persons both inside and outside the AREA and AAR who
prepared and delivered the outstanding and timely features at this Conference.

I especially want to express my sincere appreciation, and the appreciation of the Associ-

ation, to our headquarters staff for the manner in which they have conducted the affairs of the

AREA during the past year. Their attention to the multitude of details in the planning and

execution of the Association's activities and programs, and their efforts in maintaining the

world-wide used AREA publications on a normal schedule has been invaluable to the Asso-

ciation, the Board of Direction, and to me. In addition, they have taken on the duty of

handling many technical matters in Washington, which proved very valuable with the work

involving the FRA's proposed revisions to the track safety standards. They deserve our

congratulations and support.

The Conference Operating Committee, under the direction of its chairman, Vic Hall,

Santa Fe, did a fine job in connection with operating this Conference in cooperation with the

Association's staff.

These well-planned and well-operated Conferences do not just happen. Other than our

past presidents, few members are in a position to know the multitude of details handled by the

staff and the operating committee relative to our Conference, and how easily things could go

awry if it were not for their diligence and dedication.

I join my wife Fanthora in thanking all of those ladies who, with Mrs. Cerny , Mrs. Glavin,

and the wives of our Directors and Past Presidents, who gave so generously of their time in

assisting with the functions of our Conference planned expressly for our spouses. You have our

grateful appreciation.

(Applause)

President Rougas, (continuing): To make room for new officers and directors a certain

number of them complete their service on the Board of Direction each year.

I want to thank each member of the board for his counsel, advice and support, and

especially those members who, having completed their term of office, are retiring from the

governing body of the Association. The close of this technical conference completes the

services on the board of Past President L. A. Durham, Jr., Retired Chief Engineer, Norfolk

& Western Railway. We are deeply indebted to Mr. Durham for his long and outstanding

service to our Association and I am sure he still will be called upon for counsel and advice as

important matters come up.
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(Applause)

President Rougas, (continuing): Other members of the AREA Board of Direction

completing their term of service are these directors:

G. A. Van de Water, Chief Engineer, Canadian National Railways

H. F. Longhelt, Deputy Chief Engineer, Amtrak

N. E. Smith, Vice President & Chief Engineer, Milwaukee Road

R. E. Haacke, District Engineer, Union Pacific Railroad

These men have served our Association well in their official capacity on the Board, and

I want to express our deep appreciation to each of them.

Will Messers. Van de Water, H. F. Longhelt, N. E. Smith, R. E. Haacke please stand and

permit us to show our appreciation for their service.

(Applause)

President Rougas, (continuing): It is now my privilege and pleasure to install the new
Directors you have elected for the ensuing year. As I read your name, please come to the

Speaker's Table and take a place at my right.

(President Rougas shakes the hand of each new Director as he ascends to the Speaker's

Table)

From the West District

H.G. Webb, Assistant Chief Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

W.E. Brakensiek, Assistant Chief Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railroad

From the East District

D.E. Turney, Jr., Assistant Chief Engineer-Maintenance, Norfolk & Western Railway

From the Canadian District

J.D. Jardine, Engineer of Track, Canadian Pacific Ltd.

Gentlemen, I welcome you as Directors of the American Railway Engineering Associ-

ation. These are offices of high honor and responsibility you are assuming. I hope you will

enjoy your service on the Board of Direction and will bring much value to its deliberations.

Congratulations. You may be seated.

Our newly elected Junior Vice President is George Van de Water, Chief Engineer,

Canadian National Railways.

Mr. Van de Water, will you please come forward?

President Rougas, (continuing): Mr. Van de Water, I congratulate you upon your

election as Junior Vice President and your continuing service on our Board of Direction.

The new Senior Vice President is Roland Haacke, District Engineer, Union Pacific

Railroad.

Mr. Haacke, will you please come to the platform?

Mr. Haacke, I congratulate you on your advancement to Senior Vice President and

continued service on the governing body of our Association. I know that you will discharge

this greater responsibility with distinction.

You and Mr. Van de Water will make a splendid team of vice presidents. Please be seated.
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Before installing our new president, who will then complete the remainder of this 80th

Technical Conference I ask if there is any unfinished or further business to come before this

meeting?

(At this point, Past President W.S. Autrey asked for the privilege of the floor and

presented President Rougas with the AREA plaque.)

After the presentation. President Rougas made an appropriate response.

President Rougas: Is there any further business at this time?

If not, I will continue. Our new President is William Glavin, Vice President-Adminis-

tration, Grand Trunk Western Railroad.

(President-Elect Glavin was escorted to the platform, and as he reached it President

Rougas shook his hand.)

President Rougas, (continuing): Mr. Glavin, I congratulate you upon your election to

the highest position of honor in the American Railway Engineering Association. I share the

confidence which has been placed in you by our membership and it is with great pleasure and

satisfaction that I turn over the responsibility of AREA President to you. I now proclaim you

President of the American Railway Engineering Association.

I share the confidence which has been placed in you by our membership and it is with

pleasure and satisfaction that I turn over the responsibility of President to you.

In doing this, I want to present you with this lapel pin which is the official emblem of our

Association. I am sure you will wear it with equal pleasure to yourself and honor to the

Association.

(Past President Rougas then pinned the emblem on President Glavin and retired, while

President Glavin assumed the podium.)

(President Glavin responded, and then continued as follows.)

President Glavin, (continuing): Since we will adjourn this Conference after our final

feature has been completed, I would like to ask at this time if there is any further business to

come before this meeting?

(At this point in the program. Grand Trunk Western Railroad interrupted the pro-

ceedings and requested the privilege of the floor to present President Glavin with a gavel which

had been prepared for him by his friends and associates on the Grand Trunk Western.
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The Gillette—Orin Line, One Year Later

by R.G. Brohaugh*

When I was asked to give this presentation on the performance of the new Gillette to Orin

Line, my first reaction was that there was little of interest to discuss. My reason being that,

although the line was built with great haste, it was constructed to high standards and is

performing exceedingly well. So what is there to talk about? Well, on further thought, it

occurred to me that there was an important story to tell because this line was built using

conventional technology—nothing exotic in the way of hardware or construction methods, but

yet it presents a success story for 132# welded timber tie track.

A year ago, my predecessor, Mr. B. G. Anderson, presented a paper telling of the

planning and the construction of the line. However, a few facts may be appropriate at this time

in describing the project and the reason it has come into being.

The Powder River Basin coal fields are a large reserve of low sulphur sub-bituminous

coal. The Bureau of Land Management estimates total minable reserves in Montana and

Wyoming at 142.5 billion tons. The field is shown tan on this picture lying in N. E. Wyoming
and S. E. Montana.

Interest in these fields, of course, goes back many years, but their remote location and

relatively low BTU content limited development.

In steam locomotive days, the former Northern Pacific mined and burned this coal in

specially designed engines which roamed mountains and prairies of Montana, North Dakota

and Minnesota. With the demise of the steam locomotives in the mid 1950's, only a very minor

demand remained for Powder River Coal. Mining virtually ceased.

In the 1960's, the interest in this coal was renewed and power companies began to

consider its use first in Montana and Minnesota and, as time went on, over a large portion of

the Midwest and Mid-south.

In 1970, the BN hauled about 19 million tons of coal and this business has increased

rapidly to over 100 million tons in 1980. The major portion of this tonnage originated in the

Wyoming portion of the basin. This slide shows some of the destinations for coal hauled from

the Basin. Gearing up for the transportation of this heavy tonnage was a terrific project and

the work was timed to meet the needs of the mining companies and their coal consuming

customers, the power companies.

The BN made an awesome financial commitment to the development of western coal.

This commitment and the ensuing expenditures, I might add, were financed privately—no

federal handouts were involved. The total spent to date for coal-related net capital ex-

penditures for roadway and facilities, and for locomotives and cars totals over one billion

dollars. Most of this work was done in the period between 1975 and 1980 and. at the present

time, our transportation capacity is more than sufficient to handle not only present business

but all future increases.

Major projects remaining which we are working on at this time include completion of

various segments of CTC, the construction of the Belmont Line Change, a 5 mile project

through some very difficult country and the construction of some additional second main

tracks.

'Assistant Vice President-Engineering, Burlington Northern. Inc.
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An important part of all of these line capacity improvements was the construction of the

new line Gillette to Orin. The line connected two existing rail lines and traversed a total of 127

miles through the Powder River Basin. The new line was located to serve new mines which

were located some distance from existing rail service and it was built in stages, working south

from a point near Gillette, Wyoming.

In 1972, the first leg was constructed, 15 miles long to the first coal mine in this area at

Belle Ayr. Further development came in 1976 and the line was extended 6 miles to the Cordero

Mine. An additional extension was made in 1977 of 21 miles to Reno to the Black Thunder

Mine. In 1978 and '79, we completed construction of 85 milesfromReno to Bridger Jet., which

is the southerly connection near Orin.

It's not my purpose here to tell you of all the difficulties in getting permits for the new

line, buying right of way and settling all the litigation to allow construction. Other than to state

that the effort was prodigious.

Grading proceeded with haste in 1978 in order to allow track construction to start in 1979.

The line was built and opened to traffic on November 6, 1979.

The track was built using conventional hardware and modern technology, but nothing

exotic. I would like to emphasize the point that this line has successfully handled about 65

million gross tons in its 18 months of operation, all unit coal trains with consists of 100 to 110

cars, all 100-ton capacity, powered by 5 unit 3000 HP, 6 axle locomotives. As you know, this

is brutal traffic. The wear and tear occasioned by this tough tonnage will result in extra

maintenance costs, but we have provided a track which is up to the challenge and can meet

service requirements.

This is a detail photo of the track as built. It has 132# welded rail, 7 x 9 x 8'-6" ties, IV*

X 14 tie plates, 4 line and 4 anchor spikes per tie, and alternate ties box anchored. The ballast

is crushed rock, gradation Vi' x 2", placed to a depth of 8" beneath the ties. The subgrade was

carefully engineered and constructed and topped with 12" of sub-ballast.

The soil in this area is probably about the world's worst. Typical soils were surficial sands

and clays underlain by claystone which in many areas was interbedded with sandstone. Several

of the cuts were made through thick beds of scoria, which is a clinker resulting from burned

out coal fields.

The claystone, which was the predominant soil, exhibited a high liquid limit and a high

plasticity index and indicated expansive characteristics. Unfortunately, the soil we had to use

would ordinarily have been wasted, if a choice were available.

To meet the problem, construction procedures provided that the top 3 ft. of the subgrade,

both cuts and fills be composed ofgranular material if available or non-expansive material with

a liquid limit of less than 30. Other areas requiring special attention were the junctions of cuts

and fills where over excavation was performed to a depth of 3 ft. and in areas where soils

showed looser density than desired. These unsuitable conditions were corrected by the use of

compacted granular soils. A maintenance road was constructed alongside.

The sub-ballast was placed to a depth of 12" on top of the subgrade in order to provide

a strong intermediate layer between the primary ballast and the subgrade in spreading loads

and, even more importantly, to provide a stable subgrade. It was extremely important to cap

the subgrade containing the expansive clays with a dense layer of material to shed water to the

greatest degree possible in preventing even the ambient precipitation from reaching the

subgrade materials.

Subgrade materials varied along the line and both a crushed scoria and a Hne sand were
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used. Both materials were produced with 5-15% passing the No. 200 sieve and 50% passing

the No. 40 sieve.

Thus, the sub-ballast contained binder fines which produced a dense, relatively imper-

vious subgrade topping. Our experience with the Wyoming expansive clays has taught us some

strong lessons as to the need for great care. The top of the sub-ballast was constructed level,

but the top of the subgrade was sloped to drain.

As a result of the care in selection and placement of these difficult soils, the subgrade

performance has been excellent. No Subsidence or settlement has been observed. The double

cattle crossing arrangement seen in this view was installed to provide for antelope to cross the

track. The bottom strand of the right of way fence was left off at these locations so antelope

can crawl through the fence.

The track performance has been very good. After completion of surfacing in the spring

of 1980, no out of face surfacing has been necessary. Rail on some of the curves is starting to

show corrugation and grinding will be done this year.

The diverging track in this view leads to the Black Thunder mine, now operating, and to

Jacobs Ranch Mine, which is being developed at this time.

There are 6 mines operating on the line at this time, with a 7th being developed. This view

shows the early stages of Jacobs Ranch Mine being opened up.

Slopes were 3:1 for the most part and all were top soiled and seeded with various types of

western wheatgrass. In spite ofthe vigorous Wyoming climate, the grass has taken hold very well.

Bridges were constructed using concrete piers, steel girders using A-5-88 steel and com-

posite concrete ballast decks.

I've given some description of the Gillette—Orin Line one year later, but possibly it

would be well to also tell of the Eagle Tree one year later. Bruce Anderson told the Confer-

ence last year of the eagle adventures, and I'd like to update the information.

During construction, this was the scene and the Eagle Lovers halted grading operations

by court order for 5 months between March and August, 1978. The order was lifted when our

eagle expert testified that the birds were curious by nature, would not be disturbed by grading

activities, and actually would enjoy watching construction. The brood was successfully hatched

and raised in 1978 and, in the summer of 1980, the birds returned and raised another brood.

So the eagles do really love the railroad.

In closing, I would like to say that a timber tie, welded 132# railroad, constructed

carefully in a manner such as this line was constructed, provides an entirely satisfactory facility

for heavy duty unit coal train traffic. In our view, the conventional technology is entirely

adequate for the service.
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Adjournment

President Glavin: The feature just presented completes the technical sessions of our

Conference this year. I also want to express the appreciation of the officers, directors, staff

and the other members of the Association to our committee chairmen, subcommittee chair-

men and the active committee members for their work during the past year, and for their

pubhshed reports and papers in the AREA Bulletin.

President Glavin: You will be interested to know that the registration for the 80th

Annual Technical Conference of the American Railway Engineering Association and the 1981

Annual Meeting of the Engineering Division, Association of American Railroads is as follows:

Men 1004

Spouses 149

Total Registration 1153

President Glavin: The officers, directors and staff of the Association sincerely hope

that you have gained much from the information and knowledge dispensed during the past two

and one half days. We solicit your comments and suggestions—preferably addressed to Exec-

utive Director Cerny at Association Headquarters.

President Glavin: Before I adjourn this Conference, I would like to remind all members

of the Board of Direction and Engineering Division General Committee, including the mem-
bers just released and the members just installed, and all the members of the AREA Confer-

ence Operating Committee, that we will have a joint luncheon together in the Parlor H on the

sixth floor of this hotel immediately following the adjournment of this meeting.

President Glavin (continuing): Before closing these meetings of the AREA and

Engineering Division, is there any further business to come before the meetings?

President Glavin: If not, I shall use this beautiful gavel which has been presented to me
and declare the 80th Annual Technical Conference of the American Railway Engineering

Association and the 1981 Annual Meeting of the Engineering Division, Association of Amer-

ican Railroads, adjourned.



ESCO
• Rail Saws — Drills — Abrasive Saws
• Anchor Applicators — Trak-Skans

• Boutet — Field Welds
• Grinding Wheels — Cut-Off Wheels

• Yard Cleaners — Switch Undercutters

Tie Destroyer — Welded Rail Trains

Track Patrols — Portable Ramps
Tie Unloaders — Tower Cars

• Hydraulic Testers — System Fuel Trucks

• Rail Welding — Hydr. Rail Stressors

CHICAGO, IL — 312 939-0840

PHILADELPHIA, PA — 215 752-0133

ST. LOUIS, MO — 314 421-6499

CALORITE
A BETTER IDEA — MADE BETTER
The Calorite process has been in

use since 1903 replacing bolted

joints with smooth, welded
connections. The idea of

continuous welded track gained

steadily in popularity everywhere.

Now Calorite is better than ever
Working with American railroads

on American rails, we have
modified the procedure and
increased the efficiency of

the process.

We'd like to demonstrate for you —
on your track, in your area.

Moreover, wed like to train your

crews to show you how our better

idea has been made better

^

A better way to
remove excess
metal from rails

^tCALORITE
RAIL SHEAR
After a thermite weld is made, excess
metal remains on the head of the rail.

Normally, this is a time-consuming,
potentially dangerous procedure. The
Rail Shear removes excess metal

quickly and safely shortens downtime
— another example of

Calohte leadership.

CALORITE THERMITE WELDING
Calorite, Inc. • 506 W. Winthrop St. • Addison, IL 60101 • (312) 543-8699



What's the most sensible thing
to say when your customer
says, "Siding!"?

Foster.

Since you run a railroad and we supply rail, you
shouldn't worry when one of your customers needs
siding repair, replacement or expansion.

Point your customer to the only one-stop source

for rail and track material: us.

We offer prompt delivery from the most com-
plete rail warehousing facilities in the country.

We stock all standard sections of tee and
crane rail — new and relay — from 12 to 175

lbs. We also supply FasTrak, the preassem-
bled, steel-tied panel that saves time and
money. Plus all the accessories your cus-

tomer will need.
So the next time your customer says,

"Siding! " say, "Foster." Because that's

what makes sense. For your customer.

And you. And us.

L.D. Foster Company,
Foster Building, 415 Holiday
Drive, Pittsburgh PA
15220.

v«t«ia3aB«sw«'*-
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What does LB.Fosler
supply to rail users?

*'€

That's because L. B. Foster Company
can provide a rail. Or a railroad. Or
anything in between.

In fact, L. B. Foster is the country's

leading one-stop shop for rail, track-

work, rail accessories and tools. We
manufacture frogs, switches, turnouts
and pressure treated cross ties.

Beyond all this, we provide
industrial users with a track inspec-
tion service. Trained experts work
with users to maintain installations,

then provide the know-how and the
inventory to keep the railroad in

working shape.
And if there's a need for replace-

ment or repair parts, they're available

erytliing.
fast from any of Foster's coast-to-

coast stocking locations.

If you're an industrial rail user,

there's a lot more you ought to know
about L. B. Foster. Write for the
latest information about rail and rail

products and our track inspection

program.
Then you'll see we do supply

everything.

Write: L. B. Foster Company,
Foster Building, 415 Holiday Drive.

Pittsburgh PA 15220.

FOSTER L.B.FOSTER
COMPANY



Continuous Welded Rail

We will furnish everything for Cropping and Welding

All we need is a level site and a pile of rail

LEWIS RAIL SERVICE COMPANY
1949 Green Road Cleveland, Ohio 44121

(216) 486-7583



IfllhalH GreatWay to Hold
H RailroadIhgether

Standard and insulated track joints

Motive power and rolling stock

Bridges and other RR structures

Send for our newest FREE CATALOG
on how to hold it all together:

HUCK MANUFACTURING COMPANV
8001 Imperial Drive D Waco, Texas 76710

HUCK

PENTA CONSTRUCTION
CORPORATION
Railroad Track Construction

Rehabilitation, and Related

Right-of-way Construction

6800 Jericho Turnpike

Suite 110 West

Syosset, New York 1 1 791

(516)921-4200



TIE-SAVR . . .

EFFECTIVE SOLUTION TO
AN AGE-OLD PROBLEM

Easy reclamation process adds five to eight years

to spike-killed ties.

Oui nev» spike hole liHc is pfovinfl to oc a real *.nnei' No* icaoily avaiiatiie li s

rapidly replacing wooden dowels as ihe standaro method o) tepamng spikC-mHed

trackage

A drv granular compound. Tie-Savr lesuils trom a tofmula thai includes a wood
preservative a petroleum t5yp!0duct and various other chemicals Two W iNct-

ounf;es 111! Ihe average cversi/e sp'-kekilipd hole

Heal generated by re-spikinq causes the Tw-Savr to olasticizearxJ firmly mieric-cli

wuh site wyod I'bers inside the spike hole* Adherence to Ihe spike metal itseit is

assured tiy cn<;rriical reaction as Ihe cooling process lakes place Therefore. 60
peiceni o! Ihe original spikelo-lie tjond is achieved and sustained from live to

eight years (One railroad customer expects eight to ten years per tie

)

Tie-Savi virtually insuies important maintenance of way savings m 'opiacemeni

ties tie gang labor costs and lost oppiationai lime

W;in| to know more? Call or write RACINF RAILROAO PRODUCTS INC

1624 Frede'K;!c Street. PC Box 4003. Hacine Wl 53404 Phone 414 637-9681

JIE-SAVR

facine

?AT. PENDIN.-

SOLBS.NETV.'
MATgRIAt TO BE USED kii

}i RAaNEfUHROADPROOlCTi^.
1524 FREDfRfCK bTRfET

^K



HEAVY-DUTY

Rail Lubricators
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• Easy Installation-no grinding or

drilling required

• No valves to stick or wear out

• Gear pump and ratchet arm sub-

merged in grease
• Effective distribution far beyond
trackside location

• Available in both single and
double rail units, 2-port or 4-port

design
• Extends rail life; reduces M/W
costs

Switch Point
Protectors

Low initial cost, low replacement

cost

Replaceable blade made of drop-

forged alloy steel, heat-treated

Long service life

Quick installation

Fits right or left-hand switches

Available for prompt delivery

A quality product matched with

quality service

Call or write for our brochures

Moore & Steele Corporation

Owego, Tioga County, N.Y. 13827 U.S.A.

(607) 687-2751

Ml®3

MOORE^ STEELE
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The Allegheny Insulated Rail Joint-

Designed to withstand the heaviest traffic

in welded rail

This modern joint cements rail ends in position and thereafter

resists all forces imposed by temperature and simultaneous forces

of live loads to move them.

This joint makes welded rail truly continuous. It promises you years

of service without maintenance costs. It reduces rail and wheel batter

ro a previously unknown minimum. It employs the safety of steel splice

bars. It can be assembled in the shop or field. It has been tested in

service and AAR laboratories. It saves you lots of money.

Allegheny Drop Forge Company

Subsidiary of Tasa Corporation

2707 Preble Avenue • Pittsburgh, Pa. 15233



Proven Performer
National's helical spring washers have been giving
proven performances for America's railroads since
1887.

National railway washers have proven time and again
their ability to keep bolts tight by maintaining constant
bolt tension. They have proven their ability to with-
stand the extreme stresses and strains of continuous
heavy traffic and reduce maintenance costs systems
wide!

National ... the oldest name in railway track washers
with the newest innovations . . . still the name to

specify for quality, concepts, economy and service.

NRTIONRL LOCH WRSHER company
Industrial Parkway North Branch, N.J, 08876
(201 ) 526-1 234— Call collect. Send for free catalog.



the complete & dependable remote control system

a^^^ * -^ ^
i M ADE IN USA

Featuring . . .

selective range limiting,

stepped or full stepless control

72-76MHZ,

or 450MHz carrier frequencies

Also Manufacturers of - Unitized Crane Magnetic Systems - Fail Safe

Anti Collision Devices - and Short Range Remote Control

Command Systems.

CONTROL CHIEF CORPORATION
P.O. Box 141 Brodford, Po. 16701 Tel. (814) 368-4131

HORIZONTAL AIR CURTAIN
POINT END NOZZLE SWITCH PROTECTOR

m, ulili2es an envelope of high

snovi/ The use of ambient temperatui

1 dotng. significantly reduces energy

a blower unit and the necessary ducting r\<

( The blower unit is an electrically powered centrifugal

suitably protected, and screened, low velocity intake

Point End Nozzle. Horizontal Air Curtain consis

delivery air flow lo the point end of the switch mechai
activated by a control device, and is equipped \

The output from the blower unit is dueled below the

jntinuous high velocity stream of air ai appfommately 100 mph(160kph| is directed at the point of the rail,

J preventing the entry of any falling or blowing snow, or ram into the switch An induced secondary air flow

produces vortexing action which cleans underneath the heads o( the rail and between the ties

Use of the low mamtenance Horizontal Air Curtain. Point End Nozzle system eliminates costly delays, extra

labour costs tor switch cleaning and ihe high energy consumption of compeiilive hot air or heat systems

V- ENERGY CONSERVATION
- LOW OPERATING COSTS
- ELIMINATES FUEL STORAGE, TRANSPORT AND
INVENTORY COST

- ELIMINATES FIRE HAZARD DUE TO ACCIDENTS
- SIMPLE TO INSTALL
- LABOUR SAVING -

'" W
- LOW CAPITAL COSTS c ,^

- ONLY TWO MOVING PARTS (ELECTRIC "

MOTOR AND CENTRIFUGAL FAN)

NO ICE DAMS AS RELATED TO THERMAL HEATERS
- NATURAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT
THROUGHOUT THE BALLAST

4 Patented

m hovey & associates (1979) ltd.
CANADA 23 78 HOLLY LANE OTTAWA ONTARIO K1V7P1

(613) 731 1200

USA PO BOX NO 451 WATERTOWN NEW YORK 13601



e Quality and Progress

1981 for 57 years

in Chemicals and
Application . .

.

RAILROAD VEGETATION CONTROL

The R.H. Bogle Company
P.O. Box 588

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22313

Memphis, Tenn. Alva, Okla.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Bridges, General and

Incidental Construction, Grading

Gravel, and Crushed Stone Surface,

and Railroad Structures

EDWARD KRAEMER
and

SONS, INC.

General Contractor Plain, Wisconsin 53577 Phone:546-2311
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Follow the Leader.
You've seen Electro-Motive Diesels

in front of most trains since Diesel

power started replacing steam
forty-five years ago If you follow

tfie leader, you know the technol-

ogy and performance testing that

go into our engines are important

reasons why were out front.

Over SIX million miles of road

testing under actual hauling

conditions preceded the intro-

duction of our new "50 " Series

locomotives Horsepower, adhe-

sion and hauling capability were
well documented before the first

"50 " Series was offered

ELECTROMOTIVE

1^ Tml
Division of General Moiors Corporaiiun

LaGiaiKju, lllmuis (iUik'b

Keep your eye on these new
locomotives You'll see more and
more of them out in front of the

freight being hauled by America's

railroads Our continuing efforts to

provide the most effective motive

power possible will keep us

leading the way



HYMAN-MICHAELS
COMPANY

ADIV.OFAZCONCORP.

SERVING
THE

RAILROAD INDUSTRY
FOR OVER

100 YEARS
NEWAND USED RAIL

TRACKACCESSORIES
TRACK SWITCH MATERIALS

FREIGHT CARS
LOCOMOTIVES

1 84 N.LASALLE STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601

TEL. 31 2-332-5422



This new fastener will

revolutionize the way
you maintain track.

r speeds, heavier loads, new track designs, and rising

expenses, American railways need the new and practical

concept in track fastening systems . . . designed by the world's
leading industrial fastener engineers.

«J5 time for TRAK-LOK
Rail fasteners from OMARK INDUSTRIES

The highest

clamping force

available— or

any other force

desired.

Spring clip snaps

on in just

seconds.

Allows rail to

be replaced or.

transposed in a

fraction of the

time.

Rail anchors can

be eliminated.

Welds onto all

high and low

carbon tie plates

in seconds.

No need to

remove spikes or
*

anchors—
prolongs tie life.

TRAK-LOK
OMARK INDUSTRItSQ

OMARK TRAK-LOK " RAILWAY FASTENERS
2091 Sprlngdale Rd , Cherry Hill. N J 08003

I would like to see samples and literature of the new
Omark Trak-Lok" Railway Fastening System variations.

TITLE

COMPANY

.

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

(
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The Ever-Dependable Wood Crosstie
(Good news down the line)

n Ihis Aond o( shrinking natural

•esources it s comtorling to know
there's at least one resource that is

literally growing The proven.

dependable wood crosstie We re

growing them faster than we re

jsing them

It's a good thing On down the line.

we'll need 30 million new crossties a

vear to keep America rolling That s

a pretty tall order But Man and
Natu'P — working together — began

filling It years ago

In the century and a halt since

crosstie technology emerged from

the stone age, modern improvemei
in drying and treating wood have

extended the average life of the

crosstie five fold from about six

years to 30 years and up

Today, the modern wood crosstie

lasts longer than it lakes to grow a

tree big enough to make one or

more new crossties

Nature IS doing her part loo

Hardwood growth now exceeds
annual cutting by more than 75%
And that inventory—especially in

crosslie-size trees— is increasing

American Commerce has a lot

riding on the strength and growlh o'

the Nation s Railroads And our

Railroads can bank on the ever-

dependable wood crosstie to carry

its share ol the load Right down
the line

KopperS Company, Inc

Pittsburgh, PA 15219

KOPPERS
Architectural and
Construction Materials



PETTIBONE
A complete line of frogs, switches

and trackwork specialties.

Equipment for track maintenance and materials handling.

Multikranes
7'^ to 35 tons

Truck-Kranes 15 to 80 tons

A complete line of Pettibone

Mercury lift trucks and tow

tractors.

Hydro Mower brush cutters.

PETTIBONE

Speed Swing

models 441 -B & 442-B

PETTIBONE CORPORATION
233 S. Wjcker Dr. Suite 5700

Chicaso, III. 60606
'.12/876-0618

PETTIBONE OHIO CORP.

6917 Bessenier Ave.
Cleveland. Ohio 44127
216/641-4000



LORAM'S ALL AMERICAN

TRACK TEAM

Modern
Maintenance
of Way
Equipment

. . . designed

to do the job

better, easier

and at less cost

—with your

men
or ours

—

in record time!

AUTOTRACK WITH PlOW AND SLED

THE WINNING TEAM FOR TRACK REHABILITATION PROGRAMS
LORAM RAILWAY MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT FOR:

• Shoulder Ballast Cleaning • Raising Track • Resurfacing •

Reballasting • Replacing Ties • Undercutting • Ballast Cleaning

• Crib Skeletonizing • Rail Grinding Single or Multiple track •

Mainline or Yard tracks

CONTRACT. SALE or LEASE

FOR FULL DETAILS
OR SHOWING OF

OPERATING FILMS
WRITE OR CALL TODAY

MAINTENANCE OF WAY, INC.

3900 Arrowhead Drive • Hamel MN 55340 USA
PHONE (612) 478-6014 • TELEX 29-0391 Cable LORAM



DUPONT
has the people and products

to serve you
There's a Du Pont Railroad Vegetation Management
Specialist in your area. Let him bring his technical

knowledge and experience to help you solve your weed
and brush control problems. DuPont is represented by

the most qualified railroad applicators available.

Midwest East

A. V. Glaser
8053 Monrovia

LenexaKS 66215

(913) 888-4357

East



Treated Wood Products
CROSS TIES / SWITCH TIES / LUMBER

POLES / PILING TIMBERS / CROSSARMS

Southern Wood Piedmont Company
Heaclauaners Npa Sui/lh Part • PO Bo. b44 ,' • bpa-lanburg Souin Carolina 29304 • 803 b?6 7660

mm RAYON IER
FOREST PRODUCTS

Copyright ^ 1981 Southern Wood Piedmont Co



Because our toilets and treatment sys-

tems surpass tough environmental stan-

dards, we're tops with the railroad in-

dustry. Units feature stainless steel or

vitreous china two-quart flush toilets The

toilets are also ideal for use in ground

support facilities They reduce toilet flush

water by 90%.

Contact Microphor for the solution

to your difficult railroad problems.

When the temperature drops to freezing, you'll need a

reliable valve to dump all on-board water to prevent

damage to pipes, valves, tanks, etc. . .

.

Look to Microphor for reliable dump valves that

work.

WATER TANKS
Microphor can supply plastic water tanks in many
standard sizes and capacities, as well as tanks to

meet special customer requirements where size and

space are a problem.

Our toilet systems are icnowrt tttrougtioul the world

as environmental on-board disposal systems you
can rely on to meet anti-pollution standards

recommended by the Association of American
Railroads. Microptioris currently meeting tl\e

sewage treatment needs ot over 78 railroads.

PC BOI490-ARE

Willits. CA 95490

(707)459-5563

Cable — Microphor-Willits Telex — 340672 Remco Hydraulics — Willits



Make your maintenance-of-way project
the best game in town.
Economical and efficient maintenance-of-way is a
result of utilizing the hgfit services and equipment for

the job.

We've made a commitment to provide quality

equipment and services to the maintenance-of-way
business through our "triple-option " capabilities.

EVANS TRACK WORK LEASING offers a wide
range of leasing plans designed to your exact needs.
You purchase the equipment, we provide the financing.

EVANS/R & R LEASING provides a complete range
of widely accepted maintenance-of-way equipment
for short term rental. Equipment reconditioned and

available for placement in operation by our experienced
field service engineers, when and where you need it.

EVANS/RTW manufactures and sells a line of

machines from grinders and gaugers—to adzers and
more sophisticated items such as cribbers, tie handlers
and skeletonizers. And we can provide specialized

selective contracting for major track rehabilitation.

Whatever your need, you'll find the Evans "triple-

option
" approach gets the job done. Contact Walter

Kilrea, V.R Marketing, Engineered Products Division,

Evans Products Co., East Tower, 2550 Golf Rd., Rolling

Meadows, IL 60008. (312) 640-7750.

di) MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY OPERATIONS

evRnsGnGineeRGD products Division
PRODUCTS COmPftHY / TPf9nsf»ORTRTK3n SYST&TtS C tnOUSTRML GROUP



Great Partners!

You and the
Railway Tie Assn.

The official voice of the wood tie

industry, which produces more
than 35.000,000 ties annually

for the U.S. and Canada

Your $10 l\/Iembership

Carries IVIany Benefits

1. CROSSTIES MAGAZINE. Monthly news of what's happening
in the big crosstie industry

2. Crossties specifications under which RTA members produce
ties

3. A warm welcome at RTA conventions. Next annual meeting

Oct. 14. 15 and 16. 1981 in Pittsburgh

4. An ongoing source of information about questions and
concerns involving crossties

If you're in railroading, crossties will probably touch your
life at some point, and knowledge of the crossties

industry would be most helpful.

Join Now. Use Handy Coupon Below

Enroll me as an associate member of the Railway Tie Assn. (OPEN TO
RAILROAD EMPLOYEES ONLY) and send me CROSSTIES magazine

beginning with the next issue.

MAIL TO THE RAILWAY TIE ASSN. My check for $10 is enclosed.

314 N. Broadway St. Louis. MO 63102

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP CODE



PROVEN PROTECTION!

1/2"

3/4"

WRITE - WIRE - PHONE

Four Fluted Steel Dowels

ANTI-SPLITTING AND LAMINATING
DEVICE FOR TIES AND OTHER

WOOD PRODUCTS

LENGTH AS SPECIFIED ""_ 1/8"

1 1 1 . 1 i I
•

PO Box 6122 • Akron. Ohio 44312 • Area Code 216 733-8367

DOWELS CONFORM TO
ALL AGENCY SPECIFICATIONS

PRECISION MADE TWISTED STEEL
GIVE ADDED LIFE

IN EACH APPLICATION

ALL TYPES OF SERVICE
ONE MAKE OF CLIP
• Equally effective with wood, concrete,

steel ties or non-ballasted track.

• Designed for mixed traffic conditions...

high speed passenger, freight and transit

applications

The 'Pandrol' brand rail clip— can be machine applied or easily installed with regular

track tools, has a minimum number of components, and requires virtually no

maintenance'

For more information, call (609)467-3227.

^ = d)

THE CLIP

Pandrol Incorporated
Box 44. Bridgeport. New Jersey 08014

Pandrol Canada Limited
8180 Cote de Liesse Road. Montreal. PQ



Turn Your
Rail and Track
Material Probletns
Over...

To A&K
• You'll talk to a specialist. He'll

understand your questions, you'll

understand his answers.

• You'll deal with the largest supplier

of relaying rail and track material

in the United States. From the

commonplace to the obscure,

we have the supplies you need...

on hand.

• You'll get action. With their

24-hour-a-day communications

network and 38 storage yards

coast to coast, our national

operations team will get your

order moving. Fast.

ASK FOR OUR FREE CATALOG, TGI

A & K Railroad Materials, I

P.O. Box 30076
Salt Lake City, aT8413C

Call Toll-Free (800) 453-8812

TLX 389-406 A &KSLC



RAIL THREADER
A Universal rail threader for laying CWR,
grabs rails in any position and rolls the rail

upright. Zero ground clearance permits the

rail to be laid directly onto the plates. The
"Grab N' Thread" has four hardened self

aligning steel rollers that ride under the

head of the rail and require no support.

Heavy duty construction with replaceable

taper roller bearings. Safety latch locks

threader in closed position. The Grap N'

Thread was designed with special high

strength alloy steel rollers, that have a

hardened wear surface. We offer two dif-

ferent size rollers that are interchangeable.

One size fits rail up to 1 1 2 lb., and the other

fits 112 lb. rail and larger.

The Grab N' Thread rollers are designed to wear approximately 5/16"

without damaging the roller bearings or allowing the rail to slip out.

131 lb. RAIL

NO ROLLER WEAR
112 1b. RAIL

MAX. ROLLER WEAR

MOST RAIL THREADERS ARE SCRAPED AFTER ONE OR TWO
YEARS. YOU DONT HAVE TO SCRAP THE GRAB N' THREAD, SEND
IT BACK TO OUR FACTORY AND WE'LL REBUILD IT, AND DO IT FOR
$500.00 LESS THAN YOU CAN BUY A NEW ONE FOR!

"ASK FOR THE GRAB N' THREAD
ITS BUILT RAILROAD TOUGH!"

Call or Write

i^j^ IT C [}{] d [L [L p^ K^yfll^MdMir
CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 5763 TOLEDO, OHIO 43613
(419)255-7804



Manufacturers
Since 1938

The Original

HI-BALL

OIL BURNING SWITCH HEATER
BURNS 4 DAYS

MISSISSIPPI SUPPLY COMPANY
20-A Railway Exchange BIdg.,

611 Olive St.

St. Louis, Missouri 63101

Phone: Area Code 314 - 231-0930

Fastens timbers and ties to steel beams. Easy

to install, long-life. Fins prevent turning.

Spring lock holds tension.

SEALTITE SPRING LOCK

Maintains tension as timber

changes by weather or wear.

SEALTITE DOME HEAD DRIVE SPIKE

Fastens timbers and plank decking on grade crossings,

bridges and docks. Wide, smooth head seals opening,

wears wel

MM

LEWIS WASHER HEAD TIMBER DRIVE SPIKE

Fastens highway crossing planks, bridge guard rails and
general timber construction. One-piece head. Easy to

install and remove.

e I_jE3"WIS bolt & NUT C0IV1PANY

504 MALCOLM AVE. S.E., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55414



Bridges

Docks
Hump Yards

Earth Excavation

Rock Excavation

Pile Driving

Track Work
Coal Handling

Facilities

ft
kllljiJ

THE HARDAWAYCOMPANY
PO Box 1360.Columbus. Georgia 31902 (404)322-3274

Heavy Construction

Projects since 1891

Bruce Bird

Marketing Mgr.

P.O. BOX 3575 / ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55165

PHONE: (612)429-6561

New York

(212) 926-5962

Chicago

(312) 726-2445

Los Angeles

(213) 628-6711

Square Eight Uni-Panels (Patented)

Hevi - Duty and X - Hevi - Duty

Non-Slip Epoxy Coated Steel Grade Crossings

Aisociate Membe

TfM PlflfiOftOl

VOWOOQ CofMvmctiOfi



"^luiVulcaSond

Patent No 3.201.046

. . .without

Lower Your Initial Cost-'/
premium cost

Lower Your Replacement Costs

This is tlie insulated rail joint that has proven itself in providing

years of service without costly maintenance or excessive tracl<

downtime.

Its "Blue" insulating material is a specially formulated compound

highly resistant to deterioration from ultra-violet, ozone, weath-

ering, abrasion and the shock and flexing stresses of heavy rail

traffic. It is bonded securely to the rail joint including the bolt

holes, eliminating the need for insulating bushings. The result is a unitized structure virtually

immune to cold flow. Its electrical resistance is rated at 10,000 megohms to infinity. You'll find

"Blue" Vulca Bond Joints require less time to install. When replacing damaged welded rail or

adhesive type joints your track can be back in service much sooner with a Seneca "Blue ' Vulca

Bond Insulated' Rail Joint . . . The proven dependable insulated joint.

WRITE FOR BROCHURES ON INSULATED
RAIL JOINTS AND TIE PLATES
Seneca's Insulated Tie Plates are a tough,
resilient rubber/fiber furnished with holes as

required for rail weights from 85# through 140#.

SEI\\ClK\ RAILROAD AND MINING, INC.

4701 CLEVELAND ROAD • HURON, OHIO 44839 • PHONE (41 9) 433-7666



TEiEWELD
INC.

Serving the railroad industry

with technology you can depend on.

Call on Teleweld for field-proven

rail maintenance systems: service

and equipment.

SERVICE Rebuilding of Frogs, Crossings,
Switches • Rail End Reclamation • CWR
Joint Repair • Thermite Welding

EQUIPMENT Rail Heaters • Rail Grinders •
Power Cars • TELEFLEX Equipment Cars
•CWR Heating Cars • CWR Cooling Cars •
SONIRAIL Flaw Detectors • Power Plants
• TELEBRINELLER Hardness Testers

Call or Write for new corporate booklet, showing
capabilities and product line. Details and
specifications of any service or equipment listed

also available.

TELEWELD, INC.
Dept. 11, 416 No. Park St., Streator, IL 61364
Phone: 81 5/672-4561 TWX: 510-359-0897

NOW OPEN— TELEWELD FIELD SERVICE
CENTER and WELDING SCHOOL
1555 Hawthorne Lane, West Chicago, IL 60185



126-16 Advertisement

our specialty. .

.

effective sighs for the Railroad and
Transportation Industry . . . crossbucks

caution, depot & station, track, targets,

caboose markers, trade mark decals,

any standards, plus caution styles

that you may be considering . . .

we can make them ALL . . . and at

sensible, economical prices!

"Service so good . . . it's Better

than having your own sign shop!"

POWER PARTS ^(/AJf/l COMPANY
I860 North Wilmot Avenue • Chicago Illinois 60647 ^(312) 772-4600 • TWX 910 221-5507



Neoprene
Bridge Bearing
Pads

Meets A.R.E.A.

specifications

Neoprene bearings
between bridge
girders, beams, and
abutments absorb
thermal expansion
and contraction

better than mechanical
assemblies.

Neoprene's resistance

to weather-aging,
compression set, oil,

and ozone insures a

long service life and
no maintenance in

this application.

Use Neoprene Bearing Pads for

Elevated roads, Walk ways, Col

Accommodates thermal
movement

• Provides uniform load"

transfer

• Prevents structural fatigue

from expansion-contraction
and vibration-shock

• Available in hardness,
durometer A, grades 50, 60,

and 70

• Neoprene bearing pads
vi'ithstand temperatures from
-50° to ^200° F.

• Durable and maintenance-free

• Isolates components of

bridges, building, or structures

against vibration, noise, and
shock

: Rails, Bridge spans. Approach ramps,
umn to footing isolation.

HLE^I manufacturing and supply co.

1848 Wilmot Avenue • Chicago, III. 60647

Phone:(312)452-6480



thesolutioii

toarotten
• I

"Add years to the life of your
ties and timbers for a fraction of

their replacement cost."

Would you pay a fraction of replacement costs to extend the

life of your timbers and ties? With replacement costs increas-

ing annually, Tie-Gard^" is the answer. Tie-Gard^" is the

clean way to treat, in-place. No spray— just insert Tie-Gard^"

cartridges into the unused spike holes or treatment holes

bored in critical stress areas. Tie-Gard^" preservatives are

absorbed into wood by osmotic action, spreading fungus

protection quickly and effectively.

FOR FREE SAMPLE OF
PRODUCT AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION,

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-356-5952

RAILROAD DIVISION
4546 Tompkins Drive
Madison, Wisconsin 53716
Phone 608-221-2292



THE HIXSON RAIL FASTENER
for

DRIVE-ON APPLICATIONS
OVER 2800 POUNDS LONGITUDINAL RESTRAINT

1. V\^ood Ties
Employs standard HIXSON clip of tough spring steel with cast steel base plate

that fastens to the wood tie with either track spikes or screw spikes. Base plate

has 1:40 cant. Clip designed with positive lock will not loosen — reduces

maintenance cost. Removed with Standard Track Tools by experienced track

person — making a vandalized proof track.

2. Concrete Ties.
Uses same clip systems as wood ties — but with cast steel concrete insert —
insulated or non-insulated.

3. Concrete or Steel Structures.
Same Spring clip system; resilient base pad fastens directly to the concrete or

steel structure. Spring rates from 80,000 lb/in. to 300,000 lb/in. can be
provided; excellent electrical and noise abatement properties.

/•tZI^v The Hixson Rail Fastener is available exclusively from:

Transit ( V ) Products,lnc.
\r_^/ 846 South Central Avenue • Atlanta, Georgia 30354 .USA.

Telephone: (404) 768-6060



Thetime-savinstrade
maintenance :fi

Whether your track maintenance calls

for on or off track equipment, tough

equipment for large jobs...or tough

auxiliary equipment for small jobs.

Marmon Transmotive has a better way
In addition to our versatile performers

like the Switch Undercutter Tie Un-

loader and Yard Cleaner. Mannon
offers the industry's finest Portable

Ramp for track machinery Together

they can make your maintenance
team a lot more efficient, because they

cut time, labor and operating costs.

TheMarmon J imbo Tie Unloader in-

creases speed and safety.

• Can be placed atop standard gon-

dolas of varying heights

Places ties in any proximity from
the car

• Reloads ties or O.T.M.

One man operation

The Marmon Switch Undercutter

cleans turnouts in two passes.
• No advance excavation
• Casts material into rail cars, trucks,

or aside

14-foot under track cutter bar

• Rotates on a built-in turntable

Can handle, and dump, air dump cars

The Mannon Yard Cleaner is rugged,
thorough and fast.

Casts material into rail cars, trucks.

or aside

• Can handle, and dump, airdump cars

Off-track capabilities

• Rail web sweeps optional

• Electric power for rotary functions

• Protected rear broom with long life

housing liners

The Marmon Portable Ramp elimin-

ates the need for cranes.
• Loading and unloading ramp for track

machinery
• 100,000 pound capacity

• 4foot incremental lengths, plus or

minus 62 feet

• Erected or dismantled by two men —
no crane required

• Heaw wall rectangular tubing

.V\feight,72(X) lbs. (62' model)

; :i

jteM-w
Marmon Ji mbo Tie Unloader

Marmon Portable Ramp

Railway Products Division

Marmon Transmotive.
A<ii».isi()ii of the Miimioii ( in nip. inc.

PO. Box 1511. 3(K)1 East

Governor John Sevier Highway

Kiiowille. Tennessee 37901



Jainmoni
RAILWAY MOTOR CARS

AND WORK EQUIPMENT

^^^^B



B. C. HAMMOCK
CONSTRUCTION CO,

RAILROAD CONTRACTORS

SPECIALISTS FOR OVER 1 5 YEARS

• New Track Construction

• Repairing Old Tracks

• General Maintenance

• Site Preparation & Excavation

P.O. Box 577

Gray, GA 31 032

Phone: 743-0470



A COMPLEX
CROSSING

^'-- Thisliglb. R.E. rail

complex crossing, a crossing

within a crossing, is an example of the

highly technical engineering and

craftsmanship developed by Nelson Iron

Works to meet industrial railroad track

requirements.

We specialize in the manufacturing of

railroad track material, such as frogs, switches

and crossings.

Complete Trackwork Catalog available on

request— no obligation.

/NELSON,
iHO^r MTOJcxs. jure

Mailing address: P.O. Box 80816, Seattle, Wa. 98108
3423 Thirteenth Ave. S.W., Seattle, Wa. 98134
Telephone: (206) 623-3800



A DOZEN (and one) WAYS to

IMPROVE your M/w PROGRAM
ANCHOn-MATIC "••

cnemicais aoo? ? •: p

PLUS A FULL SELECTION OF HYDRAULIC TOOLS. " ^ M_ee_K

m'

racinB
RAILROAD PRODUCTS, INC.

1524 FREOEBICK STREET HACINE WISCONSIN 53J0J



PORTEC-TION
Rail Anchors

Largest Bearing Area—Optimum Holding Power
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Spei iai forged, heni treated

steel niainlaiiis its sirengtii

and holding power

Strong bearing siirla( e against

tie plate dampens \ ihrations.

eliminates throal-riit spikes

and spike-killed ties

Single striking surf ue and

snap-on design assure fast.

at (urate installation without

spei iaI tools

The next time you're walking

lra( k take a look You'll see whv
Porter rail anchors are the first

choiip of the industry They're

designed with the track

environment in mind— for

maximum performance and

maximum protection of ties.

PORTEC in(

Railway Products Division
100 WLndforOntrOal Brook Illinois 60521

rdrphone (312) 920-4600 Toi 9IO-6S1-02I2

SuhsiaMrifvin Au^lrHli.i Hr.iril I .in.i.l.i
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AERODUCT AIR BRAKE HOSE
AAR Specification M-601A-68

AERODUCT meets or exceeds the current specs for

braided air brake hose with a performance comparable to

wrapped hose. AERODUCT has neoprene tube and cover
and polyester braid layers for strength and flexibility. Sizes
1 %" X 2 Braids x 22" (packed 50 pes. per carton) and 1 %" x
2 Braids x 60 Ft. (packed one per carton.)

For more information, call or write Thermoid Division,
H.K. Porter Company, Inc., Porter Building, Pittsburgh, PA
15219.

BETTER PRODUCTS BY DESIGN



THE RARE QUALITY OF SIMPLICITY

EVERY DAY 77.177- US. DRIVERS WAIT THEIR
TURN TO DRIVE ACROSS THIS FAB-RACAST
RAILROAO'HIGHWAY GRADE CROSSING

FABRACAST # ONE IN U.S.A. h
rYOU DONT HAVE TO WAIT TO HAVE

FAB-RACAST IN YOUR CROSSINGS

Simply call: LOU' SZARKA
vice-president extraordinaire

or write: SZARKA!!!

"off season traffic

count (ADT) IS

38.000 vehicles

per day



How to bring

your weed
problem to a
screeching halt.

Call your Ciba-Geigy railroad specialist.

You've counted on his experience in the past.

You can rely on his know-how again to develop the

right herbicide program for your needs. It'll mean

the end of the line for vour toughest weeds and

grasses. And the start of full-service field support

that doesn't let up just because the weeds do.

To put you in touch with the railroad specialist

nearest you, call or write the Railroad and Indus-

trial Herbicide Sales Department, CIBA-GEIGY

Corporation, P.O. Box 11422, Greensboro,

NC 27409. Telephone: 919-292-7100.

1 Cibj GetgYCorpofaiio

CIBA-GEIGt^



railroad builders, inc

Railroad Engineering, Construction

Rehabilitation, and Take-up

"By the foot or by the mile"

4039 South Santa Fe Drive

Englewood, Colo. 80110

303 761-1994

LOCOMOTIVE CRANES

and
MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY
ACCESSORIES
Panel Track Lifters

Multi-rail Lifters

Rail Threaders—CWR or Jointed

Rail Tongs
Ditching and Brush Cutting

Equipment
Modernization and OSHA
Equipment Kits

BURRO
BURRO CRANE INC.
1300 S. Kilbourn Ave^ Chicago, 111. 60623

312/521-9200

CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT

Hi-Rail Telescoping

Boom-Type Excavators

Hydraulic Excavator

—

Tractor-Type Crawler

Hydraulic 40 & 55 Ton

Self-propelled Cranes

iM
mwr}.

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT CO.
DIVISION OF BURRO BADGER CORP

1300 S. Kilbourn Ave Chicago. Ill 60623

312/521-9200



Another PLASSER Cost-Cutter
It's the Plasser Ballast Compactor PBC-800. Giving

you the instant track stability following out-of-face

operations.

Outside crib units compact ballast in adja-

cent cribs while vibrating plate compacts
ballast at tie ends.

Here's how the PBC 800 operates: Compacting units work in two adjacent cribs

simultaneously. Four units work in each crib, one inside and one outside each rail.

They apply a combination of pressure and vibration. Compaction of the ballast at

the tie ends is achieved by a vibrating blade 8 inches wide and more than 7 feet

long, which overlaps in successive positions, resulting in continuous compaction.

A static-loaded, non-vibrating shoulder blade retains ballast in the shoulder area.

The PBC is fully hydraulic, is one-man operated and works at high speed.

Plasser American corporation

2001 MYERS ROAD, CHESAPEAKE, VIRGINIA 23324. (804) 543-3526



FULL-LINE
SUPPLIER
OF RAIL SIGNALING CONTROL SYSTEMS

For more than 75 years, GRS has been a world leader in the

design and manufacture of transportation control systems --

and equipment -- for every type of railroad. Here are a few

examples:

SYSTEMS

• Automatic train control

• Computer-controlled cTc

and NX interlocking

• Computer-controlled automatic

car classification

• Automatic train operation

• Coded track signal control

• Rail-highway crossing warning

• Cab signals/speed control

• Automatic block signaling

EQUIPMENT

• Electric switch machines

• Safety relays

• Wheel presence detectors

• Car retarders

• Color - light signals

• Highway crossing flashers

• Traffic control consoles

• Rectifiers and transmitters

• Hot journal detectors

• Electric switch locks

Plus many more. For more information about how we can

help you, see your GRS sales engineer or write for Bulletin 200.

^^^
GENERAL PAILWAY SIGNAL

A UNIT OF GENERAL SIGNAL
ROCHESTER NEVA/ YORK 1dS02



We Have Some Concrete Ideas

For Better Railroad Ties

lere's one ofthe best deals to hit railroading since the diesel
Ine.

Prestressed concrete crossties . . . from Santa Fe-Pomeroy,
Not only special to look at,

they also ofier a boxcar full of

benefits. Near immunity to
weathering, fire and termites.

A lifeexpectancy double that of

wood ties. Plus greatly reduced
maintenance costs.

Concrete crossties lessen
rolling resistance . . . help the
track retain its geometry. Trains
can run faster and safer . . . with
less fuel consumption.

They are Amtrak's choice
for renovating the high-speed
Northeast Corridor.

Santa Fe-Pomeroy has been
making prestressed concrete
crossties since 1957.

If you want to profit from the
advantages of concrete cross-

lies, write or call today for detailed information. Our technical
staff will respond promptly to your inquiries.

cturing plants in Massachusetts, Georgia and California

Sanfa Fe-Pomeroy, Inc.
'^''- ''^'

' -

' ^ Subsidiary of Santa Fe International Corporation

500 Hopper St., Petaluma, California 94952 • (707) 763-1918

The Santa Fe that works FOR the railroads

i



DEPENDABLE, PROVEN PRODUCTS
FROM RAILS COMPANY

SWITCH HEATERS
to protect switch points from freezing

HAB SWITCH HEATERS
Proven in use at sub-zero tennperatures.

High pressure blower distributes hot air

steadily, evenly through a duct and nozzle.

Manual or automatic. Oil fired, natural gas
or propane. Easily installed and serviced.

RAIL-TEL SWITCH HEATERS
Advanced design assures correct

connbustion under all conditions. Improved
unit burner increases efficiency. Dispatcher

controlled or automatic operation with

Rails Company Snow Detector. Long-

lasting, easy to install. Proven in thousands
of installations.

TYPE LP SWITCH HEATERS
Improved air inspiration design assures the

best combustion regardless of weather or

humidity. Uses low pressure natural gas.

Provides uniform heat. ..dependable, long

life operation. ..easy installation. ..minimum
maintenance. ..automatic ignition.

TUBULAR ELECTRIC SWITCH HEATERS
All voltages and wattages available. Supplied with adjustable hardware.

Control panels with ground fault detection for all requirements.

RAIL FASTENINGS
for high speed transit

FLEXICLIP'
RAIL FASTENERS
tor concrete ties

Resists rail

movement with

positive holding

power in all

directions Fast

installation with regular equipment

For lointed or welded rail Insulated

(astenings available

COMPRESSION
RAIL ANCHORS
for wood ties

Anchors in both

directions, providing

naxir

(ithprotection ^

lower installed cost

Fits all rail sections-

welded, turnouts,

bridges, crossings

RAIL ROD
the one-man track cart that

can be carried by one man

Totally insulated, will not activate

switches Safety clutch and brake

system 2-wheel drive Rugged
construction Folds up lor shipping

and storage Proven on maior class

one railroads

SNOW DETECTOR
starts heaters or removal

equipment

Provides local

control at remote
or near points

Automatically

turns on ramp
heaters, grids, etc

to keep drives,

building entrances,

sidevi^alks clear of ice or sno*
Activates high\«ay warning signs

Compact, easily installed,

maintenance-free Foolproof operates

only in snow, freezing rain, hail or ice,

not during normal rainfall Complete
with sensing head, control box.

mount, temperature control

Other RAILS COMPANY products to protect and maintain your track include:

Track Lubrication Systems, Automatic Switch Point Locks. Wheel Stops.

RAILS
COMPANY

f^aplewood, N,J 07040
Chicago. Ill 60604 • Oakland, Calif. 94607

In Canada: lEC-Holden. Ltd.



safety - durability - economy

NABLA-
FORTAX

selected by the French Railways for the new TGV high speed line and for its whole network, as well as by

other leading railways In the world. Outcome of 35 years of experience and 500 million elastic fastenings

in 50 countries. Specially developped for continuous welded rail on wood, concrete or metal ties.

STEDEF 1 17 buraaux d« la Colllna • 92213 SAINT-CLOUD CEDEX
Franca - T«l. (1 ) 602.70.85 - Tx : 200 BBS F

' STEDEF INC. 7657 Laaaburg PIka Tyaona Otflca Park 1

4

FALLS CHURCH VA. 22043 U.S.A. - Tal. (703) 790-8777 - Tx : 901 1 24 POOOAIL.



New Insulated Gauge Rods
(PATENT PENDING)

(Models #334 & 734 below)

Stronger, yet less conductive.

Insulating joint stronger than steel.

Insulating components cannot deterioriate.

10 times insulating capacity of other models.

Universal — one size fits all sections.

^5'^

^r-i»

Universal Non-Insulated Gauge Rods
(Models #3364 & 6473 above)

* Offer the most competitive pricing.

* Meet or exceed all RR requirements.
* Uniquely "forged 'J' bend" insures

maximum strength

* Quantity discounts available

on all models.
6202 RAILROAD AVE. OMAHA. NEBR, 68107

CALL TOLL FREE 800-228-9 1 1 2

Comet Journal Bearing Lubricator
(RR #120 shown belowj

The most efficient & economical Journal
Bearing Lubricator available.

Delivers grease in cold weather.

Sizes available to fit all refinery pails

or drums.

32 by 1 ounce

meter

Unconditionally

guaranteed

Portable

High pressure

Balanced action

Vacuum loaded

No Priming

NEOSHO
CONSTRUCTION CO. INC.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION - MAINTENANCE

WASTEWATER FACILITIES

BRIDGES - EXCAVATION

TEXAS AREA OFFICE

HOME OFFICE

205 Union, P.O. Box 233
Council Grove, KS 66846

316/767-5184

26500 Hardy St., P.O. Box 1705
Spring (Houston), TX 77373

713/350-4671

WYOMING AREA OFFICE

P.O. Dravi^er 2260
Mills (Casper), WY 82644

307 266-4942



STM

THE VERSATILE TAMPER . .

.

Designed for today's busy work schedules,

this Tamper offers big tamper quality on a

smaller tamper frame. Driven by a Perkins

Diesel and a 3-speed hydraulically driven

transmission with chain drive to the alloy

steel axle, the STM tamper track travels at 30

MPH. By using Tamper's proven vibratory

squeeze method of tamping, it assures

uniform consolidation of ballast under the

tie. Working in tandem with our bigger tam-

pers, the STM produces quality track and

speeds tandem tamping operations by

decreasing the number of ties the main tam-

per tamps. As a tamper, the STM can handle

your tamping requirements.

SEE YOUR NEAREST TAMPER REPRESENTATIVE TODAY.

Tamper^^
2401 Edmund Road
West Columbia
South Carolina 29169
Tel. (803) 794-9160
Telex 573423
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Remarks by Division Chairman,

By l\1ike Rougas*

As I thought about making this speech as Chairman of the AAR Engineering Division

General Committee, I found myself going over many of the same thoughts that I had with my
speech this morning as President of AREA.

I thought about what I could do to make these two speeches different and distinct, since

AAR is an association of railroad companies and the AREA an association of individual

railway engineering professionals. But, the more I thought about it, the more it confirmed the

wisdom of our predecessors in 1919, who initiated the arrangement between our two organiza-

tions because of the large overlap of mutual interests that we have. Thus, after 61 years, the

AREA and AAR Engineering Division find themselves working together for the same goals

of progress and efficiency in railway engineering.

As Chairman of the Engineering General Committee, which is part of the Operations and

Maintenance Department, which is but part of an organization and must abide by our supe-

riors' decisions in deference to their superior overview of the situation which, of course,

involves much more than engineering matters. But even this is not a conflict in the goals of

the Engineering Division and AREA because the AREA views itself as creating recom-

mended practices, not mandatory rules; and, on the Engineering Division, we make recom-

mendations to our superiors with confidence they will use these recommendations with their

best managerial judgment to make overall decisions for the benefit of our industry.

We understand, as all professionals must, that what is advantageous to one segment of any

endeavor may not always be advantageous to that endeavor as a whole and, if the entire

endeavor is to proceed and allow its part to prosper, the larger whole must take precedence

over its parts.

We, as railway engineers, will continue to give the best advice we know how and maintain

safety and efficiency within our own jurisdictions, will strive to be true professionals of which

I spoke this morning.

'Chief Engineer. Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad.
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Remarks by A. W. Johnston*

Thank you, Mike, and greetings to you all.

It's always good to have an opportunity to speak before such a distinguished audience of

professionals.

I haven't always been so lucky.

Back when I was first starting to speak in public I used to volunteer to talk before all kinds

of audiences—just for practice. Never turned down an invitation from anybody.

One day I was speaking before a group of patients at an insane asylum and I'd hardly

started when a fellow in the back yelled, "Rotten".

I started again and he yelled, "Rotten" again—a bit louder.

The third time he did it I turned to the fellow in charge and suggested that maybe I ought

to quit.

He said—with a great deal of enthusiasm: "No. No. Please go on. We've had that fellow

in here for ten years and this is the first time he has ever shown any sign of intelligence."

Since then I've been a bit more selective about the groups I speak before.

In preparing my remarks for today, I looked back over our industry's performance in

1980, and all-in-all, I think it was the kind of performance that can inspire a great deal of

confidence in our industry—and its outlook for the future.

In spite of problems with the economy and a downturn in most areas of traffic ... and in

spite of the abandonment of large segments of one large rail system and parts of another

...U.S. rail freight traffic in 1980 set an all-time ton-mile record, slightly better than the

previous record of 1979, when there was no recession ... And the uptrend has continued this

year.

As I pointed out a year ago, while the elimination of redundant trackage, such as that we

have recently experienced, may have short-term adverse personal effects on the people oper-

ating that portion of the railroad, it is for the overall good of the industry in the long run—like

pruning a tree to keep it healthy.

Looking at the industry from another perspective, the railroads continue to invest heavily

in track for the handling of record tonnage. Much of this traffic, of course, is carried in heavy

axle-load cars, and that presents problems.

Just yesterday, I attended the meeting of the General Committee of the Engineering

Division, and could see first-hand the important and dynamic questions which confront you

because of this situation.

Long discussions were held on the imp>ortant issue of the effect of 263,000 lb. cars on track

in comparison with lighter cars from earlier years and what might be done to reduce the

harmful impact of the heavier cars.

We know it is unrealistic for the industry to take a step backward in terms of car capacity.

We also know that track can be maintained safely for loads even greater than those carried by

263,000 lb. cars—if we have enough resources to spend on maintenance.

'Vice President-Operations & Maintenance. Association of American Railroads.
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We also realize that technology keeps changing and that what might have been the

optimum car five years ago is not the same as the optimum car now because of changing

knowledge, both in track and railroad vehicle engineering.

Another discussion concerned recommendations that we might make regarding changes

in Federal Track Safety Standards. We hope that with a changed political climate in Washing-

ton, the trend for more and more Federal regulation will be reversed and the unnecessary

burdens that they often cause the industry will be minimized.

A couple of years ago, the Engineering Division developed an excellent presentation

concerning revisions of the FRA's proposed Track Safety Standards. These proposals were

submitted in January of last year. As yet, there has been no official action taken. But it is quite

apparent that there is no way the FRA can successfully defend many of the challenged items

in its proposed standards—especially those regarding costs.

If you recall, the FRA estimated the proposed standards would result in $20.2 million in

one-time costs to the industry and another $3.5 million in annual costs. The actual cost to the

railroads would be more like $850 million in one-time costs and more than $60 million in

annual costs. . .1 guess that's part of what you would call the cost of regulation.

Another area in which the Engineering Division is playing an increasingly active role is

helping the FRA to determine what research in track would be most helpful to railroading

—

and encouraging it to become more involved in those projects with practical value rather than

spending money on studies which wind up recommending still more studies.

There is a lot of money being spent on railroad research, and one of our responsibilities

is to help the FRA in determining how it can best be used. This includes the use of facilities

at the FAST facility at Pueblo.

With the AAR's Engineering Division located in Washington, we have had much more

effective liaison with the FRA on engineering matters than before... and the working re-

lationship between the AAR and AREA has been strengthened where joint goals are con-

cerned... While the independence of the AREA has been maintained as a separate or-

ganization of individual professionals.

Just last week, the Engineering Division submitted recommended changes in the present

Track Standards that are not safety related to assure that the new administration understands

the difference between safety regulations and those that are under the guise of safety, but are

more economic instead, and at the same time, appreciate the extremely good safety record the

railroads have, as borne out by the low instance of injuries and fatalities due to track-caused

derailments.

For example, over the last four years there was an average ofonly three fatalities per year

resulting from accidents related to track causes.

The safety record, as it concerns railroad bridges, is even more impressive. There hasn't

been a single person killed in the United States due to the structural failure of a railroad bridge

in more than 20 years . . . and only two relatively minor injuries have occurred due to this cause

during the last decade.

That, I think, is an outstanding safety record and I congratulate you for it.

But records like this cannot be achieved without continuing vigilance and we have to face

up to the reality that a disastrous bridge accident could offset 20 years of accomplishment and

result in the enactment of restrictive, wasteful legislation—if we permit that to happen.
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That keeps the pressure on us to be ever vigilant where bridge safety is concerned. We
simply cannot afford to take chances in this area.

It is still important, too, for us to continue to search for better, more efficient and more

cost-effective ways of doing our work. As Mr. Dempsey pointed out this morning, while our

industry's rate of return on investment has improved slightly in the last couple of years, it is

still too low. As always, we still have to be cost-conscious in everything we do, without

compromising where safety is concerned.

For example, we cannot afford large-scale experimentation with materials which have not

been thoroughly tested and proven. That might very well lead to extreme cost consequences

in the future.

As President Rougas so aptly stated this morning, we have every right to take great pride

in the effectiveness of our work. But we should not strive for "near perfection"—above what

is actually cost-effective—because that represents waste. And you, as Engineering Profession-

als, know, waste is something we cannot condone.

We should take pride in eliminating unnecessary expenses... along with our pride in all

other aspects of the job that we do.

If we use our knowledge to give the railroads the most truly cost-effective track and bridge

construction and maintenance possible, we will help to assure the future of railroading, which

looks extremely good as we move into the new era of deregulation.

We have an opportunity today to develop the kind of modern rail freight system we should

have to meet the needs of today and enable the railroads to compete most effectively with our

highway competition.

This opportunity comes at a most favorable time for the railroads—a time when the tide

of events, generally, seems to be going our way.

We are now in our fifth year of the greatest industrywide rebuilding and rehabilitation

program in railroad history in this country ... we are shedding much of the superfluous trackage

that has been a costly millstone around our necks for decades... we have the benefits of an

extensive, 10-year research program concerning equipment, components, materials, practices

and procedures in our rehabilitation efforts—with reliability and cost-effectiveness as prime

consideration... the energy situation definitely is to our advantage.

In other words, there is abundant evidence that railroads may no longer be the step-

children of the transportation industry.

For example, the Federal Highway Administration, in a recent report, recommended a

Federal Tax Policy that would shift the burden of highway financing to heavy trucks and away

from automobiles and light trucks... several State legislatures—notably California and

Maryland—are considering legislation to institute weight-distance taxes on heavy trucks.

Recent editorials in papers like the New York Times and the Columbus, Ohio. Citizen-

Journal, have strongly supported higher big truck taxes, i.e.. those over 50.000 pounds.

Meanwhile, under the Reagan Administration, the Office of Management and Budget

already has proposed new taxes that would allow for reduction of Government subsidies for

airports and waterways with an ultimate goal to have all costs borne by the users.

In plans to shore up the Highway Trust Fund, there are indications the Administration

ultimately will propose major increases in taxes for heavy trucks—the ones that successfully

compete with the railroads and simultaneously do the greatest damage to the public highways.
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These developments are beneficial to the railroads because they reduce the artificial

competitive advantages that trucks and barges have always enjoyed by not having to pay their

full share of the cost of building and maintaining the facilities they use.

As for the railroads, they have been sharpening their marketing practices with keen

attention to service and pricing... backhaul traffic and better car utilization have become

watchwords in the marketing departments of most railroads... and special contract arrange-

ments with shippers are proving to be advantageous to both in many ways.

Under these circumstances... and in view of the fact that the railroads are enjoying a

record level of traffic while continuing to improve their financial posture during a recessionary

period... give us every reason to look to the future of the railroad industry with great con-

fidence and extreme optimism. All of us have important parts to play in seeing that our

industry makes the most of the opportunity it now faces, with the implementation of the

Staggers Rail Act of 1980 and a new political climate in our Nations Capitol that is supportive

of the free enterprise system and less Government interference.
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Engineering Division, Members of AREA, and Guests;

Bill Harris has found himself unable to join us today. This year, however, he waited until last

Thursday to tell me of his conflict. You all are the beneficiaries. Because I have had so little

time to prepare, my remarks will be brief.

As in the past, the Research and Test Department of the AAR is both honored and proud

to have been asked to participate in this conference. The papers our staff will present deal with

a fairly wide range of topics but all are related to railway engineering and all reflect continuing

departmental programs.

Looking around last Thursday for something on which to base my comments today, I

found the slides we had prepared for Bill Harris to use in his February presentation to the

AAR Board of Directors. I thought that it might be useful and informative this afternoon to

spend a few minutes going through some of those slides that describe the Research and Test

Department. Then, I would like to describe our relationship to the various institutions and

committees that give us guidance. Finally, I would like to comment on where we may be

headed in the future.

Just as you on your properties must allocate scarce resources between many competing

needs, we must allocate our resources between the abundance of railroad problems crying for

attention. In this past year, approximately 25 percent of our budget was directed at problems

involving maintenance of way and structures. This compares with 22 percent of railway

operating expenditures of the Class I carriers spent in this area. By no means did we dehber-

ately plan this allocation to parallel the spHt of expenditures made by the industry; but when

one is aware of the processes by which we set priorities and allocations for the Department,

it is not at all surprising to find a close correspondence to the manner in which the railroads

themselves divide expenditures.

In actual dollars departmental funding over the past ten years has grown steadily from

about $700,000 to nearly $8 million. When corrected for inflation, however, spending has been

about level since 1975. Since that time the expenditure level has been just a little better than

.02 percent of industry gross operating revenue. This level of expenditure for research while

small when compared with high technology and manufacturing industries which depend heav-

ily on new products is not unusual for mature heavy industries.

Over the years we have gone through several organizational arrangements in our con-

tinuing effort to achieve the optimal coordination between the Chicago Technical Center, the

headquarters staff in Washington, our people assigned to the Transportation Test Center at

Pueblo, and our several cooperative programs.

The total staff has reached about 115 people and like our budget has remained relatively

level over the past several years.

In terms of railroad experience, we feel that we have a reasonably good blend. We are

concerned by the large number of superbly trained and experienced technicians approaching

retirement age. These are the people who build and install instrumentation, operate testing

equipment, staff field experiments, and in short do the work. They are the backbone of the

staff, and we are aware that we must bring in new people to begin to learn from them before

they leave.

'Assistant Vice President, Research & Test Dept.. Association of American Railroads.
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We also believe that we have about the right mix of degree levels. As time goes on, I would

expect the number of Masters' graduates to increase relative to both PhD and Bachelors

graduates.

As you might expect, engineering graduates predominate.

We have over the past several years attempted through selective acquisition, retirement,

and upgrading to assemble a suitable set of tools and equipment for the testing and research

requirements of the industry.

Much of this equipment is unique, such as the track laboratory and the million pound car

compression equipment.

Some older standard tensile test equipment has been supplanted by computer controlled

hydraulic jacking equipment such as this capable of supporting more sophisticated modern

fatigue tests and applying the larger loads required for tests of heavy castings.

Since so many of the industry problems are related directly to the properties of metals,

we have attempted to establish special capability in the metallurgical laboratory with equip-

ment such as the scanning electron microscope and computer controlled MTS equipment.

We have recently developed a mobile diesel engine exhaust emission laboratory; and in

conjunction with DOE, FRA, and Southwest Research Institute, we now have this Diesel

Engine Test Laboratory at San Antonio, incorporating the latest GE and EMD engines. At
this facility we are testing the effects of a variety of alternate fuels.

As those of you who have listened to me or Bill Harris more than a couple of times have

heard before, we believe that good applied research rarely comes from researchers left to their

own devices and sheltered from the day-to-day problems of the real world.

Accordingly, we have enlisted the support of standing AAR operating committees such

as the O-T Committee, the Mechanical and Engineering Division General Committees, and

their respective committees on research to help us identify problems and set priorities. We
have endeavored to establish a variety of ad hoc steering and advisory committees of knowl-

edgeable railroad people of specialized skills and expertise to guide and provide continuing

review to cooperative programs such as Track/Train Dynamics, Freight Car Utilization, FAST,
and others.

We have two standing committees of our own. The Materials Advisory Committee, which

consists of academic leaders, looks over our shoulder to ensure that our Technology is up to

speed and is being properly applied. The AAR Research Committee, consisting of senior

railroad officers representing railroads in every section of the country and a wide mix of

professional interests from transportation, through engineering and mechanical departments,

to marketing and executive departments. This committee makes the hard choices, settles

priority disputes, and passes judgment on budget requests before they go to the AAR Presi-

dent and Board of Directors for approval.

The Research and Test Department is sometimes accused of not being responsive to the

special wants and legitimate needs of other AAR Departments, suppliers, individuals, compa-

nies, or industry committees. This has been the case with AREA Committees more often than

we would like. I hope that you can all appreciate that we cannot, certainly at current funding

levels, respond to every request of every committee. What we must work together to avoid is

delaying something really important while we expend valuable resources on more trivial

concerns. There is a mechanism in place in the complicated committee structure I have just

described which should serve to ensure that the most legitimate needs are addressed and help

us to contribute in an effective way to this industry. The mechanism is to have committee
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chairmen funnel their suggestions and requests through the Engineering Division General

Committee to its Committee on Research, which in turn provides us with a comprehensive,

prioritized assembly of engineering related projects. George Van de Water, as chairman of

that Committee, sits on the AAR Research Committee. I assure you that he does a superb job

of keeping us informed, prodding when it is necessary, and ably advocating Engineering

Community positions.

Because there is such a long lead time from idea or concept to implementation of devices,

components, or practices, we spend considerable effort in attempting to anticipate what the

future may hold. It would really be embarrassing to spend ten years or so developing and

designing a freight car to haul a specific commodity which in turn stops moving by rail shortly

after the design is complete. I have been engaged in one form or another of technological

forecasting ever since I joined the AAR. I have learned that only one thing is certain about

the future and that is that there will be change and that the changes will come before we are

ready for them.

The AAR Research Department must be sufficiently flexible to drop one thing and reach

for another with minimal disruption. We cannot lock ourselves into arrangements and con-

tracts which cannot be broken or altered with minimal pain. Similarly, we must only add to

our permanent staff those kinds of skills which are capable of being quickly redirected. We
cannot afford the luxury of narrow technical specialization. When we need these acknowl-

edged and special skills, we must employ them on a short term basis through consulting or

contractor support.

But the future is not hopelessly obscure. There are some patterns and directions be-

coming increasingly clear that call for us to begin to take action now.

The first, as Larry Cena identified last week while receiving the Railroad Man of the Year

Award, is energy. I am not merely suggesting that we should have an energy program, I am
saying that all of our programs must be approached with increasing awareness of their energy

related dimensions. For example, better, firmer track with fewer irregularities and less defor-

mation under load not only reduces fatigue in freight car components and the potential for

derailment, but it also saves energy. Lighter tare weight freight cars not only reduce wear and

tear on track, they also save energy. I am suggesting that a whole range of previously explored

topics need looking at again because the constants used before have changed. We can pay a

lot more today for lightweight materials than we would when diesel oil cost 10 cents a gallon

and still come out ahead. Energy has always been a primary concern of engineers. Thermo-
dynamics was interesting, even important, in the past. Now it is crucial.

Another certainty about the future relates to deregulation. No one here has ever func-

tioned in a deregulated railroad industry. As the president of a major railroad said to me at

our annual luncheon two years ago, "No one in our company even knows how to spell

'entrepreneur'." Under deregulation the ICC isn't going to be around to protect us from our

own mistakes. While we have inherent advantages in the struggle with our competition, and

our striving to increase them I assure you the truckers have more experience in the unregulated

market place.

A crucial part of survival under deregulation is proper pricing, and proper pricing de-

mands that we know and understand our true costs. If we fail to accurately measure both

benefits and costs—all costs—we could easily make catastrophic mistakes. Over the next

several years, I anticipate a lot more attention being paid to maintenance-of-way costs. It is

a particularly difficult area because the damage done to track by individual movements of

traffic is so hard to measure and because historical records of maintenance-of-way ex-

penditures do not always reflect the real costs incurred.
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Lastly, we have already begun to feel the pinch created by the new administration in

Washington and its efforts to control federal spending. Our AAR research budget has been

augmented for some time by federal contracts. These will be more scarce and harder to get

in future years. We have but two choices. We either spend more money for research in the

private sector or the overall level of effort will be reduced. Obviously, there will be less room

for error and a greater demand for efficiency.

As I said at the beginning, we are proud to participate in this conference; proud of our

people, and of what they have been able to accomplish. We believe that this is important work

and we are anxious to share it with you.

But if I can leave you with but one thought about research this afternoon it is this: It is

not original. I think it was first said about generals and war, but it applies none-the-less. It is

that research is far too important to be left to researchers alone.

The research and test department can contribute to progress in railway engineering

technology. But we cannot and should not be either asked or allowed to carry the burden

exclusively, even if we had ten times our current budget and ten times the staff.

Research is nothing more and nothing less than systematic inquiry. All of us must

contribute and participate in its execution if it is going to bring useful results.

The people who have problems must be part of their definition or the problems will be

poorly defined, and they had better be present when solutions are uncovered or else improper

ones can be chosen while real answers are ignored.

Thank you.



Presentation of Architectural Design Award
Committee 6

by D. A. Bessey*

Mr. President, Members of the Association and Guests.

The idea of conducting AREA-sponsored competitions was originated by Committee 6

approximately 10 years ago. We of Committee 6, with a membership that is comprised of

architects and engineers, directly engage in the design, construction, and maintenance of

buildings found that, at times, it was exceedingly difficult to properly staff our offices. We saw

a distinct need to familiarize the architectural students throughout the United States and

Canada with railroad architecture and to bring about an awareness of employment oppor-

tunities in the railroad industry. We felt at that time there was a definite need to improve the

communications between the railroad industry and the colleges and universities that offer

architecture in their curriculum. We also feel that this problem is not just unique to the

architects but all areas of engineering.

Approximately 5 years later, the AREA Board of Directors approved the funding for the

competition and in March 1976 we presented the first award winning architectural competition

to the AREA March Conference. This was an extremely successful undertaking as not only

did we create alot of interest among architectural schools throughout the United States and

Canada but a much closer relationship between ail other engineering schools and the railroad

industry resulted from this involvement.

Conducting a competition to assist in bringing about such awareness was a natural in the

field of architecture as, during the process of obtaining a degree in architecture, the architec-

tural students have numerous design classes which involve the solution of a problem and, in

many cases, the design problems are furnished by firms or associations as well as prepared by

professors at the schools. The process of solving these problems is part of the class procedure.

Since the 1976 presentation, the Board of Directors of AREA took the necessary action

to have the idea of a competition involving colleges and universities an ongoing project

involving many other committees. Committee 24 has been assigned the responsibility of

monitoring the Annual Design Contest for College Students. Committee 13 was involved in

the competition program last year and I believe that Committee 8 will be involved in 1982.

We of Committee 6 prepared a preliminary draft of an "Architectural Design Com-
petition" problem for submittal to Committee 24 for their consideration. The problem was the

design of a "Railway Office Building and Passenger Station".

The preliminary draft and proposed competition schedule was submitted to Committee

24 and in March 1979 we were advised that our proposed competition problem was approved

and that we should proceed with the competition.

We worked up presentation requirements.

Determined the size and format to be used for the presentation.

Established site criteria.

Developed a proposed site for the structure.

Established office building criteria.

•Assistant Chief Engineer-Structures, Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad.
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Outlined in detail the office building function and occupancy.

Established the passenger station criteria.

Indicated platform and clearance diagram.

In the preceeding months, the rough draft of the problem was further developed and

printed. In February 1980 the preliminary draft of the problem was forwarded to 87 schools

in the United States and 10 in Canada. The competition was limited to candidates working for

their first level professional degree in architecture according to the standards established by

the National Architectural Accredited Board and Canadian Accreditation Standards.

In June 1980, at Alliance, Nebraska, the committee at large reviewed the entire problem

and, in a sense, worked out tentative solutions to make sure that the problem was soluble and

minor adjustments were made to the instructions.

We found that we had to vary the scale on some of the elements so that the presentation

would fit on the two designated sheets.

Also at this time judges were chosen and assignments made to committee members to be

representatives to the various schools that were to take part in the competition.

We received positive responses from approximately 30 schools and the final printing of

the architectural design competition was forwarded to these schools in August 1980 in time for

the Fall Semester session.

Some of the schools that participated in the competition are

University of Illinois (6)

Ball State (2)

Texas Tech (4)

Georgia Tech (3)

Texas A&M (5)

Other schools were:

Kansas State

University of Nova Scotia

University of Pennsylvania

University of Washington

Clemson University

University of Illinois—Circle Campus

All entries were received in my office by January 31 and we received a total of 44 entries

from 1 1 schools. We do not at this time have an accurate count of the actual number of students

that took part in the competition but we estimate between 400 and 500 students. Some
universities had as many as 75 students taking part in the competition and they forwarded 6

or 7 of their better entries. All entries were prejudged prior to the February judging to

determine if there were any great deviations from the rules. All entries were numbered and

the name of the architectural student and the school was concealed.

The judging took place on February 12 & 13 in Chicago. The first day of judging the

entries were graded on the basis of 1 to 10 and at the close of the day, the judges had narrowed

the 44 entries down to 21.

On the second day the 21 semifinalists were judged on a percentage basis assigning values

to Function, Structural, Aesthetics, Artistic Quality and Site Development. Here again the

ballots were cast and the 21 semifinalists were reduced down to 7. At this point ballots were
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taken to determine 1st Place, 2nd Place and 5 Honorable Mentions. The judging process which

took 2 full days was a very time-consuming; however, a very precise and fair process. There

were many entries that were extremely well done and many students did an excellent job of

solving the problem and the task of choosing a winner was very difficult. In fact, there were

13 ballots taken before 1st Place was chosen.

The 2nd Place award and check for $500 goes to Jonathan D. Bailey of Texas A&M. The
1st Place award and the check for $1 ,000 is awarded to Paul Ozaki of the University of Illinois.

At this time it gives me great pleasure to present the student winning 1st Place in the

architectural competition, Mr. Paul Ozaki from the University of Illinois.

Mr. Ozaki.

When my fellow students and I at the University of Illinois first got the competition rules

we didn't know actually where to start being unfamiliar with the railroad industry. So we

researched for about a month. It was kind of tough because even our professors didn't know
that much about the railroad industry. Being the intention of the AREA Committee to

familiarize architectural students with the railroad industry, I feel we did obtain a better

understanding of the railroad industry by working on this competition.

My plan was developed first by dividing the various functions of the station into three

categories. One, the public spaces which was the passenger station, two the public/private

spaces which were the offices that had public interaction and three the purely private spaces.

Each of these three categories was divided by floor, the passenger station on the first level,

the private/public spaces on the second level and the private spaces on the third level. The form

of the building was determined by this division. I wanted to design a building with good

circulation and the use of natural lighting so I designed around a central, open, skylit court.

We spent weeks studying the image of the railroad and many of my fellow students tried to

design a structure within that image. I went more towards a office building appearance since

the offices seem to overpower the passenger station in terms of square footage.

I thank you for your award and the honor to me and the University of Illinois.

Mr. Bessey.

Now at this time, I would like to ask Mr. Rougas if he would make the presentation of

the 1st Place award to Mr. Ozaki.

(Mr. Rougas presents award.)

Thank you Mr. Rougas and, once again I would like to congratulate you, Paul, for your

1st Place award.

In addition to 1st and 2nd Place awards, the 5 Honorable Mentions and checks for $100

will be sent to Mark Beesley of Texas Tech, Frank Cedarblade of University of Illinois. Mike

Korns of University of Illinois, Andy Lawrence of Texas A&M and Nick Pickle of Texas

A&M.

This has been an extremely successful undertaking and it is our hope to maintain corre-

spondence not only with these universities who entered this competition but all universities

throughout the United States and Canada.

On behalf of Committee 6, and all those people on the committee that worked on the

competition and all the students that took part, I would like to thank the Association for

sponsoring and funding this competition. I want to recognize Mr. Wally Sturm who acted as

Co-Chairman or Co-Director of the competition. I would also like to thank all the other

people on Committee 6 who assisted in writing the competition, meeting with and talking to
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students at the various universities throughout the country, assisting in many aspects of the

project and a special thanks to the judges:

Mr. Joe Boutros of the Canadian Pacific

Mr. George Fabrin of the Southern Pacific

Mr. John Ferguson of Rauenhorst Corp.

Mr. Ken Kerns of the Burhngton Northern

Mr. Jim Michel of Amtrak

Mr. John Rump of the Union Pacific

Mr. Wally Sturm was our substitute judge. All the judges are licensed architects and hold

licenses collectively in 27 states and one province of Canada. In my discussions with the

universities and the students, I found that they were very impressed with the credentials of

these judges. As I remember, as an architectural student many years ago, the prospect of

becoming a licensed architect was second only to going to heaven. It's the aim of all architec-

tural students to get that license. The fact that these judges were licensed in many states was

very impressive, as it should be.

The continuing program of AREA-sponsored competitions is very beneficial to our

industry. It is hoped that the competition sponsored by Committee 8 next year and by other

committees in future years will be just as successful as this year's competition. It is imperative

that we continue to create interest among the universities throughout the United States and

Canada and to develop and maintain a close relationship between the civil, structural, mechan-

ical, architectural and all other engineering schools.

I am pleased that our project has continued to open many doors and has created alot of

interest among the students, some of whom may someday be a part of our industry and a

member of this organization. I am very pleased to be a part of this project and must congrat-

ulate all members of Committee 6 for a job well done.

Thank you.



Fundamentals of Geotextile Design

by Thomas C. Kinney*

ABSTRACT

Various applications for the use of geotextiles in the railroad industry are presented. The
properties of geotextiles and the response of geotextiles in the various application environ-

ments are discussed. The current state of ASTM standard specifications is outlined along with

a few simple tests that can be used to define geotextile properties. The above information is

combined to form design concepts.

1. Introduction

Geotextiles have many potential applications in the railroad industry. It has been estab-

lished that some of these applications result in substantially better performance and lower cost.

Geotextiles in other applications show definite promise but their use has not been adequately

proven. Over 60 different geotextiles are available today making an extremely wide range of

geotextile properties available. The applications for geotextiles are equally as varied. The
following sections describes some of the applications for geotextiles, the most significant

properties of geotextiles, and a general method of determining which geotextile properties are

most significant in a given application.

2. General Applications For Geotextiles

Geotextiles have been used in many different applications throughout the railroad and

other industries. Basically geotextiles can only behave in three ways: They can separate two

materials, they can drain water, or they can provide tensile reinforcement. Section 2.1

describes these basic behaviors while Section 2.2 describes many of the applications for

geotextiles.

2.1 Basic Behavior of Geotextiles

A geotextile can be used to separate two materials. For example, a pond liner is an

impermeable geotextile to separate water from soil. A geotextile may be used over a fine

grained subgrade to separate the subgrade from the clean structural soils above. In a French

Drain application the geotextile is used to separate the surrounding natural soil or backfill

from the drainage material. In all separation applications the specific geotextile used must be

chosen to satisfy the particular requirements of the project. It must retard or stop the

migration of one material into the other.

A geotextile can be used to drain water from one area to another through the plane of

the material. The geotextile must be thick and permeable in order to perform this function.

It also must not clog with fines which would eliminate its usefulness. In order for a drain to

work by gravity the geotextile must be placed on a slope providing a gradient for the water to

flow. In most situations where a geotextile would be used deformations will occur changing

the constructed slope and perhaps reversing the direction of the gravity gradient. Some
geotextiles have the ability to wick water from a relatively low area to a still lower area. It has

been satisfactorily established through field testing that the wicking action will remove signifi-

*Sr. Principal Engineer, Shannon & Wilson, Inc., Fairbanks, Alaska
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cant amounts of water from under a deformed track structure. Some geotextiles may also act

as a pump, whereby, repetitive loading causes water to be pumped from beneath the load to

an unloaded area. Again, the effectiveness of this mechanism has not been proven by field

tests.

Geotextiles have been used successfully to provide tensile reinforcement in areas where

significant strain occurs in the plane of the material. In order for the geotextile to reinforce

the system it must develop tension which requires significant strain. There is both field and

laboratory evidence to verify that significant structural reinforcement can be developed under

these circumstances. Structural reinforcement will not occur without significant strain at the

plane of the geotextile.

2.2 Applications For Geotextiles

Several general applications for geotextiles are discussed below. Each application should

be used as a basis for developing thorough concepts to be applied to other applications.

Geotextiles are used as lateral drains to carry water from beneath the track structure to

a drainage facility on or under either shoulder, as shown on Figure 1 . Typically the geotextile

would be placed over a moisture sensitive subgrade and ideally a clean, free draining sub-

ballast would be used over the geotextile. If the ballast is placed directly on the geotextile

abrasion may be intolerable. Wicking may be a necessary property of the geotextile. There-

fore, the geotextile must be designed and installed to prevent clogging or the intended function

will not be realized.

Geotextiles are also used as vertical drains to speed consolidation in a compressible

subgrade, as shown on Figure 2. The geotextile for this use is usually a strip a few inches wide

and is pushed into the subgrade with a steel mandrel. The drains are typically installed on a

grid a few feet square and to the depth of the compressible layer. Similar drainage geotextiles

could be inserted into a hillside to drain water thereby reducing slope instability.

Geotextiles are frequently used to separate a soft subgrade from the clean structural

materials above, as shown on Figure 3. Ideally a sub-ballast would be used on top of the

geotextile. If ballast is placed directly on the geotextile, abrasion may be excessive. The

geotextile must allow water to pass, but must prevent the fines from migrating up or the

aggregate grains from being pushed down. If the geotextile clogs, making it impermeable, it

could be detrimental to the track structure.

Geotextiles are used near the surface of the ballast to separate windblown, water-carried,

or spilled fines from the ballast material and/or sub-ballast, as shown on Figure 4. This

procedure may also be used around switches where chips or other fine grained materials are

required over the ballast to make it easier on personnel. The geotextile must have a small

enough pore size to prevent intrusion of the fines. Clogging is not usually a consideration and

in many situations it may be desirable to have an impermeable membrane for this application.

Geotextiles are used under riprap to prevent embankment material from being washed

out through the riprap, as shown on Figure 5. In this application the geotextile must be

free-draining with a pore size small enough to retain the embankment materials. It is imper-

ative that the geotextile be laid smoothly against the embankment and held tightly to the

embankment to avoid the migration of fines along the plane of the geotextile. If fines migrate

along the geotextile, they will form a low strength impermeable film which will lead to failure.

It is therefore necessary to place a smaller sized aggregate between the geotextile and the

riprap to distribute the load from the riprap more uniformly on the geotextile.

Geotextiles are frequently used in the construction of subsurface drains, as shown on
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GEOTEXTILE
Figure 1. Geotextile used as a lateral drain between Subgrade and

Bal last or Subballast.
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Figure 2. Geotextile used as a Vertical Drain to speed consolidation
of Compressible Subgrade.
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Figure 6. The geotextile is wrapped around a gravel core which may or may not have an

embedded drain tile. The critical aspect of design and construction for this application is to

make sure that the geotextile is held tightly against the natural soil or backfill materials around

the drain. If this is not done, fines will migrate in the pore water, and either clog the fabric

or the drain itself. They also must be very drapeable (flexible) to allow good contact with the

walls of the excavation.

Geotextiles are used as reinforcement in low retaining walls forming a wall similar to a

reinforced earth wall, as shown on Figure 7. The geotextile must be able to develope fairly high

tensile stresses at low strains with minimal creep. As a minimum the face of the wall must be

protected against ultra violet light. It is also desirable to protect the geotextile against van-

dalism or accidental damage. High strains are not expected in this application.

Geotextiles are used as tensile reinforcement to retard the development of ballast

pockets, as shown on Figure 8. The geotextile is placed over the subgrade, ideally under a

sub-ballast material. In order to reinforce the system the geotextile must undergo strain which

means that the ballast pocket must develop to some extent. A geotextile which develops a high

tensile stress at low strain is desirable. If the geotextile is subject to creep, the unloaded tensile

stress will be lost and the reinforcement characteristics will be reduced. Geotextiles used in

this application will be subject to high strains and therefore must be capable of taking high

strains before failure.

Geotextiles are used to reinforce embankments placed over soft subgrades where lateral

spreading is likely to occur, as shown on Figure 9. The geotextile is placed directly on the

subgrade. Ideally the geotextile would be anchored at the ends. High tensile stress at low strain

with minimal creep is mandatory. Longitudinal splices are not acceptable in this application.

High strains are not anticipated, hence, a high failure strain is not required. The total vertical

settlement of the subgrade under the center of the track will not be reduced significantly,

however, the embankment will be tied together reducing lateral spreading, slope failures, and

track maintenance.

Geotextiles are used as forms to encapsulate sand, gravel, or concrete in areas where it

is difficult to make a conventional form. The use of sandbags to protect against flood waters

is a typical example. Another example might be long tubes filled with sand and placed on a

bank under water to take the place of riprap, as shown on Figure 10.

Geotextiles are used as a curtain to protect workmen or facilities from falling debris. One
example of this is a replacement for the wire mesh frequently seen on high steep cut faces, as

shown on Figure 11.

Geotextiles are available which can be placed over a cut or fill surface to prevent erosion

and allow plant growth, as shown on Figure 12. Typically these materials are very open plastic

meshes which resemble three dimensional chicken wire.

Geotextiles are used to prevent two materials from sticking together. One example of this

would be wrapping the top of a pile in a geotextile to prevent adfreeze and frost jacking during

winter, as shown on Figure 13.

A silt fence (shown on Figure 14) is an application in which the geotextile is used as a

filter. The purpose of the silt fence is to prevent fines washed off of the construction site from

entering the streams below. Upon reaching the geotextile the fines either go through or are

caught behind or in the fence. If they go through the intended purpose has failed. If they are

retained behind or in the geotextile they form an impermeable layer thus making a low dam.

The dam forms a pond in which the fines settle out before reaching the silt fence, hence clean
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GEOTEXTILE

Figure 3. Geotextile to seperate Base or Subbase from Fine
Grained Subgrade.

GEOTEXTILE

Figure 4. Geotextile to seperate Fine Grained Material
from above from Base or Subbase.

MUDDY
WATER
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GEOTEXTILE
Figure 5. Geotextile to seperate embankment material from riprap.

GEOTEXTILE

Figure 6. Geotextile to seperate Subgrade from Drain Material in

a French Drain.
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Figure 8. Geotextile as reinforcement under Track Structure.
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Figure 9. Geotextile as reinforcement under Subgrade.
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ACTIVE LAYER

ICE
LENSES

GEOTEXTILE TO
PREVENT ADFREEZE
AND FROST JACKING

Figure 13. Geotextile used as a lubrication to prevent adfreeze in Pile.

IE'""

Figure 14. Geotextile used as a Silt Fence.
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water flows through the geotextile over the top of the impermeable layer. This application

demonstrates the fallacy in using a geotextile as a true filter.

3. Properties of Geotextiles

The properties of geotextiles can be grouped in four broad categories: dimensional,

mechanical, hydraulic, and durability. These properties form the basis of the design criteria

and are specified to the contractor for bidding purposes. Until recently the only standards for

geotextiles were developed by the textile industry for use in garment and upholstery fabrics,

etc. The standards were published by ASTM Section D-13.

Recently an ASTM committee, D-13. 61/18. 10, has been formed to establish material

properties and testing techniques specifically for geotextiles. In the following discussions

ASTM refers to the ASTM Committee D-13.61/D-18.19 only. The work of this committee is

only partially complete at the present time. Other standards presently come from the geo-

textile industry, the Corps of Engineers, and other user groups. There are, however, many

simple ballpark tests that can be conveniently performed at your desk with commonly avail-

able materials. The following sections describe the properties and the applicable tests.

3.1 Dimensional Properties

The dimensional properties are length, width, weight and thickness. ASTM tests are

available for these properties, however, a ruler and a scale will provide reasonably accurate

values.

3.2 Mechanical Properties

Tensile Strength—Several tensile strength tests are in common use today. ASTM has

adopted the wide width tensile test as the primary alternative and will publish it in the near

future. It consists of stretching a sample of geotextile 8 inches wide and 4 inches long in the

4 inch direction.

Modulus—Modulus is a measure of the stiffness of the geotextile, and is usually defined

as the tensile force per unit length divided by the strain at that tension. Geotextiles are not

linearly elastic materials. ASTM will probably recommend the wide width tensile test for

measuring modulus also.

Creep—^The geotextile is said to creep if under constant load it undergoes continually

increasing strain. If the geotextile creeps when used in a tensile reinforcement mode, the

geotextile will lose its tension with time and will no longer behave as a tensile reinforcement

member. Some geotextiles are known to creep significantly, other geotextiles are known not

to creep significantly. Creep tests on geotextiles are in their infancy. Creep testing will

probably be done in a wide width tensile test, however, ASTM recommendations are still

sometime away.

Failure Strain—The failure strain is defined as the strain at which the geotextile actually

breaks. In many tensile reinforcement applications it is desirable to have a geotextile that gains

a high tensile force per unit length at a low strain but then requires a large strain to cause actual

failure. Failure strain will probably be defined as ASTM in the wide width tensile test.

Drapeability—Drapeability is the ability of a fabric to conform to an uneven surface.
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Currently there are no tests for drapeability, however, it is easy to take a fabric sample and

determine whether it will conform to an uneven surface or not.

Tearing Strength—Tearing strength is similar to tensile strength in that in both cases the

fibers in the fabric are stretched until they break or pull apart. In the tensile test the entire

width of fabric is stretched at one time until the entire fabric fails in tension. In the tearing

strength test a tear is started at one edge of the fabric and propagated across the fabric. ASTM

has standardized on the trapezoidal tear test. In this test a sample of fabric with a trapazoidal

shape is cut. The non-parallel sides are clamped in jaws and the jaws are returned to a parallel

position before being pulled apart. This technique starts a tear at the shorter of the two parallel

sides of the fabric and propagates the tear across the fabric. The trapezoidal tear strength test

will soon be published by ASTM.

Puncture Resistance—Stveral tests are currently being considered by ASTM to measure

puncture resistance, however, no test will be recommended in the near future. From a

practical standpoint, however, fabrics can be compared for puncture resistance quite simply

by attempting to puncture a sample of the fabric with an object. The object used to puncture

the fabric should be similar to the object expected to puncture the fabric in actual use. One

might, for instance, try to puncture the fabric with a pencil, screwdriver or a garden pick,

depending upon the use intended.

CurflfeiV/ry—Cutability is a measure of the ease which a fabric can be cut. It may be either

desirable or undesirable to have a fabric that cuts easily depending upon the application. An

ASTM standard test for cutability is not anticipated in the near future. It is easy, however, to

establish relative cutability values for various fabrics using a pocket knife.

3.3 Hydraulic and Pore Size Properties

Perpendicular Permeability (Permitivity)—Permeability is a measure of the amount of

water that will flow through a unit area of fabric under a constant unit pressure gradient.

Permitivity is permeability divided by the thickness of the material. Since geotextiles are

relatively thin, the permitivity appears to be a more realistic parameter for general use. Three

permeability tests will be recommended by ASTM in the near future for use on geotextiles.

Although standard tests are necessary, an evaluation of the permitivity of the fabric can be

determined by stretching a sample under the water faucet and allowing water to run through

it. This technique will rapidly establish that most permeable geotextiles are far more perme-

able than the surrounding soils. The exact value for permitivity, therefore, is not very useful.

Longitudinal Permeability—Longitudinal permeability is the property that measures the

amount of water that will flow through the plane of the geotextile under a given pressure

gradient. At present no standard test is available. If the transverse permitivity of a fabric is

relatively high and the fabric is thick, we may assume that the longitudinal permeability of the

fabric will be adequate for most drainage installations.

Porosity—The porosity is a measure of the total amount of void space within the

geotextile. The porosity can be calculated from ASTM standard tests for weight and thickness

if the density of the fibers is known. At present, however, the porosity has not been found

to be very meaningful in engineering evaluations and hence, is not usually required in

specifications.

Pore 5/26—The pore size within a geotextile can be quite significant in that it measures

the size of the particles that will pass through the material. The EOS or equivalent opening

size test is most commonly used at the present time. The EOS test consists of sieving standard

sized glass beads through the fabric to determine which size glass beads will or will not go
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through the material. Glass beads have not been totally successful, hence, sand is sometimes

used which also has its problems.

ASTM will probably recommend the bubble point test. The bubble point test consists of

forcing air through a submerged sample of the geotextile. The air pressure at which the bubble

first forms can be used to determine the size of the pore that the bubble came through.

Publication of a standard ASTM for pore size is not anticipated in the near future. The direct

use of any standard pore size test in engineering is questionable.

A simple test can be used to determine the general effectiveness of the pore size in the

geotextile in relation to the materials that will be adjacent to it in the field. For instance, if

the geotextile is to be used to surround a French Drain one might stretch a piece of the

geotextile being considered over the end of an open tube. Compact several inches of the soil

that will surround the French Drain on top of the geotextile in the tube. Run water through

the soil and the geotextile and see if fines are carried through the geotextile in the water. The

test might be modified somewhat if the geotextile were to separate pumping fine grained

subgrade soils from cleaner ballast and sub-ballast materials above. In this case a slurry of the

material in the subgrade would be mixed in a pan. The open tube with the geotextile stretched

over the end then would be pumped up and down in the mud slurry. If mud comes through

the geotextile readily, one would assume that it would not perform the separation function

adequately.

Wicking—Some geotextiles have the ability to wick water from a relatively low spot over

a high area to a lower spot some distance away. No standardized test is currently being

considered for wicking by ASTM. A simple test consisting of a jar of water with the geotextile

draped over the edge can be set up quickly and easily. If the geotextile will wick the water from

the jar, it may have the potential to perform satisfactorily in the field. It would be desirable

then to set up a more extensive test in which the wicking path is longer. Various conditions

of wetting and drying of the geotextile and other environmental factors can make a significant

difference in the wicking potential.

3.4 Durability Properties

The properties outlined thus far have been concerned with the physical characteristics of

a geotextile and how they might satisfy an intended design goal. Once the geotextile is in place,

however, it must remain relatively unaltered in order to serve its intended function. The

following properties relate to the ability of the geotextile to remain functional throughout the

design life of the project.

Abrasion Resistance—In certain applications, for instance, when a geotextile is placed

within a ballast section, the geotextile is subject to abrasive conditions which may wear holes

in the material. Abrasion resistance has been considered by many to be the most important

property of a geotextile in railroad applications. It is an important property only in applica-

tions where the geotextile is subjected to an abrasive environment. ASTM is currently con-

sidering several abrasion tests, however, they are not expected to be published in the near

future.

The relative abrasion resistance of various geotextiles can be determined easily. Place the

geotextile on the table and rub the surface with a piece of ballast. There will be a drastic

difference in the length of time that it takes to wear a hole through various geotextiles. The

test can be altered to include ballast on the top and bottom or ballast on the top and a soft

subgrade on the bottom or any other materials and conditions of concern.

UV (Ultra Violet Light) Stability—Vntmlly all geotextiles will be degraded if left exposed

to ultra violet light for a significant length of time. Some geotextiles will disintegrate in a few
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weeks, whereas, others may remain relatively intact for several months. Sophisticated tests for

UV stability are being proposed by ASTM and should be published in the near future. From
a practical standpoint, however, it would be very easy to place fabric samples in the sun and

then test them periodically to see if they are degrading. The test might be as simple as trying

to poke your thumb through the center of the sample.

Chemical Stability—Some chamicals may degrade some geotextiles. Sophisticated ASTM
testing procedures for chemical stability are currently being devised and should be published

in the near future. Again, from a practical standpoint a simple test can be performed by

subjecting the fabric sample to the chemical which is expected to cause the degradation.

Biological Stability—ASTM is currently adopting a series of quite sophisticated biological

stability tests. With the information available today it appears as though virtually all the

geotextiles are totally, biologically inert.

Thermal Stability—It is thought that some geotextiles may become brittle and break at

cold temperatures or may become soft and stretch or melt at high temperatures. ASTM is

currently evaluating thermal stability testing techniques, however, no test is expected to be

published in the near future. A rough idea of the thermal stability of the various geotextiles

can be obtained by placing the material in an oven or in a freezer and then performing some

simple test to see if there is a change.

Clogging Potential—If soil enters the geotextile and plugs up the pores making it imper-

meable, the geotextile is said to clog. Although clogging potential is an extremely important

property of the soil-geotextile system, a standard ASTM testing procedure is not expected in

the near future primarily because of the difficulty in choosing a standard soil. A simple but

realistic test to determine the clogging potential of a geotextile in a particular soil can be

performed in a manner similar to that used in the pore size text. Variations in this procedure

will quickly establish the fact that construction technique is more important than any other

factor in the clogging potential of a soil-geotextile system.

Blinding Potential—If fine grained soil forms an impermeable layer along the back side

of the geotextile, the soil is said to blind the fabric. No ASTM test is currently being considred

for blinding potential. Simple techniuqes for determining blinding potential follow the same

lines as those for clogging potential. Again it will be quickly established that construction

techniques are more important than fabric properties.

4. Components of Geotextiles

Geotextiles are made up of three primary components; a filament, a yarn, and a fabric.

The properties of each of these three components may significantly effect the properties of the

geotextile.

4.1 Filament

The filament is the smallest component of the geotextile. The two most common polymers

used to make the filaments in geotextiles are polypropylenes and polyesters. A few geotextiles

are made from or include other materials such as nylon, polyethlene, kevlar and spandex. The
type of polymer used in the filament can significantly effect the properties of the geotextile.

For instance, polypropylenes tend to show more creep than polyesters. Therefore, poly-

propylene fabrics could be expected to exhibit more creep than polyester fabrics of the same
construction. Other factors which are dependent upon the polymer are: cost, UV stability,

chemical stability, thermal stability, strength modulus and failure strain.
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4.2 Yarn

In woven fabrics the filaments are made into a yarn which is then woven into the fabric.

The construction of the yarn can significantly effect the properties of the geotextile. For

instance some yarns consist of a single strand of the polymer, such as the monofilament,

coherent multifilaments, and split film yarns. With these yarns the properties of the filament

almost completely define the properties of the geotextile in the machine direction and perpen-

dicular to that direction. If the yarn is made from a bunch of small filaments such as in a

parallel bundle twist or an interlaced yarn, the construction of the yarn may be very significant

in the definition of the properites of the geotextile.

4.3 Fabric

The method by which the filaments are made into the fabric also significantly effect the

properites of the geotextile. Woven fabrics consist of weaving strands of yarn together. Woven
fabrics have directional mechanical properties. That is, if pulled in the machine direction or

in the perpendicular direction, they will appear relatively stiff. If pulled on the diagonal

however, they may appear very stretchy.

Nonwoven fabrics in general are constructed by sticking together fairly thick layers of

relatively short or fine filaments. Needle punching is the most common method of holding the

filaments together. Needle punching consists of forcing a series of needles through the layer

of filaments causing them to entangle. Heat bonding and resin bonding are also frequently

used to hold the filaments together. Needle punched, non-woven geotextiles tend to be thick

and soft and drapeable. heat bonded and resin bonded, non-woven geotextiles tend to be

thinner, stronger, and stiffer and less drapeable.

Many combinations of the two basic methods of constructing fabrics are used. One
common combination is to construct a non-woven fabric with a very strong scrim woven

through it. This construction techniques tends to provide a geotexfile with the drapeability,

hydraulic and separation properties of a non-woven geotextile and the strength and stiffness

of a woven geotextile.

5. Elements of Geotextile Design

In choosing the correct geotextile for a particular application three aspects must be

considered: design, construction and durability. A geotextile must be chosen which will satisfy

the design requirements. In addition, the geotextile must be chosen which can withstand the

conditions imposed during construction. For instance, in a given application the geotextile may
be buried, and therefore UV stability is not important. However, if during construction the

fabric is to be left uncovered in the sunlight for a period of two to three months, UV stability

may be very important. Not only must the geotexfile perform the design requirements and

withstand the rigors of construction but it must also remain intact for the life of the facility.

The abrasion resistance of the geotextile placed under a ballast for instance, may not be

important for a design or construction standpoint but it is certainly a consideration for

durabihty.

In choosing the proper geotextile for a given application the design requirements must be

estabUshed; the construction techniques must be established, and all aspects of durability

within the environment for the geotextile in that application must be considered. Next, each

property discussed in Section 2 must be assessed to see if that property is significant, and if

so what range of values are required. Once the desired properties of the geotextile have been
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established, the most desirable geotextile or geotextiles can then be chosen. The final decision

is usually one of cost and/or availability among several acceptable geotextiles.

6. Summary

In summary, a geotextile design should contain the following steps:

1) Identify Usage Areas—A geotextile should only be used in an application where it can

perform a service and be cost effective.

2) Define Potential Usage—Once the usage area has been identified it is necessary to

define exactly what function the geotextile will be expected to perform. The correct goetextile

for the application cannot be chosen unless the design requirements for that geotextile are well

established.

3) Establish That a Geotextile Might Help—After defining the potential application, it is

necessary to establish whether any of the three primary behaviours of the geotextile described

in Section 1.1 will benefit the facility economically. For instance if the basic problem is track

settlement and the problem is defined to be caused by slope instability, then a geotextile

placed immediately under the ballast for subgrade ballast separation will not address the

problem.

4) Establish the Desired Geotextile Properties—Once the usage has been defined and it

has been established that a geotextile may be useful, the procedures outlined can be used to

establish the most desired geotextile properties.

5) Choose The Desired Geotextile—Compare the various properties of all the geotextiles

and find the one who's properites most closely resemble those desired.

6) Establish a Test Program If Necessary—Unfortunately, test data in railroad applica-

tions is at best scarce at the present time. There is good reason to believe that a geotextile may

be a major benefit in a number of railroad applications. It is important, however, that field

test data be gathered and published so that engineers can make intelligent decisions based on

field test results. The test program, data gathering, and publication of the results should be

done by the railroad industry to insure total neutrality. If geotextile manufacturers are in-

volved in these testing programs there will always be the suspicion of bias.
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February 9, 1981

American Railway Engineering Association

2000 L Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

We have examined the balance sheet of American Railway Engineering Association as of

December 31, 1980 and the relatedstatement of income and expenses for the year then ended.

Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and

accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and other auditing procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet as of December 31, 1980, fairly presents

the financial condition of American Railway Engineering Association in conformity with

generally accepted accounting principles.

O'Neill & Gaspardo

Certified Public Accountants
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION
BALANCE SHEET DECEMBER 31, 1980

ASSETS

Current Assets

Cash in National Bank of Washington Checking $ 491.15

Cash in National Bank of Washington Savings 921.67

Cash in Northern Trust Co. Chicago Savings 3,606.40

Cash in Northern Trust Co. Chicago Certificate 100,000.00

of Deposit due Jan. 12, 1981

Cash in Greater New York Bank—Savings 30,988.75

Petty Cash 50.00

Investment—U.S. Treasury Bills 40,000.00

Accrued Interest Receivable 12,390.00

Accounts Receivable—Dues 2,160.00

Inventories 54,510.00

Prepaid Postage 133.11

Total current Assets

Fixed Assets

Furniture & Fixtures

LIABILITIES

Current liabilities

Expenses Payable

Balance—January 1, 1980 $217,621.67

Net Increase of Income over Expenses

Year ended December 31, 1980 13,591.31

Total Liabilities and Net Worth

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH

$244,268.78

6,143.71

$250,412.49

$19,199.51

231,212.98

$250,41249
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AUDITORS REPORT

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF INCOME AND

EXPENSES YEARS ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1980

INCOME
1980 1979

Dues
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AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION
DECEMBER 31, 1980

NOTES TO BALANCE SHEET

Federal Form 990 Return of Organization Exempt from Income tax will be prepared in

conformity with this report.

Inventory values were reviewed with the office staff and the following valuation appears

reasonable:

Chapter Binders

Manual Binders

Chapters

Bulletins

Bulletin Binders

Portfolios

Portfolio Binders

Portfolio Supplements

Proceedings

Manual Supplements

Talbot Reports

Miscellaneous

The year of 1980 marked the first full year that the organization had its office in Washington

D.C. It was noted that these were expenses incurred of an non-recurring nature.

375 @
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